SENATE OF SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
AGENDA – OPEN SESSION
Monday, January 9, 2023 – 5:30 pm
Room 3210 West Mall Complex

1. Approval of the Agenda
2. The Minutes of the Open Session of December 5, 2022 will be considered for approval at the Senate
meeting on February 6, 2022
3. Business Arising from the Minutes
4. Report of the Chair
i)
ii)

Report of the Provost (For Information)
SFU: What’s Next

S.23-1

5. Question Period *
6. Reports of Committees
A) Calendar Committee (CC)
i)
Academic Dates Fall 2023
B) Senate Committee on University Priorities (SCUP)
i)
External Review for the Department of Biological Sciences
ii) External Review for the Department of French
iii) External Review of the Department of Geography
iv) External Review for the Department of Global Humanities
v) External Review for the Department of Political Science
vi) Revised Terms of Reference for the Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies
Endowment

S.23-2

S.23-3
S.23-4
S.23-5
S.23-6
S.23-7
S.23-8

C) Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies (SCUS)
i)
Program Changes (For Information)
ii) New Course Proposals (For Information)
iii) Course Changes (For Information)

S.23-9
S.23-10
S.23-11

D) Senate Graduate Studies Committee (SGSC)
i)
Course Changes (For Information)

S.23-12

E) Senate Policy Committee on Scholarships, Awards and Bursaries (SPCSAB)
i)
Annual Report 2021/22 (For Information)

S.23-13

F) Senate Nominating Committee (SNC)
i)
Senate Committee Elections (For Information)

S.23-14

7. Other Business
8. Information
i)
Date of the next regular meeting – Monday, February 6, 2023

Agenda items and papers for the February meeting will be required by the Secretary at noon on
Thursday, January 19, 2023. Submissions may be emailed to senate@sfu.ca. These items will be
considered by the Senate Committee on Agenda and Rules on Tuesday, January 24, 2023 with Senate
distribution on Friday, January 27, 2023.
The Senate agenda and papers for this meeting are available on the Senate website at
http://www.sfu.ca/senate/agenda.html.
Detailed curriculum papers can be found on Docushare at
https://docushare.sfu.ca/dsweb/View/Collection-12682
Tom Nault
University Registrar and Executive Director | Student Enrolment
Secretary of Senate
*Questions should be submitted in writing to Tom Nault (email tmnault@sfu.ca)
with “Senate Question” in the subject line by Wednesday, January 4th at 9:00 am.
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TO:

Senate

FROM

Joy Johnson
Wade Parkhouse

DATE:

December 15, 2022

SUBJECT:

Final version of SFU: What’s Next

Following conversations with internal and external communities, input on drafts and
discussion with Senate and Board of Governors, we are pleased to present Senate with
the final version of SFU: What’s Next, the SFU strategy for 2023 onwards. Note that
there may be additional changes following discussion with the Board of Governors in
January 2023.
Motion:
“That Senate approve and recommend to the Board of Governors SFU: What’s Next, the
SFU strategy for 2023 onwards.”

SFU: WHAT’S NEXT
Simon Fraser University Strategy
2023 Onwards

We respectfully acknowledge the xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam), Sḵwx̱wú7mesh Úxwumixw (Squamish),
səl ̓ilw̓ ətaʔɬ (Tsleil-Waututh), q̓ íc̓əy̓ (Katzie), kʷikʷəƛ̓əm (Kwikwetlem), Qayqayt, Kwantlen, Semiahmoo
and Tsawwassen peoples on whose unceded traditional territories our three campuses reside.
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Message from the President
SFU is a university that knows how to meet the moment. Since our founding, there has always been
something special—something different—about us. In our early days, we were known as the “radical
campus”, a university that wasn’t afraid to cause a little trouble and challenge the status quo.
Over the past decade, we have come into our own as Canada’s engaged university, set apart by our
commitment to creating deep and impactful relationships with communities and people in B.C. and
around the world. We defy expectations and lead the competition; we harness our innovative spirit and
strengths in teaching and research to help create solutions to the world’s most pressing problems.
At every stage of our journey, from 1965 to present day, we have responded to the changing needs of
both the world around us and the people and communities we serve. And now, it’s time for SFU to
evolve again. We are living through a critical time in history. From a global pandemic and growing
inequities to shifting geopolitics and the climate crisis, the challenges we face are complex and daunting.
We’ve heard that our students, faculty, staff, alumni, and partners are ready and excited to tackle these
issues and, as a public educational institution, we have a moral and civic obligation to do so. It’s time for
us to take our next big step as a university and meet this moment in a way that only SFU can.
So, we launched a process to ask: what does the path forward look like, and how do we make the most
of the opportunity in front of us? Informed by all we heard from our communities, SFU: What’s Next is
our response.
We are a leading research university, advancing an inclusive and sustainable future. This is our vision:
who we aspire to be.
We create and connect knowledge, learning, and community for deeper understanding and meaningful
impact. This is our purpose: why we exist.
We’re going to bring our vision and purpose to life by progressing four priorities that mean the most to
us as a community: upholding truth and reconciliation, engaging in global challenges, making a
difference for B.C., and transforming the SFU experience. These priorities affirm and expand upon the
three I established in the first year of my presidency. They represent our determination to do what we
know is both right and needed, creating change not just in the world, but inside our institution as well.
This plan makes explicit these shared areas of focus and it outlines the initiatives through which we will
channel our individual and collective efforts. In so doing, it creates the crucial framework for decision
making, resource allocation, and accountability that we set out to create in this process.
I am so grateful to all those who contributed their perspectives and ideas through thousands of
engagements over the last year. This is our plan, and it is a bold plan. It will take all of us, working
together, to bring it to life. But we have more than 50 years of incredible history from which to build.
And we’re ready. I know we are.
Now we know what’s next for Canada’s engaged university, and I invite you to come along as we embark
on this next stage of our journey. Let’s get started!
Joy Johnson
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1

The Challenge

Universities can—and must—change to meet the needs of a world in flux. We have the responsibility to
prepare students for the unknown and the unknowable, and to provide opportunities for them to
continue learning throughout their lives. We must embrace this agility in how we partner with those
around us and how we work as an organization.
And what we heard from our community during the planning conversations was remarkably consistent.
Students, faculty, staff, alumni, and partners want us to amplify our focus on commitments that have
long defined SFU while also making significant changes throughout the university to enable this work.
Many of these desires are a reflection of our stage in development as an institution; all reflect the
current state of the world around us and the unique role we can play in making it a better place.
Together, members of SFU’s communities are asking us to:
1.

Centre the university’s academic mandate

2.

Embrace accountability for student learning, respecting the unique needs of SFU students

3.

Support faculty and staff in their work and sustain the collegiality that makes SFU special

4.

Continue to align expertise in community engagement with research and learning

5.

Promote and protect the mental health and well-being of students, faculty, and staff

6.

Advance social justice, inclusion, and climate action

7.

Extend SFU’s commitment to reconciliation

8.

Help bring the world to B.C. and embed a global perspective in our people and our work

9.

Better connect disciplines, cultures, and campuses

10. Address pressing operational problems, making SFU a better place to work
Through this plan, we are responding to the input of the members of SFU’s communities. Our shared
conviction that SFU can make a difference is a potent starting point. We are enabled by our expertise,
resources, and responsiveness. Mostly, though, it is the people of SFU who equip us to succeed.
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The Story

Through months of community conversation, we reviewed the vision and values that have guided the
university over the last decade. We asked ourselves: what does Canada’s engaged university do next?
This strategy highlights the powerful hopes and ideals we embody and reinforces the fundamental
importance of knowledge, discovery, and community. Our strategic plan describes the SFU we know and
the SFU we know we can be.

Vision: Who we aspire to be
WE ARE A LEADING RESEARCH UNIVERSITY, ADVANCING AN INCLUSIVE AND SUSTAINABLE FUTURE
Building from our progress as Canada’s engaged university, our vision represents our ambitions for the
next stage in SFU’s journey, provincially, nationally, and internationally. The vision inspires and drives us,
declaring both our goals as a global research community and our deeply felt and abiding commitments
to belonging and climate action. Our challenge in this plan is to consistently rise to the standards of the
vision; our future and the future of the world depend on it.
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Purpose: Why we exist
WE CREATE AND CONNECT KNOWLEDGE, LEARNING, AND COMMUNITY FOR DEEPER UNDERSTANDING
AND MEANINGFUL IMPACT
Our purpose as a university is the essence of SFU; it is what each of us strives to do daily. It reflects our
belief that we are a community of citizens and scholars, working with partners to develop and share
knowledge and make a difference in the world.

Values: How we do it
Our values guide us as individuals and as an institution. The alignment and, in some cases, apparent
tensions between the values encourage us to think carefully about the choices we make. The
articulation of engagement as a value sets SFU apart from our peers and reflects the integrity of our
position as Canada’s engaged university. We will embed these values in every decision and every action,
and hold ourselves accountable for doing so.
ACADEMIC FREEDOM AND CRITICAL THINKING
We honour the autonomy of intellectual enquiry and explore ideas with academic rigour.
EXCELLENCE AND RESPONSIBILITY
We aspire to high standards and truth in information, accountable to one another and the public.
RESPECT AND RECIPROCITY
We build and sustain relationships with care and a desire for mutual growth.
EQUITY AND BELONGING
We create an inclusive, supportive, and affirming community, where all thrive.
ENGAGEMENT AND OPENNESS
We seek and include diverse perspectives and a wide circle of involvement.
RESILIENCE AND SUSTAINABILITY
We steward resources effectively, with the needs of present and future generations in mind.
INNOVATION AND ADAPTABILITY
We learn, unlearn, and embrace uncertainty through discovery and failure.
There are clear connections across our vision, purpose, and values; we cannot advance any one aspect
without advancing the others. How and why we do what we do are just as important—if not more so—
than what we do. These interdependencies weave the strong fabric that supports this plan and the
university more broadly.
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Framework for Action

Four priorities represent our areas of collective focus. We will uphold truth and reconciliation, engage in
global challenges, make a difference for B.C., and transform the SFU experience. Each reflects deep
commitment to progress, whether through our research and teaching, through our engagement with
the world around us, or through how we work. The last is foundational for the other three.
Each priority builds from and extends activity already underway at the university. Each combines
progress in teaching, research, and operations, so centring the academic mission. Together, they
exemplify the balance that has always defined us, notably the convergence of external and internal
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orientation in our work. They are the lens through which we will achieve our vision and purpose,
motivating and coalescing the efforts of everyone at SFU.
The initiatives identified within the priorities are the basis for action and resource allocation. While the
plan is not time bound, the initiatives describe our work for the next five years, though most will
continue well beyond that point. Many are reinforcing, with success in one contributing to success in
others. Each year, we will establish projects that ensure progress. While the initiatives are indicative of
future direction, they are not intended to prescribe or constrain. We will learn and adapt as we move
forward, consistent with the principles of continuous improvement.

UPHOLD TRUTH AND RECONCILIATION
SFU recognizes and honours the title and rights of Indigenous people as stated in UNDRIP and we
respect and partner the host Indigenous Nations on which our campuses are located. We have the
responsibility to illuminate the truth of Indigenous people in Canada and around the world and to begin
to chart a path of reconciliation. We will embrace this critical and complex call, striving to create a
strong and safe sense of belonging for all Indigenous people to discover and unlock their gifts.
Through this plan we will:
•

Improve the support, mentorship, and recruitment of Indigenous students, with continuing
focus on curriculum innovation, welcoming spaces, and learner pathways

•

Strengthen Indigenous faculty and staff attraction and retention through targeted hires and
permanent positions, embedding Indigenous knowledge systems and ways of knowing

•

Harness momentum and insight for sustainable change within and beyond SFU, aligning our
priorities and approach through a new Indigenous Strategic Plan

ENGAGE IN GLOBAL CHALLENGES
With leading researchers in today’s critical issues, from climate action to democracy to health outcomes,
combined with our focus on developing entrepreneurship and global mindset in our students, we effect
positive outcomes. Working with peers and colleagues around the world, these efforts are underpinned
by our shared commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals. We will leverage our experience,
approach, and connections to help address humanity’s most complex problems and questions.
Through this plan, we will:
•

Cultivate a thriving research and teaching environment that deepens the undergraduate and
graduate experience and prepares students for varied careers

•

Enable and value interdisciplinarity and diverse forms of scholarship, notably in communitycentred climate innovation, to spark creativity and collaboration

•

Invest in world-class faculty and infrastructure, while connecting SFU scholars with national and
international research networks

MAKE A DIFFERENCE FOR BC
SFU has an outsized impact on the province. For students, we are a global university in their
communities, offering relevant, exceptional education. We attract learners from around the world and
many of our alumni remain in B.C. after graduation, contributing their talents and enriching society.
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Through our people, research, partnerships, and spaces, we make our mark, bolstered by our collective
attention to community engagement. We will reinforce our role as the university for B.C., using our
capacity for social and economic change to strengthen the province and connect the world with B.C.
Through this plan we will:
•

Expand experiential education, lifelong learning, and credential models to improve student
outcomes and accelerate regional impact and innovation

•

Establish a socially accountable medical school and graduate physicians with the competencies
to provide team-based health care and serve B.C.’s diverse communities

•

Facilitate evidence-informed public dialogue that fosters pluralism and shared problem-solving
across the province

TRANSFORM THE SFU EXPERIENCE
To achieve these priorities, we need to put students at the heart of all we do, create the conditions for
faculty and staff to flourish, and actively embrace possibilities and new ways of doing things. We must
focus on the well-being of all those who learn and work at SFU, mindful of preparing students for an
uncertain and complex world. We will break barriers, reduce biases, and create systems that promote
student success, improve campus vibrancy, and create space for everyone to do their best work.
Through this plan we will:
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•

Sustain the excellence of an SFU education, meeting the changing needs of learners through
curriculum and service enhancements across our campuses that reflect the importance of
mental health, affordability, and flexibility

•

Integrate progressive people practices that centre equity, encourage healthy working practices,
and ensure a thriving SFU

•

Optimize processes, technology, and facilities to support people at SFU, propel the academic
mandate, and reinforce responsible stewardship

Accountability

The strategic plan will succeed through implementation. We will identify and track annual actions,
responsibilities, and milestones that map from the priorities and initiatives, mobilizing working groups
and resources to assure meaningful progress. We will align executive and governance processes with the
plan and manage strategic development through a scorecard of key performance indicators (KPIs).
SFU: What’s Next signals a shift in our planning ecosystem to converge upon a more streamlined and
coordinated set of plans, including the Academic and Strategic Research Plans, each of which explicitly
supports and is supported by the institutional strategic plan.
SFU will need to remain agile as the next months and years unfold, and this plan serves as a vital
compass to guide the university. It provides a powerful framework to help us make robust decisions,
organize action, and hold ourselves accountable for progress. Perhaps most importantly, the plan also
articulates the story that we are proud to tell and fortunate to help shape as SFU continues its work of
advancing inclusion and sustainability as a leading research university.
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Senate
Stephen Spector
Chair, Senate Calendar Committee
Academic Dates Fall 2023

December 8, 2022

The Calendar committee reviewed the Fall 2023 academic calendar at a meeting held December 6, 2022.
Because of changes to statutory holidays, there will be only 10 Monday instructional days, although there
are 13 instructional days for classes held Tuesdays to Fridays. The committee considered options to allow
for additional instructional Mondays during the term.
Background and Rationale
The principles that the Calendar Committee follows when establishing the academic dates are:
1. Each term has 60-63 teaching days (per Senate pager S.21-19).
2. Exams may be scheduled on Sunday if required (per Senate paper S.05-127).
3. Exams should be avoided on the Saturday and Sunday of the Easter weekend. (per Senate paper
S.14-102a).
4. There is a weeklong reading break in February of each year to correspond with the Family Day
holiday. (per Senate paper S.08-70).
5. All instructors submit grades on-line by the deadline date to allow for quicker end-of term
evaluations (related to the end of term processing – grade deadline is 96 hours/4 days following
the last day of exams, noted in the examination policy in the Calendar.
6. Orientation for new students is a vital component for student retention, development and creating
a positive university experience (Welcome Day was approved as a pilot, currently being
evaluated as a permanent scheduled event after Labour Day).
Options Considered:

1.

2.

Option
Do nothing

Move Welcome Day to the
week before the start of the
term.

Issue
Using Fall 2022 as a proxy,
there are 113 3-hour courses
and 107 2-hour or more
courses scheduled on
Mondays.
There would still be only 10
Mondays, but December 5th
could be deemed a Monday.
Exams would then start as
scheduled on December 6th.

Complications
Courses that are taught only on
Mondays would be reduced to
30 instructional hours compared
to the “standard” 39.
Welcome Day (Fall Orientation)
is scheduled for the day after
Labour Day (Tuesday) in the
Fall 2023 term through Summer
2024. There is strong evidence
in support of the pilot, with
student participation doubling
with the return to the in-person
event in 2022. Further, having
two “Mondays” in a row may
impact how instructors deliver
their courses.

3.

Remove Wednesday,
December 6th, 2023, the first
day of exams, from the exam
period and convert it to a
deemed “Monday”

When there is no gap day
between the end of classes and
the start of exams, a 13th exam
day is usually required to
ensure there is at least a oneday break between lectures
and exams.

4.

Replace missing Mondays on
Saturday(s).

5.

Repurpose October 10th as a
Monday.

Students who work would be
disadvantaged. Instructors may
not be available on weekends
either.
If enacted in conjunction with
option #3, there would be 12
“Mondays” as well as 12
Tuesdays. The remaining 3
days would have 13
instructional days.

Final exam scheduling is best
accomplished with a 13-day
exam period. Removing one day
would likely result in a less than
desirable schedule (i.e.,
additional evening & weekend
exams; increased potential for
exam scheduling conflicts for
students). Further, processing of
results could be compressed
which may impact students’
course selection for Spring
2024. Extensive collaboration
would be required to ensure
classes that need more marking
time happen earlier in the
schedule. The Scheduling team
confirms that a 12-day exam
schedule is viable but if it is to
work, exam information be
received from Departments in a
timely fashion.
Short gap between classes (2
days) would impact pedagogy.
Moreover, which Saturday(s)
would be chosen?
This option will require
extensive communication to
ensure that students and
instructors are prepared for this
switch.

The committee is of the view that option #1 is untenable, as students in Monday-only classes would be
attending only 77% of a 13-week semester but paying full tuition. Option #2 is not available as Senate has
set the pilot to run until Summer 2024. Option #4 is not a viable alternative for the reasons stated. The
committee agreed that option #3, removing one day from the examination period and converting it to a
deemed Monday teaching day was the most reasonable option, giving rise to the following motion:
MOTION 1:
“That Senate approve the revised schedule of academic dates for the Fall 2023 term, adding Wednesday,
December 6th, 2023, as a “Monday”. The examination period would begin Thursday December 7th, 2023
and end as currently scheduled.”
However, the committee also felt that repurposing another day to increase the number of instructional
days was worth consideration. Given that there are currently 13 Tuesday teaching days, and given the way
scheduling patterns are arranged at SFU, it was suggested that a Tuesday would be the best choice, giving
rise to option #5 and the following motion, assuming Motion #1 is approved:
MOTION 2:
“That Senate approve the revised schedule of academic dates for the Fall 2023 term, repurposing
Tuesday, October 10th 2023 as a “Monday” for scheduling purposes. Classes that would otherwise be held
on Tuesday, October 10th, 2023, would be cancelled.”
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Simon Fraser University
Strand Hall 3000
8888 University Drive
Burnaby BC
Canada V5A 1S6

MEMORANDUM
Attention: Chair of SCUP
From: Wade Parkhouse, Provost and Vice-President, Academic pro tem
Re: Faculty of Science: External Review of the Department of Biological Sciences
Date: July 29, 2022
Attached are the External Review Report and the Action Plan for the Department of Biological Sciences. The Educational Goals
Assessment Plan is included, for information only, with the Action Plan.
Excerpt from the External Review Report:
“BISC is a collegial department with strong research and teaching. Department members clearly think hard about the mission of the department
within the University, and are engaged with the University and wider community. With few exceptions, morale was high among faculty and
staff. The undergraduate and graduate curricula are consistent with the goals of a Biology education at Universities across Canada.
Undergraduates valued the research and experiential opportunities in their programs, the quality of the in-class teaching, and the welcoming
atmosphere maintained by faculty and staff. Graduate students valued the research clusters, and faculty expertise available to them.”
Following the site visit, the Report of the External Review Committee* for the Department of Biological Sciences was submitted in
May 2022. The Reviewers made a number of recommendations based on the Terms of Reference that were provided to them.
Subsequently, a meeting was held with the Dean pro tem of the Faculty of Science, the Chair of the Department of Biological
Sciences, and the Director of Academic Planning and Quality Assurance (VPA) to consider the recommendations. An Action Plan was
prepared taking into consideration the discussion at the meeting and the contents of the External Review Report. The Action Plan
has been endorsed by the department and the dean.
Motion:
That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the Action Plan for the Department of Biological Sciences that resulted
from its external review.
*External Review Committee:
Maydianne Andrade, University of Toronto Scarborough (Chair of External Review Committee)
Greg Goss, University of Alberta
Brent Sinclair, Western University
Vance Williams (internal), Simon Fraser University
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
cc

External Review Report (May 2022)
Department of Biological Sciences Action Plan
Department of Biological Sciences Educational Goals Assessment Plan

Michael Silverman, Dean pro tem, Faculty of Science
Tony Williams, Chair, Department of Biological Sciences

CANADA’S ENGAGED UNIVERSITY

External Review
Spring 2022
Department of Biological Sciences
Simon Fraser University
Submitted: 11 May 2022
External review team:
Professor Maydianne Andrade, Department of Biological Sciences, University of Toronto Scarborough
Professor Greg Goss, Department of Biological Sciences, University of Alberta
Professor Brent Sinclair, Department of Biology, Western University
Internal advisor:
Professor Vance Williams, Department of Chemistry, Simon Fraser University

Preamble
This document reviews the Department of Biological Sciences at Simon Fraser University according to
the Terms of Reference (TOR) received by the review team from the Office of the Vice President,
Academic which specifies that “The Review Committee will assess the Unit and comment on its strengths
and weaknesses, and on opportunities for improvement. The Review Committee should make
recommendations that address major challenges and opportunities.” Given this broad mandate, our
recommendations include those specific to the items in the TOR, and others related to additional issues
clearly important to the success of this department. We provide an overview of alignment between this
review the TOR in Appendix 1. Our assessment and recommendations are based on documents provided
to the team (Department of Biological Science Self Study and Faculty CV’s [March 2022]; Faculty of
Science Academic Plan [2019 – 2023], Biological Sciences Research Funding Report [March 2022]), our
review of SFU websites, meetings with faculty, staff, post-doctoral researchers, and students in the
department, with leaders of Arts & Science Co-op, and with the SFU executive leadership team during an
on-site visit to the Burnaby campus on March 30, 31 and April 1, 2022.

Executive Summary
Broad-based Biology departments (usually called ‘Biological Sciences’ or simply ‘Biology’) are the
norm at large public institutions in North America. In older Universities, they may have been
amalgamated from other departments (e.g. Zoology and Botany), or re-split along levels-of-organisation
lines (e.g. Ecology and Evolution & Cellular and Molecular Biology), with the retention of the full range of
Biology sub-disciplines. Biology departments have tremendous value for undergraduates who may not
(yet) have a strong basis for specialising, for graduate students, since they allow exposure to a range of
disciplines and methods, and for faculty as a ready-made environment for interaction across subdisciplines. Interaction across subdisciplines in Biology is required for innovative and effective responses
to many of the urgent, global problems of our times.

The external evaluators all come from broad biology departments of a similar size (Andrade - University
of Toronto Scarborough [UTSC], Sinclair - Western University [WU]) or larger (Goss - University of
Alberta [UA]) than SFU’s Biological Sciences. Our institutional contexts differ from SFU’s - e.g. our
institutions all have medical schools - so while comparisons of practices at the department level are
easily made, we also drew on our knowledge of appropriate comparator institutions in terms of size
(‘comprehensive’ Universities in the MacLean’s rankings, such as Carleton University, Brock University
and Concordia University).
The review team enjoyed visiting Biological Sciences (BISC) and appreciates the efforts to make our visit
informative. BISC is a collegial department with strong research and teaching. Department members
clearly think hard about the mission of the department within the University, and are engaged with the
University and wider community. With few exceptions, morale was high among faculty and staff. The
undergraduate and graduate curricula are consistent with the goals of a Biology education at
Universities across Canada. Undergraduates valued the research and experiential opportunities in their
programs, the quality of the in-class teaching, and the welcoming atmosphere maintained by faculty and
staff. Graduate students valued the research clusters, and faculty expertise available to them.
The emphasis placed on both research and teaching in department culture was apparent, with good
faculty research profiles and operating grant success across the board, along with some areas of
national or international profile. Research accomplishments and awards were not restricted to the
research faculty, as teaching faculty were also engaged in research and innovations in practice. The
department has instituted some effective changes in administrative processes and curriculum following
the last review.
As was acknowledged in the self-study, this a critical time for reflection, and intentional decision-making
for the Department of Biological Sciences. The review team identified several areas of concern, in
addition to areas of strength, that are outlined in this report.
At a high level, the most urgent concerns are related to:
●

the decrepit state of the physical space occupied by most of the department,

●

gaps in teaching capacity leading to unpredictable course availability for both graduate and
undergraduate students,

●

unsustainably low stipends for graduate students in combination with unusually long
completion times and unrealistic thesis expectations,

●

uncertainty in faculty retirement replacements and the related imminent threat to the
internationally-distinct Master’s of Pest Management program,

●

a need to support engagement in large-scale and diversified research grant programs

●

Understaffing of management in both laboratory operations and office administration, and
understaffing of teaching technicians,

●

Lack of visibility of the benefits of majoring in Biological Sciences, linked to an underwhelming
external program profile and questions of departmental identity.
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1.0 Undergraduate Programs
1.1 Program Quality
The Department of Biological Sciences offers a major and an honours program in Biological Sciences
with three ‘streams’ of concentration: Cells, Molecules & Physiology (CMP); Ecology, Evolution &
Conservation (EEC); and ‘Open’ (which allows a more flexible degree path than the other two streams).
The department also offers minors in Biology and in Environmental Toxicology. The EEC program is
accredited by the College of Applied Biologists (BC), which is an asset that provides a path for student
employment or additional credentials. BISC enrolment in the majors and honours programs appears to
be stable at ~600 students total each year. BISC programs feature a strong core with common required
courses for all majors at the first year (2 BISC courses, 6 other science), second year (5 BISC courses, 3
other science) and third year (3 BISC courses) levels. In their 4th year, students must complete 5 upperdivision courses. Students’ choice of stream determines the other BISC courses they must take to
complete their degree. This is a robust structure that ensures students are exposed to core knowledge
and techniques across subfields which allows them to identify areas in which they wish to specialize,
ensures literacy across the concepts underlying their field of specialization, and facilitates students’
shifting between streams if their interests change.
The Department offers 15 laboratory courses, providing important opportunities for experiential
learning and skill acquisition in the classroom. This seems to be near the midrange for other broad
Biology departments of comparable size of which we aware (e.g., # of Laboratory courses: UA- 28, WU19, and UTSC -12). Laboratory courses are an asset for programs in BISC, since hands-on experience is
critically important for advancing student learning goals. Other opportunities for this type of experience
(i.e., honours theses and other research-based courses for independent work); while a strong feature of
the department, are necessarily available only to a subset of students due to capacity limits. The range
of opportunities for hands-on learning should be promoted as a strong feature of a degree in BISC. It
does, however, pose challenges in terms of scheduling, staffing, and workload (see section 1.6).
We had several concerns with the current program structure. First, the program is relatively rigid with
little room for electives. While this is required for accreditation in EEC, that is not the case in other
programs. Related to this is the second concern, that the first two years of an intended BISC
major/honours student’s degree is dominated by subjects outside of BISC that may not be essential for
students to succeed in Biology as currently practiced, or to foster an informed approach to a Biology
degree. Students expressed their disappointment at this balance- and a desire to learn more Biology
during their first year. There are seven required BISC courses in the first two years, which is less than
half of the 16 required science courses (including two each of courses in Mathematics, Physics and
Chemistry). We note that there is only one Statistics course (which students found useful), but no
courses in bioinformatics, computational methods, data science, or related fields. These courses would
develop skillsets that are desirable and useful for Biology graduates.
The curriculum map shows where Chemistry, Physics and Math are explicitly or implicitly taught in BISC
core courses. While chemistry is part of every course in the core, Physics is covered in 60% of the
courses, and Math in only 50%. The high-level overview in that document does not make clear whether
these courses depend on student retention of concepts from both required courses in each of those
areas. Most of the students we spoke to asserted that they did not use the knowledge acquired in many
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of their first-year classes, particularly in their two Math courses, and some faculty also questioned the
utility of a two-course requirement.
In our judgement, the programs and streams offered are strong, well structured, and leverage the
expertise of faculty within the department to explore both core and novel areas of focus in the biological
sciences. However, there is an opportunity to rethink the core, given student concerns around the
number and type of pre-requisites, and the value of finding space to add modern methods of analysis.
We note that many, but not all, Biology programs elsewhere in Canada do tend to include a heavy core
of ‘other’ sciences, but this may reflect historical practices rather than conscious attention to current
utility. Reconsidering this might prove a differentiator for BISC programs. As an example of an
alternative, the Biology major at UBC includes only one Physics course and has the option of either a
computer science or a data science course 1.
A review of program structure might productively consider ways to ensure programs in BPK (Biomedical
Physiology & Kinesiology), MBB (Molecular Biology & Biochemistry), and the School of Environmental
Science reinforce each other, rather than overlap. We heard reference to an initiative to create a shared
‘Life Sciences’ core with the advantage of a shared teaching load. It was unclear to us whether this
would be beneficial for BISC given likely variation in what is considered core across these departments
and schools.

Recommendation
1. Reassess the core curriculum, particularly with respect to courses outside of BISC. Determine
whether Math or Physics requirements might be trimmed from the program (e.g. reduced to 1
rather than 2 required courses) to allow more space for either Biology electives or preferably for a
BISC-focused course in data science, computer science, and/or bioinformatics.

1.2 Curriculum, Educational Goals & Assessment
BISC has engaged in thoughtful curriculum mapping and evaluation of program goals, informed by the
last department review, and by other efforts summarized in the 2019 student learning and curriculum
mapping report that was shared with us (this included conclusions reached by an external consultant).
We commend the Office of the Chair and the Department’s Undergraduate Curriculum Committee
(DUCC) for this data-informed approach to their curriculum and course offerings.
The department has made a number of changes since the last review to fill gaps in the curriculum, in
response to analyses of data from the BC Baccalaureate Graduates Survey and their own survey data,
and in response to their understanding of course bottlenecks. New course development, revision and
modernizing of existing courses (including BISC 101), the addition of new courses (like BISC 298) along
with major efforts like revising the ECC program to achieve CAB accreditation, have been positive
changes. The curriculum map specifies the introduction and reinforcing of goals for skills and content,
and shows a systematic learning development across each program.
Now that curriculum changes have been in place for a few years, it would be worthwhile to update the
curriculum map and use it as a tool to consider the most productive approach to assessment. Expanding
the category ‘reinforce’ into ‘intermediate/developing’ and ‘advanced/proficient 2’ should illuminate key
courses for the assessment of student mastery of learning goals. Where available, benchmarking using
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data from the time prior to changes in the curriculum might be illuminating. The cohorts of honours
students each year might also be an ‘upper end’ benchmark that could be tracked.

Recommendations
1. Update the department’s curriculum map.
2. Develop a plan to implement standardized methods of assessing student proficiency at key
points in their programs.

1.3 Strategic Enrolment Management
Enrolment in BISC programs is stable, and the size of the program seems reasonable for a university the
size of SFU (~600 in honours/majors, Fig 6.1 in the self study). However, growth is desirable from a
budgeting and faculty renewal perspective, and other departments with similar faculty complements do
sustain higher program enrolment (e.g., 2nd year and above students in programs for: UW = ~1200
students with 44 faculty; UTSC = ~1100 students with 34 faculty, UA = ~ 2800 students with 64 faculty)
The Dean of Science pro tem confirmed that BISC currently makes offers to most of the applicants who
are qualified to be admitted. Thus, BISC will need to attract more high-quality applicants to increase
enrolment.
We did not receive information on plans for strategic enrolment management (SEM). The BISC
Undergraduate advisor’s role description includes partnering with the Associate Chair Undergraduate
for SEM (and some of the new student-service initiatives within the department are consistent with
SEM). However, we did not see evidence of coordination of SEM efforts across the Faculty of Science or
the institution. Although there was much to be commended in the BISC curriculum, we saw little
evidence of strategic coordination with respect to explicitly linking the strengths of the department to
student recruitment.
We heard a concern within the department that BISC loses ‘market share’ of undergraduate enrolment
to other life science departments and Faculties. The information available led us to question how
faculty recruitment and renewal practices are structured, and whether these practices include central
oversight ensuring role clarity both within the Faculty of Science and across Life Science disciplines (also
see section 3.6). This is an important consideration if investment in new positions is aimed at recruiting
new students rather than fuelling internal competition for an existing pool of students.
In the end, it should be clear to prospective BISC students how to best pursue their interests in biology
at SFU, how they will be supported in their goals, the unique benefits of choosing BISC over other Life
Science programs, and of choosing SFU over other institutions. Currently, students seeking to apply to
the sciences at SFU are presented with substantial choice. The recruitment website for the sciences
(which presumably reflects recruitment approaches to clarifying programs for potential students), lists
nine ‘headline’ programs 3 related to the sciences, of which only two are in BISC (and one of those is a
minor which enrols relatively few students – Environmental Toxicology). Although the three BISC
program ‘streams’ are listed in the drop down under Biological Sciences, they are subordinate to the
general heading, and possible career paths related to each are not clear. For example, the fact that the
EEC program is accredited by the College of Applied Biology is not featured on the primary, secondary,
or even tertiary links on the recruitment website--this is a lost opportunity. Moreover, several other
‘headline’ programs from other units include ‘Biology’ or related terms in their titles. This may leave
students confused about how to pursue their interests. By comparison, the similarly broad-based
3
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department of Physics offers five ‘headline’ programs, each with distinct and clear descriptions. Our
assessment and review of the department’s planning documents suggests that the three ‘streams’
through which undergraduates can focus their work within BISC are substantially distinct from ‘headline’
programs offered by other Science departments, but those distinctions do not appear to be illuminated
for students.
Working with recruitment and communications to more clearly highlight how a degree in BISC is distinct
from other programs (inside and outside SFU) could pay off by deepening the pool of qualified
undergraduate applicants. Given that a majority of students are currently in CMP, efforts to attract a
new pool of students to EEC may be the most feasible way to increase overall BISC enrolment without
outstripping teaching capacity. Prospective students with an interest in EEC may also find an accelerated
Master’s program attractive. A side benefit of developing this possibility would be a reduction in the
heavy course load for MSc students (see section 2.2.1).

Recommendations
1. Convert BISC ‘streams’ into programs and consider developing an accelerated Master’s
program in EEC. This could clarify for undergraduates, at a glance, what a degree in BISC
provides, while also streamlining narratives for recruiters. It may also draw a new pool of
students into EEC.
2. Rebrand the ‘open’ stream with a name that captures the flexibility of the degree in a more
compelling way (e.g., ‘Integrative biology’)
3. Illuminate pathways for students who wish to expand their College of Applied Biologist
accreditation outside of BC. For example, make transparent how students can expand their
certification via other Professional certifications (e.g. North-America-wide accreditation bodies
like The Wildlife Society) 4.
4. Ensure uniquely attractive aspects of program identity are shared regularly with recruitment
and communications, and are featured in BISC outreach activities.

1.4 Student Experience
Undergraduate students we met with universally reported positive, supportive interactions with
professors, staff, and technicians in the department. Students were effusive about the range of fulfilling
research and lab assistant experiences that were available in the department. Although we note that the
students we met were very engaged in departmental activities and might not be a representative
sample, it is clear that BISC puts considerable effort into ensuring students have access to curricular
research opportunities. For example, through new 2nd year courses for developing foundational research
skills, and multiple course-based opportunities to do senior research projects.
We commend the department for the 10% decrease in the time to degree for undergraduates (from 5.7
years in 2016/17 to 5.1 years in 2020/21). The students we met with indicated that the department’s
introduction of the ‘Map My Degree’ workshop for lower division students (developed in response to
the last review) was a valuable addition to student support. Students who take advantage of this
workshop create a plan that avoids common challenges to program completion. Together with the
widely-praised expertise and empathetic approach of the Undergraduate Advisor, the department
leaves students feeling that there is care for their success in completing their programs. Similarly,
4
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development of the ‘Bio-Buddies’ peer mentorship program was welcomed by undergraduates, both
from the perspective of helping new students and developing the mentorship skills of senior students.
Nevertheless, students were clear that they were disappointed by unreliable access to upper-level
courses, and this is consistent with the results of the BC Baccalaureate Survey (2020) in which 61% of
students had a similar complaint. Graduate students had similar concerns about a dearth of graduate
course offerings relative to their expectations (see section 2.2.1). We identify two issues. First, there
seem to be a number of courses that are rarely offered, and so would not be available during a normal 4
to 5 year degree. Second, there were courses that were ‘on the books’ but had not been offered for a
long time. Some of the problems with degree completion may arise from poor planning by students (the
students expressing this concern during our meeting acknowledged they had not attended a ‘Map My
Degree’ workshop). The department has moved to a model of publishing the courses that will be offered
over the following two years, a welcome change. Nevertheless, it appears that it can still be challenging
for students to understand which courses will be available, and to find the senior classes they are
seeking.
This problem seems to arise because effective teaching capacity is insufficient to ensure a more
frequent rotation of courses. Research faculty teaching loads are identical to other similar departments
in biology of which we are aware (e.g., # of 1-semester undergraduate courses/year/faculty member:
UofA = 2, Western = 2, UTSC = 2), which recognizes the significant efforts involved in mentoring
graduate students and running a research laboratory. However, the self study reports that nearly 50%
of faculty are on reduced teaching to provide time for leadership or other distinctions. This is a very
high percentage in our experience. Moreover, there seems to be no regular practice of replacing
teaching and service for faculty members who are seconded or otherwise engaged outside of the
department. This is surprising, and essentially penalizes the department for its leadership contribution
to the Institution and Community. We were informed that sessional teaching contracts are provided if a
core course is affected, but not if the courses are electives. This is insufficient, as the loss of courses at
the 3rd and 4th year (and graduate levels) negatively impacts the student experience. Moreover,
sessional contracts do not include departmental service (another loss with secondments), and will not
always garner appropriate expertise to teach specialized labs or 4th year courses (also see section 1.6).
Although it is beyond the scope of the terms of reference for this review, we highlight that at our
institutions, there are standardized practices for compensation to departments when faculty are tapped
for leadership roles, and that this support allows departments to deliver their programs without
interruptions that negatively impact students.

Recommendations
1. Audit the course information available to potential students and ongoing students through
recruitment and departmental sources, and remove or otherwise indicate those that are no
longer, or rarely, offered.
2. Engage in discussions with the Dean of Science and/or VP Academic to make clear the operational
cost of uncompensated reduced teaching, seek limited term lecturer positions wherever possible.
3. Continue the well-received ‘Map My Degree’ program. Consider offering a follow-up for upper
division students who have just declared their program stream. Given that course offerings are
posted 2 years in advance, this may significantly reduce the 1:1 time with the Undergraduate
Advisor required for bespoke arrangements, and perhaps lead to additional reductions in the time
to degree.
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1.5 Co-operative Education & Career prospects
SFU was an early adopter of co-operative education. The program is well developed structurally, and
despite a now-competitive landscape, has a good rate of successful placement for BISC students. The
programming support for BISC co-op students is excellent, and includes preparatory courses, interview
guidance, in-placement assessment and check-ins and post-placement reflection. BISC has one
dedicated Co-op coordinator (whose role includes responsibilities in other departments). We were
pleased to hear that the office also has formal procedures in place to support students in the event of
challenging workplace dynamics or harassment, and that such information is included in procedures for
determining whether workplaces are retained as partners.
BISC student engagement in co-op is strong (22% of majors), although just shy of the campus average
(27%). The Co-op office has indicated room for growth, estimating an additional 200 students who meet
entry requirements do not participate in co-op. However, they also indicate that internal and external
competition for placements is high for BISC students.
Increasing student enrolment in co-op and maintaining high placement success may be facilitated by
action on issues highlighted elsewhere in this document, including the reported challenges with
completing program requirements (section 1.4). BISC students prefer summer co-op placements, when
competition is most fierce, partly because it can otherwise be challenging to complete their course
requirements in a timely way. While some lower-level core courses are offered in the summer, that may
be insufficient to keep a student on track if they opt for fall/winter Co-op placements. As an example,
although the summer 2022 course offerings include both 1st year BISC core courses, there is just one of
the three required 2nd year courses, and one of the two required 3rd year courses 5. The Undergraduate
Advisor confirmed that 4th year courses are rarely offered in the summer, and this is another challenge.
While summer teaching is not possible for some research faculty (e.g., those off-site for field work), for
others it might be possible. It may even be preferred if faculty are permitted to ‘stack’ their courses in
that one term, leaving the rest of the year more flexible for research. It is our understanding that this is
permitted by the collective agreement, but it is rarely allowed for reasons unclear to us.
One of the areas of dissatisfaction for BISC graduates is related to career opportunities, suggesting it
would be beneficial to seek ways to increase co-op engagement and link students to career networking
opportunities. We saw little evidence of systematic alumni connections to students or to the
department in ways that might support these goals. The department’s successful practices for
supporting in-program students through mentorship and experiential work might be productively
extended to include more connections with alumni and post-graduation engagement. This includes
material as well as financial support. We see the lack of engagement of alumni as a lost opportunity.

Recommendations
1. Seek an agreement with University Advancement & Alumni Engagement to create alumni
mentorship connections, which may create networking opportunities for students, and expand
co-op placements.
2. Work with the co-op office to integrate undergraduate workshops or other supports to
advertise the value of the co-op program and explain pathways to access and timely degree
completion.
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3. Consider ways to expand summer course offerings, including more core classes, and more 4th
year electives, with an eye to supporting a co-op degree path that includes fall/winter work
terms (this would also facilitate BISC student access to courses in general).

1.6 Technical and Managerial Support (Laboratories)
As was a theme for most of our meetings in BISC, the laboratory technician team indicated that their
work relationships were strong and collaborative, and that they felt respected and valued by other
department members, including faculty (particularly the teaching faculty), and the Manager of
Laboratory Operations (MLO). The work of the team of technicians is complex, both in terms of technical
requirements and scheduling. The heavy emphasis on laboratory courses with hands-on experience in
BISC, including the recent addition of 2nd year courses with hands-on research components, is beneficial
for students but necessitates a heavy workload for laboratory technicians and the Manager of
Laboratory Operations. Biological Sciences at SFU has 8 technicians running 15 laboratory courses,
managed by the MLO (who has other diverse responsibilities). In comparison, WU has ~11 staff running
their 19 undergraduate laboratories, and UTSC has ~8 running their 12 laboratories. For WU, UA and
UTSC, teaching laboratory management includes a Lab Manager (or the equivalent) whose role is related
solely to undergraduate teaching laboratories.
We saw a number of issues that we think could use departmental attention.
First, the loss (to retirement) of the head technician position without a replacement left the
technicians without ‘on the ground’ support and leadership. Despite the establishment of (wellreceived) regular meetings with the MLO since the last review, and the general sentiment that they are
well-managed, the technicians made clear that the loss was keenly felt.
Second, the MLO’s role is extremely broad, and it is a liability that there is no operational redundancy
in staffing for this role. In other institutions, tasks assigned to the MLO at SFU are handled in a more
distributed way, or there is a robust intermediate level of employee (which is missing from BISC since
the head technician retired). For example, research laboratory needs, including renovations, repairs,
health and safety inspections are serviced by facilities management, environmental health and safety,
and other office administrative staff at WU and UTSC.
Third was a heavy workload. We were provided with figures that suggest some BISC technicians have
multiple simultaneous teaching preparations (laboratory courses) more often than do technicians in
other Science departments at SFU (e.g., Chemistry and MBB). This means tight timelines to manage
preparations for a wide range of laboratory technical needs, and little time for maintenance, innovation,
safety inspections, or development of new materials or activities. The back-to-back nature of the
semesters, and the lack of operational redundancy among the technician positions means it is difficult
for technicians to take time off without subjecting colleagues to an unmanageable workload. Adding to
this challenge is the assignment of sessional instructors to lab courses, which can require additional
onboarding work by the technicians. Finally, the increase in the volume and complexity of administrative
paperwork required for basic functions like purchasing and petty cash purchases is a poor use of already
tightly constrained time (granted, this is a common complaint).
Similarly, the workload for the MLO appears to us to be unsustainably high, including, as it does,
responsibility for technicians, teaching labs on the Surrey as well as Burnaby campuses, research labs,
and some shared facilities (e.g., greenhouse, research vehicles), and coordination or emergency
response to infrastructure failures and repairs. While it seems that some centralized operations support
is built into the Office of the Dean, the priority seems to be helping smaller departments that do not
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have a stand-alone operations role, so little support is provided to the BISC MLO. The review team was
concerned that the heavy workload, including constant crisis management related to regular building
floods, may ultimately lead to drift in laboratory safety.
Fourth, scheduling lab courses apparently proceeds without sufficient consideration of the logistics of
lab preparation or equipment availability. Our conversations with others suggested that the MLO is not
involved in initial discussions about course allocation and scheduling, and so needs to manage those
challenges after the fact. The BISC constitution indicates that teaching assignments are based first on
teaching needs, and then on the requests of faculty. In general, (lab) course allocation practices do not
seem to incorporate practical concerns.
Fifth, there does not appear to be a regular environmental health and safety inspection of teaching
laboratories. This seems particularly risky for labs that see high traffic from untrained undergraduates,
and we revisit this concern in section 6.1.
Finally, we note the uneven assignment of pay grade levels for technicians in the department, with a
perception (confirmed by the MLO) that union regulations privilege some types of expertise over others.
This is beyond the scope of our review, but should be addressed.

Recommendations:
1. Complete a needs assessment and prioritize hiring to support the technical staff and MLO. We
see this as an urgent priority. A replacement for the head technician is one option, but it may be
beneficial to consider hiring either an Assistant MLO (or the equivalent) with operations
expertise as well as technical skills, or a Lab Manager.
2. Hire an additional technician or technician assistant who is broadly trained and can provide
operational support across undergraduate labs.
3. Review the course scheduling process to ensure practical challenges of space and workload
are part of the decisions.
4. Ensure teaching lab safety is regularly assessed and managed by the department.

1.7 Teaching faculty
We met with the teaching faculty and were impressed by their level of professionalism and dedication
to providing a positive educational experience for BISC undergraduates. The teaching faculty are actively
engaged in pedagogical scholarship and research, including presenting at local and national conferences
and publishing in pedagogical journals. They are also quite successful at securing grants for their
research. We made special note of the high morale of the group and that they felt there were clear lines
of communication, support and respect for the teaching faculty within the department. Since the last
review, the department has increased the range of ways in which teaching faculty can contribute to
department governance, and as a result they feel they have a voice in departmental decisions. Many of
the teaching Faculty have won awards (12) for their efforts, and they are a source of teaching and
curricular innovations that elevate teaching across the department. Overall, the teaching faculty are
excellent and their work yields high levels of student satisfaction.
In general, the teaching faculty were happy with the level of investment in teaching and support for
teaching pedagogy. They did raise concerns regarding increased time spent on non-teaching tasks
(administration, forms, permits, mandatory training modules) as this has eroded time for course
development and professional development. Although such onerous requirements often arise external
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to the department, efforts to streamline routine but time-consuming tasks would be beneficial. One key
example is the new, mandated procedure for hiring TAs, which requires assessing a much larger number
of applications (many below thresholds for subject matter knowledge) than in the past.
Two other concerns are also related to protecting time for renewal and reflection. First, the late
announcements of examination schedules for undergraduate exams make it difficult for teaching
faculty to plan for leaves or vacations, particularly since the semesters have relatively short breaks
between sessions. We realize this is a central administration issue, but highlight it here, as it likely
impacts others across campus and could be remedied centrally. A related concern is that the threesemester system at SFU does not provide much time for reflection, professional development, or
pedagogical development. We are concerned that this does not support the work needed to maintain
the current (high) level of pedagogical and teaching excellence. Burnout is a risk. This is particularly
important for teaching faculty who engage in time consuming service efforts like curriculum mapping,
examining the current curriculum to remove EDI barriers, and indigenizing the curriculum-- tasks that
tend to fall to relatively few individuals.

Recommendations:
1. Develop process-improvement mechanisms for dealing with onerous but routine
administrative work. In the case of TA applications, consider ways to assess basic qualifications
centrally, and share only qualified applicants with teaching faculty.
2. Ensure that, within the confines of the collective agreement, teaching faculty are provided with
time (course equivalencies) for innovation, course development, EDI and indigenizing of the
curriculum.

2.0 Graduate Programs
Graduate students are the research lifeblood of any biology department in Canada, and BISC is no
exception. The graduate students appear to be successful, are active participants in the overall positive
atmosphere of the department, and they are driving Equity, Diversity and Inclusion initiatives in the
department (also see section 7.0). Graduate students spoke glowingly of the research groups and the
overall intellectual community (pre-pandemic). We were impressed by graduate student leadership in
the non-profit sector, and got the impression that graduate students overall are excited by, and invested
in, their research. Faculty seemed happy with their graduate students and did not report systemic
problems recruiting high quality students.
We were impressed by several University-level aspects of the graduate program. The Office of Graduate
and Postdoctoral Studies expresses genuine concern for graduate student welfare, and has functional,
graduate-student-focused mental health supports (like all institutions, it sounds like these could benefit
from more financial resources). The tuition equivalency for international and domestic students is
important for maintaining a thriving outward-looking program, and the stepped reduction in tuition
after six or eight semesters (MSc and PhD, respectively) is a good feature of the program.
However, graduate stipends are below poverty-level for living in Burnaby/Vancouver, and
expectations for theses appear to be too high relative to other research-intensive institutions.
Together, these conspire to yield eye-wateringly long completion times (an average of 7 years for PhD
and more than 3 years for MSc as listed in the Self Study) and an environment where 90% of graduate
students receiving the full departmental stipend require additional financial support (outside jobs, loans
or familial financial resources) simply to remain in the program. Consequently, when asked directly,
senior PhD students said that they would not recommend the graduate program to incoming students.
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Our overall impression is that the graduate program requires a substantial shift in departmental
culture and expectations to maintain its success.

2.1 Graduate Student Research Quality & Contributions
The self-study document reports a range of recent regional, national, and international awards, honours,
and scholarships for graduate students from a broad cross-section of research groups in the
department. We were not provided information that allowed us to evaluate the quantity and quality of
graduate student research publications, but since publications usually reflect the success in awards etc.,
we expect that the outputs are appropriate. Graduate students specifically spoke of their thesis chapters
in terms of publishable units, which speaks to publication beyond the thesis as a valued research output,
as is appropriate for a research-intensive biology department. We do, however, have concerns about
the scope of those expectations (see section 2.2.2).

2.2 Program requirements
In common with most biology programs in Canada, both the MSc and PhD programs require some
coursework and a thesis. Our impression is that students perceive insufficient communication regarding
the availability of advertised courses. Although the Departmental Graduate Studies Committee (DGSC)
provides a list of available courses two years in advance, some students seemed to be referring to
courses they had expected when they first entered the program.
We found some disparity in the expectations for a thesis in BISC relative to other departments across
Canada with which we are familiar, and noted discrepancies among the reported expectations from
different PIs. We perceive a need to evaluate, codify, and establish accountability for the expectations
for the thesis to bring this into line with disciplinary norms in Canada, and to evaluate the coursework
requirements relative to course provision.

2.2.1 Course requirements
Our understanding of the graduate course requirements is laid out in Table 1, alongside comparison
with our home departments. We appreciate the value of graduate courses, but the required course load
seemed to us to be high relative to our institutions, and this high level of coursework (coupled with the
infrequent offering of many courses, discussed below) may be contributing to long completion times.
Table 1: Coursework requirements in SFU BISC relative to peer departments at UA, UTSC and WU (all listed as
number of one-semester courses). Our understanding is that a one-semester graduate course at SFU is usually
worth 3 credits.
Degree

BISC SFU credits
(1 semester course
equivalents)

UofA

12 (4)

PhD (direct entry from
12 (4)
undergrad)
PhD (after MSc)
12 (4)
PhD (transfer from
15 (5)
MSc, total number of
courses including MSc)
a
16 month program
b
In addition to seminar series attendance

MSc

Western U

2

UofT Ecology &
Evolutionary Biology
(EEB) or Cell & Systems
Biology (CSB)
EEBa & CSB: 1b

2

EEB: 4 / CSB: 1b

3

2
2

EEB: 3 / CSB: 1b
EEB: 4 / CSB: 1b

2
3

2
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The department lists an impressive array of graduate courses (especially factoring in courses cross-listed
with undergrad and graduate courses in BPK and MBB). However, students found that many of the
advertised courses are not actually offered. The students were positive about the value of the
orientation course (BISC 800) which we were puzzled to note is only 1 credit hour (possibly making it
impossible to reach 12 credits without taking five courses). Several students across different subdisciplines noted that they felt that there were too few courses available, that they did not feel that
faculty prioritise graduate teaching, and that students who were attracted to the program by the course
list felt misled. Our understanding is that faculty receive appropriate teaching credit for stand-alone
graduate courses, but the challenges the department faces in meeting undergraduate teaching
requirements means that there is limited teaching capacity available for graduate courses. Many
graduate students indicated that they take undergraduate courses cross-listed at the graduate level, or
take courses that are not relevant to their research simply to satisfy program requirements.
The courses offered did not appear to fulfil students’ technical or intellectual requirements across the
breadth of the department. For example, CMP students noted that there did not seem to be any CMP
courses currently offered or planned (we identify one, BISC834 over the current two-year period on the
website). CMP faculty in some sub-disciplinary areas reported that graduate courses they offered were
often cancelled because of a lack of students, and they were generally concerned about a lack of courses
for their students to take. We suspect that this paradox may be resolved through clearer graduate
course planning, or by instituting directed studies or team-taught courses that allow graduate students
to focus on niche areas within a broader rigorous structure. We also note that there are CMP-related
graduate courses available in BPK and MBB. One option might be to explore collaborative graduate
programs (e.g., WU’s Developmental Biology Program, that includes Biology and several departments in
the Medical School 6). If such an administrative structure is available at SFU, then we suggest it could be
a way to formalise graduate-level cooperation between BISC, MBB, and BPK.
Graduate students from across the Department reported that they felt that the statistical and
computational training available was inadequate for the demands of their projects. In our experience, it
is perfectly normal for graduate students to self-teach the specific skills necessary for their research. We
note that BISC869 is now offered annually and should provide the knowledge needed to facilitate that
approach. Given that Data Science is a strength at SFU, the department might also explore the possibility
of a joint Data Science(s) graduate course covering basic statistical, computational, and bioinformatic
skills.

Recommendations:
1. Evaluate the utility of the graduate program course requirements, and consider options for
reducing the load. For example, the department might add a directed study course,
departmental seminar-based courses (as described in the self-study document) or incorporate a
practicum or paid internship (Graduate students were very enthusiastic about this idea).
2. Consider working with other units as appropriate to develop a graduate course in Data
Science for the Life Sciences.
3. Complete an audit of advertised course offerings and ensure information available to potential
students is clear and up to date (see similar recommendation in section 1.4 for undergraduate
courses).

6

https://www.schulich.uwo.ca/gradstudies/developmental_biology/
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2.2.2 Thesis requirements
We agree with the self study that the completion times for graduate degrees in BISC are too long (this is
a problem that pre-dates the current pandemic). One source of these long completion times appears to
be a culture of overly-ambitious expectations for the contents of the thesis.
In our experience, the bar across Canada is for an average biology MSc thesis to contain work equivalent
to one scientific paper, and an average PhD to contain approximately three ‘data chapters’, each
equivalent to one scientific paper. We recognise that this varies among sub-disciplines, and also that this
is the stated expectation in the self-study document. However, both faculty and students reported a
culture and norm of planning far more ambitious theses. They explained this meant aiming, from the
outset, for a three year MSc thesis and a five year PhD thesis. One faculty member told us that they felt
that this ambition was driven by the students wanting more publications to enhance their chances of an
academic career, but few-to-none of the students we met with expressed a desire to stay in academia,
suggesting this assumption is incorrect.
Clearly, there is variation across the department in terms of faculty and advisory committee messaging
about the expectations for a thesis. However, we heard consistently that the current unwritten
expectations are setting students up for long theses. We are especially perplexed by overly ambitious
MSc theses. We do not understand why students producing three data chapters in as many years are
not supported to transfer to the PhD program. Although we note that graduate students appear to be
winning awards, the rate of these successes is on a par with equivalent departments with shorter times
to degree, so we do not discern an advantage to long programs for BISC students. While there will
always be exceptional, highly productive students who far exceed expectations, it is problematic to
expect exceptional performance from every student.
We perceived an unexpected comfort with long completion times in the department. We appreciate
that Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies is working hard to provide incentives and supports for students
to complete their programs, both via the BAS funding formula and other initiatives. However, alongside
these carrots, we think there is a need for accountability within the department. Specifically, there is a
need for the department to create firmer deadlines and expectations for completion, and to incentivize
supervisors to help students finish in a timely fashion.

Recommendations:
1. Track whether the content of submitted theses aligns with the written guidelines for the
graduate program and ensure this information is communicated to all research faculty at
regular intervals.
2. Create mechanisms to ensure that supervisors, advisory committees, and qualifying
examination committees consider proposed work in light of BISC guidelines for timely
completion. The goal should be to support average completion times in line with peer
institutions in Canada (a little over 2 years for an MSc and under five years for a PhD student).
For example, we suggest that advisory committee members must, at every meeting, answer this
question in writing: ‘Can this project reasonably be completed within 2 years for an MSc/ 5 years
for a PhD?’ This will require a significant change in the culture of the department with respect
to expectations of theses.
3. Increase the required RA contribution of the supervisor to the student stipend beyond a target
completion threshold, or regulate the admission of new students to labs that have multiple
students beyond target completion times.
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2.2.3 Professional and career development
A majority of graduate students we spoke with were interested in pursuing non-academic careers. We
heard that there are relatively few professional development opportunities at the department level for
career paths outside of academia.
We were impressed by the involvement of the Department with the initiation and support of nonprofits. Senior administrators highlighted the central entrepreneurship supports that might provide
additional support to graduate students embarking on this path. Graduate students we met with did not
seem to be aware of these resources. Similarly, we learned that entrepreneurial Biology graduate
students might take innovation-related programs and courses at the SFU Business School, and there
may be mechanisms already in place to offset tuition costs for students who are accepted to participate.

Recommendations
1. Provide value-added non-academic career development for graduate students. This could
leverage established relationships with industry, government, alumni, and non-profits, and
include partnership research, internships, co-ops, and practicums (especially in the professional
programs).
2. Work with central offices to clarify and promote graduate student access to SFU’s supports for
not-for-profits and entrepreneurial innovation.
3. Maintain relationships with graduate students after graduation to allow assessment of success
towards career goals and build a receptive alumni base.

2.3 Funding & Benefits
The cost of living in the lower mainland has been increasing dramatically – we learned that rent has
increased by ~20 % in the past six months! It was abundantly clear in all of our discussions that the
stipends currently paid have not increased to keep up with cost of living, and that only a handful of
graduate students (possibly as low as 10 % of the student body) are getting by on their stipend alone.
Graduate funding is an issue at every institution across Canada, and for this reason, some may have
habituated to this challenge. However, the current context is different. Vancouver has the highest cost
of living in Canada, with the poverty line rapidly moving upwards since the start of the pandemic, and
accelerating inflation and current international crises are precipitating long-lasting increases in basic
costs. The financial support offered to students in BISC is simply too far below the cost of living, and the
poor stipends are at the heart of long completion times and student disgruntlement. Regardless of the
graduate stipends paid elsewhere at SFU (to which we are not privy), BISC needs to recognise that their
competition is with other Biology programs in Canada, and that the comparison needs to be in terms of
stipend:cost of living ratio, not simply the absolute stipend. We believe that failing to address stipends
substantively and urgently will translate into recruitment challenges, declines in research
productivity, and consequent significant reputational risk to the BISC graduate program.
Faculty members agree to pay up to 50% of their student’s stipend when they accept them. The
‘standard’ stipend for MSc and PhD students in the Department is $24,000/year, combining TAships,
competitive Graduate Fellowships, and the supervisor contribution (we address each of these below).
Tuition amounts to c. $6,000/year (and is paid from this stipend). To put this into context, the estimated
living wage in the lower mainland (see the self-study document) is >$34,000/year (also see section 7.0).

2.3.1 TAships
A substantive portion of graduate stipends (more than 1/3 in many cases) comes from TA activities. This
is typical of most biology departments. We understand that many of the parameters surrounding
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TAships are determined by the TSSU collective agreement. Our understanding was that most students
are happy that the TA expectations do not (normally) exceed the hours allocated, but it was not entirely
clear to us whether reports of some expectations above the compensated hours were from past
situations that have since been resolved, or reflect the current environment. There are mid-term checkins to ensure unanticipated hours are compensated.
However, the number of hours expected in a one-semester TAship (210 hours) was almost 50%
greater than expected at our institutions (156h at UA, 140h WU and UTSC), for similar money (no
variation by degree program: $8699 at UA, c. $6600 at WU, $6700 at UTSC; vs $7390 for a PhD at SFU).
The additional TA commitment for the basic stipend likely contributes to long completion times by
reducing time available to work on research.

2.3.2 Graduate Fellowships
The Office of the VP Graduate & Post-doctoral Studies provides departments with BAS funding to
support graduate students, with an allocation formula that includes the total number of students in the
graduate program and their time to completion. BISC uses these funds primarily to create Graduate
fellowships (GFs) whose value and allocation is at the discretion of the department. In BISC, these are
currently disbursed at $7000/student - an amount that covers tuition with some funds left over for a
little less than half of the students in the PhD and MSc program. Information from the Chair and the self
study indicates that currently a little fewer than 50% of MSc and PhD students receive GF’s (in 2020, 42
of 104 PhD and MSc students, and in 2021, 44 of 93 PhD and MSc students). We were told in our
meetings that supervisors decrease the total amount they pay for their students’ stipends if the student
is awarded a GF (so they meet, but do not exceed, the minimum stipend). GF’s are apparently awarded
based on a combination of need and merit (e.g., students with other fellowships do not receive them,
see below). Some faculty seemed disgruntled about a lack of transparency with respect to GF allocation
among students in different research areas.

2.3.3 Graduate Funding
It seemed that both the department and individual supervisors were treating the $24,000 stipend as a
ceiling, rather than a minimum. For example, major scholarship holders are restricted from receiving
additional funds from TAing, rarely get GF’s, and it did not seem that faculty actively top their students’
stipends up above the minimum, although some well-funded PIs do buy students out of some TAing.
Students indicated that a minimum stipend of $30,000/year would allow a modest living, and
substantially reduce the need for outside supports. This increase is roughly equivalent to the cost of
tuition (c. $6k/year for the first few terms of programme, according to the self-study document). Such
an approach is already taken at other institutions. At WU, a ‘Western Graduate Research Fellowship’
roughly equivalent to tuition is credited to each graduate student at the start of the term, using funds
from the Department’s graduate allocation; at UBC, the Faculty of Science covers PhD student tuition
(and subsidises MSc students by $1,000), and at U of T (EEB), a University of Toronto Fellowship, roughly
equivalent to the cost of tuition, is provided by the Faculty of Arts & Sciences.
A departmental revision of the approach to allocation of Graduate Fellowships—shifting to an acrossthe-board contribution to student stipends, would be one way to start addressing the low stipend
problem. Such funding should not reduce the supervisor RA contribution. The positive effect of
increasing the minimum stipend is likely to leave students with more time to complete their research,
however, and together with modifications to course and thesis length requirements, could significantly
decrease completion times. Since the BAS formula incorporates completion rates, in the medium term,
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an increased completion rate should generate additional funds that would offset the cost of providing a
more appropriate stipend. Thus, an initial injection of resources should pay off with a more-sustainable
program.
An additional problem is that winners of major scholarships (e.g. NSERC CGS-M or PGS-D), have their
stipends topped up to the minimum, but receive no other incentive, and are deprioritised when
evaluating applications for Graduate Fellowships and TAships. This is problematic from the perspective
of attracting strong students. We suggest that finding ways to provide additional funds to major
scholarship winners is essential to facilitate their recruitment, on-time completion, and to allow these
exceptional individuals the capacity to reach their scientific potential. There are a range of models
available to do this, ranging from Supervisors paying the normal $11,000 (MSc) or $9,000 (PhD)
contribution from their research grants to scholarship winners, through departmental contributions, to
allowing scholarship winners to hold TAships or GFs. As an example, at Western an NSERC PGS-D
student still receives the WGRS (see above) and is eligible to TA one term per year, bringing the annual
stipend above $30,000, and many supervisors provide additional top-ups. Similarly, at UT EEB, although
the UTF amount is reduced for scholarship winners, there is still a standard award, students can TA for
one term, and supervisors and the department top them up as well. BISC should expect scholarship
students to make these types of comparisons when they choose a graduate program.

Recommendations
1. Increase graduate stipends from $24,000 to at least $30,000/year, the equivalent of
waiving tuition fees. This is urgent.
○ The BAS funds could be used to support across-the-board stipend increases to all
students rather than GF’s to <50% of students
○ The Faculty of Science and Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies could provide
matching funds to solve this acute problem, with a timeline for the BISC program
returning to self-sufficiency (supported by leveraging the inherent advantages in the
BAS funding formula if this change decreases the time to completion).
○ Supervisors may need to contribute additional funds to cover the balance of the
increase. Although this is might lead to fewer students in any one cohort, a shorter
time to degree should increase the rate of turnover and thus maintain the total
number of students within the Discovery Grant cycle.
2. Determine pathways to provide incentives to attract graduate students with major
fellowships.
3. Develop mechanisms for providing reasonable, structured increases in stipends.
4. Ensure that TA duties include all hours that a TA may spend on preparation, related
professional development, teaching and communications skills workshops, etc., and thus (within
the bounds of the collective agreement) ensure that TA activities are a net benefit for the
graduate students.

2.4 Professional Programs
Biological Sciences hosts two ‘professional’ programs, the Master’s of Environmental Toxicology (MET)
and the Master’s of Pest Management (MPM). Both enjoy strong external reputations and high success
rates placing graduates in careers. Both programs are high quality, and have the potential to be flagship
programs that keep BISC and SFU’s Faculty of Science on the map in applied biology.
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Although the MET is currently healthy, and benefited from some recent investment, we felt it was at risk
of losing its way a little, and have some suggestions to correct course and maintain its special identity.
As indicated in the self-study document, the MPM is at a crucial juncture. Although the Faculty of
Science Academic Plan (2019 - 2023) specifically commits to promote and reposition the MPM, there is
little evidence of investment, and as a result, there has been significant attrition of faculty in this
program. We strongly recommend that the Faculty and the University invest to revitalise this
internationally-known program, which we think has the potential to be revenue-positive.
It is our understanding that currently the professional Master’s programs have the same fee structure
as research-based degrees; we wish to emphasize that this is highly unusual on the Canadian
landscape. In fact, in our institutions, professional programs in the sciences charge fees that are two
to three times higher than research-based programs, and this contributes to the revenue-generating
nature of such programs. We suggest that the Faculty of Science revisit the fee structure for
professional programs with some urgency.

2.4.1 MET
As described in the self-study document, the MET is a course-based professional program with a
research component and an optional co-op. It enjoys a strong reputation and its graduates have
enviable employment success. As a professional program, the students ordinarily do not receive a
stipend outside their research placement. Thus, the program should be revenue-neutral (or even
revenue-positive) for the University. However, the MET students we spoke to did not seem to
understand the usual nature of professional programs (no stipend and higher fees). We can see that
since their required research projects are largely conducted in BISC labs, and often last longer than one
semester, there is likely to be some confusion about the difference between the MET and MPM/MSc.
We heard from students that the schedule over which the required courses are offered made it difficult
for most students to accumulate the required courses within two years.
The practicum component of this program should be a highlight and facilitate networking and
employment. However, although the research component is mandatory and includes a defense, co-op is
optional, which is surprising given the applied nature of the degree. The MET students did report that
Mitacs-funded internships also occur. It sounds like this emphasis on the research component can be
something of a lose-lose situation: students invest more time than required to try to see a project to
completion, and faculty are frustrated that these short periods do not yield high quality research
outputs. Moreover, this approach is not common for a professional program. Reconsidering the
program structure and duration might allow for recruitment of international students and employerpaid upskilling. This could increase enrollment and propel the program into revenue-positive space.

Recommendations
1. Restructure the program into a 16 to 20-month professional program, rather than the 9semester (3 year) program currently in place. This would include reconsidering the emphasis on
a laboratory research experience rather than co-op or some other practicum, and add a defined
time-limit to this component of the program (one or two semesters).
2. Maximise employment-ready skills and networking by focusing as far as possible on nonacademic settings for the research/practicum component, making use of Mitacs wherever
possible.
3. Make better use of the broader SFU ecosystem. For example, we see opportunities for course
overlap with MPM (e.g. toxicology, QA/QC and data science courses could all be shared between
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the program), Chemistry, and the Faculty of the Environment. In addition, the program could be
a clear cornerstone of SFU’s developing Agritech Sandbox.
4. Investigate the potential for a differential fee structure as is appropriate for professional
programs.
5. Work with advancement and industry partners to support scholarships for needs-independent
admission of diverse students into this program. Although as a professional program, stipends
are not the norm, the cost of enrolment can be an EDI barrier. We believe that the MET program
has the alumni and industry contacts to generate donations to ensure support for an inclusive
and diverse student body.

2.4.2 MPM
The MPM is a globally unique program with a glowing international reputation. Although we identify
some issues with the program, we cannot emphasise enough that such recognition is not easily
manufactured. Our experience is that universities regularly sink significant resources into new programs
in the hope that they will achieve recognition: in the MPM, the reputation is already established, and
the University need only invest the necessary resources for its renewal. Specifically, we recommend
investing in several faculty positions, and restructuring the program to return to its roots as a
professional program.

2.4.2.1 Current state of the MPM
The MPM began as a predominantly coursework-based professional program (similar to the MET,
described above) and c. 20 years ago transitioned to a thesis-based structure. The current program looks
very similar to a regular MSc in the department (including the long completion times) with some
additional coursework.
The MPM currently requires six courses, but has only five faculty contributing to teaching. These faculty
also have undergraduate teaching responsibilities. As a result, not all MPM courses are regularly taught
(students reported that they felt misled by the courses on the website vs. those actually offered), and
some courses that we would consider key to a pest management background (such as Integrated Pest
Management) have not been taught for some time. Students reported that courses offered lacked
employment-relevant content. The summer field courses are a cornerstone of the training that has
brought the MPM such renown, but with a single faculty member responsible for them, the scope of this
component has been eroded (and affected further by covid) such that a component that was once
months long is now less than three weeks. One recently-employed student reported to us that they did
not feel the program provided the broad ‘pest management’ knowledge they needed in their job. In our
opinion, this erosion of core competencies in the program is not a fault of the existing faculty, but
instead reflects a lack of investment in the program by the University such that five individuals are
attempting to run a program whose reputation was built on a program with 14 faculty.
The MPM thesis component appears no different from the BISC MSc thesis, and all of our comments
about thesis structure and expectations described above for the MET apply to the MPM as well. Almost
all of the current MPM students we spoke with are in one lab, and are clearly enjoying the experience,
but this made it very hard to separate unique features of the MPM from the mentoring of one faculty
member. The students we spoke to were defensive of the inclusion of the thesis in the MPM, but the
arguments they made seemed to be more of an argument in favour of a research-based MSc than for
the program as a professional degree, and this is borne out by MPM students often transferring to the
PhD program.
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Students did not report having access to practicums or co-op placements, and did not feel that the MPM
gave them substantive networking opportunities in their job hunt, either via local employers or alumni.
Thus, although the program still enjoys a sterling reputation, students attracted to the ‘pest
management’ aspect appear somewhat disappointed.

2.4.2.2 The MPM is an extraordinary opportunity for SFU
In our opinion, there is still time for SFU to leverage the strong reputation of the MPM program and
rebuild it with relatively little investment compared to building a program from scratch. Some important
strengths of the program include:
•

•

•

An extensive regional community of employers (and potential employers) and global community
of alumni could provide a basis for raising endowment and scholarship funds. We suggest that
the program could explore a naming opportunity with potential large donors.
Significant opportunity to leverage the reputation of the program to recruit students from Asia,
and the possibility of developing agreements with governments and NGOs in the Global South
where the expertise imparted by an MPM program is in high demand in the agricultural sectors.
We expect that there may be a market for industry wishing to upskill their employees (i.e. in the
vein of executive MBA-type programs).

While we provide our suggestions here and in the succeeding sections, we strongly recommend that
the Faculty of Science undertake a market/employer survey. This will provide some clarity on the areas
in which to hire faculty (see also section 2.5.2.3), the areas in which to focus the program, recruitment
markets (both domestic and international), and the key skills employers seek. Key areas of expertise
could include agricultural entomology, forest entomology, phytopathology, weed biocontrol and insect
biocontrol. As part of this assessment, we recommend exploring micro credentials and/or industrystandard certifications that could be associated with the program.
The MPM would be best able to leverage its unique character if it were to return to its roots as a
professional program, including a significant field training component and a practicum. Like the MET,
there would be no requirement for a stipend (but our comments about raising money for scholarships
applies doubly to the MPM), meaning that it should be possible for the program to be revenue-positive
in the medium term. We do not think that our proposal to shift to a professional-focused program will
impact faculty research programs, because students who wish to do research on pest management will
still be able to work with faculty as presently under the auspices of the MSc, and presumably to access
MPM courses to fulfill their MSc course requirements. Although we expect that some MPM students
may still conduct practicums in faculty labs, the large base of local employers means that a majority will
likely gain their practical experience outside the University.
The MPM is well poised to leverage institutional and regional strengths. Faculty in BISC who currently
view themselves as ‘non-MPM’ may be able to contribute meaningfully to teaching in (e.g.) population
biology, invasion biology, and ecology in general; we also see opportunity for overlap in some core
courses with the MET (specifically: toxicology, QA/QC, and data science). We envisage potential
contributions from faculty in Chemistry and Environmental Science, guest appearances from alumni, and
the MPM could be a cornerstone of the developing Agritech Sandbox. In fact, although the MPM should
be housed in BISC, we could imagine it being elevated to Institute level in the future.
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Recommendation
1. Restructure the MPM to become a 20 month, largely coursework-based professional degree
with substantive field-based training and practicums emphasizing external opportunities for
networking and learning.
2. Investigate the potential for a differential fee structure as is appropriate for professional
programs.
3. Work with advancement and industry partners to support scholarships for needs-independent
admission of diverse students into this program. Although as a professional program, stipends
are not the norm, the cost of enrolment can be an EDI barrier. We believe that the MET program
has the alumni and industry contacts to generate donations to ensure support for an inclusive
and diverse student body.

2.4.2.3 Resources required to revitalise the MPM
The five faculty members currently involved in the MPM are senior faculty, from a cohort which is
reaching ‘normal retirement age’. One of those positions (the Finlayson Endowed Chair in Biological
Control) is guaranteed to be replaced, and is the only MPM-related position listed in the ‘wish list’ of
faculty hires in the self-study document. Retaining this globally renowned program would require SFU
commitment to hiring of both faculty and support staff. Our recommendations could be budget-neutral
initially if the institution commits to retention of current MPM faculty salary lines within the
department, with flexibility for redeployment. We note, as above, this program has the potential to
become revenue-positive, which could provide additional resources to the department and the Faculty
of Science.

Recommendations
1. Retain at least three research faculty positions within the MPM, one of which would be the
Finlayson Endowed Chair in Biological Control. We believe that this number is the minimum
required to retain the program’s credibility
2. Hire two teaching faculty who not only contribute to some classroom courses, but lead a
sustained, skills-focused cornerstone field experience
3. Hire a program coordinator, who could work with Co-op staff to manage the practicum/co-op
placement component of the program. This individual could work with both the MPM and MET,
or be partly seconded to the Co-op office.

3.0 Research
3.1 Research Profile & reputation
The BISC self-study report and our discussions with administration revealed a significant internal
perception that the BISC research profile was declining and perhaps even facing a crisis. This perception
appears closely related to the exceptionally poor state of BISC’s physical infrastructure. The poor state
of the building has created a perception that the department itself is in decline, likely exacerbated by
internal competing units within the University housed in notably nicer facilities. Internally, there is
competition for student recruitment into newer and somewhat overlapping Faculties and Departments
with similar but still distinct academic foci such as MBB, BPK, the Faculty of Health Sciences and Faculty
of Environment. Moreover, relatively static undergraduate enrollment has created concerns internally
regarding BISC. We got the impression that the Dept of Biological Sciences has suffered a significant
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internal reputational loss among the upper administration. This was often framed as being initiated by a
previous Dean of Science who did not recognize the strengths and value of a broad Biological Sciences
department. These negative perceptions continue despite some very obvious strengths and high
external reputation for BISC.
BISC has a strong external reputation with research quality and funding that compares favourably to
similarly-sized and -funded Universities across Canada (such as Brock, Carleton, and Concordia).
Notwithstanding the poor state of the building infrastructure and the need to significantly upgrade the
facilities, particular strengths of department are long-standing. Especially important are the strong,
unique relationships between researchers and numerous Governmental and Environmental
organizations including the Department of Fisheries and Oceans, Canadian Wildlife Service/Environment
and Climate Change Canada, as well as other Federal and Provincial government agencies and numerous
NGOs. Many of these funding/research relationships are coupled to the MET and MPM programs, which
have excellent National and International profiles respectively, are in high demand from graduate
students, and have excellent student placement results.
Nevertheless, we do see some trends in external research profile that could use rectification to help
BISC maintain or enhance its internal and external status. Given the reputation of some of the excellent
mid-career and senior researchers in BISC, we were surprised to see relatively little leadership of large
National or International grants and research efforts. This was also noted in the previous external review
in 2013 and we did not see a substantial improvement during this review period. Some clear leaders
have 100 % teaching buyout and are seconded to perform their work external to BISC. Consequently,
some national research leaders are not integrated members of the Department, and are thus ineffective
at attracting and training undergraduate and graduate students.

3.2 Research faculty
The BISC research faculty are active and productive (~ 600 papers over the past 5 years for ~ 32
funded researchers). Several researchers have excellent National and International reputations, and
citation metrics for these ~10 individuals are good (h index > 40). We note that many faculty members
rely solely on NSERC Discovery Grants for their (smaller) research programs. Given the increasing
competitiveness, flat funding, inflationary pressure on NSERC Discovery Grants, and the need to improve
student stipends, this places a direct threat to the Dept writ large – depending on a single funding
mechanism is a riskier strategy than in the past.
There are two distinct groups in BISC, largely defined by teaching (CMP and EEC), but we did not see a
cohesive research vision within each group, or across the department. The research faculty we met
were strongly committed to BISC, despite the competition that is present around hiring priorities (as is
common in all academic departments). Faculty noted that that much future planning has been framed
on “replacement teaching” for various programs rather than building on existing research strengths or
supporting cross-disciplinary research. Overall, the strategic plan for recruitment has been restricted by
the paucity of hiring (only 4 Faculty hired over 7 years) and the necessity to fill gaps for undergraduate
teaching, making it seem like BISC is always behind in planning. We perceive that the department cannot
plan effectively because it has not been given transparent information about faculty renewal or
expansion.
The BISC self-study outlines 5 priority replacements over the next few years, a list that was developed
with input from the department, and this is an excellent starting point, but it is not part of a clear
strategic vision. Moreover, approximately 1/3 of the department is approaching ‘normal retirement age’
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over the next 5 years, so BISC should plan for additional opportunities for renewal, and refocusing, with
a view to enhancing BISC’s external reputation, and increasing the diversity of the faculty (see section
7.0).

3.3 Funding & Partnerships
Funding success for the research faculty is strong, with > 85% of the Faculty having NSERC Discovery
Grants (above the National average for comprehensive Universities) and an average grant size ~$41K
(consistent with national averages).
While ~92% of the research Faculty have some level of external funding to support students, for most
faculty, this does not include large operating grants. While there is extensive funding and collaborative
research with Government and NGOs, we noted only a few examples of direct industrial partnerships,
relatively few MITACS awards, and few NSERC Partnership grants, focused in only a few labs. We
foresee a clash between the urgent need to increase graduate student stipends and an over-reliance on
systemically stagnant NSERC DGs. Thus, BISC faculty would benefit from increasing their secondary
funding wherever possible. This requires a mechanism to decouple increased research funding from
increased administrative workload. Although not within BISC’s purview, we were pleased to hear about
the introduction of a firm University policy of requiring overhead on non-tri-council grants (which is now
in progress in the office of the VP Research). This should be coupled to a transparent return of
overheads to the department and the PI. This is not specific to BISC, but will benefit the department and
incentivise a diverse funding base.

3.4 Research clusters
There are several research clusters in BISC, including the E2O group, the Centre for Wildlife Ecology,
eBERG and the Crawford Laboratory, and faculty associated with the MET and MPM programs. Each of
these clusters has a long history and the members of these groups tend to be well-funded, and have
more graduate students compared to those not affiliated with a group. We believe that these research
clusters enhance institutional reputation and are an opportunity to foster leadership in research and
teaching, and adding value to graduate and undergraduate research training. It appeared to us that the
majority of the members of these groups were happy to be situated in BISC, and we detected little
indication that individuals or groups desire to move beyond BISC. This is an absolute positive. Faculty
seemed committed to renewal and the betterment of the department. According to the self-study,
faculty in Cell and Molecular Biology, Developmental Biology and Physiology have not self-organised into
formal research clusters, which may be a missed opportunity.
When renewal of the research space or movement to another renovated research space is finally
accomplished (hopefully sooner rather than later), efforts should be made to ensure that these groups
are supported in the physical space in ways that support their collaborative approaches. (see section
6.2).

3.5 Post-doctoral fellows
We met with four of the 19 BISC PDFs reported in the self-study document. These PDFs seemed happy
with their opportunities and the work environment, and raised only a few issues. They were aware of
the poor state of the building which they acknowledged created a negative tone for their first
impressions but since 3 of the 4 PDFs we met with were in recently renovated space, the concern was
not shared by all.
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One significant issue of concern, outside the scope of this review, is the status of externally funded PDFs
(e.g., NSERC PDF recipients etc.) within the University. In contrast to PDFs supported from research
grants, we heard that externally funded PDFs are not considered “employees” and do not receive basic
benefits such as transit subsidies, use of campus facilities, and basic health and dental access. etc. This
may also raise potential issues with health and safety liabilities for the University (i.e., WorkSafeBC BC
requirements). Attracting externally funded PDFs is a hallmark of well-functioning research programs.
The current policy creates a negative impression and likely impairs PDF recruitment, not to mention
devaluing PDF contributions to the department. We recognise that this is not a departmental matter,
but suggest central attention to the treatment of PDFs at SFU would be beneficial across the
institution.

3.6 Complement Planning & Retirement replacements
There exists a significant opportunity for renewal in BISC, given that about one-third of the research
faculty were hired in cohorts approaching the ‘normal retirement age’. Periods of faculty turnover are
key times when a clear long-term vision for the department is important. This also provides an
important, and rare opportunity to diversify the faculty through new recruits (see section 7.0).
Given that only four research faculty positions have been created in the last 7 years, there is, and will
continue to be, a significant gap in mid-career mentors to support junior faculty. The new faculty we
spoke to were positive about their experience in the department, which they found supportive and
welcoming. They appreciated the ‘two pronged’ mentorship program that included both a teaching and
a research mentor (initiated by the former Chair), and suggested this would be a good time to review
and codify the program. Although colleagues were helpful, they suggested more attention to
‘onboarding’ resources would have saved them a lot of time, particularly if those resources were
available online, on demand. Some of the processes for which they were seeking support are central,
but some need to be provided by the department (e.g., specification of how GF’s are distributed).
Past hiring and plans for future hiring appear to be driven by teaching needs. While teaching capacity is
important, we emphasize that teaching 3rd and 4th year courses that focus on cutting-edge topics
requires hiring based on innovative research agendas. We strongly suggest moving beyond like-for-like
to a strategic hiring plan that focuses on a vision for BISC over the next 10-20 years (such as the
organismal biology focus outlined in the self-study document). For example, although the future vision
for the department includes One Health, One Health does not appear specifically in the hiring priorities.
Prioritising innovative, cutting edge research will attract undergraduate and graduate students in the
long term.

Recommendations
1. Establish a mechanism to better support research leaders in applying for, and administering,
large scale national or international leadership grants. This may include partial administrative
support for grants writing and management at the department, Faculty of Science, VP Research
or Faculty of Science level to offset the administrative burdens for training, certifications,
permissions etc. This is an essential element to enhance of the reputation of the department
Biological Sciences Dept and could be a relatively quick “win”. Also see recommendations in
section 4.0--an Associate Chair Research could provide internal leadership for these changes.
2. Develop mechanisms to incentivise application to Non-DG funding sources.
3. Review the new faculty mentorship program and onboarding resources.
4. Hold a retreat to identify and further delineate the long term research foci of the department
and develop a cohesive strategic plan for renewal. This planning should be focused on taking
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advantage of opportunities for national and international leadership that exist within the
faculty, enhancing existing research strengths and research cluster activity and profile, and
avoiding overlap and competition with MBB in the Health sciences or the Faculty of
Environment. We comment below (section 8.0) on the documents arising from the last retreat
regarding the identity of BISC.
5. Ensure faculty renewal plans are driven by research priorities (with the exception of
professional programs).

4.0 Departmental Administration
4.1 BISC Academic administration and governance
BISC academic leadership includes the Chair and an Associate Chair who is primarily active in
Undergraduate affairs. Many departments of this size have more than one Associate Chair. Typically, in
addition to the Associate Chair Undergraduate there is also an Associate Chair Research (UA, WU, UTSC),
and an Associate Chair Graduate Studies (UA, WU and UT EEB/CSB). This structure creates an executive
committee, builds in leadership development and succession planning, and can relieve the Chair of some
operational duties. While the Chair of the BISC Graduate Studies committee may essentially fill the role
of an Associate Chair Graduate studies, BISC does not have any equivalent of an Associate Chair
Research in the departmental structure. The person in this role would normally be responsible for
internal and external award nominations, supporting and encouraging collaborative grants or other
funding opportunities, acting as a mentor/advisor to research faculty, organizing internal grant review
processes, and assessing and advocating for research needs.

4.2 Office administrative staff
The BISC office staff, in addition to the Manager of Laboratory Operations (see Section 2.2.4) and the
Undergraduate Advisor, includes clerical and secretarial staff (6 people, 5.5 FTE) who report to the
Manager of Administrative Service (MAS).
The Undergraduate Advisor is a part-time role (~0.83) providing support to students navigating their
degree. The students we spoke with all indicated their gratitude for assistance from the Undergraduate
Advisor. The advisor is involved in course planning, and can provide solid guidance to students. Two
innovations led by the Undergraduate Advisor since the last review include the ‘Bio Buddies’ peer-topeer mentorship program, and ‘Map My Degree’ workshop. Both of these have been very well received
by undergraduates.
The MAS role includes oversight of operating, research/grant, and teaching budgets, faculty expense
reports, sessional and TA appointments, administration of University policy and collective agreements,
contributions to strategic planning, and process improvement, among other diverse responsibilities. The
MAS has a significant workload and broad responsibilities, with no apparent back-up. As a result, the
review team learned, it has not been possible for the MAS to truly take time away for vacations, or even
sick days without being ‘on call’. Not surprisingly, there is very little time to innovate, fully support direct
reports, or to be proactive in the work. While the office staff are very collegial, reported a positive work
environment, and felt well managed, the MAS workload may eventually have a negative effect on these
dynamics. Moreover, given the lack of time for all but the operational pieces, it is perhaps not surprising
that there is apparently no annual performance review or goal setting processes for staff, which may
limit their professional development. By comparison, WU and UTSC each have two people performing
these duties, separating HR and financial responsibilities, dividing other responsibilities, and providing
operational redundancy.
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There was a deep concern among the office staff about the downloading of duties from central
University offices to departmental staff, including imminent changes to financial grant management,
such that compliance, funding availability, and managing award terms will now be the responsibility of
department staff. To accommodate this change, which does not appear to come with additional
resources, the MAS has worked with staff to shift some job descriptions and expand the roles for which
some of the staff are trained. Other changes in procedures may improve as familiarity with new online
systems increase. However, without an increase in support for the ongoing work of the department,
managing grant compliance in particular may be challenging, with the potential for significant
negative impacts on the department (and potentially, the University).

Recommendations
1. Reconsider the academic leadership structure of the department and evaluate the utility of an
Associate Chair Research position. This position would support the recommendations in section 5.0
2. Complete a needs assessment and prioritize hiring a new position to support the MAS. For example,
an Assistant Manager could take on many of the routine, but time-consuming tasks of the MAS role, as
well as providing some operational redundancy. In our departments, there is a dedicated, high-level
financial staff position (a management position), which is supported by a financial assistant. Other
administrative tasks are then managed by an equivalent of the MAS (but without the additional
requirement for budget compliance oversight).

5.0 Working relationships
5.1 Within the Unit
We met with several groups representing a broad diversity of personnel within BISC. We were very
pleased at the level of collegiality and support for maintaining the working relationships within the
department. Everybody noted that they felt respected by other groups within the department. This
included the support staff, teaching staff, students, PDFs, and members of the Faculty across multiple
disciplines. While each group had its own challenges, they all felt that there was a good level of
cooperation and communication within the Unit.
Intra-departmental decision-making appears to be reasonably well communicated to the members of
the department, with some exceptions noted elsewhere about GF distribution. Our only suggestion can
be to ensure that the collegiality continues, even as difficult decisions are made about the most strategic
areas for investment, or for faculty renewal.

Recommendation:
1. Establish regular, open (virtual) Q and A sessions with the Chair as an adjunct to formal
faculty meetings. This could maintain and improve two-way communication within the
department, and support new faculty.

5.2 Within the University
We noted a disconnect between BISC challenges, opportunities, and plans, and plans at the level of the
Faculty of Science and the University. We suspect that this indicates a failure of communication
between the University administration and the department. Indeed, we heard that communication
between the upper administration and BISC has diminished in recent years. There was obviously a rift in
communications between the department and a previous Dean, and while the current Dean pro tem is
from BISC, it is important that the Faculty and upper administration re-establish consistent open,
consultative, and respectful two-way communication with BISC. It seemed to us that recent decisions
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regarding long-awaited improvements in BISC’s infrastructure, and cancellation of a recent search, are
irritants in the relationship that must be overcome. It appears that the reasons for these decisions have
not been well communicated to the department, and we perceived a lack of trust regarding any new
plans. We recognize that SFU has grown from a smaller, collegial University into a larger University with
multiple campuses. Moreover, there appears to be a concern that the potential for a Medical school and
additional competing programs may siphon off resources and prevent/delay renewal of BISC
infrastructure. The lack of clear commitments, or even some framing of future possibilities from higher
levels of leadership makes it virtually impossible for BISC to plan effectively to strengthen or grow its
programs.
Specifically, we were surprised that there does not appear to be a formal annual process for the
communication and discussion of budget requests from the department to the Faculty of Science, or at
least not one that makes clear to the department what types of priorities are likely to be funded. In the
absence of such clarity, planning becomes a futile exercise, or at best, a guessing game.
We strongly recommend that the Dean and Associate Deans establish mechanisms for periodic
meetings with the BISC department administration to discuss departmental challenges and
opportunities and how these relate to the yearly budget request. Such meetings could establish
transparent communication channels that would improve understanding of the department’s priorities
in the Office of the Dean, and the University’s priorities within the department.

5.3 With Communities
Unfortunately, we did not get much opportunity to observe the level of communication between BISC
and the wider community. The self-study document reports that BISC research is communicated to
outside audiences through conventional and social media channels, and outreach initiatives. These
efforts contribute to the reputation of the department locally, nationally, and internationally and may
also be key to student recruitment.
There is room for improvement in communication to external communities by fostering better Alumni
connections to BISC (as outlined elsewhere in this review). We see an urgent need for senior academics
to mentor junior faculty in how to work with existing partnerships but also how to establish new
working relationships with local alumni, companies, and governmental departments. This is essential for
the future health of the department.

6.0 Infrastructure & facilities
The infrastructure issues that BISC faces are well-documented, and (as far as we can tell) the
descriptions in the self-study document, and also in the previous review, are accurate. A few
laboratories are housed in the South Science Building (SSB), where the facilities appear excellent (and
where there are an astonishing number of eye-wash/safety showers). A majority of BISC facilities are in
the Shrum Science Centre (SSC), which is antiquated, has apparently had few updates since
construction, and in which damaging floods are a regular occurrence. Addressing these poor facilities
was identified as a key priority in the last external review (2013), yet SFU has done nothing about it. We
were told about plans for a proposed Life Sciences Building (a complete misnomer, given the exclusion
of BISC), and how that would (eventually) free up space for BISC swing space and renovations. However,
none of the timelines we heard included meaningful improvement of BISC space in the next 5-8 years.
Furthermore, plans, such as they are, do not appear to have been communicated to the Department as
a formal commitment. We understand financial and other challenges with building and renovation on
the SFU campus. However, the SFU administration was alerted to a clear, urgent priority that comes
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with significant health & safety risks, and insurance costs, in 2009. To date, no concrete plan to
address these issues has been communicated to the unit. Frankly, the idea that BISC, which has been in
substandard space for more than a decade (while other departments have moved into new space), is
worthy only of leftovers from units that move to a new building at some undefined point in the future
sends a strong message that this department is not valued by SFU.
We are concerned about the safety of the facilities and practices in BISC, and perhaps the institution as a
whole. The infrastructure in SSC fails to meet many basic safety standards. We specifically asked many
individuals whether they ‘felt safe’, and they did – considering the facilities issues to be primarily a
problem for operations and equipment. However, we could glean little information about safety
inspections and practices, and were concerned by what we saw in the labs we visited.
It is not an exaggeration to say that we are deeply concerned that the combination of poor
infrastructure and lax safety practices exposes the department and the institution to significant risk of
accidents causing injury, death, and/or catastrophic building damage.

6.1 Workplace Health & Safety
As has been well-documented, the SSC is in urgent need of renovation and is unfit for the activities of
BISC researchers. While we understand that long-term structural issues are challenging to fix, we were
surprised that none of the administrators we spoke to expressed either concern about, or a concrete
plan to mitigate, exposure of BISC personnel to environmental hazards such as asbestos, lead-based
paint and mould. Normally, such hazards pose limited risks if undisturbed, but regular floods and other
infrastructure failure elevates the likelihood of exposure.
On our tour of BISC facilities, we noted many infrastructure features that we expect do not meet
laboratory safety codes, and that we expect put the building at risk of fire. Specifically, there does not
appear to be a sprinkler system in SSC, circuit breakers are positioned inside laboratories, benches in
labs that have not been renovated have exposed wood (a fire and chemical contamination hazard) and
we saw wooden-framed fume hoods best fit for museum display. We were surprised to see little
apparent compensation for these safety concerns. On our tour of the lab facilities, we also saw
behavioural practices that would be unacceptable from a safety perspective at our home institutions.
Much of this comes from the clutter accumulated from decades of continuous lab occupation, but we
saw equipment and boxes obscuring routes of egress, access to safety showers, and eyewashes, and
student desks placed in laboratories.
Workplace safety at SFU appears to be the prerogative of the Faculty of Science, and implementation
appears to fall to the (already overcommitted) Manager of Laboratory Operations. We heard that there
is no formal process for laboratory inspections and follow-ups, and that whatever inspections there
were did not formally include University or Union participants. There are very real risks associated with
dilapidated infrastructure and we are concerned that the lack of inspection risks accidents for which the
institution and individual PIs may well be held responsible.

Recommendations
1. A formal environmental health and safety evaluation should detail the level of exposure to,
and risk from, infrastructure-related environmental health concerns and make an acute plan
to mitigate any risks within the next year. This is urgent.
2. A combined effort of the Institution with the Unions, Faculties and Departments establish a
formal safety inspection and follow-up structure. We note that this downloads additional work
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to already-overstretched technical staff in the Department, and that this must be considered
when evaluating the staff complement.

6.2 Research space
We viewed research laboratories in SSC and SSB. We were overall impressed by the size of the research
laboratories and found the structure and layout to be appropriate for the work conducted. However, as
we described above, the infrastructure itself is outdated and unsafe in many instances in SSC. Renovated
labs in SSC are perfectly adequate for the work performed. However, even these renovated labs are
under constant risk of flooding and other damage from infrastructure failure, diminishing the returns on
the amount spent on renovation and meaning that any upgrades should be viewed only as temporary
stopgaps and are, in the long run, a poor use of funds. The lab facilities in SSB appear excellent and fitfor-purpose.
We also viewed a shared space occupied by the Centre for Wildlife Ecology. This recently-renovated
space housed students and postdocs and had some shared meeting and coffee-making space. We
believe that housing individuals from diverse (but broadly related) groups together builds community
and is likely partly responsible for the success of some of the research clusters in the department.

Recommendation
1. New or renovated space for BISC should accommodate communal facilities for research
clusters.

6.3 Teaching space
We viewed a number of recently-renovated teaching laboratories. The labs are well-designed and
thought out and appear excellent for the purpose. Unfortunately, this excellent space is also under
constant risk of floods and other damage from the crumbling infrastructure, so we consider these spaces
to be excellent, but temporary.

Recommendation
1. As with previous reviews, we highlight the urgent importance of creating and sharing a
concrete plan for providing suitable research and teaching space for BISC in the near future.

7.0 Equity, Diversity, Inclusion & Indigenization
The review committee recommends that the central administration at SFU considers explicitly adding
Equity, Diversity, Inclusion, and Indigeneity as one of the focal areas in the terms of reference for
external reviews.
SFU has a diverse student body and sits in one of Canada’s more diverse cities. However, as
acknowledged in the self-study document, faculty and graduate student demographics do not reflect
undergraduate demographics, nor the demographics of the wider community. Apparent representation
(e.g., of women, Indigenous people, and racially visible people) is below average relative to other
Canadian post-secondary institutions.
The graduate student caucus should be commended for their work on equity, including fundraising for
SFU’s first Black & Indigenous student scholarship. Similarly, the department is to be commended for
revising career review criteria to explicitly include credit for EDI work, and for striking an EDI committee.
We also heard that one faculty member has expertise in, and is seeking to develop an approach to
Indigenization of the curriculum. While this is good news, meaningful change will require broader
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engagement and resourcing at the level of the department. The development of actionable goals, and a
pathway to achieve those goals, is necessary.
We believe that the first step to equity in the graduate student body is to increase stipends and
decrease completion times. Together these will remove some significant barriers for the participation of
diverse individuals, many of whom may not have the personal or familial financial resources to survive
on current stipends.
A significant area of opportunity for advancing EDI is through new faculty recruitment, which can have
positive effects across all of the department’s activities. The initiatives of the Faculty of Science to
ensure search committee members are educated in bias and equity are a reasonable start to adjusting
processes to support inclusion, but even this rudimentary start will fall flat without departmental
engagement in seeking and supporting diverse applicants. The faculty complement can only be
diversified through hiring, and given the approaching wave of faculty renewal for BISC, this is a critical
time for the department to establish plans for inclusive recruitment. We were surprised that there is no
mention of this opportunity in the self study, nor is there any indication of how equity concerns will
factor into processes for faculty hiring. Reversing the under-representation of employment equity
groups among the faculty will require the University to commit to replacing retiring faculty in BISC, and
active attention and action by the department to follow recommended practices to attract, recruit,
retain, and support scholars from under-represented groups. This work should start now, and it must
reach beyond the EDI committee to encompass all department activities.

Recommendations
1. Develop an EDI action plan that reaches across department functions, and does not depend
solely on the EDI committee.
2. Accelerate adoption of best practices for inclusive recruitment, including hosting talks or
workshops within the department, developing relationships with scholarly affinity groups, and
with societies that include biologists of diverse identities.

8.0 Future plans
BISC has been under decanal pressure to differentiate itself from other Life Sciences departments within
SFU. In response, it has identified a distinct unifying focus on functional links from sub-organismal to
ecosystem levels and global change. We agree that this is an appropriate description of the scope of the
department, and that it distinguishes BISC from other SFU units. This approach also allows the
department to encompass emerging interdisciplinary directions such as One Health. Although this focus
defines the scope of the department, we do not feel that it provides a vision that guides strategic
development. One consequence is that hiring priorities remain strongly influenced by perceived
teaching needs rather than research strategy. Beyond this general comment, it is challenging to assess
BISC future plans as presented in the self study document because decisions about future goals will
necessarily depend on the types of resources and supports that will be available from the Faculty of
Science. Departmental plans that are shaped in alignment with Faculty-level and University-level
strategic priorities will have the highest likelihood of success. It is our perception that BISC does not
currently have the information needed to ensure the alignment of internal aspirations with higher-level
goals.
Some critical information needed to support development of a viable strategic vision includes whether
retiring faculty will be replaced, whether faculty growth positions would flow from enrolment growth,
what supports might be available to increase graduate student stipends, whether the MPM and MET will
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be able to charge differential fees, and when BISC’s physical space will be ameliorated such that crisis
management and hazard mitigation is not a constant companion to the pursuit of departmental
aspirations. Supporting this foundational department’s goals and aspirations can, in turn, contribute
to SFU’s ongoing achievements as a top-ranked Canadian comprehensive University.

Recommendations
1. Build on the focus identified in the self study to develop a vision and strategic plan.
2. Faculty of Science and SFU Administration should support BISC development of a vision in
alignment with campus priorities by transparently communicating the timeline, pathways, and
prioritisation of resources available to BISC, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Support for the renewal of the MPM.
Feasibility of revenue generation from the MPM and MET
Faculty renewal plans (retirement replacements and growth)
Support for increasing graduate student stipends
Plans to address BISC’s dilapidated infrastructure
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Appendix 1.
Cross-reference between the Terms of Reference (TOR) and relevant sections of the review document.
TOR item and number

Review section(s)

Recommendations

1. Program Quality:
Undergraduate

1.0 Undergraduate Programs
• 1.1 Quality
• 1.2 Curriculum/Goals/Assessment
• 1.3 Enrolment management
• 1.4 Student experience
• 1.5 Co-op

R1.1
R1.2
R1.3
R1.4
R1.5

1. Program Quality: Graduate

2.0 Graduate Programs
• 2.1 Grad Student Research
• 2.2 Program requirements
• 2.3 Funding & Benefits
• 2.4 Professional Programs
o 2.4.1 MET
o 2.4.2 MPM

6.3 MPM program
6.4 Attracting Graduate Students

R2.2.1, R2.2.2, R2.2.3
R2.3
R2.4.1
R2.4.2.2, R2.4.2.3

2. Faculty Research

3.0 Research
• 3.1 Profile & reputation
• 3.2 Research faculty
• 3.3 Funding & Partnerships
• 3.5 Post-doctoral fellows
• 3.6 Complement Planning &
Retirement replacements

R3.0

3. Administration

4.0 Departmental Administration
• 4.1 Academic administration
• 4.2 Office staff

R4.0

4. Workplace Environment

5.0 Working relationships
• 5.1 Within the Unit
• 5.2 With the University
• 5.3 With Communities

6.2 Physical space

6.0 Infrastructure & facilities
• 6.1 Workplace Health & Safety
• 6.2 Research space
• 6.3 Teaching space

R6.1
R6.2
R6.3

5. Future Plans
6.1 BISC plans & identity

8.0 Future Plans

R8.0

Other opportunities for
improvement

7.0 Equity, Diversity, Inclusion &
Indigenization*

R7.0

R5.1
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EXTERNAL REVIEW – ACTION PLAN
Section 1 – To be completed by the Responsible Unit Person e.g. Chair or Director
Unit under review

Date of Review Site visit

Responsible Unit person

Faculty Dean

Biological Sciences

30 March-1 April 2022

Tony D Williams

Michael Silverman (pro tem)

Notes
1. It is not expected that every recommendation made by the External Review Committee be covered by this Action Plan. The
major thrusts of the Report should be identified and some consolidation of the recommendations may be possible while
other recommendations of lesser importance may be excluded.
2. Attach the required plan to assess the success of the Educational Goals as a separate document (Senate 2013).
3. Should any additional response be warranted, it should be attached as a separate document.

1. PROGRAMMING
1.1 Action/s (description what is going to be done):
1.1.1 Undergraduate program:
•

Reassess the core curriculum. We agree with the Review Committee that “the current science curriculum reflect[s]
historical practices rather than conscious attention to current utility” and “reconsidering this [will] prove a differentiator
for BISC programs”. BISC will therefore make changes to our core curriculum to, a) make our Biology program more
attractive to potential Biology majors, improving student satisfaction, b) improve retention of BISC majors, c) ensure our
curriculum prepares students for modern careers in biology, and d) increase flexibility and student’s choice of courses in
lower division including more choice of Biology courses and the option of increased Biology content in 1st and 2nd year.
a) We support reducing the number of required non-BISC courses, and the Chair will recommend that, in future, BISC
majors will require only ONE MATH course and ONE PHYS course + 1 STATS course (with no other changes to current
required courses, e.g., CHEM, MBB).
b) The Chair will recommend the development of new lower-division Biology courses for BISC Majors, e.g. ‘Big Ideas in
Biology’ (highlighting discovery, reasoning, and how the scientific process advances biological knowledge), ‘Biology by
Numbers’ (data science and quantitative approaches to Biology) or a core skills-based course (perhaps based on BISC
212).
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c) Initially these courses will not be required for BISC majors; this will increase flexibility of lower division (e.g., if BISC
students want to take more stats, math, or computer programming courses they can, but they should have the option
of taking more Biology courses).
•

Update the department’s curriculum map and develop a plan to implement standardized methods of assessing student
proficiency. The undergraduate curriculum committee will work on this process and has identified a willing faculty member
who has expertise in curriculum mapping.

•

Convert BISC ‘streams’ into programs and rebrand the ‘open’ stream. The External Review proposes that these
recommendations would help us better market our programs. We agree in part – better promotion of our programs is a
priority. However, we propose that the most urgent issue is to articulate the unique strengths of Biological Sciences at SFU
relative to other programs and institutions (e.g., our focus on organismal function and diversity, our diverse lab courses,
etc.). Secondly, we need to better communicate and promote our program strengths. This will include an update of the
curriculum section of our website, with the aim of better attracting new students and serving existing students. We plan
to consult with Faculty of Science recruitment staff to ensure that our efforts are strategic, and that recruiters have the
information they need to promote our strengths. Once we have more clearly articulated the vision for our programs, we
will revisit the question of whether students and the Department would be better served by converting concentrations to
full programs.

•

Audit course information available to potential students and ongoing students. Since the Biological Sciences Self-Study
document was written, we have already deleted and temporarily withdrawn several inactive courses from the calendar.
We are committed to revisiting courses that are rarely offered, to determine whether they can be offered more regularly
and/or whether rare courses can be subsumed under “Special Topics” courses.

•

Consider ways to expand summer course offerings. We are currently exploring options for increasing summer offerings,
including using a Blended Learning format and/or scheduling condensed courses. This would allow students to take
summer courses while providing some scheduling flexibility (e.g. to accommodate part-time jobs). This increased flexibility
would also benefit faculty members, especially our teaching faculty. As the External Review notes (Section 1.7) “late
announcements of examination schedules for undergraduate exams make it difficult for teaching faculty to plan for leaves
or vacations”.

1.1.2 Graduate program:
•

Increase graduate student income from $24,000 to at least $30,000/year, the equivalent of waiving tuition fees.
Develop mechanisms for providing reasonable, structured increases in stipends: We are proposing to use our BASS
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allocation to offer small-value graduate fellowships approximately equal to the cost of tuition to all eligible graduate
students in the MSc, MPM, and PhD programs each semester. These awards will not count toward the minimum stipend
of $24,000/year (from research assistantships, teaching assistantships, scholarships, or a small number of regular
graduate fellowships). We will use any remaining BASS funding for regular graduate fellowships ($7000), TARAs, and
entrance scholarships using the usual competitive process via the department scholarships committee. The Dean of
Graduate & Postdoctoral Studies has agreed to this change as a three-year pilot project, with a start date to be
determined after consultation about mechanism and eligibility. We will also increase the minimum stipend of $24,000
each year starting in September 2022 by a proportion based on a relevant measure of the inflation rate in BC in the
previous year. Note that an important part of the solution to this problem is that the value of TAships and other
scholarships (e.g., GFs) are also index-linked so that these also increase annually, that SFU contributes to tuition (as at
UBC) or tuition is decreased; in other words, departments need broader help from SFU, centrally, to tackle this
problem.
•

Evaluate BISC graduate program course requirements and consider options for reducing the course load … Review MSc
and PhD thesis requirements to improve completions times: The Chair, with the Chair DGSC, will initiate a comprehensive
review of the BISC graduate program in fall 2022 with the goal of substantially reducing degree completion times (currently
too long at 10 semesters for MSc and 20 semesters, nearly 7 years, for PhD). Note, this is more complex than simply
reducing the number of required MSc courses, as suggested by the Committee, as these are not set by Departments but
are prescribed by General Graduate Regulations and the Dean’s Office.

•

Restructure the MET program into a 16 to 20-month professional program; Investigate the potential for a differential
fee structure as is appropriate for professional programs; Work with advancement and industry partners to support
scholarships for needs-independent admission of diverse students into this program: DGSC will work with the Director
and Faculty associated with MET to consider these ideas. However, we are currently not convinced that a premium-fee
Professional program model would be viable.

•

Restructure the MPM to become a 20 month, largely coursework-based professional degree with substantive fieldbased training and practicums emphasizing external opportunities for networking and learning; Investigate the
potential for a differential fee structure as is appropriate for professional programs; Work with advancement and
industry partners to support scholarships for needs-independent admission of diverse students into this program: DGSC
will work with the Director and Faculty associated with MPM to consider these ideas. A thorough assessment of the
financial viability and potential outreach and impact of such a program would need to be conducted by the Faculty of
Science prior to changing the current structure of the MPM program. Such a restructuring would be contingent upon the
university administration allocating the new faculty positions to the Department, as recommended by the External Review
Committee below. Without it, a restructuring exercise is unlikely to be worthwhile.
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•

Retain at least three research faculty positions within the MPM; hire two teaching faculty to contribute to some
classroom courses, but lead a sustained, skills-focused cornerstone field experience; and hire a program coordinator:
The Faculty Renewal plan that we recently submitted to the Dean of Science listed our second priority hire as a ‘plant
physiologist/invasion biology’ a position that would contribute to maintaining the Department’s research strength in pest
management and to the MPM program. However, in view of the impending retirements of four current faculty members
and senior lecturer who are affiliated with the MPM program, within the next 2-5 years, additional faculty hiring to serve
the ongoing needs of the MPM program would need to be made, with additional support from outside of the Departmental
Hiring Plan (perhaps associated with a Faculty of Science “AgSci” initiative). Failing this, the university administration would
need to accept the eventuality that the current MPM program could not be sustained as it would fail to meet the curriculum
needs and research demands of its students without revitalized faculty support.

1.1.3. Course offerings, teaching loads, and teaching ‘compensation’
•

The External Review identified “gaps in teaching capacity leading to unpredictable course availability for both graduate
and undergraduate students” which they attributed largely to the operational cost of ‘uncompensated reduced teaching’
for research faculty taking on administrative or leadership roles. While this certainly is an important factor, our own
analysis suggests this is a somewhat more complex problem.

•

Teaching loads: The External Review statement that BISC research faculty teaching loads are the same as other similar
departments in Biology namely two undergraduate courses/year + equivalents is not entirely correct. Current BISC
teaching assignments are two courses/year (including graduate courses) + equivalents. The Chair will recommend that BISC
change its teaching assignment policy to state, “BISC research faculty will normally be assigned two undergraduate courses
per year, in addition to teaching one graduate course on average every 2-3 years”.

•

Compensation for teaching relief: The External Review correctly identified that “nearly 50% of faculty are on reduced
teaching to provide time for leadership or other distinctions (a very high percentage in their experience)”. Between 20192022 we ‘lost’ teaching capacity for ~20 courses associated with CRCs and other endowed Chairs and 36 courses due to
Admin secondments/roles. Over the same period BISC had 45 courses taught by sessional/LTLs. Around 50% of this
sessional need (~20 courses) was for 100/101/102 laboratory courses associated with teaching faculty Pro-D/study leaves
and the new 1/16 course reduction for senior lecturers. Thus, there was a net loss of teaching capacity associated with
administrative workloads.

1.2 Resource implications (if any):
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•

Undergraduate program communication and marketing. The undergraduate portion of our website needs updating with
an aim to better market our programs to prospective students, and better serve our existing students. This will require (1)
support and expertise from the Dean of Science office on student recruitment and retention, and (2) expertise on web
design (from the Faculty of Science, or external).

•

Graduate stipend support: As Departments attempt to maintain a decent level of Graduate student support (above
minimum wage, let alone a living wage) the cost is increasingly falling to research faculty, whose grants are not increasing.
It is essential that SFU recognise this and take either, or both, of the following actions:
a) Increase the value of TAships and scholarships that contribute to overall graduate student stipends annually to match
increases in Departmental support (and inflation).
b) Provide central tuition support to graduate students (as occurs at UBC) or decrease graduate tuition.

•

Teaching capacity
a. Letters of appointment for Administrative secondments should explicitly address the amount of teaching compensation
for Departments (ideally on a 1:1 course basis).
b. In course planning BISC should assume 1:1 sessional teaching replacement for Faculty who get teaching relief associated
with administrative positions – to avoid reducing course offerings.
c. For long-term, full-time secondments (>3 years) limited-term lecturer positions should be considered, to allow for
continuity and broader contributions to Department (e.g. committee work).
d. As long as approval of sessional (and TA) support is maintained by the Dean of Science, sufficient to allow departments
to deliver their programs without interruptions that negatively impact students, no additional compensation is currently
needed. However, this support should recognise the impact of teaching relief associated with leadership positions, as
well as that of negotiated teaching faculty workloads.
e. BISC requires one or more additional teaching faculty positions to maintain our excellent, experiential course offerings.

1.3 Expected completion date/s:
1-5 years

2. RESEARCH
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2.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
•

Establish a mechanism to better support research leaders in applying for, and administering, large scale national or
international leadership grants and develop mechanisms to incentivise application to Non-DG funding sources, e.g. direct
industrial partnerships, MITACS awards, NSERC Partnership grants. We are already working closely with the Research
Grants Facilitator in the Faculty of Science who have prepared a detailed BISC Research Funding Report. We will continue to
work with them to identify funding opportunities for specific faculty or research groups. Additional support is available from
ISA but as a “cost-for-service model” so not all can afford this. Additional operational support at the level of the Department
would be useful.

•

Review the new faculty mentorship program and onboarding resources. Current onboarding includes being paired with a
mentor. When new faculty start, they also meet individually with the Chair, MLO and MAS. We will review the effectiveness
of these programs and expand our Faculty Resources Page (https://www.sfu.ca/biology/internal-resources/facultystaff.html) to include additional information. We will also pursue discussions with the Dean of Science to explore creation of
an FoS web page that could include common resources/information.

•

Hold a retreat to identify and further delineate the long-term research foci of the department and develop a cohesive
strategic hiring plan that focuses on a vision for BISC over the next 10-20 years (such as the organismal biology focus
outlined in the self-study document). We will hold a retreat in fall 2022 to “build on the focus identified in the self study” to
develop a strategic plan for the Department. However, as the External Review highlighted, meaningful planning will require
the Faculty of Science and SFU Administration support “by transparently communicating the timeline, pathways, and
prioritisation of resources available to BISC”, including a) support for the renewal of the MPM, b) viable Faculty renewal
plans (retirement replacements and growth), c) support for increasing graduate student stipends, and [most importantly] d)
plans to address BISC’s dilapidated infrastructure.

•

Ensure faculty renewal plans are driven by research priorities (with the exception of professional programs). This issue
always represents a fine balance in any Department. Through the Retreat (above) we will ensure we have a cohesive research
vision for BISC while also supporting our teaching mandate. This, however, will only be possible with clear information on
faculty renewal.

2.2 Resource implications (if any):
•

On-going approval of faculty positions (research, as well as teaching) to allow for faculty renewal (and hopefully even
growth), including realistic financial support for renovation costs and start-up as well as appropriate laboratory space.
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2.3 Expected completion date/s:
On-going, but Faculty renewal is a long-term (10-year) process.

3. ADMINISTRATION
3.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
•

Complete a needs assessment and prioritize hiring to support the MLO and technical staff. We feel this is a priority,
mainly due to the increase in MLO workload associated with BISC’s “dilapidated infrastructure” (Shrum). We have initiated
discussions with the Dean’s office (and other Science Departments) to discuss the possibility of an APSA role that can
provide additional support to the MLO role across the three life-science Departments.

•

Complete a needs assessment and prioritize hiring a new position to support the MAS; to address workload from
downloading of duties from central University offices to departmental staff (e.g. imminent changes to financial grant
management, such that compliance, funding availability, and managing award terms will now be the responsibility of
department staff). We have already initiated discussions with the Dean’s office (and other Science Departments) to discuss
the possibility of an APSA role that can provide additional administrative support to faculty members and relieve some of
the workload of the MAS across Departments.

•

Hire an additional technician or technician assistant who is broadly trained and can provide operational support across
undergraduate labs. We would welcome additional technician support, but we would prefer to hire a broadly-trained
operational support (e.g. a ‘lab coordinator’) to ensure adequate operational support across our many undergraduate labs.
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3.2

•

Review the course scheduling process to ensure practical challenges of space and workload are part of the decisions.
The MLO is already involved directly in our course scheduling process so that any space and workload issues are identified
(though, again, with workload implications for the MLO).

•

Ensure teaching lab safety is regularly assessed and managed by the department. BISC does follow the established FoS
safety inspection processes and has a very good record of compliance for laboratory safety (confirmed by the Science
Safety committee). Despite limited staff resources (see above) the Department has managed to provide regular safety
inspections for all teaching and research space. Additional operational support from FoS would be welcome and BISC will
liaise regularly with the newly established Assistant Director Safety role in the Dean’s office to provide an additional layer
of safety compliance and ensure that lab safety (teaching and research) is regularly assessed. It is noteworthy, however,
that these assessments are not designed to identify potential systemic and structural safety issues due to the decaying
building.

•

Request earlier announcements of examination schedules for undergraduate exams to allow teaching faculty to plan
for leaves or vacations. Students and Faculty are equally frustrated by the late announcement of examination schedules,
sometimes only a few weeks before the exam period starts. Exam schedules should be available early in the semester.

•

Develop an EDI action plan that reaches across department functions, and does not depend solely on the EDI committee.
Our newly-formed Department EDI committee will consider this. The Chair has already met with the Associate Dean EDI
to discuss how the Department can most effectively develop EDI initiatives while taking advantage of, and not simply
duplicating, the many other EDI initiatives and resources from other SFU units (e.g. the Office for Aboriginal People, the
Indigenous Curriculum Resource Centre, ISTLD, CEE, and the BC campus Indigenization Professional Learning Series).

Resource implications (if any):
•

3.3

Approval of funding and positions to increase operational support at the level of the Department for administrative and
laboratory operations workload

Expected completion date/s:
1-5 years
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4. WORKING ENVIRONMENT
4.1

4.2

Action/s (what is going to be done):
•

“It is important that the Faculty and upper administration re-establish consistent open, consultative, and respectful
two-way communication with BISC”. As the Review highlights, “The lack of clear commitments, or even some framing of
future possibilities from higher levels of leadership makes it virtually impossible for BISC to plan effectively to strengthen
or grow its programs”. The Chair is certainly of the opinion that Departments are currently undervalued as a key part of a
good, collegial governance model for the University (compared to 10-15 years ago), and that clear pathways for
communication between Chairs and Senior Administration, even via Dean’s, are woefully inadequate. Chairs do not feel
that their voices are very often heard or that the university administration has a full understanding of the challenges at
the Department level.

•

We strongly recommend that the Dean and Associate Deans establish mechanisms for periodic meetings with the BISC
department administration to discuss departmental challenges and opportunities and how these relate to the yearly
budget request. I think all Chairs in Science would appreciate more dedicated time with just the Dean and Associate Deans
in the Dean’s Advisory Committee (DAC) with a focus on ‘strategic’ issues. Most of the time in these meetings is currently
taken up by verbal report on (sometimes important) administrative issues from FoS staff that perhaps could be relayed to
Chairs in other ways.

•

Establish regular, open (virtual) Q and A sessions with the Chair as an adjunct to formal faculty meetings. The Chair is
happy to consider this if BISC faculty think this is a good idea (though hopefully this can be in person).

Resource implications (if any):
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•
4.3

Department’s need better operational support from central units, including Human Resources, SRS, Facilities Services, and
EHS.

Expected completion date/s:
•

Hopefully as soon as possible

5. PHYSICAL SPACE (SHRUM BUILDING)
5.1

Action/s:
•

“As with previous reviews, we highlight the urgent importance of creating and sharing a concrete plan for providing
suitable research and teaching space for BISC in the near future”. The External Review makes clear that “the infrastructure
problems facing BISC have been well-documented” and that addressing “these poor facilities [were] identified as a key
priority in the last external review (2013), yet SFU has done nothing about it”. BISC is certainly very concerned about this
issue, and fully endorses this recommendation from the External Review Committee.

•

With regard to omission of BISC from the proposed new Life Sciences’ building, whether intentional or not, "the idea that
BISC, which has been in substandard space for more than a decade (while other departments have moved into new space),
is worthy only of leftovers from units that move to a new building at some undefined point in the future sends a strong
message that this department is not valued by SFU”. BISC appreciates these comments and is grateful that the external
reviewers highlight the impact these (non)actions have on the morale in our Department.

•

Clearly acknowledge that the poor state of the Shrum Building does not mean that BISC itself, or the discipline of Biology,
is in decline. BISC fully endorses this recommendation from the External Review.

•

In the interim, there needs to be better recognition of, and support for, the fact that BISC is constantly dealing with crisis
management, and is being penalized in myriad ways, by the poor state of the Shrum building, with numerous associated
‘costs, e.g.
a) An unsustainably high workload for the BISC Manager Lab Operations
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b) Department-prioritized hiring positions not being approved due to high, but realistic, renovation costs of Shrum
research space
c) Disruption of teaching and research activities while ‘remediation’ proceeds from regular flooding events.
d) Significant health and safety risks (e.g., increased exposure to asbestos, lead-based paint, and mold due to
flooding) and insurance costs (e.g., the Department is required to pay $1000 deductible for any equipment
damaged or lost due to flooding).
e) Recently-renovated, and well-designed, teaching laboratories in Shrum under constant risk of floods and other
damage from the crumbling infrastructure.
We feel that it is important that the University immediately initiates a planning process together with the Department to
address both short-term remedies and longer-term prospects for the continued, safe operation of our research and teaching
activities.
5.2

Resource implications (if any):
•

5.3

There needs to be a comprehensive plan to deal with the serious problems associated with the Shrum building, especially
to address the needs of Biology. It is obvious that this will involve significant resources both short-term and long-term.
The Department is not in a position to make recommendations on where these resources come from, but strongly feels
that its needs must take precedence over other less urgent projects. The University, in the past, managed to house the
entire Chemistry department for more than a year in other places during the renewal of their building, and we feel that
similar efforts are necessary now.

Expected completion date/s:
•

Completion of the process will take years, but discussion and development of short-term and long-term plans need to be
started immediately, with the goal of a comprehensive plan being in place in 2023.

The above action plan has been considered by the Unit under review and has been discussed and agreed to by the Dean.
Unit Leader (signed)

Date
27 July 2022

Name

Title…Professor, Chair ..
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Section 2 - Dean’s comments and endorsement of the Action Plan:
Broadly speaking, I strongly support the initiatives outlined in the BISC Action Plan. In particular, I would like the department to focus on assessment of
the core curriculum and better define (and market) the academic streams (Programming - 1.1.1). In doing so, the department is likely to increase its
undergraduate enrolments along with emphasizing its unique research strengths. These two elements are essential for departmental viability and
growth.
Programming continued: Regarding graduate training (1.2), I applaud the department for increasing the graduate student stipend and potentially
coming up with creative ways to utilize their BASS funding rather than expecting faculty members to make up the entire difference on their operating
grants. I agree that the University should also increase graduation funding appropriately, e.g., inflation-linked TA-ships, and other forms of support.
Although an important historical field of study in BISC and potentially important for the nascent Agri-Tech initiative, I am concerned about the longterm viability of the Masters in Pest Management program (MPM). The current faculty have not been apparent champions of this program, and
considering the general slow-down in hiring, it will be challenging for BISC and the Faculty of Science alone to build in this area. A broader discussion
may be required, e.g., including the VP-A, Dean, and Chair, to request specific support from the University, such as new hires targeted to the MPM
program.
The Dean of Science office (DoS) will provide support where capable, for example, employing the DoS’ Marketing and Communications team to
improve the BISC website and support recruitment and retention. I also acknowledge the concern about the compensation for teaching relief for
research leadership/administration roles and will work with the department to try and direct more resources towards the BISC teaching complement.
Research: The research plan is well-considered and should be pursued as described. The DoS grant facilitators have been spending more time assessing
all departments across the Faculty with regard to grant opportunities beyond NSERC Discovery Grants (DG), and BISC has already been benefitting from
these efforts, for example, the submission of more industry partnership and NSERC Alliance grants.
It is well-known to Administration that the BISC facilities are dilapidated, and how this negatively affects research, faculty recruitment, and high-quality
personnel (HQP) training – It is imperative the university address these issues with major funds to support modernizing BISC research (and teaching)
labs.
Administration: I appreciate the already demanding workload placed on the administrative side of the department, and this burden will only increase
over time, e.g., oversight of grant management, deteriorating infrastructure. To this end, the DoS has agreed to a temporary, one-year Manager of
Laboratory Operations (MLO) to support the three life sciences departments (BISC, MBB, BPK), and this role may be extended or made permanent by
the incoming Dean (A. Brooks-Wilson). Additionally, discussions are underway as to how best to support the Manager Administrative Services, either
through centralized staff or ones embedded in the department(s). The DoS expects a path forward by the end of the summer.
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Regarding safety, as noted, the DoS has a new Associate Director, Safety & Projects, which will work with all departments to manage safety inspections,
hazardous chemical disposal, and safety training.
I laud BISC for the formation of an EDI committee and look forward to its efforts on incorporating EDI principles into all aspects of the department.
Further support will be available when the incoming Dean reappoints a new Associate Dean of EDI.
Working environment: I am improving communication with the Chairs, for example, the format of the Dean’s Advisory Council meeting has recently
changed to include an hour of open conversation with me and the Associate Deans. I have also brought up the concerns of Dr. Williams (and other
Chairs) regarding the desire for better communication from the Vice Presidents; however, with the departure of Dr. Dauvergne, I will revisit
communication strategies with Dr. Parkhouse. I am also happy to consider meeting with the BISC department administration to better understand their
challenges.
Physical space: As stated in previous external reviews and in the present one: the condition of Shrum Biology is deplorable. The situation is beyond a
departmental issue and assistance from the University is required. Recently, Dr. Williams and I have been involved in discussions with the VPA, VPF, and
Facilities to address these issues with the possibility of spending a portion of the deferred maintenance budget on Shrum, but any changes “on the
ground” are still in the distant future. I cannot overstate the detriment to BISC due to their space issues – They are at a competitive disadvantage for
recruiting faculty and HQPs, along with using resources that should be spent on direct research costs going to exorbitant renovations.
In closing, there are a few points I would like to raise that are relevant to this Action Plan, but germane to all of Science. One is the need for University
assistance in raising graduate student stipends and/or funding opportunities. I will not belabor the point as everyone is aware of the financial
challenges of living in the Lower Mainland. The result of this low-level support is a large cadre of unhappy, stressed graduate students that are
sometimes working second jobs to make ends meet. Another issue is recruiting quality students and competing with other programs near and far.
Research faculty and departments are limited in the amount of extra income they can provide.
I have had numerous complaints, and see section 1.1.1, regarding final exam scheduling. The Faculty of Science would like to see a reversion to the
previous system when exam times were announced at the beginning of the semester.
Finally, there is mention of professional programs in BISC, however, there are bigger challenges beyond programming. Science does not have
“premium” space and staffing to mount and justify premium fee programs. Without some investment from the University, it is unlikely Science will
develop any such programs in the foreseeable future.

Faculty Dean (pro tem) – Michael Silverman
………………………

Date 7.15.2022
………………………………

………………………………………………………………………..
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Education Goals Assessment Plan
Unit/Program: Department of Biological Sciences
Contact name: Erin Barley (Chair, Departmental Undergraduate Curriculum Committee)
Date: July 24, 2022
Educational Goals Assessment Team
EGs will be assessed by our Departmental Undergraduate Curriculum Committee (DUCC), led by Erin
Barley (DUCC Chair) and Miranda Meents (DUCC member with expertise in curriculum mapping). This
plan was developed following consultation with several members of CEE (Zoe Morris - Associate Director
of Educational Development; Fiona Shaw - Director Curriculum & Instruction; Alice Campbell - Learning
Experience Assessment & Planning). As our plan unfolds, we may seek support from CEE staff (e.g., with
Step 3).
Planned steps
Step 1. Update Educational Goals
We plan to seek faculty input on our current list of Educational
Goals (i.e., are there EGs we should remove or add), and
whether there are specific EGs that would benefit from more
attention in our curriculum.

Details & timeline
We plan to address steps 1 & 2 by
administering a faculty survey
(Timeline: Fall 2022), and reporting
out the results to the Department
at a Departmental meeting
(Timeline: Spring 2023).

Step 1. Update our curriculum map
Our curriculum map identifies which core courses ‘Introduce’
and ‘Re-enforce’ each of our EGs. We recognize that courses
change over time, and that our EGs are likely addressed in noncore courses as well. We plan to update and expand our
curriculum map by surveying faculty about EGs covered in all of
our courses.
Step 3. Targeted skill mapping
The results of our survey will help us identify EGs and/or areas
that we’d like to work on (i.e., gaps and/or opportunities). This
will be followed up with targeted curriculum mapping that will
help us to better understand these issues (e.g., do we need to
introduce these skills earlier, or re-enforce them further?).

This may include some
combination of meetings with
course instructors, and/or student
focus groups. Timeline: Begin
planning Spring 2023, 4-6 months
to complete.

Step 4. Update our curriculum
Depending on our findings, we may wish to target skills by
developing additional courses (e.g., new core or optional
courses), and/or further developing skills within existing
courses, and/or modifying our program requirements to ensure
that the combination of courses that students take covers the
EGs.

Details depend on the scope of our
project, and will include reporting
out to the Department. Timeline:
multi-year process, details TBD.

S.23-4

8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC
Strand Hall, Room 3000
Canada V5A 1S6

TEL: 778.782.5731
FAX: 778.782.5876

Wade Parkhouse, Chair, SCUP
Kevin Oldknow, Senior Advisor, Academic
Planning
External Review of the Department of French

vpacad@sfu.ca
www.sfu.ca/vpacademic

November 10, 2022

Attached are the External Review Report and the Action Plan for the Department of French. The Educational Goals Assessment Plan is
included, for information only, with the Action Plan.
Excerpt from the External Review Report:
“In its Department of French, the university is fortunate to have a dedicated team - professors, lecturers, and administrative staff - that
takes its mission very seriously. Individual presentations by the overwhelming majority of Department members, as well as student
representatives, allowed the review committee to hear a wide variety of heartfelt and considered perspectives on the challenges that
confront French studies at SFU. The breadth of these consultations afforded us the opportunity to learn about commonly identified
issues through multiple prisms.”
Following the site visit, the Report of the External Review Committee* for the Department of French was submitted in May 2022. The
reviewers made a number of recommendations based on the Terms of Reference that were provided to them. Subsequently, a
meeting was held with the dean pro tem, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, the chair of the Department of French, and the director
of Academic Planning and Quality Assurance (Provost’s Office) to consider the recommendations. An Action Plan was prepared taking
into consideration the discussion at the meeting and the contents of the External Review Report. The Action Plan has been endorsed
by the department and the dean.
Motion:
That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the Action Plan for the Department of French that resulted from its
external review.
*External Review Committee:
Robert Schwartzwald, University of Montreal (Chair of External Review Committee)
Maïté Snauwaert, Campus Saint-Jean, University of Alberta
Jeff Tennant, Western University
Nicolas Kenny (internal), Simon Fraser University
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
cc

External Review Report (May 2022)
Department of French Action Plan
Department of French Educational Goals Assessment Plan
Feedback on Educational Goals Assessment Plan

Lara Campbell, Dean pro tem, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
Christian Guilbault, Chair, Department of French

CANADA’S ENGAGED UNIVERSITY

EXTERNAL REVIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT OF FRENCH, SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
APRIL 6-8, 2022
REPORT
Professor Robert SCHWARTZWALD, Département de littératures et de langues du
monde, Université de Montréal, Chair.
Professor Maïté SNAUWAERT, Campus Saint-Jean, University of Alberta
Professor Jeff TENNANT, Department of French Studies, Western University
At the outset, we would like to sincerely thank the university and the
Department of French for your hospitality and a well-organized visit. In particular, our
appreciation goes to Bal Basi for her meticulous preparation of the visit; to the
Department Chair Christian Guilbault and members of the administrative staff Leena
Edmeads and Lindiwe Coyne for keeping us on schedule and well looked after during our
busy time; and to internal reviewer Professor Nicolas Kenny for accompanying us
throughout the visit and for his generosity and patience in answering our many
questions.
In its Department of French, the university is fortunate to have a dedicated team
- professors, lecturers, and administrative staff - that takes its mission very seriously.
Individual presentations by the overwhelming majority of Department members, as well
as student representatives, allowed the review committee to hear a wide variety of
heartfelt and considered perspectives on the challenges that confront French studies at
SFU. The breadth of these consultations afforded us the opportunity to learn about
commonly identified issues through multiple prisms. It should not be surprising that
while there is substantial consensus over what the issues and challenges are, there are
sometimes divergent and contradictory views of how to go about resolving them. While
we cannot adjudicate what are often issues of perception, our hope is that in listening
carefully and registering these varying perceptions, we can assist the Department and
the university in moving forward together.
The review takes place at a time when French programs at SFU have experienced
a significant decline in enrolments. We understand there to be multiple reasons for this
decline, some of which are not unique to SFU, while others are likely the result of
permanent changes to the educational landscape in British Columbia. To these, of
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course, we must add the pandemic and its unprecedented impact on our universities
since March 2020.
There are two permanent changes that have taken place in British Columbia that
have an impact on the situation of French. The first is the dropping of the secondlanguage requirement at the secondary level. In other words, there will henceforth be
fewer students graduating from high school with exposure to the French language (even
as enrollments in French immersion schools continue to grow); the second is the
chartering of new universities in the Lower Mainland, which means that many potential
SFU students will decide to stay closer to home for their undergraduate education. This
poses a challenge: how to make French studies at SFU sufficiently singular in content,
and with sufficient “added value,” to persuade students to choose them.
The pandemic has grievously interfered with university life on so many levels,
beginning with recruitment itself but extending to long-term planning, and the more
immediate benefits of comity and conviviality. In terms of recruitment, the biggest
impact has been on international students, whose numbers have plummeted over the
past two years. Although this is most likely a temporary phenomenon, it has brought to
the fore other serious issues around graduate funding which we will take up below. In a
more general way, however, it has been challenging for all of us to keep proactivity in
the forefront when the ramifications of the health crisis, both on institutions and
individuals, have frequently obliged all of us to engage in largely reactive and contingent
modes of operating. This needs to be kept in mind when assessing the changes that the
Department has been able to implement in recent years, especially with reference to
the 2014 review. Many of these involve course delivery formats and new modes of
learning. Although prompted by the pandemic, they can now be evaluated and, where
appropriate, adapted to a situation where the campus is once again at the heart of
teaching and research.
With the worst of the pandemic disruptions behind us, the review process
provides a timely opportunity for the Department to pose a fundamental question:
“what do we want to be?” It is an opportunity for the Department to define itself. It
does so in a broader context, of course, where Language and Literature programs
throughout North America have been experiencing declines in enrolments for some
time now. While many studies show the cognitive benefits of learning foreign languages
that include transferable analytical and critical skills, an emphasis on STEM subjects and
the demand for what are perceived as ‘marketable’ and ‘practical’ skill-sets have often
led to disciplines in the humanities being stigmatized, both internally and in public
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debate, as impractical and of little benefit to the students who enroll in them. Yet, as
one of our interlocutors reminded us, there is a strong humanist core at SFU, imbued
historically with the mission to produce democratic citizens, promote a “civic
imagination,” and honour the vocation of the public intellectual. Our impression is that
at all levels of the university, there is a wish to see a strong presence for French at SFU
that helps meet these goals. While French is a small department in the Faculty of Arts
and Social Sciences, we were encouraged to hear those in positions of responsibility
assure us that small size is not a reflection of weakness and that, indeed, small units are
recognized for their strengths.

PROGRAMS
The Department of French is organized around a ‘three-footed’ model, consisting
of language, linguistics, and literature. All who spoke with us agree that the balance and
interrelationships among these three components are issues that require urgent reexamination. In this section, we review the existing programs and suggest measures
designed to address this issue.
Undergraduate programs
The undergraduate programs that currently attract the largest numbers of
students are the Major with a concentration in teaching and the French Cohort
Program, run under the auspices of OFFA. In addition to the traditional Major, a double
Major in French and English also exists, although it is not thriving, as do a Minor and an
extended Minor. There is widespread dissatisfaction with the current structure of the
latter.
The Major
The structure of the Major takes as axiomatic that a thorough competency in the
French language is necessary before students can proceed to courses in literature and
culture. Without language courses, we were told, there would be no students for the
advanced courses the Department offers. There is a strongly held view among the
language faculty that if the objective is mastery of French, it would be difficult to reduce
the preponderance of language courses within the structure of the program since the
aim is to achieve a level of academic French that will allow students to take advanced
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“content” courses in the fourth and final year. There is also a particular zeal to improve
the French of students coming from the immersion stream, with their frequent use of
anglicismes cited as a cause for concern.
The dedication and impact of the language faculty is admirable, and we were
told of students who hold cherished memories of the personal attention they received
in the program. There is, however, a disjunction between the centrality given to
language teaching and the role of a Major in offering students an initiation into French,
Québécois, and world Francophone cultures and literatures. Even though a cultural
component that explores the varieties of French spoken around the world has recently
been integrated, we were told that in fact, language courses are deliberately not
oriented toward cultural topics: “My role is not to teach culture, but to open minds,”
one instructor told us.
Contrary to many French programs, literature professors teach no language
courses at SFU, and in the current search for a full-time Lecturer in French, a doctorate
in French Studies is not an admissible qualification. In fact, some faculty hold the
position that language courses should not be taught by literature professors at all
because they do not know how to teach grammar, whose rules are too obvious to them.
The notion that the teaching of language has nothing to gain from examples taken from
literary and cultural works until students have reached an appropriately advanced level
strikes us as misguided and a questionable use of students’ time during their four years
in the program. In an unintended way, it also comforts a broader view that sees French
not as an area of academic study, but as one that ensures language competence.
Despite its ambition to prepare students for “content” courses, the current structure of
the Major risks creating a sense that upper-level courses are inaccessible. There needs
to be a more integrated approach to literature and culture within language teaching.
The current sequence of French language courses, while thoughtfully planned
and articulated to support consistent student progress, likely strikes prospective Majors
as too long, and discourages them. It was also designed for a time when enrollment was
higher, resulting in many sections of the same language courses being taught in any
given semester. We recommend that co-requisites (i.e., allowing students to take
courses concurrently, rather than sequentially) should be favored over pre-requisites
whenever possible, so that students can progress faster. Instead of being too rigidly
attached to a sequence of courses, the Department should think of creating courses that
are potentially attractive to all students, including students outside of the French Major,
by including topics of current affairs, and/or interdisciplinary approaches. Nor should
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the attractiveness of courses that teach the French literary canon be discounted, since
in our experience there is a consistent interest in them from a broader audience.
The Major with a Concentration in Teaching
With enrollments rising, this option, created 5 years ago, is seeing great success.
A great strength of the Concentration option is that it includes a compulsory exchange
component with universities in Strasbourg and Tours (France) and the Université de
Sherbrooke, with courses designed around the specializations of each institution. Clearly
this program fulfills an important role in maintaining French education in British
Columbia schools and beyond.
The French Cohort Program (FCP)
The French Cohort Program is highly successful, especially in preparing students
for careers in the civil service, but also, we surmise, for graduate work in the social
sciences, international relations, and history. By creating a sense of belonging through a
cohort, the program offers a sense both of distinction and of peer support. Students
choose either Political Science (defined as the “standard” option) or French as a Major
with an extended Minor in the other discipline. They also take two required History
courses in French. Although Political Science and History have recently revised their
curricula for the FCP, French has not done so, even though the proportion of students
who choose the French Major is rising.
Our impression is that while the FCP is an obvious area of strength for French
studies at SFU, the Department could do more to draw the maximum benefit from it. In
the first instance, this would involve altering the role that French occupies in the
program. The Cohort Program offers students a well-defined degree, but currently it
feels like the French academic component is secondary to language training. If the
students of the FCP are mainly future civil servants, they should be learning as much
about culture as they do about history and politics. Training students in cultural literacy
and exposing them to other cultures ought to be a serious component of their
education. French Majors in the FCP could also be hired as junior/in training research
assistants to faculty through small grants (see below).
The Department’s interest in pursuing a joint appointment in African Studies
with World Languages and Literatures would create the opportunity for a new colleague
to teach a course on Francophone cultures and literatures in the FCP. Another curricular
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initiative might involve a new cultural course on Francophone Canadian realities (a
remade 425). We also encourage French to name a “point person” within the
Department for the FCP, as have the other two participating departments. This would
help to assure discussions of the program within the Department and better
coordination with OFFA (see below). If a new joint appointment in African Studies
becomes a reality, the new professor could assume this role, similar to Rémi Léger in
Political Science and Nicolas Kenny in History. By leaving responsibility for the FCP
amorphous, or in the hands of the already busy Chair, the Department is assuring that
its role and presence are diminished.
Finally, the French cohort program seems to have taken the place of the French
Honours program, yet it needn’t be so. There is room for a French Honours program in
the Department, which is the surest way to attract students who will then proceed to
graduate studies.
The Minor and extended Minor
Many of our interlocutors agree that the current structure of the Minor is
unfriendly to students wishing to pursue this option, especially those coming from a
French immersion background. Currently, these students are ineligible for the regular
Minor and must enroll in an extended Minor with a language component that brings the
total number of required credits to within 3 credits of the Major! For immersion
graduates interested in pursuing a Major in another field, this presents a disincentive to
complete their undergraduate program with a Minor in French, and it deprives the
Department of a significant pool of students. We strongly recommend re-designing the
Minor so that it can be completed by all students within the normal workload and
timeframe of a B.A. degree.
Non-degree students
From 1200 students enrolled in French courses in 2009, there are now fewer
than 600. Since the number of French Majors has remained constant, we assume that
the loss comes principally from a failure to attract non-degree students to courses in
French. This is particularly significant, given the role FTEs play in considering hiring
requests. Without necessarily being enrolled in the French Major or Minor, many
students at SFU, as in other Canadian institutions, are francophone, either nativespeakers or coming from immersion, and could be interested in completing credits in a
French “content” course if the prerequisites did not prevent them from doing so.
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We learned that there is already discussion in the Department about offering
some courses in English in its areas of study. Indeed, a French topics course taught in
English could also be an asset to incite the curiosity and interest of francophile students
towards the study of French language and other courses offered by the Department.
The recently created FRANC 200 course on francophone culture, for instance, which is
entirely online and asynchronous, could have its equivalent in English. That said, it might
also be worth considering the creation of a new Minor requiring less advanced French
language skills as a way of sharing the Department’s expertise while boosting
enrollments. Finally, it might be worth exploring the development of specialized French
courses for various disciplines: French for health, business, etc. - a practice known
broadly as “language across the curriculum.” However, unless more “content” courses
are added into the mix, an orientation toward language across the curriculum would
only accentuate the tendency of the Department to be regarded (and regard itself) as an
école de langue.
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM REFORM
“Silos”
In describing the status quo to us, our interlocutors resorted to the term “silos”
with noteworthy frequency. There is broad agreement that dialogue among the three
‘sectors’ of the Department - language, linguistics, and literature - is an urgent matter
and that the old sectorial structure is unsuitable to current needs. Especially in a small
Department, there is a need for more supple cooperation between the three sections.
Language needs to be a concern of the whole department, with curricular and personnel
decisions made in a collective and collegial manner. This means adopting a holistic
approach where the three “feet” support each other and are imbricated on the level of
curriculum, program structure, and student progress through the programs.
Educational goals and curriculum reform
Our interlocutors agreed that the Department needs to rethink its mission at all
levels and doing so means overcoming current fragmentation by convening a collective
process of defining educational goals, program by program and course by course.Thus,
the curriculum committee should resume its work of defining educational goals and use
this opportunity to better integrate French, linguistics, and literature courses into a
more cohesive and fluid teaching approach. The educational goals definition process
offers an opportunity and a framework for a collective reflection on that integration.
The Department is encouraged to prioritize the completion of that process while using it
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to build consensus on how language, literature, and linguistics contribute to meeting
educational goals.
GRADUATE PROGRAM
At the current time very few SFU French undergraduates continue to the French
Master’s program, while the supervision of those who do enroll is inequitably
distributed among faculty. This is partly attributable to the areas of student interest for
which faculty “matches” can be found, and partly due to the heavy administrative loads
carried by other faculty. A contributing factor to low continuity rates is the reliance on
400/800 level courses (another is graduate funding, which we will address below). A
student can only take such a course once for credit, so if they do so as an undergraduate
(400), the course is not available to them as a graduate student (800), with the result
that there in not a wide enough range of courses offered to graduate students. Inspired
by the Western Deans’ Agreement, one path to resolving this issue could be the very
innovative possibility of online co-teaching initiatives facilitated by the Department’s
new labs. Indeed, some graduate students have already taken courses offered at UBC
and UVic through this arrangement. Students could also be directed to take courses in
French topics offered in English in other departments of the Faculty, such as
Contemporary French History.
Accelerated MA
An accelerated Master’s program would allow students to pass more quickly
from undergraduate to graduate studies. It would also attract new students who
haven’t done their Bachelors program at SFU. We were told this option already exists in
other departments, but it has not met with great success. In French, the idea would be
to allow students to take up to 10 credits of graduate courses as they near the end of
their Bachelor’s program. These courses, selected from those offered at the 800 level,
would count toward both the BA and MA requirements. One question that comes to
mind is whether the Department would be willing and able to offer new 800-level
courses that do not already have a 400/800 designation? Another question: to attract
new graduate students, would the Department be willing to entertain the possibility of a
Master’s option that takes place largely, or exclusively, in English? Of course, by
attracting new graduate students, faculty would be in a better position to receive credit
for their graduate teaching, rather than the current pro bono understanding.
Faculty of Education
The Department already collaborates with the Faculty of Education on a Major
with a concentration in teaching. In the past, there were sustained efforts to extend this
cooperation to the Master’s level, but we were told that Education chose not to pursue
this discussion. It is difficult for us to assess whether conditions exist for re-opening this
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discussion, although the will to do so certainly is present in French. Some of our
interlocutors expressed the view that OFFA should be more proactive in encouraging
and facilitating this dialogue.
Note: Unfortunately, while we were offered on the first day of our campus visit
the opportunity to schedule a meeting with colleagues from the Faculty of Education to
learn about their perspectives on this matter, there was not sufficient time in our
schedule to permit this.
Proposed M.A. in Mondes francophones: enjeux linguistiques, politiques, éthiques et
éducatifs
The Master’s of Arts degree in French presents the FASS with a worthy challenge:
how do you support a small graduate program that is endeavouring to do the very
things the university has asked it to do? Recently, the Department presented the Faculty
with a Notice of Intent that proposes a new M.A. touching on key EDI priorities of the
university. It will do so by foregrounding issues of linguistic and cultural diversity in the
francophone world, and their impact in related disciplines, while confronting the
legacies of French colonialism and highlighting the creative energies of the present.
Designed with professionals and civil servants in mind, this new EDI-focused Master’s
program builds on Department strengths and offers opportunities for connections with
other units at SFU, all while moving away from a reliance on 400/800 courses for
graduate program delivery. It also takes full advantage of the Western Deans’
Agreement. The new M.A. could also follow the example of Gender, Sexuality, and
Women’s Studies by encouraging co-supervisions and pursuing interdisciplinary options.
And, as one of our interlocutors wisely pointed out, like GSWS, a department of similar
size, its content would lead it to “have the city as its cohort!”
INTERDISCIPLINARY COOPERATION
Indigenous Studies
With the joint appointment of Sarah Henzi to French and Indigenous Studies,
cooperation has substantially advanced. Indigenous Studies is regarded as highly
proactive in its appeal and approaches to other programs and departments. Up to 100
students are enrolled at any one time in INDG 101, “Introduction to Indigenous Studies,”
which Professor Henzi has taught in French. At a retreat held in the fall, the idea of
making INDG201, “Indigenous Peoples’ Perspectives on History,” obligatory for all
French students was actively discussed, thus further integrating Indigenous perspectives
into their educational experience.
World Languages and Literatures
The creation of a Department of World Languages and Literatures led to the
removal of Italian Studies from French. In our conversations with colleagues, we heard
no desire to follow suit by merging French into WLL. At the present time, languages and
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literatures are basically autonomous entities in WLL, with the latter being taught
exclusively in English. While there is a recognition of the desirability of teaching some
courses in English in the Department of French, the overwhelming conviction is that
courses for the Major should continue to be taught in French, especially by virtue of the
status of French as Canada’s second language and the role of the university in fostering
higher education among the province’s francophone minorities. At the same time, there
are clear opportunities for interdepartmental and interdisciplinary cooperation with
WLL that should be pursued. To that end, we support the Department’s interest in a
joint appointment in African Studies with WLL and agree that it would be opportune to
explore another joint appointment in the area of Caribbean Studies, where the
francophone component is extensive.
RECRUITMENT and FUNDING ISSUES
Undergraduate
At the outset of this report, we enumerated some of the key factors, permanent
and transitory, that are having a deleterious impact on undergraduate enrollment. In
reflecting upon how to increase enrollments, we heard many observations about
potential recruitment pools. While it is clear that a specific recruitment strategy is
needed for each, and that it may be necessary to prioritize some pools over others, this
can be mitigated by drawing upon a variety of resources.
Some of our interlocutors feel strongly that more should be done to attract
students from the immersion stream, especially those for whom teaching is not a
career objective. We agree with them, even if there is a tendency among some
colleagues to regard immersion students as less prepared and less able to undertake
French studies at university than native speakers. Others suggested that the
Department should assess the feasibility of revising its teaching schedule to
accommodate immersion students who wished to maintain a relationship with French
studies by taking some courses while pursuing Majors in other fields. What is clear is
that immersion students are a growing population, despite BC’s dropping of the French
language requirement, and that the Department will benefit from attracting them and
better serving them. Finally, and as we noted earlier, there is a large consensus that
disqualifying immersion students from the regular Minor is an important disincentive
that needs to be removed.
.
The Department should also pursue opportunities for undergraduate
recruitment by targeting both core French high school graduates and graduates of the
francophone program (CSF students). OFFA already organizes a provincial tour of
secondary schools, but there seems to be a perception on the part of several of our
interlocutors that the focus of this activity is recruiting to the French Cohort Program,
with immersion schools being the preferred pool. In our view, the Department of French
should be more actively involved in recruitment efforts with OFFA and should be
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present to explain the range of program options to prospective students across the
secondary level. If faculty resources do not permit this, they could be supplemented by
drawing upon advanced students, as has been done successfully in some of our own
departments.
Internally, a number of concrete steps might help promote recruitment. The
university should develop a self-identifying mechanism for francophones as a pool.
Alumni should be sought for mentorship roles to help in recruitment strategies, or as a
data pool for statistics about which careers or graduate programs are likely outcomes
for French B.A. students. Hiring a student to coordinate a presence on social media
would also be a wise investment.
Other measures that could increase enrollment without decentering the
importance of the Major and Minor include encouraging international students to take
French language courses for credit, rather than auditing them, and thinking about
strategies for attracting mature students on a non-degree basis.
Graduate program
We were informed that three $7,000 scholarships are currently available for
M.A. students in French, but that little department-based funding is available through
faculty research funds to supplement what the university allocates. Some of our
interlocutors suggested making a serious turn toward attaining private, philanthropic
scholarships from corporate and individual sources. Certainly, this has become common
practice in other institutions, but it requires an investment of faculty time that needs to
be supported by university development staff.
A major source of funding for graduate students is the teaching of lower-division
French language courses. As these instructional assignments are currently structured,
however, entering graduate students must complete an initial semester of training and
supervision before they are actually considered for a TAship. For international students,
this presents a serious obstacle, since they require a guaranteed income to obtain a
student visa and enter the country, something the Department is unable to provide
under the current system. This deters potential applicants and creates situations where
visas are denied because students can’t show proof of funding from the university at the
moment of their application. This creates a global situation of unequal opportunities
and deprives the Department not only of a diverse pool of graduate students, but also
of instructors. It is obviously counterproductive in terms of the university’s EDI goals.
In our view, barriers should be removed that currently prevent international
French-speaking students from being offered, upon entry, a graduate scholarship in the
form of a guaranteed teaching contract. While there is an understandable desire to
protect the language program, another way must be found that does not militate
against the needs of international graduate students. A more effective approach would
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be to place the responsibility for these appointments in the hands of the Chair and/or
Graduate Chair who would offer them to students at the start of their Master’s
program. In other words, TA positions should be considered as part of a graduate
student's funding package. This would ensure that applicants from sub-Saharan African
countries, for example, are able to get their visas approved. The TA contract could
include on-the-job training (e.g., overseeing lab sessions and tutorials) to ensure that
TAs are sufficiently qualified before they are assigned gradual and greater responsibility
in the classroom.

RESEARCH
Activity and recognition
Faculty in the Department have strong track records in research. They are active
in publishing, participating in and organizing colloquia in their fields, and as members of
research centres and teams located at other national and international institutions.
They work in a variety of fields, including but not limited to francophone studies,
Quebec studies, queer studies, Indigenous studies, linguistics, and second language
pedagogy. Serious problems exist, however, when it comes to appropriate recognition
for research and incentivizing research activities. Three of the most prominent indices of
these problems are the number of current publications, which varies highly among
faculty, the dearth of grant applications to external bodies, and the absence of
promotions to Full Professor among a faculty comprised almost entirely of Associates.
With a high teaching load (65 courses/year with 10.5 faculty members) and relatively
few people to take on administrative tasks that are common to all departments,
regardless of size, it is not entirely surprising that research lags. Lurking behind these
issues, however, is the perception in the Department of being under outside pressure to
take on primarily the role of a service unit, in which the place of literature and linguistics
is not prominent. Indeed, some of our interlocutors expressed the view that research
achievements were not greeted with the same enthusiasm in French as in other
departments. For example, while the Newsletter of the Vice-Provost for Research
features a weekly article on scholarly impact, no faculty member from French has ever
been featured. The Department should see to it that the research achievements of its
colleagues are brought to the attention of the wider university community.
Promotion
As we have already indicated, the lag in publication, lack of research funding
through major grants, and the absence of promotions to Full Professor are linked. We
were surprised by this lack of promotions, and are convinced that there are colleagues,
some more senior, others in mid-career, who should be presenting themselves now or
who could be in a position to do so with some mentoring.
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While the reputation of French as a service department was cited frequently as a
discouraging factor, so, too, was a departmental culture that saw some colleagues
unwilling to ’leapfrog’ over more senior colleagues who manifested little interest in
coming up for promotion, even if their dossiers indicated otherwise. Some colleagues
cited administrative tasks as leaving little room for undertaking the work necessary to
present a promotion dossier. Others cited the difficulty of meeting the criterion of
“international standing” without grants to confirm it. While promotion is not an end in
itself, it has a significant impact on colleagues’ self-esteem and the recognition they
receive from their peers as individual scholars and as members of a specific department.
A concern that was brought repeatedly to our attention is that not all research
outputs look alike and there is a perception that certain kinds of research conducted
within the Department do not ‘fit,’ and therefore do not ‘count,’ among the kinds of
traditional research venues and formats valued outside the Department. There is a
feeling that there is little sensitivity outside the Department to competences other than
in the field of language acquisition, dovetailing with the more general perception of
French as a service department. If it is crucial for the Dean and university committees to
better understand the singularities of each unit’s output, our interlocutors
acknowledged that the Department needs to do a better job of explaining the current
research practices of its field to others. Thus, it is all the more important that the
Department move forward with updating its statement about non-traditional outputs
for tenure and promotion considerations.
Grant-writing
We were told that the university is encouraging faculty to write tri-council grant
applications. While colleagues may or may not be aware that they have access to grant
facilitators, the help such a person can provide would be highly limited if they do not
read French, since many of the funding sources to which faculty could apply involve
writing the proposals in French. Without such specific assistance, colleagues in French
are placed at a disadvantage in relation other applicants from francophone institutions.
This is actually an equity issue. The university may not need to hire someone new to
remediate this problem; it might endeavor to identify a research facilitator with fluency
in French to help with grant writing and revision, both at the level of Faculty grant
facilitation, and in the Strategic Awards Office. A campaign could be conducted to
identify such assuredly existing support within the current staff pool, a practice that
could be extended throughout the university so as to create more visibility and
legitimacy of SFU’s commitment to French and to a bilingual education, where possible.
Alternately, qualified individuals could be hired on a timely contractual or part-time
basis for this purpose, either for in-person consultations or over a platform such as
Zoom
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Successful grant writing would also help create and encourage a culture of
research at the undergraduate level, through small research grants that would facilitate
the research training of 3rd or 4th year students, acting as an incentive towards graduate
studies and promoting recruitment to the Master’s program. This, in turn, would
provide some research assistantship support to faculty members looking to develop
their research program and apply on external funding. These initiatives would align well
with SFU’s current push towards research. In turn, if professors were better supported
and incentivized to seek external funding, they would be in a position to offer better
support to graduate students, enhancing the recruitment in the MA and the PhD
programs.
RESEARCH CENTRE
The revamping of the Centre d’études Québec-Pacifique into a centre dedicated
to much more current topics aligned with the actual expertise of faculty members is an
essential factor in improving the Department’s profile and visibility. The Centre requires
rebooting because its founder is long retired and there are no current faculty working in
the specific fields of research for which it was established. With the university now
expressing stronger support for research activities, it is an opportune moment for the
Centre’s mission to be reviewed and a re-boot to take place. Rethinking the focus and
mandate of the Research Centre should be seen as an opportunity to inject new
dynamism into the Department.
In addition, to represent current fields of research in the Department, funding
proposals should include specific ways for integrating graduate students into the
Centre’s program. While the Centre’s focus has traditionally been literary, there is an
opportunity to make it a pole for bringing together francophone colleagues working in a
number of different disciplines within the university. Properly repurposed, it could also
act as a magnet for attracting collaborations with researchers from outside SFU and
pursue opportunities for collaboration with poles at other universities, or to become a
regional pole of a larger project housed elsewhere.
There are mid-career colleagues ideally positioned to lead this new Centre and
attract graduate students. In fact, a co-direction by colleagues from both literature and
linguistics would be ideal, as this would serve to launch more active collaborations.
Implicit in this observation is the need to uncouple the position of Department Chair
from that of Director of the Centre. In fact, having the Chair serve as Director is not
consistent with current policy (50.1). Instead, the responsibility should go to Associate
Professors, who could also leverage the grants they obtain for the Centre toward
promotion. The Department should also keep in mind that the VPR will be analyzing the
leadership of all Centres in view of the institution’s EDI goals.
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RESOURCES
FACULTY RESOURCES
Current and projected, 2022-23
Currently, the Department has 10.5 faculty members: 4 linguists, 3 in language
and 2.5 specialists in literature, and 1 in pedagogy. The .5 position in literature is
Professor Sarah Henzi, who occupies a joint appointment with Indigenous Studies.
The prospects for the language sector in 2022-23 range from precarious to dire.
The Lecturer challenge is both generational and a consequence of illness and leaves. It is
also the consequence of the university becoming quite reliant on temporary instruction
without a willingness to create permanent positions. The Lecturer load is heavy
compared to the research faculty teaching load, and we were told this is likely to
become an issue in the next round of contract negotiations. Temporary teachers are
also hired to replace professors who have course relief.
In the best-case scenario, the language team will be at 75% strength next year; in
the worst, it will be bereft of Lecturers altogether. One professor is retiring at the end of
the 2021-22 academic year, and another has moved to gradual retirement and will not
be teaching at all in the fall. Of those who will return, only one is appointed on a fulltime basis. Lecturers teach eight courses a year, so the decline in the language lecturer
complement seriously weakens the Department’s ability to offer its core courses. It also
seriously impedes efforts to respond to student demand for new forms of course
delivery, including hybrid courses. Finally, there will also be a need to ensure that when
a faculty member retires, their individual responsibilities, which may have been partially
informal, continue to be honoured.
Hiring strategies:
Discussions of hiring in French need to recognize that the Department’s
faculty/student ratio is among the lowest in the FASS. We were also informed that last
year, only six new positions were approved in FASS, out of a total of 300 professors, and
these approvals were heavily influenced by FTEs. These sobering statistics point to the
importance of joint appointments as a way of strengthening the Department while
creating and consolidating interdisciplinary initiatives. Indeed, the orientation toward
joint appointments has already borne fruit with the arrival of Sarah Henzi. There seems
to be substantial interest in the Department for pursuing a new joint appointment in
African Studies with World Languages and Literatures. This would add enormously to
the Department’s ability to teach francophone cultures and literatures while enhancing
the expertise of a revamped Research Centre. It would also likely contribute to the
University’s goal of recruiting 15 Black scholars. Moreover, in our discussions with
colleagues, we noted a keen awareness of the important issues of integration and
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retention that accompany minority hires. We encourage the Department to pursue this
recruitment request while looking actively for other such opportunities. One possibility
that was brought to our attention, and that is apparently shared by WLL, would be a
second joint appointment in Caribbean literatures. This would be a vigorous response to
a widely expressed sentiment that the Department needs to hire more in literature,
which is currently the ascendant area of interest for students, including those at the
Master’s level.
As for language, the Department is currently searching for a full-time Lecturer in
language to replace the faculty member who is retiring. Even though the search is in
progress, we offer the following observations based on what several interlocutors had
to say: while Lecturer positions have traditionally been the preferred type of faculty
appointment for language teaching, the Department might have instead considered
recruiting an Assistant Professor specializing in literature who can also lead in the
teaching of language. Such individuals do exist. This would favour better integration of
the Department’s fields while potentially strengthening the inclusion of EDI objectives
in the curriculum, something currently not represented in the language instructional
team. It would also allow for a broader, more diversified pool of teacher experience,
approaches and contents in French language courses. The current language teaching
profile does not correspond well with the francophonie inclusive et plurielle objectives
promoted by OFFA, which honour the reality of contemporary Canada and its domestic
as well as international demographics. The goal would be to diversify pedagogical
approaches and to favor inclusivity and representation of diverse spoken, written, and
cultural varieties of French. In turn, this would allow for a better integration of language
courses with upper-level undergraduate content courses. As we have already noted, the
divide, or even the divorce, between the two series certainly plays a role in discouraging
students from continuing to upper-level courses.
SUPPORT STAFF
Clearly the Department is fortunate in having a very strong team of support staff
consisting of seasoned veterans, some of whom have recently moved into new
positions, as well as recent arrivals. We were told by those concerned that they deeply
appreciate working in such a supportive environment. Staff intervene when necessary to
assist with the responsibilities of their colleagues and there is an established practice of
weekly meetings to discuss long- and short-term tasks. We also want to add that
appreciation for the support staff was uniformly high among our faculty and student
interlocutors. While we sensed that current staffing levels are adequate, we wish to
register our agreement with the practice of having staff in French being bilingual. This
may seem obvious but is not a practice respected in all universities!
Two challenges presented themselves in our discussions, one internal to the
Department and the other external. The first involves advising new and prospective
students. The advisor cooperates with the person responsible for advising at OFFA and
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helps guide students through course selection and achieving a suitable “fit” between
student and professor. However, a major challenge involves advising new international
students, both before and after they arrive, particularly in view of the numerous hurdles
they have to negotiate. In essence, the advisor is welcoming such students not just to
the Department, but to Canada as well. Perhaps some funding to assist with issues
related to this reality could be provided. Finally, the needs of graduate students, and
especially international students, would be better met by improved communication
between language staff and graduate advising and admissions. Given the knowledge the
advising staff has of students and their ongoing relationship to the program, there
should be a meeting every term between academic advising and language staff.
Externally, the support staff explained to us that the Department is the go-to
place for francophones seeking general information about the university (for example, a
prospective Québécois student interested in the swimming team!). Obviously, the
support staff have neither the training nor the responsibility to answer such questions,
so we recommend that SFU employ French-speakers in communications/information to
answer questions of a non-academic nature now directed to the Department.
OFFA

We had the opportunity to meet with the Director of OFFA and colleagues
involved in its activities, as well as to tour its facilities. The support role played by OFFA
in the promotion of the French language and culture is singularly impressive. At SFU,
OFFA serves an intermediary between the federal government and the university,
supporting professorial appointments through five-year agreements and seeking federal
aid to support activities in various departments. It also disburses some $400,000 in
scholarships, including many in the Faculty of Education. OFFA seeks to be present on
campus for students coming from the immersion stream, as well as from francophone
secondary schools. It engages in an annual provincial tour of secondary schools to
promote recruitment among francophone students and provides communications and
design services to help departments make their programs and activities better known.
OFFA also supports community-oriented events like the Printemps de la francophonie,
normally held every March. OFFA serves students by providing generous, well-equipped
meeting space for the French Student Union and is the home of the French Cohort
Program (see above). OFFA is aware of the FCP’s role in training future civil servants and
devotes Major efforts to publicizing the program. “It gives a good image of SFU and
what is working here,” we were told.
While interlocutors from both OFFA and the Department alike praised the
collaboration between the two, it became apparent to us that certain areas of tension
and potential improvement exist. As far as faculty involvement goes, there are
important differences between French and the other two participating departments.
Specifically, BAFF provides funds to Political Science and History (up to 75% of the
salary) so that a professor may teach courses in French. On the other hand, a lump sum
is provided to the Department of French so that a number of course seats are reserved
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for students in the FCP. While Political Science and History have professors “dedicated”
to the FCP, French has no such sustained personal presence. To remedy this situation,
we have already recommended elsewhere in this report that French assign a dedicated
professor to OFFA and make relations with OFFA the responsibility of a professor other
than the Chair.
Student perceptions also affect relations between the Department and OFFA.
We were told that student participation from French depends a great deal on student
leadership. Students from the FCP, perhaps unsurprisingly, are most involved, as are
some Majors, but there is a distinct lack of feeling of belonging on the part of other
students in the Department, for whom it is “well known” that OFFA mainly caters to the
FCP students. These students feel that the space OFFA provides is not really theirs,
while at the same time they lack a space of their own within the precincts of the
Department of French.
Among our interlocutors there was a concern that while OFFA was of great help
to the Department, its main orientation was toward recruiting students from the
minority French-Canadian community, especially for the Faculty of Education (yet as we
mentioned earlier, others perceived immersion students to be favoured). There was also
concern expressed that other cultural, religious, and sexual minorities needed to be
better supported by the Conseil francophone. To this end, the Department of French
would benefit from being more actively involved in recruitment efforts with OFFA,
especially through their actions in secondary schools, through which they reach 3,000
students. As we recommended earlier, if this is too taxing to faculty members, graduate
students could be sent as ambassadors to schools to represent the program, or even
advanced 4th-year students. In turn, OFFA should be aware of the perception that its
focus is on the FCP students, and therefore endeavour to widen the sense of community
and belonging it offers to other students of the Department of French. In our
conversations with those associated with OFFA, we were assured that if the Department
wished to make additional use of their services, the door was wide open.
LABS
We had the opportunity to tour the labs used by the Department and found
them to be impressively tailored to the specific needs of language acquisition while
taking advantage of the latest technologies. Our understanding is that it has taken
several years for these facilities to achieve their current level of excellence, so we hope
the Department benefits from them for many years to come, especially since they are
perfectly suited to the ends for which they were designed. The drop-in lab in particular
has also become a social space where students say they are able to feel part of a cohort,
an experience that has been quite scarce over the last two years of pandemic
restrictions.
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Note : Although we did not have the opportunity to speak with Library staff, our
interlocutors expressed general satisfaction with current holdings and acquisitions
policy.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
It is our hope that this report contributes to a productive conversation over ways
for the Department of French to move forward and heighten its profile in the FASS and
the university as a whole. We agree with the broad consensus we heard that if the
traditional tri-sectorial structure of the Department functioned well enough during a
period of large enrollments and a larger faculty cohort, its disadvantages have become
more apparent under the pressures of smaller student numbers and a reduced teaching
staff. Faced with this reality, we note a general willingness to reassess the objectives of
the program. In doing so, there is also a strong desire to integrate the university’s EDI
goals in hiring, curriculum, and student recruitment. In fact, significant steps have
already been taken by the Department to these ends. The joint hire of Sarah Henzi in
Indigenous Studies is already sparking new projects and directions, including a new EDIfocused MA. In embracing the university’s EDI objectives, the Department would also
benefit from collaboration with other units at SFU such as World Languages and
Literatures, and Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies, including through pursuing
joint appointments that serve the respective departments well.
Students opting to take French, whether they be Majors, Minors, or Non-degree
students, already have a favorable disposition toward the language and want to use it.
The Department should seize the opportunity to introduce them to the full richness of
francophone cultures and literatures, including through the interdisciplinary exploration
of historical and current issues from the outset, i.e., as simultaneous with language
instruction rather than sequential to it. The Department’s challenge is to develop a
vision for what it means to study French in Canada in our time, a vision that would
reflect the diversity of contemporary demographic streams: international students from
francophone regions, immersion students, Canadian francophone students, and nonfrancophone students interested in broadening their horizons.
May 17, 2022
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
PROGRAMS
Undergraduate :
1. There needs to be a more integrated approach to literature and culture within
language teaching, a holistic approach where language, linguistics, literature, and
culture support each other and are imbricated on the level of curriculum, program
structure, and student progress through the program.
2. The curriculum committee should resume its work of defining educational goals while
using it as an opportunity to build consensus around the contributions of language,
literature, and linguistics to these goals. Similarly, curricular and personnel decisions
need to be made by the whole Department, and not specific sectors, in a collective
and collegial manner.
3. The current sequence of language courses in the Major is too long and discourages
students from continuing in the program. Where possible, co-requisites, ie allowing
students to take courses concurrently, should be favoured over pre-requisites.
4. Cooperation with the Department of Indigenous Studies should be deepened. INDG
101 should continue to be offered in French, but the Department should also continue
its discussion about making INDG 201, “Indigenous Peoples’ Perspectives on History,”
obligatory for all French students.
5. The French curriculum in the French Cohort Program should be revised to place
greater emphasis on academic topics. This might include a new course on
Francophone cultures and literatures and another on Francophone Canadian realities.
6. The Department should appoint a “point person” to coordinate its involvement in the
French Cohort Program, as History and Political Science currently do. A new joint
appointment in African Studies may be an appropriate person for this role. In any case,
this role should be assumed by someone other than the Department Chair.
7. The Department should seriously consider launching a French Honours program as a
way of attracting students who would be more likely to continue to the Master’s
program.
8. The structures of the current Minor and especially the extended Minor disincentivize
students from enrolling in them, thus depriving the Department of a significant pool
of students. The Minor should be redesigned so that it can be completed by all
students within the normal workload and timeframe of the B.A. degree.
9. The Department should also consider creating a new Minor that requires less
advanced French language skills as a way of sharing the department’s expertise and
attracting students.
10. To attract greater numbers of non-degree students, including Francophone students
and those from the immersion stream who are pursuing a Major in another discipline,
the department should consider teaching some French topics courses in English,
including current affairs topics with interdisciplinary approaches. The recently created
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online and asynchronous course on Francophone culture (FREN 200) could have an
English equivalent.
11. The Department should think about creating courses that are attractive to students
both inside and outside the French Major. Courses that teach the French literary
canon should not be discounted, since there is an expressed interest in them.
Teaching such courses in English may attract students from other fields.
12. The Department should explore creating specialized “language across the curriculum”
French courses for various disciplines, but not to the detriment of expanding its
repertory f “content” courses.
Graduate:
13. We strongly support the creation of a new EDI-oriented, Master’s program in Mondes
francophones: enjeux linguistiques, politiques, éthiques et éducatifs.
14. When undergraduates take courses designated as 400/800, it leads to a reduced
course menu for them if they continue to graduate study. In turn, this plays a role in
discouraging students from enrolling in the Master’s program. One way to remedy
this situation would be for the Department to more fully pursue the advantages of the
Western Deans’ Agreement, including interuniversity co-teaching arrangements and
having students participate at a distance in courses at other institutions.
15. We encourage the Department to pursue opportunities for connections with other
units at SFU, including interdisciplinary options and co-supervisions. This would also
help reduce the reliance on 400/800 courses and potentially allow for the creation of
new 800-level courses.
16. To attract new graduate students, the Department may want to entertain the
possibility of a new Master’s option that takes place largely, or exclusively, in English.
RECRUITMENT and STUDENT FUNDING
Undergraduate
17. The Department should intensify its efforts to recruit students from the immersion
stream for whom teaching is not a career objective. It should also consider adjusting
its teaching schedule to accommodate students from the immersion stream who
wish to take some French courses while pursuing Majors in other fields.
18. The Department should be more actively involved in OFFA recruitment activities,
including the tour of secondary schools where it could present the full range of
Department program options to prospective students. Advanced students could be
called upon to assist with this activity.
19. The Department should more actively draw upon alumni in recruitment strategizing,
as well as collect data from alumni about the careers and graduate programs they
have pursued.
20. To assist with recruitment targeting, the university could assist the Department by
developing a self-identifying mechanism for francophones.
21. Enrollment statistics (FTEs) could be improved by having international students take
French courses for credit, rather than as audits.
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Graduate
22. With the assistance of the university development office, the department should
consider seeking out private and philanthropic scholarships to support and attract
graduate students.
23. Barriers must be removed that currently prevent international French-speaking
students from obtaining their student visas. The current arrangement of waiting one
semester before providing a teaching assistantship places international students in a
disadvantaged position. It creates equity issues and runs counter to the university’s
EDI objectives. Such students should be offered a graduate scholarship upon entry
in the form of a Teaching Assistant contract. The TA contract should include on the
job training (e.g., overseeing lab sessions and tutorials) from the outset and prepare
students to gradually assume greater responsibility in the classroom.
24. The appointment of graduate TAs should be the responsibility of the Department
Chair and/or Graduate Chair.

RESEARCH
Research recognition
25. The Department is encouraged to make sure that colleagues’ research achievements
are brought to the attention of the broader university community. One way to do so
is through placing articles in the Vice-Provost for Research’s weekly Newsletter.
26. The Department should take steps to better explain the current research practices of
its fields to others. This is particularly important in tenure and promotion decisions,
therefore the Department should proceed expeditiously to update its T & P
statement about non-traditional outputs.
Promotion
27. We encourage senior colleagues and mid-career colleagues to consider applying for
promotion to Full Professor. In some cases, this may involve mentoring or assistance
with grant writing (see below). Colleagues are encouraged to apply when they feel
they are ready and not demur for reasons of lack of seniority vis à vis other
colleagues.
Grant writing
28. To properly assist faculty with grant writing, the university should endeavour to
identify research facilitators with reading fluency in French, given that many of the
funding sources to which faculty could apply involve writing the proposals in French.
Such facilitators could be hired on a timely contractual or part-time basis.
29. Faculty funded through grants will be in a better position to offer financial support
to graduate students. To encourage a culture of research at the undergraduate level,
small research grants could be awarded to 3rd and 4th year students. This could also
incentivize students to continue to the graduate level.
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Research Centre
30. The Centre d’études Québec-Pacifique needs to be redefined in line with the current
research topics and expertise of faculty members. While the Centre’s focus has
traditionally been literary, there is an opportunity now to make it a pole for bringing
together francophone colleagues working in a number of different disciplines within
the university. Depending on how it redefines its mission, the Centre could also
become a pole of a larger project housed elsewhere.
31. Proposals for funding the Centre and the Centre’s projects should include specific
ways for integrating graduate students into activities.
32. The position of Director of the Centre needs to be uncoupled from that of
Department Chair. Mid-career colleagues in literature and linguistics should be
drawn upon for a co-directorship of the Centre.

RESOURCES
Faculty hiring
33. The Department is encouraged to pursue its strategy of joint appointments as a way
of strengthening coverage in essential fields and consolidating interdisciplinary
initiatives. In addition to the joint appointment in African studies with the
Department of World Languages and Literatures, we encourage the Department to
engage WLL on a second joint appointment in Caribbean literature, where the
francophone component is extensive.
34. The Department is strongly encouraged to seek a position at the rank of Assistant
Professor for a specialist in literature who can also lead in the teaching of language.
This would better favour the integration of the Department’s sectors while
potentially strengthening the inclusion of EDI objectives in the curriculum. The goal
would be to diversify pedagogical approaches and to favour inclusivity and
representation of diverse spoken, written, and cultural varieties of French.
Administrative staff
35. We recommend that bilingual requirement (English and French) for administrative
staff be maintained.
36. We encourage the Faculty to provide some funding to assist the student advisor
with activities and issues related to the arrival of international students.
37. Given the knowledge the advising staff has of students and their ongoing
relationship to the program, there should be a meeting every term between advising
staff and language instructors.
38. The administrative staff in French is often called upon to answer questions of a
general nature from francophones which it is not equipped to answer. We
recommend that the university employ French-speakers in communications and
information roles who are able to answer such questions.
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OFFA
39. OFFA should be aware of the perception that its focus is on FCP students and
therefore endeavor to widen the sense of community and belonging it offers to
other students in the Department of French.
40. In serving students and staffing, OFFA should be attentive to the full range of
francophone demographics in Canada.
41. If the Department is agreeable, we encourage OFFA to seek a new discussion with
the Faculty of Education about cooperation at the graduate level.
Labs
42. The new Department labs are tailored to meet the specific needs of the department.
It has taken many years for these facilities to achieve their current level of
excellence, so we hope the Department benefits from them for many years to come.
CONCLUDING RECOMMENDATIONS
43. The Department should build upon the favourable disposition toward the French
language of those students choosing to enroll in its programs and courses by
introducing them to the full richness of francophone cultures and literatures from
the outset, simultaneously with language instruction rather than as sequential to it.
44. The Department’s challenge is to develop a vision of what it means to study French
in Canada in our time, a vision that would reflect the diversity of the demographic
streams that the Department serves: Canadian francophone students, students from
immersion streams, international students from francophone regions, and nonfrancophone students interested in broadening their horizons.
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EXTERNALREVIEW -ACTION PLAN
Section 1- To be completed by the Responsible Unit Person e.g. Chair or Director
Unit under review

Date of Review Site visit

Responsible Unit person

French

April 6-8, 2022

Christian Guilbault

Faculty Dean
Peter Hall

Notes

1.

It is not expected that every recommendation made by the External Review Committee be covered by this Action Plan. The major
thrusts of the Report should be identified and some consolidation of the recommendations may be possible while other
recommendations of lesser importance may be excluded.
2. Attach the required plan to assess the success of the Educational Goals as a separate document {Senate 2013).
3. Should any additional response be warranted, it should be attached as a separate document.

1. PROGRAMMING
1.1 Action/s (description what is going to be done):
The Department feels that points #8 and #9 in the summary of recommendations constitute a misunderstanding. The current Minor
program is accessible to students who are not fully proficient in French.
The Department also has initiated a new Joint Major in collaboration with WLL which will provide an alternative to students who want to
explore African literature in French.
Finally, to address recommendation #7, the Department already has an active French Honours program that can lead students to a
Master's program.
1.1.1 Undergraduate:
Dept will embark on curriculum revision to:
• Review Educational Goals for all progrcims and all courses and remap the entire curriculum.
• Examine how to insert more EDI content in all programs and in a greater number of courses and make it more visible in syllabi.
• Ensure that the Minor is easily accessible to a wide range of students.
• Clarify and facilitate pathways through the different programs.
• Consider integrating more cultural elements into the language curriculum and make it more visible to students.
• Review all courses to make titles more explicit about the (cultural and language) content of the course and more attractive.
• Include more content about worldwide Francophonie and transnational themes.
• Create bridges between Language, Linguistics and Literature courses throughout the program (possibly by creating new culture
courses that could be offered earlier in the BA - taught in English - or by offering new language courses later in the BA - such as a
400-level writing course).
1

•

Explore the possibility of widening the Department's offer of online-learning courses.

•

Consider offering more introductory French culture and language courses open to students with minimal prerequisites (possibly
taught in English) such as FREN200.

•
•

Dept will increase its advertising efforts in high schools to boost recruitment.
Dept will appoint one point person to coordinate its involvement in the French Cohort Program.

1.1.2

•
•
•
•
•
•
1.2

Flesh out the new EDI-oriented Master's program in Mandes francophones: enjeux linguistiques, politiques, ethiques et educatifs .
Review Educational Goals of the Master's programs and all graduate courses .
Develop strategies to facilitate admission of international students by providing better funding packages (such as TAships) to
facilitate student permits applications.
Rethink the model of cross-listed graduate 800-level courses with undergraduate 400-level courses .
Explore opportunities to collaborate with other units at SFU and outside SFU.
1
Rebrand the Department's Master's programs .

Resource implications (if any):
•

1.3

Graduate:

One additional CFLis needed at the rank of Assistant Professor in Language Didactics to maintain, lead the French language
program, and to make up for planned retirements and anticipated leaves; this new CFLwould also play a key role in integrating
the Department's sectors {language and culture, literature, linguistics) while strengthening the integration of EDI objectives and
content into the curriculum.

Expected completion date/s:
• The main curriculum changes should be completed within the next three to five years.
• The new undergraduate Joint Major with WLL should be completed within the next three to four years.
• The new Master's should be available within the next three to five years.
I

2

2. RESEARCH
2.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
• Dept to explore the possibility of providing mento~slilp for faculty to develop to their full potential.
• Dept to create a committee to assist faculty in organizing conferences, book launches, etc.
• Dept to create a committee to mentor faculty members to advance in their careers and to prepare for promotion.
• Dept to take steps to make research achievements better known to the wider community of scholars at SFU.
• Dept to encourage faculty members to apply for grants to help fund graduate students.
• Dept to seek a French-speaking grant facilitator within FASS;if this search is unsuccessful, the department is to consider hiring
one from outside SFU.
• Dept to separate the position of Director of Centre de recherche Quebec-Pacifique from the position of Chair.
• Dept to encourage the Centre de recherche Quebec-Pacifique to review its mandate and shift to a more contemporary mandate
closer to SFU's priorities; for instance, it could include EDI related topics.
2.2

Resourceimplications (if any):
• Dept to apply to FASSfor stipend to cover hiring of French-speaking grant facilitator if from outside SFU.
• No other new resources are needed to implement these changes.

2.3

Expected completion date/s:
• These actions should be completed within the next three years.

3. ADMINISTRATION
3.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
The Department recognizes that parts of its identity rely on the language they work in, which is French. Therefore, it considers
paramount to maintain a bilingual requirement (English and French) for administrative staff. The Department also recognizes that its
administrative staff does not have the time nor the proper knowledge to answer all questions from international, French-speaking
students who need greater support {#38}. The Department recommends that SFU identify or hire one French-speaking employee at
Student Services as a resource person for those students in need of assistance.
•
•

Dept will increase its activities in communications by developing a communications plan.
Dept to reinstate regular, documented meetings between advising staff and language instructors.
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Resource implications (if any):
Dept to explore the possibility of modifying the job descriptions of some of its support staff to better reflect the work being done
with social media and to include the time needed to create and maintain virtual spaces for students.
Dept to engage in discussions with OFFAto share resources to develop a communications plan.
o

•
•

o Expected completion date/s:
Will be completed within the next two years.

4. WORKING ENVIRONMENT
4.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
The Department considers its language laboratories essential to maintaining an effective, cutting-edge language program. It wants to
reaffirm the importance of keeping these spaces for instruction with proper funding to maintain and upgrade the equipment. It is
important to note that these spaces are also used on occasion for the teaching of a wide variety of courses aAd for thesis defenses.
•
•

Dept to consider developing virtual environment for students to facilitate off-campus interactions and exposure to the French
language and culture.
Dept to keep updating its website and its presence on social media by integrating more content related to faculty's research
activities and achievements.

•

a.
Resource implications (if any):
The development of virtual environment for students and updates to the website will require more time being spent on these
tasks by the support staff. Job descriptions will need to be reviewed to accommodate this or external help needs to be hired.
Training for administrative staff to enable them to create and maintain the new virtual environments.

•

a. Expected completion date/s:
Within the next two years.

•

The above action plan has been considered by the Unit under review and has been discussed and agreed to by the Dean.

Date
TitleC~/C...

.............................

...2..8 J.~

....2o.u ..........................
.
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On Tuesday 19 July, 2022, I met with Dr. Christian Guilbault (Chair of the Department of French), Dr. Glynn Nicholls (Director, Academic Planning & Quality
Assurance), and Bal Basi (Coordinator, Quality Assurance) to discuss the external review prepared by Professors Robert Schwartzwald (Chair), Maite Snauwaert, Jeff
Tennant and Nicolas Kenney (internal).
The Department of French have received an external review which clearly and honestly identifies the strengths and the challenges confronting it. The Department has
experienced declining enrollment which in turn is related to the decline in French instruction in BC high schools. At the same time, the 2021 Census has put renewed
attention on the state of French in Canada, and policy attention to this state of affairs may present opportunities for renewal. The Department is to be congratulated
for the detailed action plan they have developed in response.
With regards to the undergraduate curriculum, the proposed curriculum overhaul is welcomed. In particular we welcome and encourage simplifying the Minor to
allow more students to add this to their Majors in other disciplines; increased attention to cultural and EDI content across the curriculum; teaching of courses in
English, and teaching courses with reduced expectations for French-language competency; and online offerings. The Department is encouraged to work actively with
the French Cohort Program and co-interested units (WLL, Indigenous Studies, Linguistics, Education, etc.) on this curriculum refresh. Similarly, the proposed steps
towards the new Master’s program are welcomed, though careful attention will need to be paid to ensuring that this program can be delivered with the instructional
resources currently available to the Department; collaboration with other SFU units and outside SFU will be essential to achieving this.
Faculty renewal has been undertaken in 2022-3 through a joint faculty hire with WLL as a way to support the new joint program and strengthen the connections
between language, literature and other cultural content. Faculty renewal in language didactics remains a priority for future Faculty Renewal Planning.
The research profile of the Department deserves attention, and the proposed steps outlined in the Action Plan are welcomed. The Faculty will support grant
applications written in French, mostly likely through providing resources to hire external consultant services.
The Faculty recognizes the administrative challenges that arise from providing services in both official languages, and welcomes the proposed attention to training, job
descriptions and website presence. Closer coordination with the Office of French and Francophile Affairs on all matters, and particularly with regards to shared
administration and communication is essential.

29 August 2022

Educational Goals Assessment Plan Template
Unit/Program: French
Contact name: Christian Guilbault
Date: July 14, 2022
This template is designed to help units implement assessment of Educational Goals after receiving feedback from their External Review. Units are not expected to assess every Educational Goal
every year. (Textboxes will expand as you type)
1) Who were the members of your Educational Goals Assessment team? Outline who has worked on the assessment.
Several faculty members have worked on these goals in the past few years (for instance, Bettina Cenerelli, Réjean Canac-Marquis, Catherine Black, Christian Guilbault, etc.). It is
expected that the new curriculum committee will be mandated to review and remap all goals with all our courses.

2) Are your program’s Educational Goals current, or do any of them need to be revised?
In some cases, Educational Goals may need to be revised to keep apace with changes in the discipline or in the program’s course offerings, or to ensure they continue to align with a
unit’s mission and values. Feedback from the External Review may inform revision of Educational Goals.
As we embark on a major curriculum revision, all goals will need to be revised and the entire curriculum remapped.

3) Is your program’s curriculum map up to date?
A curriculum map may need to be updated to reflect any major changes to the program’s course offerings (i.e. new or substantially revised courses, courses that have been removed).
Since all courses will be reviewed in this major curriculum revision, all goals will be remapped to fit the new course content.

4) Assessment Plan
For each Educational Goal, outline what data you will use to assess student learning. Indicate what direct evidence you will draw on - which key courses you will sample from and, if possible,
the course-based assessments you plan to use. These can be described in general terms (e.g. research paper, final exam questions targeting a particular Educational Goal). Indicate also
whether or not you plan to gather indirect evidence (e.g. surveys, focus groups, interviews, etc.). The same indirect evidence method (e.g. a survey) can be used for multiple Educational
Goals. Describe what would indicate to you that students had met the Educational Goal. Add or delete rows as needed.
Educational Goal 1:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
These assessment methods will be discussed in curriculum committee.

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

Educational Goal 2:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

Educational Goal 3:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

Educational Goal 4:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

Educational Goal 5:

Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

Educational Goal 6:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

Educational Goal 7:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

Educational Goal 8:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

5) How do you plan on sharing your findings within your unit?
The curriculum will examine and devise ways to share these findings with all faculty members during departmental meetings.

6) Assessment Timeline
Next Mid-cycle Review:
Next External Review:

Strand Hall 3034
8888 University Drive
Burnaby B.C. Canada V5A 1S6

TEL + 1 778 782 5433
avplt@sfu.ca
SFU.CA/vpacademic/learnteach

MEMORANDUM
AT T E N T I O N :

SCUP

FROM:

Elizabeth Elle, Vice-Provost, Learning & Teaching

RE:

External Review of French, and Educational Goals

D AT E :

November 1, 2022

In 2022, the Department of French underwent their external review. As part of this process, there is
normally a component of the action plan that updates the educational goals of the unit, and provides
next steps for their assessment.
As noted in the external review documentation, French is planning to undergo a major curriculum
initiative. As such, they expect to develop new educational goals and an action plan; there is not, at
present, a detailed plan to provide formative feedback on. I would be happy to provide feedback as the
plan is developed, and encourage the department to consider working with the Centre for Educational
Excellence for support in their curriculum refresh, and the team in Learning Experiences Assessment and
Planning for development of their educational goals and an assessment plan.

S.23-5

8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC
Strand Hall, Room 3000
Canada V5A 1S6

TEL: 778.782.5731
FAX: 778.782.5876

Wade Parkhouse, Chair, SCUP
Kevin Oldknow, Senior Advisor, Academic
Planning
External Review of the Department of Geography

vpacad@sfu.ca
www.sfu.ca/vpacademic

November 23, 2022

Attached are the External Review Report and the Action Plan for the Department of Geography. The Educational Goals Assessment
Plan is included, for information only, with the Action Plan.
Excerpt from the External Review Report:
“The Department of Geography, Simon Fraser University (SFU), is highly rated among similar departments, despite its comparatively
modest number of faculty. SFU Geography is consistently rated in the top 51-100 for geography subject matter in the world (QS and
Shanghai indices) and is amongst the top 7 departments in Canada. It is the view of the external reviewers that SFU should (continue
to) recognize the extraordinary quality of the faculty and the programs of the Department of Geography, and ensure they continue to
be nurtured.”
Following the site visit, the Report of the External Review Committee* for the Department of Geography was submitted in June 2022.
The reviewers made a number of recommendations based on the Terms of Reference that were provided to them. Subsequently, a
meeting was held with the dean, Faculty of Environment, the chair of the Department of Geography, and the director of Academic
Planning and Quality Assurance (Provost’s Office) to consider the recommendations. An Action Plan was prepared taking into
consideration the discussion at the meeting and the contents of the External Review Report. The Action Plan has been endorsed by
the department and the dean.
Motion:
That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the Action Plan for the Department of Geography that resulted from its
external review.
*External Review Committee:
Joseph R. Desloges, University of Toronto (Chair of External Review Committee)
Monica E. Mulrennan, Concordia University
Claus Rinner, Toronto Metropolitan University (formerly Ryerson University)
David Green (internal), Simon Fraser University
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
cc

External Review Report (June 2022)
Department of Geography Action Plan
Department of Geography Educational Goals Assessment Plan
Feedback on Educational Goals Assessment Plan

Naomi Krogman, Dean, Faculty of Environment
Tracy Brennand, Chair, Department of Geography

CANADA’S ENGAGED UNIVERSITY

Review of the Department of Geography, Faculty of the Environment,
Simon Fraser University, BC
June 2, 2022
Reviewers’ names and affiliation:
Professor Joseph R. Desloges
Department of Geography and Planning
Department of Earth Sciences
University of Toronto
Professor Monica E. Mulrennan
Department of Geography, Planning and Environment
Associate Vice-President Research
Concordia University
Professor Claus Rinner
Department of Geography and Environmental Studies
Toronto Metropolitan University (formerly Ryerson University)
The external reviewers would like to sincerely thank Professor David Green, Department of
Biology, Simon Fraser University, for input and collaboration before and during our site visit.

1.

Review Summary

The Department of Geography, Simon Fraser University (SFU), is highly rated among similar
departments, despite its comparatively modest number of faculty. SFU Geography is
consistently rated in the top 51-100 for geography subject matter in the world (QS and
Shanghai indices) and is amongst the top 7 departments in Canada. It is the view of the
external reviewers that SFU should (continue to) recognize the extraordinary quality of the
faculty and the programs of the Department of Geography, and ensure they continue to be
nurtured.
Sections 2 to 7 below contain detailed recommendations around academic programs, research,
administration/governance/space and future plans. The summary here is a high level synopsis
of those recommendations.
In all aspects of teaching, research and complement planning in SFU Geography, the Review
Committee recognizes and encourages a systematic approach that engages Indigenous and
racialized communities in the mission of the department. An Indigenous hire is one aspect of
this approach and should remain a top priority. We applaud the full range of curriculum that is
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offered in undergraduate and graduate programs across Human Geography, Physical
Geography and GIS, and new program innovations in Urban Change and Climate and Society.
We judge undergraduate course and program enrolment to be good and found support for this
opinion. Should enrolment concerns persist or resurface, the Department should proceed with
targeted recruitment at the feeder colleges, development and promotion of its minor offerings,
and/or designating additional courses as breadth requirement for students in other majors
across SFU. Virtual course offerings in some areas may be popular but we heard these should
be limited. Geography has made considerable accomplishments in educational goal
assessment. We believe this is one factor in the very positive commentary we heard from
selected undergraduates. We recommend on-going curriculum mapping and goal alignment
especially with the arrival of new faculty.
A range of positive comments was received on the mentorship model of graduate teaching and
supervision. A standalone graduate course on Theory/Methods would better support the
preparation and cohort development of Human Geography students. If there is undergraduate
enrolment pressure, the Department is encouraged to explore the option of cross-listing or
coupling senior undergraduate courses with graduate level courses. The Department would
benefit from a strategy on how a modest growth in graduate programs will be achieved across
the three programs. We believe there is the need to closely monitor rates of completion at the
Master’s level. We strongly recommend that the Department review their TA workload and
work with the Faculty and SFU to develop an institutional commitment to a minimum funding
policy for graduate students, with dedicated funding packages to students from equity seeking
groups.
The committee was impressed by the extent of the engagement of research by faculty and
students at all levels. We agree with the idea of better articulating and communicating research
strengths to internal and external (world) communities. The Department is encouraged to
carefully support the establishment of early career researchers, including, for example, as part
of any strategy to grow graduate programs. An Indigenous hire could ideally be part of a
strategic cluster hire within the Faculty. We recommend that the proposals to create a Climate
Futures Institute and a City Institute continue to be explored but also carefully assessed to
ensure they respond to, and are measured against, clearly defined objectives.
Access to technical support in the discipline of Geography is critical to the success of teaching
and research programs. The Department should continue to clearly articulate its technical
needs in terms of both technical competence and staffing time and advocate for its share either
within the Department or as part of an equitable shared services model in FENV. We
recommend that the Geography Department move towards regularizing administrative staff
positions to full time (1.0 FTE).
The Review Committee corroborates the Department's need for safe, inviting, and functional
GIS lab space and computer hardware. Specifically, there needs to be a budgeting process for
periodic (every 3-4 years) hardware upgrades. The current renovations to teaching, lab and
technical staff space (FENV positions) are welcomed. We recommend that investments
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continue and that the Department use every possible means to plan for equipment
replacement, lab renewal and other high priority initiatives. Funding for the planned improved
social spaces should continue to be pursued and supported. One strategy is shared functioning
space. There needs to be a Faculty and institutional commitment towards innovative
renovation approaches in older academic buildings.
The Department needs access to an open and transparent governance structure within FENV
that facilitates collaboration rather than competition with other units. We recommend that
Chairs/Directors perhaps meet alone on selected occasions to work out some of the inter-unit
specific issues related to curriculum planning, research initiatives and complement planning.
We recommend that cross-appointed faculty continue to maintain equitable involvement
across all their units that benefits not only teaching and research success, but also serves student interests well under the umbrella of “environment”. A more robust approach to establishing an alumni committee that has a significant volunteer base might prove fruitful.
The Review Committee notes that the Department has a very good approach to carefully considering its future plans around academic programs, research, student recruitment, faculty
complement planning and space. We are in full support of the stated goal that “contemplate(s)
research synergies rather than disciplinary breadth [that sets] the Department on course to become a leader at the nexus of climate and environmental change and society, and in the areas
of urban change and racialization”. We understand the trajectory to be one of pivoting to build
synergistic strengths in research clusters and increased depth in key areas in addition to securing a generalized goal to teach the breadth of the discipline. We were encouraged that the faculty renewal plan identifies, for each planned position, numerous potential synergies with other
hires and intended hires as well as with units elsewhere within SFU while also addressing many
of SFU’s strategic research priorities.
As of March 2022 we note Geography has 21.75 FTE and 24 headcount faculty contributing to
departmental programs and research. As with many academic units, the “context” of new faculty positions is articulated primarily as a deficit narrative. The Review Committee is familiar
with the challenges of faculty loss, transfers, secondments, and so on. Assuming that all units in
the FENV (and SFU in general) face the same challenges, we see working closely and collaboratively with the Dean of FENV and other FENV units as important to make strategic gains both
within the Department and in collaboration with other units. Future plans around any changes
in cross appointments carry potential benefits and risks. Each situation benefits from an atmosphere of collaboration and coordination, and from taking pride in established strengths and
achievements and leveraging them to create further opportunities and strategic gains.
The Review Committee agrees that Advancement/Alumni relations in Geography departments
(e.g., establishing endowments for scholarships, chairs, etc.) can be challenging. It is important
to cultivate and be prepared for opportunities in Geography. This should be an important initiative (for the Strategic Planning Committee?) and not relegated to an occasional activity. Finally,
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the Review Committee recognizes the importance of strong leadership in advancing the interests of the Department within FENV, within SFU and in the national/international landscape of
Geography. We applaud the successes of leadership over the last several years and recognize
that the involvement of a range of faculty in all those efforts bodes well in terms of leadership
succession.

2.

Undergraduate Programs

The Department of Geography at SFU offers a range of undergraduate and graduate programs.
Core undergraduate majors include Human Geography (BA), Physical Geography (BSc) and
Global Environmental Systems (BEnv), each with an honours option. The program structure and
content are appropriate and of high quality. In addition, the Department is involved in a joint
BSc in Geographic Information Science housed in the School of Computing Science and a joint
BA or BBA in Business and Geography with the Beedie School of Business. Students enrolled
across the spectrum of geography have appropriate course requirements spanning the breadth
of the discipline. The integration of natural and social sciences along with geospatial methods
and techniques in teaching and research is a core feature of successful Geography departments
and SFU Geography is an admirable example.
The number of students in the core programs has fluctuated between a low of just over 350 in
2009/10 to a high just below 500 in 2013/14 and was on a slight downward trend since then. In
the last two years captured in the self-study addendum, a marked increase in program
registrations back to over 500 was noted, owing to a steady increase in the BEnv and a jump in
the BSc. The Review Committee considers these to be healthy program enrolments in line with
comparable departments in Canada (and much higher than most US Geography departments).
With an average completion time of about 13 terms in 2018/19, Geography’s BA students are
in line with the university metric while the BSc graduates are almost two terms faster.
Two recent student surveys yielded satisfactory results across all program aspects, with only
limited concerns regarding course offerings, access, and scheduling. Students look to
Geography to secure employment, gain general knowledge, and prepare for life. An excellent
“85% would recommend SFU Geography to their friends and relatives, with another 11% yet
undecided" (Appendix 21, page 515). According to the 2019 student survey, almost one half
(46%) of Geography students transferred from one of the BC “feeder colleges” rather than
entering SFU directly. This provides opportunities for targeted recruitment efforts if enrolments
were not satisfactory, yet it also creates a reversed student “population pyramid” with
disproportionate demand for smaller upper-division classes at the expense of more economical
lower-division classes.
The BSc program has enjoyed recent program growth with about 70 majors. This has not been
the trend in Physical Geography programs elsewhere in Canada so the Department at SFU has
done well. We suspect the mix of research and teaching stream faculty has been a significant
factor in this positive outcome. The BSc program requirements serve not only as essential
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physical geography curriculum/learning outcomes but also meet the knowledge requirements
for the P.Geo designation. Courses in Geography, Environmental Science, Earth Sciences and
other sciences serve to complete the program requirements. Geography has done well in
navigating arrangements both within FENV and with other Faculties to ensure enrolment space
for its BSc students. Our understanding is that this is reciprocal. This is partly facilitated by
cross-appointments of Geography faculty with other units – an approach that is utilized at other
Canadian universities. While the goal of teaching (and research) expertise across all sub-areas
of Physical Geography is laudable (climatology, hydrology, geomorphology, remote sensing,
soils, biogeography), the Department may need to consider focusing on key strengths and
complement program teaching needs via partnerships within FENV and other units (e.g., Earth
Sciences, Biology). The Dean’s office should continue to help Geography facilitate this through
transparent research/teaching plans across all FENV units and inter Faculty negotiations. The
extra department-based costs of offering lab and field science teaching-learning needs to be
supported and recognized through Faculty and University funding models.
Geography courses provide numerous opportunities for experiential learning. The self-study
highlights a range of experiences from campus outings to field trips, along with class projects,
physical and computer lab work, and guest speakers. Field trips were highlighted by
undergraduate students as important. The development of an endowment fund to make
student access to field activities more equitable is commendable. It is noteworthy that
Geography is supportive of an international field school. Arranging safe and productive
international experiences, especially in a post-pandemic environment, takes considerable
resources and expertise. We recommend that the Department make arrangements for
Geography-specific opportunities through the existing SFU study abroad office.
Geography students also participate in SFU’s Science and Environment Co-op Program
managed by a staff coordinator at the FENV level, where the Geography majors occupy
between approximately 30% and 45% of all FENV student placements. A variety of employers
and job titles were reported with a focus on public-sector placements in the lower mainland.
Geography should continue to encourage its students to pursue the co-op program and explore
placements across sectors and geographic locations. From a student survey, it appears that
career night events suffer from low attendance but this is consistent with the Review
Committee members’ experience and might improve with growing interest in virtual or hybrid
events.
Geography offers a very successful 6-course GIScience certificate with the number of declared
enrolments doubled during the original reporting period and further increased in the last two
years, to 134 students, as well as an 8-course Urban Studies certificate with registrations
fluctuating between 30 and 40. The Committee’s understanding is that certificates at SFU are
primarily offered to Geography’s own majors. Thus, certificates provide a valuable transcript
notation for students but do not add course enrolments or program registrations for the
Department.
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In contrast, minor programs provide an alternative access path to Geography and can increase
demand for Geography offerings. The existing minors in Geography and Physical Geography
experienced a moderate increase from near 40 to around 50 students over the last eight years.
In 2021, Geography started a GIScience minor that has the potential for significant success with
students from a variety of majors within FENV and across campus. The addendum self-study
also reports the approval of a multidisciplinary minor in Climate Change & Society with required
and elective courses drawn from Geography and other FENV units. Given the doubling of minor
programs from two to four, we recommend a measured, organic approach to additional
initiatives such as the envisioned minors in food security, water security, and Quaternary
science as well as new programming at the Surrey campus. We also note that current and
future curriculum initiatives will require a collaborative rather than competitive environment
within FENV and between Faculties.
The two joint majors were highlighted in the self-study report and discussed during the site
visit with respect to their unsustainably low registrations. The BSc in Geographic Information
Science jointly offered with the School of Computing Science is a demanding, well-conceived 4year degree, yet the lack of student interest suggests pursuing alternative options internal to
Geography. Already, the GIS minor should be attractive to students majoring in computing
science while the GIScience certificate encourages students within Geography to take
computing-heavy electives. Similarly, the existing Geosystems & GIScience stream in the BSc
program could be emulated in the BA and BEnv programs, and the proposal for a stand-alone
BEnv in Spatial and Geographic Information Science from 2014 be revived with the full
GIScience faculty complement on board. A similar picture emerges regarding the BA/BBA in
Business and Geography. Despite excellent career prospects, the program seems not to be
viable in the present form. A reconfiguration that is envisioned in the addendum report should
clearly define the learning outcomes and career pathways for graduates along with firm
commitments from the collaborating schools and their deans.
Geography has developed a Notice of Intent (NoI) for a BA in Urban Change (major and minor),
which was approved by SFU’s Senate Committee on University Priorities on 5 January 2022. An
issue arose from the simultaneous discussion of an NoI for a BA in Urban Communities and
Society to be housed in the Urban Studies Program within the Faculty of Arts and Social
Sciences. The programs were viewed as sufficiently different and complementary to an Urban
Studies program in development at the University of British Columbia. Therefore, the
committee encourages the Department of Geography and FENV to proceed with the
development of a full proposal at their earliest convenience.
Another initiative we expect in the near future concerns the integration of Indigenous elements
within the Geography curricula, in concert with SFU’s and FENV’s approaches to decolonization
and Indigenization. Starting with the educational goals, Geography needs to articulate how the
aim to educate students “to be informed global citizens who are sensitive to issues of
reconciliation, equity, diversity and inclusion” will be achieved within each of its programs.
Include details of how and where within the curriculum students will be able to demonstrate
this achievement. A curriculum mapping exercise may help to track Indigenous content across
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all programs. The requirement that all majors take at least one course with an Indigenous focus,
while students in the Human Geography BA and Global Environmental Systems BEnv will have
the option of taking more elective courses with Indigenous content, is a positive development.
To support this process of decolonizing the curriculum, particularly in the absence of Indigenous
faculty members, the unit may need to engage an Indigenous consultant with expertise in
Indigenous methodologies and curriculum development.
Concerns about low course enrolments seem to have been overcome with a recent boost in
headcounts noted in the addendum to the self-study report. Should enrolment concerns persist
or resurface, Geography has a variety of options to strategically market its programs, including
targeted recruitment at the feeder colleges (including international students), further
development and promotion of its Minor offerings, and designating additional courses as
breadth requirement for students in other majors across SFU. Many Geography departments
historically had to adjust the balance between program course offerings and service teaching in
one direction or the other.
Recommendations derived from the above observations:
2.1 The committee applauds SFU Geography for maintaining and integrating research and
teaching competence across the spectrum of Human Geography, Physical Geography, and
Geographic Information Science, and encourages them to continue advocating for the
necessary resources and conditions to sustain a viable Geography department.
2.2 The Department is encouraged to monitor the breadth and depth requirements for its
Physical Geography degree in conjunction with the P.Geo designation, and secure
partnerships within FENV to support this goal.
2.3 The committee recommends critically reviewing the BSc in Geographic Information Science
and instead developing/strengthening alternative offerings within the Department such as
the existing GIS minor and GIScience certificate.
2.4 If proceeding with the envisioned reconfiguration of the BA/BBA in Business and
Geography, the Department should clearly define the learning outcomes and career
pathways for graduates along with firm commitments from the collaborating units and
their Faculty deans.
2.5 The committee encourages the Department of Geography and Faculty of Environment to
proceed with the development of a full proposal for the BA in Urban Change (major and
minor) at their earliest convenience.
2.6 The Department is encouraged to take a systematic approach that engages Indigenous
expertise to integrating Indigenous elements throughout its curricula.
2.7 Should enrolment concerns persist or resurface, the Department should proceed with
targeted recruitment at the feeder colleges, development and promotion of its Minor
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offerings, and/or designating additional courses as breadth requirement for students in
other majors across SFU.
2.8 As with all academia in a post-pandemic world, Geography now has the opportunity to selfdetermine and consider if some virtual or hybrid course offerings might continue. Goals of
accessibility and quality/integrity are essential but also, to some degree, are enrolment
targets. We encourage the Department to plan strategically, in the context of any FENV or
SFU guidelines taking into account student preferences. We heard concerns from
undergraduate students about too many online courses.
2.9 Geography has achieved considerable accomplishments in educational goals assessment.
We recommend on-going curriculum mapping and goal alignment especially with the
arrival of new faculty.

3.

Graduate Programs

The Department of Geography offers three research-centered graduate degrees, two at the
master’s level (MA, MSc) and one doctoral program. All three take a mentorship-based
approach with minimal coursework requirements for Master’s degrees and none for PhDs. The
publication success of graduate students is no doubt a positive outcome of this approach. The
SWOC analysis, based on the Townhall feedback exercise, identifies their
mentorship/apprenticeship model, supervisory support, and the limited course requirements as
strengths, but “few/not enough standalone graduate courses” as a weakness. Our meeting with
graduate students confirmed that the minimal course requirements were favourably received
by most students, with the exception of Human Geography students who expressed a strong
desire for a standalone Theory and Methods course. Beyond the pedagogical value of the
course itself, this course was regarded as essential to cohort development, a need that is
perhaps more readily met for students in Physical Geography and Geographic and/or Spatial
Information Science through their access to research labs. Indeed, this was confirmed by the
Townhall feedback exercise, which identified “research lab culture” as a strength, linked
explicitly to “excellent support and cohort experience for grad students”.
We have read and heard that a barrier to offering more graduate level courses is pressure for
continued growth of undergraduate enrolment. As considered above in our assessment of
undergraduate programs and enrolment, we did not see evidence for significant pressure. Even
when such pressure exists, a common strategy to enable more graduate level offerings is to
couple graduate course sections with 400-level undergraduate courses. While we are not
necessarily recommending that in this case, and indeed this approach may already be in use, it
is a strategy used by many Geography programs in Canada. The challenge is maintaining a
distinctive graduate level component of such coupled courses. We also observed a disconnect
between the Department’s understanding of the expectations of senior administration
regarding the pressure to grow their undergraduate enrolment and what we heard from senior
administration. Our conversations with senior administrators suggested no major concern
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about growth of student numbers in Geography. There was, however, an acknowledgement
that a shared understanding of the current funding model for undergraduate and graduate
students was lacking.
We commend the Department for developing educational goals for each of its programs. We
would, however, see added benefit to articulating goals that go beyond the very high level goals
currently applied to each of the three programs. Furthermore, given the broadening of career
paths available to graduate students over the past decade, programs need to go beyond
conventional goals to take account of opportunities for additional training in professional skills
(both technical and soft). The availability of professional workshops was acknowledged in the
Townhall feedback, however, the integration of this training into the educational goals of their
academic programs would allow students to appreciate its value and relevance more fully.
There are additional educational goals, such as those related to graduate student exposure to
teaching opportunities and their participation in interdisciplinary research collaborations, that
could also be recognized and supported. We note that students were positive about the
quality of career advising they had access to, including on non-academic career paths – but
there seems to be a demand to make this advising and opportunities for professional
development more regular and less ad hoc.
A total of 59 graduate students are currently registered, 25 of whom are masters level and 34
PhD level. The size of the graduate program has been relatively stable over recent years. One
notable change has been the shift in the relative size of the MA versus MSc programs; before
2009 there were higher admissions to the MA , but since then, with a couple of exceptions
including 2019-20, the MSc has had higher admissions. There are currently twice as many MSc
students in the program as MA students. We share the Department’s optimism about the likely
growth in the MA program as new faculty members in Human Geography get established.
With respect to diversity, the Department has a great international mix of students; 39% of
current students are international and originate from 14 different countries. Our understanding
is that there are no differential tuition fees for this cohort. Unfortunately, we didn’t get a sense
of the type of supports available at the institutional or Faculty level to international students
but we expect restrictions related to the COVID-19 pandemic have been particularly isolating
for these students. The mentorship model with minimal course requirements may also
contribute to limited opportunities to foster connections with others. To address this, we
strongly urge the Department to find ways to mount more graduate seminars as well as to
support other opportunities for students to come together. We share the Department’s
concern about the low percentage of female students in the PhD but are encouraged that 80%
of students admitted to PhD in 2021 are female. An additional consideration, related to
diversity, should be the extent to which the Department attracts (and retains) students who are
representative of the diversity of the population of the Metro Vancouver Region.
The Department’s aspiration to grow the size of the graduate program to 70 students seems
feasible; this would involve an increase from a current average of 2.6 students per researchactive faculty member to 3 students per research-active faculty. Given the high calibre of
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faculty members in the Department, the ability to attract and retain greater numbers of
students is unlikely a limiting factor to growth. We respect the Department’s commitment to a
mentorship model of graduate education and their desire to improve the quality of the student
experience through greater cohesion. Since most thesis-based graduate programs involve a
mentorship model, it would be useful (for both faculty and students) to clarify what their
particular approach involves and how it is distinctive. It might also be worth considering where
the modest growth in the size of the graduate program should occur (i.e., targets for each of
the 3 programs) to ensure optimal benefits/value for faculty members and each program. For
example, should the number of PhD students be increased from just over 50% of the graduate
program or would the expected recovery of admissions to the MA program absorb most of the
growth?
Degree completion times since 2002 are 8.8 (2.9 years) for Master’s and 16.5 (5.5 years) for
PhD students. While the PhD rates are relatively steady, the Master’s rate has varied from a low
of 6.6 (2.2 years) in 2012/13 to a high of 12.4 (4.1 years) in 2018/19. We were surprised that
this was not underscored in the self-assessment report. Greater acknowledgement of a
problem with the rate of completion at the Master’s level is needed to help target an
appropriate response. Greater clarification on a policy and method by which graduate students
can apply for extensions to their degree program owing to COVID-related and other delays is
also recommended.
We are satisfied with the Department’s view that their doctoral milestones are appropriate. At
the same time, we fully support their efforts to offer greater flexibility to qualifying examination
options to accommodate the needs of graduate students. Additional measures that would offer
more flexibility and support, particularly to students with caregiving responsibilities, medical
conditions or other special circumstances, should be identified and given serious consideration.
Related to degree completion time is the issue of graduate student funding. We were
astonished, particularly given the high cost of living in the Metro Vancouver Region, that a base
level funding package is not available to students and that funding offers range from $9000 to
$36,000, with potentially staggering equity implications. While students seem to have good
success receiving scholarships, the overall funding model is very broad with no guaranteed
minimum; indeed, the rising cost of living means that even those who are on federal
scholarships must struggle to make ends meet. Furthermore, the TA hour commitments seem
very high at up to 420 hours per year. Combined with these excessive TA hours, we can only
imagine how many students must have to take part-time jobs, particularly those with funding
offers as low as $9k per year (none in 3rd year of master program?). It seems very surprising
then that funding was not mentioned as a weakness in the Townhall exercise; on the contrary,
improved funding for graduate students was identified as a strength! We assume this optimism
was triggered by the introduction of BC Government scholarships funding in 2019. It also raised
for us a potential equity issue about the extent to which parental support, in the absence of
other supports, becomes an essential pre-requisite for successful and timely completion of a
graduate degree (perhaps an undergraduate one too!). We fully acknowledge that the problem
of adequate graduate student funding is not unique to SFU Geography. Graduate funding is a
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joint exercise between Departments, Faculty and the university, informed by the availability of
provincial and federal scholarships. Notwithstanding this, we strongly urge SFU to make an
institutional commitment to offer guaranteed minimum funding for all graduate students. We
also recommend that dedicated funding packages be made available to equity seeking groups,
particularly Indigenous and Black students.
In response to the previous departmental review, a proposal for a premium-fee “Graduate
Certificate in GeoInformation (or Spatial & Geographic Information Science)” was drafted in
2014 but never implemented due to limits in corresponding faculty complement. While it may
be a good time to revisit this proposal with its potential to lead to a professional Master’s
degree in SIS/GIS, we caution the department to secure tenure-track faculty buy-in to support
the academic quality of such a program; clarify the budget model under which premium-fee
offerings would run within FENV and SFU; and examine the intended career preparation in
comparison to the department’s existing curriculum.
Recommendations derived from the above observations:
3.1 The committee applauds SFU Geography for the success of the research/mentorship
approach they have taken in their graduate programs and recommends that they maintain
their commitment to the quality of these programs.
3.2 The Department is strongly encouraged to create a standalone graduate course on
Theory/Methods to better support the preparation and cohort development of Human
Geography students.
3.3 The Department is encouraged to explore the option of cross-listing or coupling senior
undergraduate courses with graduate level courses to address a need/desire for more
course offerings at the graduate level.
3.4 We recommend that the Department further develop their educational goals to encourage
and take account of the broader opportunities for learning and experience available to
students.
3.5 We recommend that the Department maintain its commitment to enhancing the diversity
of their student population and seek opportunities to engage the diversity of knowledge,
experience and perspectives reflected within it as well as measures to ensure SFU
Geography is an equitable and inclusive environment for all graduate students.
3.6 We suggest that the Department provide faculty and graduate students with clearer
guidelines and expectations related to mentorship.
3.7 We recommend that a strategy be developed for how a modest growth in graduate
programs will be achieved across the three programs, with special consideration given to
supporting career advancement of early career faculty members.
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3.8 We recommend that the Department closely monitor rates of completion at the Master’s
level and develop targeted measures to improve them, with carefully attention to potential
impacts on equity and accessibility. Greater clarification on a policy and method by which
graduate students can apply for extensions to their degree program owing to COVIDrelated and other delays is also recommended.
3.9 We strongly recommend that the Department review their TA workload and work with the
Faculty and SFU to develop an institutional commitment to a minimum funding policy for
graduate students, with dedicated funding packages to students from equity seeking
groups.

4.

Faculty and Research

Research is accurately described within the Self-Study Report (2020, page 38) as “a vibrant
enterprise”. In addition to the active research profiles of faculty members (and post-doctoral
fellows), this includes undergraduate participation in research linked to research awards and
work study opportunities, graduate student involvement in research through fieldwork, RAwork and opportunities and encouragement to publish, and teaching faculty who are
committed to research, including pedagogic research. This whole of Department engagement in
research has clearly supported the development of a strong culture of research.
In terms of research interests, the Department has identified six research clusters as part of a
recent effort to rebrand the Department. We strongly support this approach, in principle (see
Section 7 for discussion on how to leverage the approach more), as it lends visibility to the
Department’s core research strengths at the same time as serving as a framework for
strengthening interdisciplinary collaborations and informing academic curriculum. As with the
whole of Department engagement in research, we see this integration and alignment of the
Department’s research strengths with their undergraduate and graduate programs they offer as
a sound strategic approach.
The Department’s research align with four of the six research opportunities (challenges) and
two of the four research clusters highlighted in the university’s 2016-2022 Strategic Research
Plan. Not surprisingly, all but one of the Department’s own research clusters contribute to the
university’s environment & sustainability priority (Challenge 1). In addition, several
Departmental research clusters contribute to each of the human health (Challenge 3), civil
society (Challenge 4), and technology (Challenge 5) priorities. In fact, one could argue that
Geography also enriches Challenge 2, when it comes to measuring and predicting natural
phenomena as well as cultural heritage, and Challenge 6, as documented in the unit's
innovative technology training and student involvement in community-based learning and
research. Furthermore, the Geography participates in the Strategic Research Plan’s big data and
community-based research clusters.
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We agree with the Department’s self-assessment of its research funding as “healthy”. We were
particularly impressed that the percentage of tenure track faculty with grants is above 80%.
We also note that funding has been across the full range of grant sources, with good success, at
Tri-Council. We are not concerned about the dip in research funding in recent years and agree
that recovery is likely as new and recent hires get established. The early career researchers we
spoke with expressed satisfaction with the level of support available to assist them in grant
writing process.
With respect to research output, we agree that productivity has remained high overall and are
not concerned by a slight stall in quantitative output. We also found quantitative differences in
output across the Department to be consistent with trends elsewhere and share the
Department’s assessment that projections for the next 7 years look positive. We also agree that
faculty publish well, with regular contributions to some of the most highly ranked, competitive
journals in the discipline and in cognate fields.
While the assessment of research impact is a nebulous exercise, fraught with limitations, we
are in full agreement with the Department’s self-assessment (and the data that informs it) “that
SFU Geography is punching above its weight in terms of research impact” (2020, page 42). Their
strong performance, as measured using conventional analytics, such as the Hirsch or H-index, is
all the more impressive in the context of their excellent service record (e.g., editorship and
editorial boards) and their sustained commitment to community engagement.
In terms of strategic priorities, we encourage the Department to persist in their efforts to
secure research chairs. We note the recent success of two Tier II CRC’s. While the practice of
awarding CRCs to external candidates poses challenges for recruitment, it also offers
opportunities for recruitment of top researchers, particularly given the Department’s excellent
research reputation (not to mention its collegiality and other strengths). A fairly glaring gap
currently, and one that is fully acknowledged in the self-assessment report (2020: page 49), is
the urgent need to hire a research chair or faculty Indigenous scholar. Indeed, given the
challenges of creating the conditions for Indigenous (and other racialized faculty) to thrive we
would strongly recommend that this hire be part of a strategic cluster hire within the Faculty
(ideally) but if not across the university. With respect to the development of research centres
or institutes, while neither the report nor our conversations offered an opportunity to clarify
what the value of these are within the SFU context, the proposal to create a Climate Future
Institute and a City Institute strike us as nicely aligned with the broad rationale informing the
creation of research clusters.
Recommendations derived from the above observations:
4.1 The committee was impressed by the extent of the engagement of research by faculty and
students at all levels and recommends that the Department continue its efforts to sustain a
strong culture of research that attends to research quality, impact and engagement.
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4.2 The committee agrees with the Department’s assessment that they could do a better job
articulating and communicating their research strengths to the external world. We
recommend that the Department take well-deserved pride in their successes and
achievements and communicate them more effectively to the Faculty and SFU community
and beyond.
4.3 While the committee is not concerned by a recent dip in research funding success, it is
recommended that careful consideration be given to measures to support the
establishment of early career researchers, including, for example, any strategy to grow
graduate programs.
4.4 Given the excellent and growing reputation SFU Geography has, we recommend that the
Department continue to work closely with the Faculty and university to secure CRC
positions.
4.5 The committee strongly recommends that the hire of a research chair or faculty Indigenous
scholar within SFU Geography be prioritized, ideally as part of a strategic cluster hire within
the Faculty.
4.6 We recommend that the proposals to create a Climate Futures Institute and a City Institute
continue to be explored but also carefully assessed to ensure they respond to, and are
measured against, clearly defined objectives (e.g. graduate recruitment, faculty retention).

5. Participation, Administration and Facilities
The reviewers agree with the opinion expressed by all whom we met with, and in the materials
we reviewed in the self-study, that there is ample opportunity for faculty and staff to
participate in the administration of the Department. Formal participation occurs within an
appropriate range of new and ongoing committees (e.g., Strategic Planning Committee;
undergraduate and graduate program committees; Communication and Events; Equity,
Diversity and Inclusion Committee, etc.). Some of these committees were created following
recommendations from the last review. The Department should be commended for pursuing
action on many of those recommendations. Participation and feedback from faculty and
student committee members are encouraged and valued. The involvement of pre-tenure
faculty members in core committees was noted as another characteristic of a functional,
collegial unit.
Administrative leadership (chair, program chairs, etc.) appear to strongly embrace input and
dialogue. The same is true for administrative staff who are engaged in departmental discussions
and policies. We note they have taken the lead on office sustainability working towards Silver
Sustainable Spaces Certification. There is strong mutual appreciation between administrative
staff and the Manager, Academic and Administrative Services around shared responsibilities,
accomplishments and collegiality. There was strong agreement that pivoting to pandemic
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modes of Department business was well supported and that certain structures, such as digital
file access, were already in place. There was significant appreciation that no one had to “hide”
home activity in order to continue working effectively.
The main challenges expressed by administrative staff revolve around response times and
interpretations of policy from units outside the Department both within the Faculty and
University. More effective co-ordination was called for. The centralizing of technical staff by the
FENV, some of whom were previously in the Department, has also created significant
adjustment challenges. Advising students is a key role of some administrative staff who noted
some challenges over the last two years.
There is an effective complement of administrative staff that number 5 by headcount. FTE is
less given that some positions appear to be less than 1.0 FTE. The self-study indicates a number
of upward and downward shifts in FTE proportions amongst administrative staff over the last
few years. The organization of administrative positions seems appropriate and effective for a
unit of this size.
As recently as 2020 there were 4 technical staff positions in the Geography base budget. None
remain at the time of our review. It is unclear how the EFSDL (Fluid and Sed lab) position is
supported. Some technical staff have shifted to newly created positions in the Dean’s Office. A
shared technical services model for the faculty appears to be the goal. Maintaining technical
staff that are both generic (e.g., IT) and specialized (GIS, analytical, physical/chemical labs) is a
challenge facing geography departments across Canada. The shared services model for IT has
been prevalent in many faculties but less so for specialized services. While this model may
provide efficiencies at the Faculty level, it is of utmost importance that the qualifications
required to support the Geography Department be preserved in the new job descriptions and
future hiring practices beyond the current incumbents. We understand that the Strategic
Planning Committee is working on formulating needs that address technical teaching and
research needs ranked by priority. This is important work. We know teaching and research IT,
GIScience and Physical Geography labs are often at the top of such priority lists.
Geography at SFU has maintained its focus on the core discipline. The size of the Department
(faculty and students) very much reflects this with complement split between human
geography, geographic information science and physical geography. Some larger departments
in North America have undertaken (or merged with) Planning and Resources/Environment
programs resulting in a more diverse academic portfolio. These approaches are very much in
the context of institutional specific structures. As a leading unit in FENV, Geography is well
placed to be the leader in urban, health, social, spatial and physical geography aspects of the
environment.
The Review Committee had the opportunity to tour facilities in-person and virtually. We judged
the space in terms of what existed during our visit and what previous reviews have noted
(challenges in terms of the quality and functionality of the space, the amount of space and
physical location in relation to the other units in FENV). Facilities in older academic buildings
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that were not purpose built for flexibility in future teaching/research demands are always a
challenge. This is especially true in the discipline of geography that requires the full range of
social science commons/data lab space, GIS (computing/virtual) and physical geography
(dirty/wet/chemical labs). Short of advocating for longer term plans where all of the FENV
departments are in closer (synergistic) proximity (advocacy for which should continue at the
departmental and FENV levels), short-term and medium-term plans require creativity and
funding to overcome challenges. We note that there has been some substantial success on this
front since the last review (and even in the last 2 years). However, significant space quality
challenges continue (asbestos, water damage, pests, etc.) in some Geography spaces of Robert
C. Brown Hall (RCB). To help counter this significant investment in renovations that are
underway in lab space to accommodate physical geography teaching (RCB 7108 and 7110) and
RCB’s 6000-level for faculty labs and technical staff operations. These are much needed and
welcomed and need to continue.
GIScience education and training are in high demand within Geography and other programs in
FENV and other faculties. With a large and strong GIScience research group and a commitment
to career-oriented undergraduate and graduate education, the Department relies heavily on its
three GIS labs, which were plagued by various physical-space issues during the reporting
period. We toured two of the GIS lab spaces where there was some flooding in the fall of 2019.
There are a large number of workstations in each room. Without knowing the HVAC conditions
of each room, they appear to be functional but bunker-like and over crowded. More than one
half of students surveyed in 2019 are not satisfied with the GIS labs, citing a “very hot, crowded,
dark, windowless, [and] smelly” environment.
The self-study indicates that there is no fixed capital replacement approach for GIS teaching
labs (as would be on a lease cycle for example) but rather a replace as needed/able approach.
We note that the latter approach is not uncommon across Canadian Geography departments.
However, we stress that Geography based GIScience teaching and research serves not only all
of the discipline but is also an incredibly attractive employment skill sought by students in other
programs throughout SFU (see growth in Certificates). It is important that the Department,
FENV and SFU recognize and be creative/innovative on how to support high functioning labs.
The Review Committee therefore corroborates the Department's need for safe, inviting, and
functional GIS lab space and computer hardware. Specifically, there needs to be a budgeting
process for periodic (every 3-4 years) hardware upgrades.
License costs for geospatial data and GIS software are carried by the SFU Library and were not
raised as a concern during the review. The Committee commends SFU for their approach to
maintaining these licenses and reminds all decision-makers to keep these costs in mind as a
required investment in successful Geography instruction and research.
During the site visit, the question of shifting GIS instruction to virtual labs came up. A
temporary shift happened during the pandemic and Geography departments across Canada are
assessing the successes and failures of this shift. On the one hand, commercial software
vendors offer cloud-based solutions suitable for introductory GIS training and virtual desktop
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access that can replace in-person GIS use for advanced applications. In a changing labour
market, practicing work-from-home also contributes to student preparation for the workplace.
On the other hand, remote work faces bottlenecks when large geospatial datasets are
processed, e.g. in remote sensing applications. Furthermore, key benefits of in-person
education, such as direct interaction with the instructor as well as peer support and networking
are all but lost, and students at the reviewers’ institutions have reported feeling helpless and
unsupported with their GIS lab assignments. The Committee therefore recommends exercising
great caution with any move towards online GIScience education; options involving the use of
the physical GIS labs should always remain available to students.
Recommendations derived from the above observations:
5.1 Access to technical support in the discipline of Geography is critical to the success of
teaching and research programs. We recommend that Geography clearly articulate its
needs in terms of both technical competence and staffing time given the current teaching
and research programs and what the needs are given short- and medium-term strategic
planning goals. It should take into account new faculty hires and success in major grants. It
would be ideal if these needs are articulated in the context of a transparent FENV wide
shared services planning exercise that examines requirements and demand across all FENV
units. There is most likely considerable synergy across the environmental disciplines for
some shared services but also the need to fulfill Geography Department specific needs.
Access to sufficient technical support, shared or otherwise, is important for the discipline
of Geography.
5.2 We recommend that the Geography Department move towards regularizing administrative
staff positions to full time (as was recently done for advising capacity) and avoid the
frequent up and down pro-rating of FTE staff positions. We fully understand that these
movements are often driven by program/department demands, staff needs and limitations
on academic budgets, however, there are many advantages to having administrative staff
dedicated and focussed to only one unit on a full time basis.
5.3 In terms of improving response times to policy interpretation and feedback from other
units we can only recommend that chairs and deans clearly understand where the pinch
points are and advocate. We recommend a few possible priorities for further
engaging/recognizing administrative staff: i. nomination of staff for awards (FENV,
University, other – or creating new awards if few exist); ii. profiling staff duties and
accomplishments in newsletters; iii. develop clear plans on recruitment/outreach goals and
what Department staff responsibilities are versus FENV or SFU in general and v. continue to
implement the range of communication goals articulated at the staff and faculty retreats
(Appendix 1 and 2 of self study).
5.4 The Review Committee corroborates the Department's need for safe, inviting, and
functional GIS lab space and computer hardware. Specifically, there needs to be a
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budgeting process for periodic (every 3-4 years) hardware upgrades.
5.5 The Committee recommends exercising great caution with any move towards online
GIScience education; options involving the use of the physical GIS labs should always
remain available to students.
5.6 The current renovations to teaching, lab and technical staff space (FENV positions) are
welcomed. We recommend that investments continue and that the Department use every
possible means to plan for equipment replacement, lab renewal and other high priority
initiatives. Sources of funds are typically department savings/carry forward (if they exist),
FENV, SFU, CFI leveraging, other grants, partnering with other units (e.g. shared computing
or lab bench facilities), donations from alumni/friends (very challenging), etc.
5.7 While teaching and research space are often the top priorities, social/meeting space can
encourage even greater departmental synergy. Funding for the planned improved social
spaces (Appendix 17) should continue to be pursued and supported. While dedicated space
is always a preference, one strategy is to have multi-function space that serves teaching
needs for part of the time and social interaction space at other times. This should be
considered as an option to perhaps expedite access to resources. We understand from our
visit that there are examples in older SFU buildings of innovative renovation approaches.

6.

Work Place Environment and Relationships

Our impression of the Department is that it is a collegial and respectful working environment.
There appears to be considerable success at de-siloing sub-disciplinary areas. However, we
heard numerous comments from faculty, staff and students about limited opportunities, even
prior to the pandemic, for social interaction. This was explained as a product of the location of
the campus, and the poor quality of the physical space and facilities. The limited number of
social spaces is also a challenge (see Section 5 above). The recent conversion of the computer
lounge to much needed social and networking space for graduate students seems to have
helped but the Department common room is small and limited in amenities and the closure of
the roof-top patio was identified by several people as a significant loss.
We are aware, through the Self Study Report and our conversations with the Department, of
their numerous efforts to enhance social interactions and build a stronger sense of community.
These includes a speaker series, brown bag lunch events, pub nights, etc. We strongly
recommend persistence in these efforts, particularly in a post-pandemic context. The
Communication and Events Committee (which should be comprised of faculty, staff and
students) assists with social/academic events. These need to be regular and well-timed events
(with food, etc. as an added enticement at evening events) that supports the establishment of
expectations and ultimately traditions around certain events/activities. A majority of these
events should also be exclusive to the Department to support strengthening of the internal
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community. Others could be shared events, perhaps with FENV partner departments to support
the building of a stronger sense of FENV community and identity.
The relationship between the Department and FENV appears to be somewhat strained. While
we heard acknowledgements of recent improvements in relations, we also heard complaints of
a general lack of clarity, transparency, communication, and respect for the Department by
FENV, compounded by the Department being physically distant from the Faculty. We believe
relations would benefit from an overhaul of current governance structures in support of team
building, improved communication, and stronger allegiance to FENV between department
Chairs/Directors within FENV. Greater representation of faculty members on FENV level
committees might also have a positive impact, in addition to increased consultation and
communication between the Department and FENV more generally. Formal mechanisms to
support this should be agreed upon. This approach is particularly important in working out
collaborative and/or complimentary areas of teaching and research. For example, we heard
that there was some debate about where expertise in “water” should sit in the faculty. It is
important that Geography work collaboratively with other units in outlining collective
Departmental goals and as other units should with Geography. Every effort should be made to
work this out at the Chair/Director level. As has happened at other institutions, FENV might
have to make the call as to where certain expertise resides and how that expertise is to be
shared across units either informally or formally via cross-appointments. We are encouraged by
the comment in the self study that Geography “remain(s) committed to working with the
Dean’s office to ensure open, transparent and consultative decision making moving forward”.
There are ongoing ties with Faculties elsewhere at SFU most notably in the area of urban-social
in FASS and in biogeosciences in Earth Sciences and Biological Sciences. We observe that,
despite some conflict over new program development such as Urban Change, that there has
been considerable success in securing seats for Geography students in courses elsewhere and
that reciprocal arrangements exits. Interdivisional teaching can create challenges at both the
departmental and Faculty levels. We note a number of cross-appointments between Geography
and other units at various FTE percentage levels. We echo the recommendation of the last
review that these need to be leveraged as best as possible. Particular strategies are ensuring
that faculty who teach courses across units remain equally committed to their two home
departments (e.g., in terms of student recruitment) and that dialogue regarding curriculum
changes and development across units be offered in a transparent and collegial manner.
We were encouraged by Departmental outreach to alumni (newsletter, career seminars, etc.).
However, we believe that there is much more to consider both in terms of what the
Department itself can do on its own and what might be done with the support of Development
Officers within FENV and/or SFU. Establishing a high functioning alumni committee led by
dedicated alumni has been an approach used by some Geography departments. A small
investment in supporting such a committee can do much more in terms of raising profile. For
example, the recent 50th anniversary of the Department would have been a good opportunity
to bring accomplished alumni closer to the Department. While the main objective of supporting
an active alumni committee is about alumni engagement in the discipline and bringing career
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expertise into the Department programs, the longer-term benefit may be the ability to establish
(additional) scholarships that support the academic life of students and the discipline.
One particular aspect of the work place and working environment is ensuring proper
mentorship of new and junior faculty. The traditional approach has been to ask senior faculty to
act as mentors. We heard that a model that perhaps does more to support peer-to-peer
mentoring can be equally important. For example, understanding the meaning of, and how to
effectively adjust to, student course evaluations is important for both annual faculty
evaluations and for eventual promotions. Given the complications associated with pandemic
modes of course delivery (e.g., online teaching, open-book assessments, low response rates on
course evaluations, etc.) Geography is encouraged to be creative in how it supports new and
junior faculty in interpreting these data. This should extend to assisting faculty in the best way
possible to pivot to (or back to) pre-pandemic modes of research and teaching.
Geography has established a teaching load for tenure and teaching stream that includes an
“equivalent” teaching work load component. The self-study indicates that FENV and SFU
policies are aligned with this. However, we heard that the definition of what constitutes an
“equivalent” load component could be even further clarified and communicated, especially for
new faculty.
A number of positive comments were made, particularly by students, of the pedagogic and
community building value of field trip experiences. Whether in the form of a retreat, a formal
field course/exercise, continued support of the well received co-op option or other approaches,
the Department is encouraged to maintain its progress in this area.
Recognizing postdoctoral fellows are often based in the Department for a short period (e.g.,
months to 2 years), and with very specific goals of research and publication within a specific
research group, there are a few strategies that may assist in closer engagement with the
Department. The Department has identified some confusion around pay and benefits
information and the lack of conference funding as issues. We encourage continuing work on
these fronts. An incoming welcoming session to all PDF’s, both continuing and new, can help
break down barriers. Inviting PDF’s and their partners/family to faculty functions can help
elevate profile and engagement with the Department. PDF’s could take on a “very light”
mentorship role for one or two senior PhD students contemplating applying for PDF’s. Other
options that the Department has already highlighted include guest lectures, giving dept
seminars, voluntary seat on selected committee (e.g. Equity Committee), etc.
Recruiting and retaining high quality faculty is a goal of all academic departments. Considerable
effort goes into recruiting faculty through the extensive selection process and candidates spend
considerable time in the application process. Our first comment is that the most successful
faculty will always be competitive and that there may be outside opportunities that are more
closely aligned with their research and teaching goals. The occasional loss of faculty to units
outside of SFU might be expected. SFU being based in the Greater Vancouver region means that
housing and transportation costs will be high. Recruitment and retention is a joint effort by the
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University, Faculty and Department. We did not explore what the institution has done to help
offset the initial costs of locating to the GVR and getting established, but we hope SFU has been
as creative as possible by showcasing support and opportunities that can be accessed by
potential and incoming new faculty (e.g. job searching for a partner or family members). A
critical part of the interview process is of course candidates speaking with faculty who have
been recently recruited and what their successes and challenges are. The more upfront
information that is shared, the better the yield on recruitment and retention. For faculty who
have, or are seeking, to move around FENV or around SFU, it is critical to understand, and have
full transparency around, push and pull factors. There should be open dialogue facilitated by
Chairs/Directors and by Deans that highlight opportunities and constraints.
Recommendations derived from the above observations:
6.1 Social programming along with securing/configuring appropriate space should remain a priority. This has been shown to help significantly in drawing together the sub-disciplines of
Geography
6.2 We encourage that student/PDF input continue to be an important part of Communication
and Events planning.
6.3 Geography needs to be able to work in an open and transparent governance structure
within FENV that facilitates collaboration rather than competition with other units. We recommend that Chairs/Directors perhaps meet on selected occasions alone to work out
some of the inter-unit specific issues related to curriculum planning, research initiatives
and complement planning.
6.4 Interdivisional relations appear to be working well (with FASS, FSCI, etc.) with some occasional concerns about curriculum autonomy (e.g. “urban”). We urge that there be open
channels of communication not only at the decanal level but directly between departments
within other Faculties. It is not clear the NOI pathway is sufficient by itself.
6.5 Cross-appointments of faculty between Geography and other units within FENV and with
other SFU Faculties can have both benefits and challenges. We recommend that cross-appointed faculty continue to maintain equitable involvement across all their units that benefits not only teaching and research success, but also serves student interest under the umbrella of “environment”.
6.6 We recommend the Department develop a more robust alumni committee that has a Chair
and a significant volunteer base.
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6.7 Expanding junior faculty mentoring to include peer-to-peer opportunities should be pursued. Important topics for discussion are workload, assessing course evaluations data, supervision, and so on.
6.8 Recruiting and retaining faculty is a shared responsibility of the Department, FENV and SFU.
The Department should continue to access every possible support mechanism there is to
offer and have open discussions about successes and challenges that can be shared with
candidates.

7.

Future Plans

The self-study sets some clear goals for Geography to “contemplate(s) research synergies
rather than disciplinary breadth [that sets] the Department on course to become a leader at the
nexus of climate and environmental change and society, and in the areas of urban change and
racialization”. We understand the trajectory to be one of pivoting to build synergistic strengths
in research clusters and increased depth in key areas in addition to securing a generalized goal
to teach the breadth of the discipline.
According to the self-study (page 8), “In recent years, our Geography Department has
rebranded its research identity to move away from the traditional three silos of Human
Geography, Physical Geography (Earth System Dynamics) and Spatial and Geographic
Information Science to embrace more interdisciplinary research clusters around 1) global
environmental change, 2) geographical political economies, 3) water sciences, 4) the city, 5)
spatial health and 6) spatial information theory. These clusters now inform our faculty renewal
plan and academic curriculum.” We note that despite this rebranding, the Department web
page identifies these three silos as its primary research areas, associated with six research
groups with no mention of clusters.
We encourage the Department to be more intentional and strategic in their use of research
clusters (and related hires) to ensure the resulting research synergies support the long-term
collective interest and coherence of the Department. This would involve clearly articulating for
each cluster how and why certain synergies should be cultivated. This requires leadership and
engagement as well as a commitment to the Department as a unit. We encourage developing
evidence/indicators that can be used to track the impact of this pivot over time.
The Faculty Renewal Plan of the self-study (Appendix 11) identifies, for each planned position,
numerous potential synergies with other hires and intended hires as well as with units
elsewhere within SFU (SES, REM, EASC, BISC, FHS). It also addresses the majority of SFU’s
strategic research priorities and contributes to its multi-disciplinary research clusters. The
Review Committee has a number of questions around how these plans were developed.
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How were synergies defined/identified? Were synergies within FENV given stronger
weighting than synergies beyond FENV?
Under what conditions might some synergies become less mutually beneficial,
harmonious, and collaborative? (e.g., do synergistic alignments result in less breadth of
program offerings and greater potential for competition, duplication and cannibalism!)
Why the preference for research synergies? What risks and trade-offs have been
considered in this pivot? (e.g., could the new Urban Change major and minor be
combined with the new Cities Institute and greater presence of Urban faculty on the
downtown campus contribute to enhanced synergies between Urban Geography and
perhaps other units within FASS at the cost of undermining of synergies within
Geography and within FENV. Are there potential implications for faculty retention?

We pose these questions as points of discussion for the Strategic Planning Committee
specifically and the Department in general. There may already be some clear answers to these
within the Department, but from the perspective of the Review Committee they are useful to
consider in ongoing discussions of future plans. As of March 2022 we note Geography has
21.75 FTE and 24 headcount faculty contributing to departmental programs and research. We
are in agreement with the priorities of “faculty renewal, retention and network strengthening
with strategic targets of climate- and urban-related positions to build and promote research
and teaching capacity in these domains”.
Throughout the self-study, and in our deliberations during the site visit, there was expression of
a continuing commitment to Indigenize research and teaching programs that includes making
the hire of an Indigenous scholar a priority. Proposals for a CRC and for Development
opportunities appear to have revolved around a Climate Change and Indigenous Knowledge
expert. While targeting key research areas and gaps left by retirements should be a continuing
priority, the Department should be prepared to be opportunistic in making such a hire that fits
broadly under the Geography/Environment umbrella. The Review Committee sees this as a
very important near-term priority. In some Geography departments across Canada these hires
have been strategic “net new” additions to complement via institution-wide funding priorities.
As with many academic units, the “context” of new faculty positions is articulated primarily as a
deficit narrative. We note for example in Appendix 11 that the faculty complement is described
as having “shrunk below critical mass conducive to faculty retention”. The Review Committee is
familiar with the challenges of faculty loss, transfers, secondments, and so on. Assuming that all
units in the FENV (and SFU in general) face the same challenges, we see working closely and
collaboratively with the Dean of FENV and other FENV units as important to make strategic
gains both within the Department and in collaboration with other units. These will always be
dictated by the degrees of freedom of budgets and creativity in increasing resources. There is a
lot of sensitivity and awareness of the high profile and importance of environmental change – a
lens that intersects all of what Geography has to offer. So opportunities clearly exist for the
Department and FENV that can be leveraged in strategic ways.
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There has been considerable discussion in the Department around priorities of future faculty
hires. The open and transparent discussions of the Strategic Planning Committee have helped
facilitate this. We have no specific recommendations around the ranked list of hiring priorities
assuming that indeed these discussions have been open (Climate Scientist – Climate Change
and Extreme Events; Disturbance Landscape Ecologist; Human Geographer – Social Dimensions
of Climate Change; LECT Urban Planning (0.5 to support the SEE program); Geography of Urban
Futures and Geographies of Human Migration). We do note that hiring priorities can shift
quickly depending on retirements and departures. Geography will need the same flexibility that
other Geography departments face. We want to re-emphasize the importance of Indigenous
and racialized community hires that may cover any of the priority areas above and that indicate
a deep commitment to reconciliation.
Future plans around any changes in cross appointments carry potential benefits and risks. Each
situation benefits from an atmosphere of collaboration and coordination. From the perspective
of students, it is the quality of teaching, research expertise and accessibility that matter the
most. From the perspective of cross-appointed faculty there are some benefits of being
engaged across an even greater breadth of academic interests but also the challenge of
contributing equitably to both units. Every effort should be made to avoid confusion amongst
students and to foster a commitment to the overall goals of the Department and the Faculty.
We have noted in Section 2 that “pressure” to increase undergraduate enrolment was
perceived as persistent. We do not share this impression. However, the Department has been
creative in looking for opportunities to develop new programs that are both relevant and
attractive to the changing landscape of Geography curriculum and research. We recommend
that the proposed new programs (Urban Change; Climate and Society) be nurtured before
moving ahead with other ideas. If essential, the “stream” option within existing programs could
be used to test additional specializations (e.g. food security).
If a shared technical services model is the prescribed future direction of FENV, then we
emphasize here again that Departmental needs under such a model should be carefully
articulated and transparently compared with other FENV units.
The Review Committee agrees that Development successes (e.g., raising scholarships, endowed
chairs, visiting scholar and field trip endowments, etc.) for Geography departments have
sometimes been most successful in professional program areas (e.g., Planning, GIScience
certificates, etc.), and for departments with a very long history of alumni/friends, and through
multi-disciplinary Institutes or Centres. That said, it is important to cultivate and be prepared
for opportunities in Geography. This should be an important initiative (for the Strategic
Planning Committee?) and not relegated to an occasional activity. We encourage the
Department to be even more creative in collaborations and initiatives around raising funds.
Finally, our Review Committee recognizes the importance of strong leadership in advancing the
interests of the Department within FENV, within SFU and in the national/international
landscape of Geography. We applaud the successes of leadership over the last several years
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and recognize that the involvement of a range of faculty in all those efforts bodes well in terms
of leadership succession.
Sincerely

Joe Desloges
University of Toronto

Monica Mulrennan
Concordia University

Claus Rinner
Toronto Metropolitan University
(formerly Ryerson University)
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EXTERNAL REVIEW – ACTION PLAN
Section 1 – To be completed by the Responsible Unit Person e.g. Chair or Director
Unit under review

Date of Review Site visit

Responsible Unit person

Faculty Dean

Geography

9-11 March 2022

Tracy Brennand, Chair

Naomi Krogman

Notes
1. It is not expected that every recommendation made by the External Review Committee be covered by this Action Plan. The major
thrusts of the Report should be identified and some consolidation of the recommendations may be possible while other
recommendations of lesser importance may be excluded.
2. Attach the required plan to assess the success of the Educational Goals as a separate document (Senate 2013).
3. Should any additional response be warranted, it should be attached as a separate document.
1.1 Action/s (description what is going to be done)

1. PROGRAMMING

1.1.1 UNDERGRADUATE
New initiatives
• Physical Geography: Weighing heavily on our minds is the sustainability of our lauded and growing Physical Geography Program.
An additional faculty transfer (-0.5 FTE) since the review, leaves just 4.25 FTE research faculty and 1.0 FTE teaching faculty servicing
several majors, minors and certificates. Physical geography research faculty hires will be necessary to service this growing program
that was highlighted as a national success by the reviewers (section 2).
• Program development:
a. GIScience major: Following consultation with Computing Science, we are critically reviewing the BSc in GIScience with a view to
strengthen/develop alternative major options within FENV.
b. Globalization: We are exploring ways to increase exposure to global cultures and ways of thinking and being in our courses,
including considering regularization of an annual international field school while limiting our carbon footprint.
c. Indigenization: We look forward to incorporating land-based and Indigenous-led learning once we secure an Indigenous
Geographies research faculty member (section 2).
• Educational goals:
a. JEDI: We will expand our integration and assessment of goals around educating students “to be informed global citizens who
are sensitive to issues of reconciliation, equity, diversity and inclusion”.
b. Revision: With the arrival of new human geography faculty, new courses (especially in the areas of urban change and
racialization) are being integrated into our program goals.
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•

Enrolment: Enrolments are currently strong. To ensure they remain strong or grow we will take the following actions:
a. Employ an iterative approach to exploring optimal modes of course delivery by assessing student demand at every change. In
the academic year 2022-23, we have 7 online, 3 blended and 53 face to face offerings.
b. Advocate for more smart classrooms to facilitate our highly visual discipline.
c. Advocate for improved IT support and capacity for large online courses (e.g., current support has required us to cap
enrolments in our Digital Earth course to 270 when we have demand for enrolments as large as 450).
d. Encourage more college level recruitment support from the Dean’s Office and advocate for a growth budget to facilitate
strategic courses to be offered (CTBO) planning (to date we have received additional funding to accommodate wait lists once
budget is depleted, but this only allows us to increase enrolment in scheduled online courses).

Continuing work
• Program development:
a. We are very encouraged to see that the Review Committee has recognized the importance and value of our efforts to maintain
and integrate the technical competence necessary to sustain a full-spectrum teaching program that spans all the important
facets of Geography (Human Geography, Physical Geography, GIScience). We are vigorously pursuing the necessary resources
to appropriately sustain our lauded programs.
b. GEOG-BUS Joint Major: We are working with Beedie to re-envision this joint major as a degree that leverages the spatial
analytics and social justice strengths of Geography to enhance the training of Business students
c. Urban BA: We are working with FASS to co-develop an Urban BA (major and minor) with distinctive FENV and FASS streams.
d. Decolonization and Indigenization of curricula: the work of decolonizing our curricula is ongoing; decolonization and
Indigenization would be greatly facilitated by an Indigenous consultant with expertise in Indigenous methodologies and
curriculum development.
e. Experiential learning: While many of our courses already include experiential learning (>50% of regularly offered courses), we
are looking for additional opportunities to include experiential learning in more courses (e.g., blended offering of new
Geography of Wine course).
• Professional Accreditation: We continuously monitor Physical Geography degree course requirements and work with the
Professional Associations to ensure they continue to meet the knowledge requirements for Professional designation as
Professional Agrologists and Professional Geoscientists.
• Educational goals — Standardization: Lower division course educational goals are being standardized to ensure consistency in
courses taught by multiple instructors (faculty and sessionals) and to ensure prerequisite alignment to upper division course needs.
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1.1.2 GRADUATE
New initiatives
• Graduate student funding: We will need Institutional support to provide funding levels that are competitive and commensurate to
the high cost of living in Metro Vancouver. We will advocate thus. We understand VPRI has this as a priority.
• Graduate courses: We will offer more stand-alone graduate courses in human geography by transferring teaching resources from
the undergraduate program to the graduate program. To increase the enrollment base for these courses, we are pursuing the
opportunity of recruiting more students into accelerated Master’s degrees by making this option more visible to undergraduate
students in our programs.
• Educational goals and curricula: We will re-assess the educational goals of our graduate programs and explore integration of
professional development and broader learning opportunities (decolonization, indigenization) into program-level educational
goals and curricula.
• Research “lab” culture: We have reorganized student office allocation into research groups to emulate the research lab culture of
our STEM subdisciplines and support cohort-building.
• Mentorship model: We will initiate conversation amongst faculty regarding how they understand and practice mentorship to
ensure equal access to mentorship by all graduate students. We will also explore mentorship-related resources provided by SFU.
• Enrolment growth: We intend any growth in our graduate program to be organic, reflecting faculty research program needs and
funding.
• Master’s level completion rates: We will drill down in the data on graduate completion rates to assess the factors impacting
completion rates and explore solutions to any issues that emerge.
Continuing work
• Educational goals: We are working on providing regular professional development opportunities for graduate students. We hope
to pursue a Faculty-level approach that will leverage Faculty-level synergies and efficiencies and help strengthen Faculty-level
graduate cohort experience.
• Courses: We already have a stand-alone theory/methods course for human geographers (GEOG 603) and STEM geographers (GEOG
606) as well as cohort experiences in GEOG 600 and 601. In addition, we have coupled undergraduate and graduate level courses in
physical geography and GIScience. We are currently working on more regular offerings of stand-alone graduate courses (e.g.,
Relational Geographies of Conquest and Liberation, Spring 2022) and a greater clarity of graduate-undergraduate level course
couplings in human geography.
• Graduate student funding: With funding being the limiting factor in graduate program growth and a factor in longer completion
rates 1) we set minimum first year funding offers at $22k in 2022 and plan to continue to adjust the minimum funding level to the
rising cost of living; 2) we established a dedicated BIPOC scholarship from our BASS funding ($8k in 2022) and will continue to
advocate for funding opportunities for equity-seeking groups; 3) we encourage and facilitate student scholarship, fellowship and
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research grant funding applications and 4) we will continue to work with advancement to create new graduate student funding
opportunities.
Mentorship model: We remain committed to a high-quality mentorship model of graduate education. We have updated our
website and clarified guidelines and expectations related to mentorship in the Fall 2022 iteration of our Graduate Student
Handbook (http://www.sfu.ca/geography/current-students/current-graduates.html).
Diversity of the student body: We continue to monitor graduate cohort diversity and take actions to reduce barriers to
recruitment. For example, we plan to revise our online application process to provide space for applicants to address any JEDI
issues, and we will provide more clarity around the application process on our website. To our knowledge we have not experienced
diversity-related retention issues. Graduate students have membership and voice on our EDI standing-committee as well as our
Graduate Studies Committee, Communications and Events Committee and Department Meeting. We continue with annual
graduate townhalls to encourage dialogue aimed at improving graduate programs and student life (co-curricular and extracurricular activities).

1.2 Resource implications (if any)
• Faculty hires are vital to allow us to pursue Indigenous-led and land-based learning and to allow us to sustain the Physical
Geography program and continue to offer the courses required to meet the knowledge requirements for Professional designation
as Professional Agrologists and Professional Geoscientists (section 2).
• An Indigenous consultant with expertise in Indigenous methodologies and curriculum development is vital to facilitate
decolonization across our curriculum and not overburden our Indigenous Geographies research faculty member with this task.
• Professional Development Workshops: FENV unit buy-in would be ideal to facilitate more regular offerings of graduate-level
professional development workshops.
• FENV support: We will work with the Dean’s Office and FENV Advancement to ensure viable resourcing and staff support for
contemporary programming across Human geography, Physical Geography and GIScience, namely
a. field and lab equipment and technical support for Physical Geography
b. high end computers, peripherals and dedicated software and technical support for GIScience
c. a robust honoraria program for experiential learning across Geography
d. endowments to reduce costs and increase accessibility for students to experiential learning across Geography.
• Institutional support: Program health would benefit from access to
a. more smart classrooms
b. improved IT support for large online courses
c. a robust honoraria program to support experiential learning
d. more graduate student funding, especially for equity seeking groups and international students.
1.3 Expected completion date/s
• 2023-2024: changes to educational goals and curricula.
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2. RESEARCH
2.1 Action/s (what is going to be done)
New initiatives
• Faculty hires: The reviewers are in full support of our stated goal that “contemplate(s) research synergies rather than disciplinary
breadth [that sets] the Department on course to be-come a leader at the nexus of climate and environmental change and society,
and in the areas of urban change and racialization”. To this end we urgently require the following faculty hires:
a. Indigenous Geographies research faculty hire: A research faculty Indigenous scholar or CRC has long been a Departmental
priority in our FRP (rank 1). This position has been recently approved by the Dean; the search will begin Fall 2022.
b. With further reduction in Physical Geography research faculty since the review (additional 0.5 FTE transfer, leaving just 4.25
FTE research faculty (3 full-time and 2 cross-appointed; 4 of which have administrative course releases) and 1.0 FTE teaching
faculty), the need for Physical Geography research faculty hires to provide research synergy at the nexus of climate and
environmental change and to support growth in our enviable BSci and BEnv programs and associated graduate programs is all
the more urgent. We are in conversation to re-vision a renewed faculty complement to sustain our research and teaching
programs in Physical Geography. A limited term lecturer will be necessary to sustain this program in the short-term (2023-24)
when our senior lecturer goes on study leave.
• Research labs: As part of an ongoing renovation, funded by the Capital Budget Committee, VPA and FENV, we have been able to
renew three wet labs and create safe equipment maintenance and storage space (as well as renovated space for FENV tech staff
and student study space). Once complete this will create an inequity in safe, functional and inviting research labs which will impact
our STEM graduate program and faculty recruitment and retention potential. We urgently need to renovate the remaining STEM
research labs and will work with the Dean’s Office to find funding to do that once our ongoing renovation is complete (section 4).
• Research communication: We have attempted to address communications through a Communications and Events standing
committee. While we have an implementation plan, we have lacked strategy, expertise and person-power to carry out the plan
effectively. For example, we have installed digital screens, but have struggled to generate materials to populate them. Effective and
consistent research (and teaching, events etc) communication requires a communication strategy and staff support.
a. Strategy: The Strategic Planning Committee will work with the Department to develop a communications strategy (key
messages) aligned with existing FENV and SFU campaigns and Department vision. As part of this work, spurred by the arrival of
new faculty, we will assess whether our current research clusters need revision to better serve departmental aspirations.
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b. Implementation: The Dean has approved a 1.0 FTE advisor/communications position to be hired soon (section 3). This
position will carry the expertise and person-power to assist the Communications and Events Committee in implementing the
communications strategy, nudge faculty to participate, co-ordinate with the Dean’s Office and SFU communicators and
measure plan success.
Postdoctoral fellows: We will advocate for an Institutional post-doctoral fellowship program and post-doctoral funding to attend
professional meetings.

Continuing work
• Research Chairs: The Department has been very active in exploring any and every opportunity for opportunistic hires that fit our
Departmental vision. We will continue to work with the Dean’s Office, VPRI’s office and Advancement to leverage our excellent and
growing reputation to secure additional research chairs.
• Institutes and Centres: We agree that Institutes and Centres should have clearly defined objectives, but their creation is also tied to
external funding opportunities given that SFU requires them to be self-supporting. We will continue to explore creation of
Institutes or Centres (e.g., Climate Futures, City, GIScience) that can benefit SFU and/or FENV only as funding opportunities become
available.
2.2 Resource implications (if any)
• Research faculty hires and interim limited term lecturer position
• Additional 0.2 FTE staff position dedicated to communications (section 3)
• Institutional postdoctoral fellowship program and funding for post-docs to attend professional meetings.
2.3 Expected completion date/s
• 2023: revision of research clusters and development of communications strategy; LTL hire
• 2023-25: research faculty hires
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3. ADMINISTRATION
3.1 Action/s (what is going to be done)
New initiatives
• Administrative Staff — Communication: With the recent resignation of a job share part time advisor/communicator (0.8 FTE), we
have the support of the Dean’s office to reduce our current advisor position to 0.4 FTE in line with the incumbents wishes and
create a new 1.0 FTE advisor/communications position—a net gain of 0.2 FTE.
Continuing work
• Governance: We remain committed to work with the Dean’s Office and other units in FENV and elsewhere to ensure open,
transparent, and consultative decision-making and sustainable workloads.
3.2 Resource implications (if any)
• Full-time advisor/communications position (0.2 FTE increase)
• Creation of a FENV Lab Manager position (1.0 FTE increase shared across FENV)
3.3 Expected completion date/s
• 2022-23: staff position changes

4. WORKING ENVIRONMENT
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4.1 Action/s (what is going to be done)
4.1.1 FACILITIES
New initiatives
• Research labs: We are extremely grateful to FENV and the VPAs office for the recent (almost complete) renovation to three wet
labs, storage, tech staff and student space in RCB. However, the remaining labs in RCB are not fit for purpose, so to address
recruitment and retention we urgently need to renovate the remaining STEM research labs. We will make the Dean’s office aware
of these needs and work with them to secure funds for these renovations.
• Social space/commons: The department lacks functional social space/commons, which the review highlighted as extremely
important for Department health. We will make the Dean’s Office aware of these needs and work with them to secure funds for
these renovations.
• Student space: The renovation underway will provide a welcoming if small study space for students to use lab materials after lab
hours. However, there is an urgent need to centralize and make more visible the Geography Student Union and general
undergraduate student study space. We will make the Dean’s Office aware of these needs and work with them to secure funds for
these renovations.
Continuing work
• GIScience teaching labs: We are extremely grateful to the Dean’s Office for funding most of the recent renewal of our GISci
hardware and software (ENVI). We agree with the reviewers that our need for safe, functional and inviting GIScience teaching labs
is urgent, as is a budget plan for hardware renewal and software leasing moving forward. We have been working with the Dean’s
Office for several years to address these matters and will continue to do so.
a. Space: So far, we have been unable to secure an appropriate new space.
b. Hardware: Recently, the Dean’s Office facilitated hardware renewal; we will look to regularize a 3-4 year renewal plan moving
forward.
c. Software: Software leasing has been more challenging. While some software is under university lease agreements (e.g., ArcGIS),
others (e.g., remote sensing software such as ENVI and eCognition) are considered more specialized yet are necessary if
students are to gain skills and knowledge in image manipulation and deep learning increasingly required by employers and are
increasingly used by many SFU researchers. Students from across SFU are enrolled in our GISci courses. These software exceed
our budget but creative solutions leveraging economies of scale with partnerships across interested units (e.g., library, big data
hub, FSci, FENV) present opportunities and we will continue to support the Dean’s office in pursing these opportunities. Central
software leasing would be our preferred solution.
• FENV building: We will continue to support the Dean’s Office in advocating for a green FENV building to house all FENV units and
improve faculty cohesion and reduce our environmental footprint.
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4.1.2 DEPARTMENT LIFE
New initiatives
• Digital screens: Our newly install screens will 1) highlight the research strengths of all faculty, postdocs and graduate students, 2)
provide a snapshot of Departmental history, 3) highlight alumni distribution and profiles, 4) profile staff duties and 5) advertise
events and changes to programs and courses.
• Extra-curricular initiatives: We have several extra-curricular initiatives in the works: a Fall welcome event for faculty, staff and
graduate students (potluck organized by staff in Fall 2022 garnered ~40 participants); weekly geocoffee (in Department meeting
room and facilitated by a faculty and staff roster) and a monthly pub evening (on campus after the department meeting) in addition
to continuing travelogues, speaker series’ and alumni events organized by the Communications and Events Committee (that has
faculty, staff and student members).
• Student-led initiatives: Meetings are scheduled with graduate and undergraduate student bodies to hear from them how we can
best facilitate co-curricular (e.g., brown bags) and extra-curricular initiatives they would like to lead.
• Alumni: Having established an alumni LinkedIn presence, we will try again to establish a high-level alumni committee with a Chair
and significant volunteer base with a view to enhance alumni engagement in the discipline, bringing career expertise to students,
and (longer-term) establish (additional) scholarships that support the academic life of students and the discipline.
• Early career researchers: We will continue our flexible and collegial faculty mentorship program and explore the idea of monthly
brown bags to discuss career issues of interest to faculty.
• Post-doctoral fellows: We will continue to invite postdocs to all Departmental events and provide opportunities to give guest lectures
and sit on departmental and academic committees if they wish.
4.2 Resource implications (if any):
• New space for GIScience labs
• Capital budget for departmental renovations
• Additional funding for extra-curricular, co-curricular and alumni events
4.3 Expected completion date/s:
• 2023-27 facility renovations
• 2023-2024 regularized GIScience hardware renewal and software licensing plan
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The above action plan has been considered by the Unit under review and has been discussed and agreed to by the Dean.
Unit Leader (signed)

Date
12 October 2022

Name

Tracy Brennand

Title

Department Chair
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Section 2 - Dean’s comments and endorsement of the Action Plan:
I am overall very pleased with Geography’s external review and want to commend the Department for the high engagement of its
Department Chair and faculty to bring forth excellent teaching, research, and service contributions. The Department is highly responsive
to the priorities of President Johnson, including Reconciliation, Equity, Diversity and Inclusivity, and improving student experience.
Geography has many impressive initiatives underway. I would recommend that the Department prioritize these initiatives and work on
them in a staged manner so that service work is distributed across their faculty members in a way that is manageable for them and realistic
for the number of asks mentioned for more resources.
I support the programming goals of Geography, particularly the reworking of the GEOG-BUS Joint Major with Beedie to incorporate spatial
analytics and social justice content. I am hopeful that the Urban BA with FASS to co-develop an Urban BA (major and minor) with
distinctive FENV and FASS streams will be sorted out by July 2023. I appreciate the leadership in GEOG to work on decolonizing and
Indigenizing the curricula. I can work with the department to provide expertise in Indigenous methodologies and curriculum development,
as this is squarely a part of the Sea to Sky Initiative in FENV to enrich the Indigenous-led and -partnered teaching and research. I continue
to explore ways to deepen experiential learning for our FENV students (especially with Indigenous foci and for international opportunities)
and applaud the idea of a blended offering of the new Geography of Wine course.
In terms of graduate programming, we will continue to approve new Faculty hires as our budget permits, with a possible future hire to
support the Physical Geography program. I am mindful that this is necessary for the unit to continue to offer the courses required to meet
accreditation requirements for the designation of Professional Agrologists and Professional Geoscientists and that some new teaching
capacity may be required. I would, however, offer some caution about redirecting teaching resources from the undergraduate program to
the graduate program given there has historically been an overreliance on temporary instruction. One of the Faculty’s financial and
teaching goals is to reduce the reliance on temporary instruction, so a balance must be struck for how many resources to put into the
graduate programming. As part of our FENV Research Strategy, the Associate Dean of Research and our FENV Research facilitator will work
with GEOG to expand professional development opportunities for our graduate students.
Every five years the FENV Dean’s office has planned for the renewal of new high-end computers and reviewed software needs for the GIS
courses offered in Geography. The GIS labs are a very expensive undertaking in a small faculty so we will work with IT Services to explore
ways to cost-share the hardware and software and will continue to encourage GIS professors to expand course offerings that serve a
broader student audience. We will also work with IT services to suggest GEOG-used classrooms that could be enhanced with smart
classroom technology. Where fund-raising success allows, we will look for ways to provide honoraria for key informants/practitioners to
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participate in classes, and costs to be lessened for students seeking to take experiential courses that have additional fees. I will continue to
work with the Dean of the Faculty of Graduate Studies, the Office of the Vice President, Research and International, the Provost, and
Advancement to work toward stipend minimums of 22K/year for Master’s students and 30K/year for PhD students. I am keen to increase
needs-based support (not only merit-based) for graduate students. I encourage the department to develop its own strategic enrollment
plan with an Award Strategy (that would address private awards that students can apply to, as well as ways to support students to apply
for Tri-Council Awards) that they could work on with our Associate Dean of Graduate Programs and Research Facilitator.
I am pleased that GEOG will soon have 3 newly renovated wet labs spaces in additional to contemporary storage and staff support space.
It is useful to note that the scope of renovations for this space was heavily influenced by Campus Planning and not initially part of the
Faculty’s long term renovation plans. An initial $400K investment was stretched to $1.2M to deal with deferred maintenance issues as
well as to provide a larger, more efficient, envelope of space for Facilities to work with. This investment is exceptional and should not be
seen as the catalyst for dissatisfaction around spaces that need to be renovated in the future. We will continue to prioritize all renovations
within the Faculty by looking to opportunities including CFI Innovation funds, capital funds where deferred maintenance is needed, and
savings accrued in the Faculty budget. I also recognize the continued need to find better space for a GIS lab, and for undergraduate
students having their own designated space.
Finally, we intend to hire a Lab Support Manager as part of FENV Shared Services, if our 2023-24 budget allows. The Shared Services group
will continue to provide excellent service to our units while also supporting training to foster greater self-sufficiency at the Departmental
level.

Faculty Dean

Date

…………………………………………………………………………

November 22, 2022
………………………………………………………………………..
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Educational Goals Assessment Plan Template
Unit/Program: Department of Geography
Contact name: Tara Holland
Date: September 21, 2022
This template is designed to help units implement assessment of Educational Goals after receiving feedback from their External Review. Units are not expected to assess every Educational Goal
every year. (Textboxes will expand as you type)
1) Who were the members of your Educational Goals Assessment team? Outline who has worked on the assessment.
The assessment will be carried out by the Department of Geography Undergraduate Studies Committee, led by Tara Holland, who is the Faculty of Environment Teaching Fellow and
has expertise in curriculum mapping. This assessment plan was created in consultation with Janet Pivnik (Educational Developer in the Curriculum and Instruction Division, CEE) and
Alice Campbell (Program Assessment Specialist, LEAP). Alice will continue to consult through the duration of the assessment.

2) Are your program’s Educational Goals current, or do any of them need to be revised?
In some cases, Educational Goals may need to be revised to keep apace with changes in the discipline or in the program’s course offerings, or to ensure they continue to align with a
unit’s mission and values. Feedback from the External Review may inform revision of Educational Goals.
As of September 2022, we have current Educational Goals for all of our programs.

3) Is your program’s curriculum map up to date?
A curriculum map may need to be updated to reflect any major changes to the program’s course offerings (i.e. new or substantially revised courses, courses that have been removed).
We have up-to-date curriculum maps for all of our programs as of September 2022. As new courses are articulated, we will ensure that they are mapped to the relevant program
Educational Goals.

4) Assessment Plan
We propose to assess a subset of the knowledge, skills, and attitudes-based Educational Goals that span our programs. In our assessment, we will focus on collecting data from:
• courses in our programs for which Instructors have indicated on our curriculum map that the Educational Goal is assessed in that course; and
• graduating student perspectives of their attainment of the goals.
• In-course student perceptions of attainment of goals in select courses.
The subset of goals was chosen based on analysis of graduating student exit surveys that we have run every semester since Summer 2021. These surveys have highlighted areas in which
students feel strongly that they have achieved the Educational Goal, and areas in which they feel less confident. The chosen goals represent both ends of this spectrum, to understand
and build upon where we are hitting the mark in our undergraduate programming and course delivery, and where we can improve. For goals that involve collection of individual course
data, we plan to build the data collection into select courses from the outset. The courses listed here will not all be used for data collection; at this early stage they are just examples of
potential courses.
Educational Goal 1: Analyze social and geographic change
Description of Assessment Methods:
• Graduating student exit survey
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 100; GEOG 104; GEOG 221; GEOG 352; GEOG 333
• Instructor-developed SETC question for a particular course that asks students
whether they feel they have achieved the goal

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
• Majority of students responding “Extremely prepared” or “Very
prepared” on exit survey, with respect to meeting the goal
• High scores on a particular aspect of student work with respect to
achievement of goal, e.g. scores on a rubric criterion
• Majority of students indicating that they think they have achieved the
goal in the particular course

Is this direct or
indirect?
Both

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Between Spring
2023 and Summer
2024

Is this direct or
indirect?
Both

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Between Spring
2023 and Summer
2024

Educational Goal 2: Use Earth systems knowledge to inform evidence-based thinking about environmental issues
Description of Assessment Methods:
• Graduating student exit survey
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 111; GEOG 104; GEOG 312; GEOG 389W
• Instructor-developed SETC question for a particular course that asks students
whether they feel they have achieved the goal

•
•
•

Majority of students responding “Extremely prepared” or “Very
prepared” on exit survey, with respect to meeting the goal
High scores on a particular aspect of student work with respect to
achievement of goal, e.g. scores on a rubric criterion
Majority of students indicating that they think they have achieved the
goal in the particular course

Educational Goal 3: Use and apply analytical reasoning
Description of Assessment Methods:
• Graduating student exit survey
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 314; GEOG 351
• Instructor-developed SETC question for a particular course that asks students
whether they feel they have achieved the goal

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
• Majority of students responding “Extremely prepared” or “Very
prepared” on exit survey, with respect to meeting the goal
• High scores on a particular aspect of student work with respect to
achievement of goal, e.g. scores on a rubric criterion
• Majority of students indicating that they think they have achieved the
goal in the particular course

Is this direct or
indirect?
Both

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Between Spring
2023 and Summer
2024

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
• Majority of students responding “Extremely prepared” or “Very
prepared” on exit survey, with respect to meeting the goal
• High scores on a particular aspect of student work with respect to
achievement of goal, e.g. scores on a rubric criterion
• Majority of students indicating that they think they have achieved the
goal in the particular course

Is this direct or
indirect?
Both

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Between Spring
2023 and Summer
2024

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
• Majority of students responding “Extremely prepared” or “Very
prepared” on exit survey, with respect to meeting the goal
• High scores on a particular aspect of student work with respect to
achievement of goal, e.g. scores on a rubric criterion
• Majority of students indicating that they think they have achieved the
goal in the particular course

Is this direct or
indirect?
Both

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Between Spring
2023 and Summer
2024

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
• Majority of students responding “Extremely prepared” or “Very
prepared” on exit survey, with respect to meeting the goal
• High scores on a particular aspect of student work with respect to
achievement of goal, e.g., scores on a rubric criterion
• Majority of students indicating that they think they have achieved the
goal in the particular course

Is this direct or
indirect?
Both

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Between Spring
2023 and Summer
2024

Educational Goal 4: Communicate results of individual and collaborative research
Description of Assessment Methods:
• Graduating student exit survey
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 214; GEOG 255; GEOG 352
• Instructor-developed SETC question for a particular course that asks students
whether they feel they have achieved the goal

Educational Goal 5: Engage in discussions and decision-making processes
Description of Assessment Methods:
• Graduating student exit survey
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 104; GEOG 100; GEOG 251; GEOG 321
• Instructor-developed SETC question for a particular course that asks students
whether they feel they have achieved the goal

Educational Goal 6: Envision and evaluate alternative futures
Description of Assessment Methods:
• Graduating student exit survey
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 104; GEOG 333; GEOG 351
• Instructor-developed SETC question for a particular course that asks students
whether they feel they have achieved the goal

Educational Goal 7: Prepare to enter a career in your field
Description of Assessment Methods:
• Graduating student exit survey
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 266W
• Instructor-developed SETC question for a particular course that asks students
whether they feel they have achieved the goal

5) How do you plan on sharing your findings within your unit?
• Department meeting
• Summary document

6) Assessment Timeline
Next Mid-cycle Review: 2026
Next External Review: 2029

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
• Majority of students responding “Extremely prepared” or “Very
prepared” on exit survey, with respect to meeting the goal
• High scores on a particular aspect of student work with respect to
achievement of goal, e.g. scores on a rubric criterion
• Majority of students indicating that they think they have achieved the
goal in the particular course

Is this direct or
indirect?
Both

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Between Spring
2023 and Summer
2024

Educational Goals Assessment Plan Template
Unit/Program: Geography
Contact name: Kirsten Zickfeld & Tara Holland
Date: 1 October 2022
This template is designed to help units implement assessment of Educational Goals after receiving feedback from their External Review. Units are not expected to assess every Educational Goal
every year. (Textboxes will expand as you type)
1) Who were the members of your Educational Goals Assessment team? Outline who has worked on the assessment.
This assessment will be carried out by the Department of Geography Graduate Studies Committee, led by Kirsten Zickfeld. This assessment plan was created in consultation with Tara
Holland, who is the Faculty of Environment Teaching Fellow and has expertise in curriculum mapping. Through the duration of the assessment we will also consult with experts at CEE.

2) Are your program’s Educational Goals current, or do any of them need to be revised?
In some cases, Educational Goals may need to be revised to keep apace with changes in the discipline or in the program’s course offerings, or to ensure they continue to align with a
unit’s mission and values. Feedback from the External Review may inform revision of Educational Goals.
In response to feedback from the external review we are planning to revise the Educational Goals of our graduate programs to reflect broader learning opportunities (communications
skills, knowledge translation, Indigenization, decolonization).

3) Is your program’s curriculum map up to date?
A curriculum map may need to be updated to reflect any major changes to the program’s course offerings (i.e. new or substantially revised courses, courses that have been removed).
The curriculum map will need to be updated following revision of our programs’ Educational Goals.

4) Assessment Plan
For each Educational Goal, outline what data you will use to assess student learning. Indicate what direct evidence you will draw on - which key courses you will sample from and, if possible,
the course-based assessments you plan to use. These can be described in general terms (e.g. research paper, final exam questions targeting a particular Educational Goal). Indicate also
whether or not you plan to gather indirect evidence (e.g. surveys, focus groups, interviews, etc.). The same indirect evidence method (e.g. a survey) can be used for multiple Educational
Goals. Describe what would indicate to you that students had met the Educational Goal. Add or delete rows as needed.
Educational Goal 1: Apply theoretical and methodological tools relevant to their chosen field within Geography
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 603, GEOG 606
• Submission and defence of research proposal
• Submission and defence of Master’s or PhD thesis

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
•
•
•

Satisfactory score on a particular aspect of student coursework with
respect to achievement of goal
Research proposal defence passed
Thesis defence passed

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Yearly

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Yearly

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Yearly

Educational Goal 2 (Master’s programs): have developed an area of specialization within their discipline
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal
• Submission and defence of research proposal
• Submission and defence of Master’s or PhD thesis

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
•
•
•

Satisfactory score on a particular aspect of student coursework with
respect to achievement of goal
Research proposal defence passed
Thesis defence passed

Educational Goal 3 (PhD program): Comprehend and apply three substantive knowledge domains within their chosen research field
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
• Student performance on qualifying exams

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
•

Written and oral component of qualifying exam passed

Educational Goal 4: Apply persuasive scholarly communication skills
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 600, GEOG 603
• Submission and defence of research proposal
• Submission and defence of Master’s or PhD thesis
• Student participation in scholarly activity, e.g. delivery of conference presentations,
authorship of peer-reviewed publications
• Presentation of thesis research at Graduate Research Day (Master’s programs only)

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
•
•
•
•

Satisfactory score on a particular aspect of student coursework with
respect to achievement of goal
Research proposal defence passed
Thesis defence passed
Satisfactory evaluation of scholarly activity in annual progress report

•

Delivery of research presentation

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Yearly

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Yearly

Educational Goal 5: Propose and execute a rigorous, independent and original research project that addresses geographic questions
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
• Student performance on coursework from particular course(s) that explicitly assess
the Educational Goal, e.g. GEOG 600, GEOG 603
• Submission and defence of research proposal
• Submission and defence of Master’s or PhD thesis

5) How do you plan on sharing your findings within your unit?
• Department meeting
• Summary document

6) Assessment Timeline
Next Mid-cycle Review: 2026
Next External Review: 2029

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
•
•
•

Satisfactory score on a particular aspect of student coursework with
respect to achievement of goal
Research proposal defence passed
Thesis defence passed
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MEMORANDUM
AT T E N T I O N :

SCUP

FROM:

Elizabeth Elle, Vice-Provost, Learning & Teaching

RE:

External Review of Geography, and Educational Goals

D AT E :

November 1, 2022

In 2022, Geography underwent their external review. As part of this process, the unit has submitted an
assessment plan for Educational Goals (EGs) for both their undergraduate and their graduate programs.
Geography has been thoughtful about leveraging EGs to improve their programs. For example, their
action plan highlights an interest in thoughtfully applying a JEDI approach to their undergraduate EGs,
and including professional development as a goal for graduate students. Their EG assessment plan
includes a combination of direct and indirect assessments, ranging from course- or dissertationembedded assessment to surveys of students to capture whether they believe they have achieved a
particular goal in a particular course. The latter follows a commendable tradition of graduating student
exit surveys, which have provided insight into areas of the Geography program that are “hitting the
mark” and those that aren’t quite doing so.
The Geography plan at the undergraduate level will focus on a subset of the EGs that the unit identified
as of greatest interest for their own learning and improvement. This is a great strategy. A number of
courses have been identified as a likely focus for assessment, with an acknowledgement that the exact
courses assessed may shift as the project rolls out. A standing committee and a teaching fellow have
been identified as the leads of the work, and Geography has taken advantage of staff in CEE and LEAP to
plan what is a very robust and thoughtful approach to EG assessment.
Overall, Geography has designed a plan that is well designed, and likely to result in useful information to
be used in curriculum improvement. I look forward to reviewing their mid-cycle findings.

S.23-6
vpacad@sfu.ca
www.sfu.ca/vpacademic
TEL: 778.782.3925
FAX: 778.782.5876

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST
AND VICE-PRESIDENT ACADEMIC

8888 University Drive
Burnaby, BC
Canada V5A 1S6

MEMORANDUM
ATTENTION
FROM

RE:

Senate
Wade Parkhouse, Provost and VicePresident Academic, and Chair, SCUP

DATE
PAGES

External Review Report for the Department of Global Humanities (SCUP 22-29)

At its meeting on December 7, 2022, SCUP reviewed and approved the Action Plan for the
Department of Global Humanities that resulted from its external review.
The Educational Goals Assessment Plan was reviewed and is attached for the information of
Senate.
Motion: That Senate approve the Action Plan for the Department of Global Humanities
that resulted from its external review.

C: D. Mirhady, L. Campbell

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

ENGAGING THE WORLD

8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC
Strand Hall, Room 3000
Canada V5A 1S6

TEL: 778.782.5731
FAX: 778.782.5876

vpacad@sfu.ca
www.sfu.ca/vpacademic

Wade Parkhouse, Chair, SCUP
November 10, 2022
Kevin Oldknow, Senior Advisor, Academic
Planning
External Review of the Department of Global Humanities

Attached are the External Review Report and the Action Plan for the Department of Global Humanities. The Educational Goals
Assessment Plan is included, for information only, with the Action Plan.
Excerpt from the External Review Report:
“The committee was impressed not only by the high standards of the Department, but also by the enthusiasm and positive energy of
faculty and students. It was clear to us that despite significant headwinds, the faculty was very dedicated to the mission of the
Department. At first, we were hesitant about the possible impact of the reshaping of the Department into a Global Humanities
Program but quickly it became clear to us that the faculty was well-prepared and positive about this new vision of the Department,
and that they viewed this change as a step forward with great potential.”
Following the site visit, the Report of the External Review Committee* for the Department of Global Humanities was submitted in
April 2022. The reviewers made a number of recommendations based on the Terms of Reference that were provided to them.
Subsequently, a meeting was held with the dean pro tem, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, the chair of the Department of Global
Humanities, and the director of Academic Planning and Quality Assurance (Provost’s Office) to consider the recommendations. An
Action Plan was prepared taking into consideration the discussion at the meeting and the contents of the External Review Report.
The Action Plan has been endorsed by the department and the dean.
Motion:
That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the Action Plan for the Department of Global Humanities that resulted
from its external review.
*External Review Committee:
Konstantinos Kapparis, University of Florida - Gainesville (Chair of External Review Committee)
Joan Baranow, Dominican University of CA
Elicia A. Clements, York University
Janice Matsumura (internal), Simon Fraser University
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
cc

External Review Report (April 2022)
Department of Global Humanities Action Plan
Department of Global Humanities Educational Goals Assessment Plan
Feedback on Educational Goals Assessment Plan

Lara Campbell, Dean pro tem, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
David Mirhady, Chair, Department of Global Humanities

CANADA’S ENGAGED UNIVERSITY

EXTERNAL REVIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

Report of the External Review Team
Joan Baranow, Dominican University of CA
Elicia A. Clements, York University
Konstantinos Kapparis, University of Florida—Gainesville (Chair)
Janice Matsumura, Simon Fraser University (internal)

Site Visit: March 2–4, 2022
Report Submitted April 11, 2022

EXTERNAL REVIEW OF THE DEPARTMENT OF HUMANITIES
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
MARCH 2–4, 2022

INTRODUCTORY OBSERVATIONS AND SHORT TERM RECOMMENDATIONS
The previous report (April 2014) noted that “The Department of Humanities is strong, despite its
history and its odd structure, in teaching, research, and community engagement. It is an attractive
program with great potential.” The current report concurs and despite the fact that support by the
University has been lagging behind in terms of critical faculty appointments, the Department has
been able to maintain its high quality research profile, excellent teaching standards and
exemplary community engagement. This is why the committee strongly recommends that the
University should nurture the Department, support its mission with some key faculty positions,
and offer additional funding which would allow the Department of Global Humanities to fulfill
its core mission in a changing world.
The committee was impressed not only by the high standards of the Department, but also by the
enthusiasm and positive energy of faculty and students. It was clear to us that despite significant
headwinds, the faculty was very dedicated to the mission of the Department. At first, we were
hesitant about the possible impact of the reshaping of the Department into a Global Humanities
Program but quickly it became clear to us that the faculty was well-prepared and positive about
this new vision of the Department, and that they viewed this change as a step forward with great
potential. This is why we hope that the University will offer strong support, which could usher in
a new era for a cohesive unit with an important role to play in the mission of the University for
the 21st century to “engage the world.”
The merger with Hellenic Studies has infused the Department with energy and resources, and has
given a fresh momentum to the emerging Department of Global Humanities. In a sharp departure
from the faculty “burn-out,” which the previous report highlighted, we concluded during our
meeting with the faculty that their unadulterated enthusiasm, dedication, and energy, which have
carried the Department in challenging times especially in the last two years, are enduring assets,
and with meaningful support could be turned into solid foundations of a new future. With some
targeted hires to support the mission of Global Humanities (including but not limited to the
Woodsworth Chair), especially in areas which are currently underrepresented such as Asian and
African Studies, and also in areas with great potential for development such as Religious Studies,
the prospects of this more encompassing, reinvigorated Department could be bright.
Our meetings with undergraduate students highlighted two key narratives. First, we were
impressed by their enthusiasm for Humanities subjects, and their strongly positive view of the
Department, its faculty, and the nurturing environment which the Department has fostered. This
enthusiasm was somewhat tempered by the specter of limited employment opportunities after
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graduation, and one of the recommendations which might have a significant impact upon student
morale without taxing heavily the already overstretched faculty could be a careers day, where
students are provided with specific information and help about job prospects. Perhaps in the
longer run such an event could even involve local employers. Another possibility could be an
uptick to the careers advisory service within the Department, so as to offer concrete and specific
career help and advice to Humanities Students, taking into account each individual’s personal
interests and goals. We also recommend that the Department offers stronger support to the very
enthusiastic Humanities Student Union, possibly through a dedicated faculty liaison, as a way of
boosting morale among undergraduate students and promoting community engagement. In
practical terms, the Department could be assisting the Union with the organization of events
through a small fund, actively involving the Union and its members in events organized by the
Department or one of its three Centers, and helping the Union establish a strong peer support
network among Humanities students.
Likewise, our meeting with graduate students of the Humanities MA program and the Graduate
Liberal Humanities program, and also with Ph.D. students in closely associated programs (e.g.
History) taking classes in the Department of Humanities, highlighted their dedication to the study
of Humanities. Many of the GLS students in particular have re-entered higher education after a
long break, and they view Humanities subjects as a way to self-improvement. They stressed how
they are being trained to better engage with the problems of the world, to reconsider their views
and the way they think about issues, and to think with clarity; some declared that they “feel
younger” since their engagement with the graduate Humanities Programs at SFU. As we were
assured by the senior administration that this role in the community has been a core part of the
mission of SFU from its inception, we feel that these programs deserve stronger support by the
University. This thirst for learning and engagement is a key feature of the graduate programs,
and the committee praises the faculty for the tremendous amount of additional effort which they
have invested in the education of their students. Considering how much is expected of so few
faculty members, the committee recommends that a common Humanities Graduate Course,
which we were assured was in the making, take priority, not only in order to alleviate some of
the burden which faculty members now carry through individual courses, but also in order to
foster closer ties among the graduate students. To this end we would also recommend the
allocation of some space where graduate students could meet, work together, and offer each
other valuable peer support. Especially those graduate students who choose to complete an MA
in the Humanities at the start of their careers could be supported through a careers advisory
service, which could offer specific and meaningful help with career options.
Sessional instructors feel that the environment is very supportive and that their work is valued, to
the point that one of them named the Department of Humanities “best employer ever.”
Undoubtedly their contribution to the work of the Department and the University is rich and
multifaceted, and adds very important components to the curriculum. However, given the
uncertainties of employment as a sessional instructor, we empathize with their desire to have a
path to continuity of employment and more communication within the Department. We also
support their request to see new positions advertised inside the Department. As online options
expand in the coming years, perhaps there may be even more of a role to play for teachers who
are known to the Department as having a stellar record and a solid following among students.
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Most impressive was the administrative structure and support for the Department of Humanities.
A strong team of highly competent administrators has been keeping the Department running like
a well-oiled machine, and has earned the respect and affection of the entire Department. Some
staff members, like for example the Humanities' Communication Coordinator, may be
overburdened with duties, but otherwise our recommendation is to keep up the good work.
Overall, it appears that the merger with Hellenic Studies and the shift to a new vision of the
Department as the home for Global Humanities have dramatically altered the mood, from
“burned-out” to upbeat and hopeful. We were delighted to see a robust unit, bursting with energy
and positive feeling about the future, and we would strongly encourage the University to offer
meaningful and well-earned support to the emerging Department of Global Humanities at this
critical juncture in its history, when it is preparing to move into a new direction which is wellaligned with the mission of SFU to actively engage with and serve the diverse communities of
British Columbia and Canada.
1. The quality of the Unit’s Programs
The quality of the Unit's programs (graduate and undergraduate) is high and there are measures
in place to ensure the evaluation and revision of the teaching programs.
Undergraduate Program: Humanities
As a consequence of the recent (2020) merger of the Hellenic Studies Program into the
Department of Humanities, the unit undertook and completed a major revision of its HUM
Undergraduate Educational Goals (EGs) in Fall 2021 (Self-study pp. 106-7). These revised EGs
represent the importance of the Humanities to the institution as a whole and aptly reflect the new
direction that the name change to Global Humanities portends, a direction that the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences and the University are increasingly embracing. The Humanities Undergraduate
Curriculum Map (Self-study pp. 103-4) demonstrates that the EGs are clearly aligned with the
core HUM curriculum and that they are assessable.
According to the previous review, the "undergraduate curriculum emphasizes the study of texts
and appears to be Eurocentric and traditional with its emphasis on the 'Classical, Medieval,
Renaissance, and Modern' periods." Indeed, the department, especially with the addition of
Hellenic Studies, is particularly strong in pre-Modern Western eras. But the Chair of the
Undergraduate Curriculum committee, Dr. Emily O'Brien, clarified that there is concerted effort
to make sincere the claim to the "global" of the new name, and to instantiate cross-cultural
currents, particularly given the strengths of the faculty members who remain in the department
despite what seems to have been a hasty move of the Global Asia program (formerly AsiaCanada) to the Department of History. If it is feasible for both faculty and staff to reconsider that
move, or, at least, make the connection between the program and Global Humanities stronger,
we would strongly encourage such collaboration.
The merger with Hellenic Studies occasioned the formulation of four overlapping
"concentrations" in Art and Material Culture, Hellenic Studies, Mythologies, and Public
Engagement and Intellectual Culture, which delineate foci for undergraduate students in a
department that can seem, at first glance, to offer an intimidatingly wide range of courses. The
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undergraduate students we met with, although very positive about their experience in the
department and excited about humanities cultural study, did voice a sense of isolation in terms of
a cohort with which they could engage; this is only exacerbated by the campus location. In
addition to a well-supported student union (noted above in the Introductory Observations and
Short Term Recommendations), the areas of concentration start to address this disconnection to
make several possible degree pathways visible for students and encourage more connections
among students in common classes. The students also mentioned that they would welcome more
art history and modernism courses, potentially adding to the Art and Material Cultures stream.
Additionally, the concentrations make areas of growth and development in terms of future hiring
clearly identifiable.
The Humanities Master of Arts program
The MA students we met with spoke highly of their educational experience; many chose to
attend SFU specifically to study with its reputable Humanities professors. The merger with
Hellenic Studies will give them new forms of public engagement that will enrich their education
and may lead to unexpected career paths. Despite the pandemic, students expressed gratitude for
their professors and each other. We applaud the department’s rich mentoring of its students.
Our concern about the MA program is that it admits only two or so students each year and
depends upon the charity of graduate faculty to deliver individualized, independent study,
without pay. Thus, we worry that teaching without matching release time or compensation is not
sustainable. Furthermore, the tutorial structure loses out on the benefits of the classroom, where
students and professors exchange ideas together. Some students said that they would like to take
at least a few classes with others. Some have taken graduate courses outside their department and
one student is attending a class at UBC. The need for language courses, particularly Greek, was
mentioned more than once.
One way of providing courses to MA students is to participate in the University’s Accelerated
Masters program. We encourage the department to offer the required HUM 800-5 Theories and
Methods in the Humanities to undergraduates with advanced standing and to identify a few
undergraduate courses that are advanced and interdisciplinary enough to serve the MA students.
Graduate-level expectations could be written into the syllabi. Having undergraduate and graduate
students in the same class would elevate the level of scholarly inquiry for the undergraduates and
give graduate students the fellowship that they seek. The Accelerated MA Program might also
serve as a “feeder” of undergraduates into the MA program.
Another way to grow the program is to follow the GLS lead in offering online MA courses,
particularly as online delivery seems ideally suited to tutorial instruction. Online courses may
also attract students throughout the provinces, possibly leading to full-fledged, non-tutorial
course offerings.
2. The quality of faculty research
The already robust research culture of the Department of Humanities was infused with new
energy and resources after the merger with Hellenic Studies, and there is every indication that
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this productive environment will continue to generate high quality publications, research
projects, and collaborations. At an individual level the productivity of faculty members remains
strong. A significant number of books, articles, and book-chapters have been published with
prestigious international publishers such as Routledge, Bloomsbury, De Gruyter, Harvard
University Press, and the Academy of Athens. The participation of faculty members in
international collaborations is truly impressive. The open resource online bibliography of ancient
Greek law Nomoi, a collaboration with the Center for the Study of Greek law of the Academy of
Athens, actually housed at SFU, is an invaluable resource for legal historians, classicists, and
anyone with an interest in the history of Greek Law worldwide. The digitized collection of
Radermacher on Greek Rhetoric is another valuable project with an international profile hosted
by the department at SFU. The West Coast axis, and the East/West Axis of international
collaborations under the aegis of the Niarchos Foundation, SFU, and UCLA, brings an
impressive array of expertise for the benefit of the students and faculty at SFU. The project of
digitally mapping the graffiti on the Temple of Isis, which is a collaboration of several
departments and units at SFU, is not only a worthy endeavor in itself, but also provides
abundant proof of the value attached by members of the Department of Humanities to
interdisciplinary collaborations across SFU.
The success of the Department in attracting external funding provides strong evidence of the
quality of its research and the meaningful engagement of its researchers with the communities
they serve. Among several worthy projects we would single out, both currently funded by the
SSHRC, are “Early Cult of the Virgin” and “Rediscovering Chinese Women Artists Studying in
France,” because they strengthen Religious Studies and the intersection of Asian and Western
Cultures, two areas of the Department’s work with much potential for further development; we
would like to encourage the Department to continue and expand its outstanding work in these
areas. The Memory and Trauma through History and Culture Research Cluster is another
important collaborative endeavor of the Department which addresses some important issues of
our times and fulfills the mission of the University to “engage the world.”
The Department of Humanities has proven time and again that it attaches much importance to
interdisciplinary collaborations, across departments, across institutions and across countries,
continents, and cultures. This is why the committee feels confident that the new Global
Humanities Department will foster creative and productive collaborations that span across
continents and cultures, will continue to cultivate a fertile environment for high quality research,
will continue to disseminate the results of these research collaborations through community
engagement, and will continue to attract generous funding and support from organizations and
communities across Canada and beyond.
3. Unit members participate in the administration of the Unit. Some issues to consider
include Unit size, adequacy and effectiveness of the administrative complement and
facilities.
It was clear to the review committee that Department members were quite active in their roles to
disseminate knowledge with exciting courses and through active research plans and associations
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with the thriving, endowed Centres and Institutes, particularly the Stavros Niarchos Foundation
Centre for Hellenic Studies and the Institute for the Humanities.
It was somewhat unclear to the committee, however, the precise role that the Chair of the
Undergraduate Curriculum Committee played in the administration of the department's
undergraduate program. The Chair's role seems to be quite extensive in terms of the recently
revised concentrations, name change, and course planning, but this significant work is typically
undertaken by an administrative position, such as an Undergraduate Program Director or
Coordinator, as opposed to the Chair of an Undergraduate Curriculum Committee. In short, the
Curriculum Committee's contributions to the administration of the Unit are extensive and
perhaps warrant some reconsideration in terms of remuneration for what seems to be
considerable administrative duties. The assistance of the Manager of the Department is clearly
vital to the facilitation of this committee's work.
In the previous review, it was noted that the Department's "extraordinarily capable manager
should also be reviewed" (p. 10). Since that review and the merger, several staff members have
been added to the administrative side of the Department, including the addition of an
Undergraduate Student Advisor, who relieves some of the pressure on the Manager's previous
responsibilities that also included student advising. We would encourage continued reassessment
of the many duties undertaken by the Manager to ensure that the bulk of the academic
administration of the department does not shift further into her (however capable) hands.
4. The Unit’s workplace environment is conducive to the attainment of their objectives,
including working relationships within the Unit, with other University units, the
community and the Unit’s alumni.
Relationships within the Unit
The recent merger of the Humanities Department with the Hellenic Studies program appears to
be a great success. Faculty members from both programs expressed optimism and sense of
possibility; the two programs seem already to be enhancing each other’s strengths. Already they
are planning a series of seminars on Global Humanities and considering organizing a student
conference. They look ahead to involving students in the SNF Centre, whose activities provide
opportunities for experiential learning and public engagement.
The Humanities faculty members are also enthusiastic about the name change to Global
Humanities, believing that it more accurately reflects their scholarly interests—and at the same
time signals to the campus community their plan to keep expanding outside of the Western
European tradition. The name change has stimulated discussion about how the department will
rethink its curriculum and collaborate more closely with each other.
Unlike the “burnout” observed by the previous external reviewers in their 2014 report, we found
an energetic, even buoyant, Department, excited about the future of their new global direction. In
order to keep this momentum going, we support the idea of replacing lost faculty positions with
ones that have a global reach. The Humanities Chair expressed his desire to establish a South
Asian religion position, specifically someone versed in Sanskrit. Given what appears to be a
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hiring freeze in the department, the SNF Director suggested that at least one of these positions
might be funded in part by SNF matching funds.
Relationships with Other University Units
Regarding outreach to other Units, the Humanities department serves the University in such rich
and myriad ways, it’s difficult to imagine adding on more relationships. The Department of
Humanities already offers five joint majors with English, History, French, Philosophy, and
Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies. Given its kinship with other liberal arts disciplines,
and the Department’s expressed desire for more collaboration, we encourage the Department to
look into more cross-listing and/or team-teaching. Bringing faculty and students together in this
way would enhance the kind of inter-disciplinary dialogue that the Humanities have historically
promoted. Sharing courses would also bolster enrollment in upper division courses, not to
mention entice students to double-major with the Humanities.
Looking outside of the liberal arts, we propose that the department develop a concentration or
minor in Health Humanities within its current joint major in Philosophy. The Philosophy
department already offers a concentration in Ethics and Health and thus could provide a select
number of those courses in tandem with new Humanities courses that focus on well-being. This
would bring students pursuing a healthcare major into Humanities courses, increasing class size
if needed, and enriching discussion.
Another possible collaboration would be to participate in the Accelerated Masters program. This
would help both the undergraduate and graduate programs in a number of ways. Those benefits
are described in section 6.3 of this report.
Alumni
Regarding alumni outreach, the fact that at least two Humanities alumnae are working for the
Department speaks well of its collegial atmosphere. That said, the current undergraduates—who
indeed love their classes and professors—feel somewhat adrift and “lonely.” The revival of the
Humanities Student Union, spear-headed by an energetic undergraduate, has gone a long way
towards bringing students together. Yet her work exposes what may be a lack of faculty initiative
in creating community for their students. They would like more opportunities for socializing and,
specifically, to hear from alumni about their career paths. We recommend that the Humanities
Chair invite alumni back on a regular basis to speak to students about how their degree has
served them. If there isn’t yet a Humanities Alumni Association, the department could help
create one and assemble an email list under a Google group address to facilitate communication.
Physical Space and Community-Building
We understand that the Department is housed in the oldest building on campus; however, in
order to function in the 21st century and to meet the expectations of endowments, the building
needs to be retrofitted with a reliable Wi-Fi system. The pandemic revealed inadequacies of
technology while at the same time increased desire among students and the public for online
access to events. Since the Department is doing an excellent job of furthering the University’s
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mission to be a socially-engaged institution, deserves reliable technology and a dedicated room
for Zoom-casting.
A mundane, though no less important, issue concerns a non-functioning sink that needs repair.
We learned from meeting with MA Teaching Assistants that their office space was given over to
new faculty members and that they are now using offices of faculty who are on leave. This is a
precarious situation. Any instructor in charge of a class needs to have an assigned office for
meeting with students, even if that space is shared with other faculty members.
Both graduate and undergraduate students are passionate about the Humanities and appreciate
their professors. However, they expressed a need for more social gatherings, especially after the
enforced isolation of the past two years. We recommend that the Department find a casual
gathering space for students, many of whom are commuters and would appreciate a place to run
into classmates. The Humanities Self Study mentioned the possible creation of a Debate Club.
Upon hearing this, the Humanities Student Union president suggested the excellent idea of
faculty and students debating silly topics. The External Review Committee Chair proposed an
annual faculty/student Greek dance. The Humanities Student Union president suggested that the
Department could organize noon-time events that feature student work and/or host an annual
student awards night. Hosting occasions that bring faculty and students together would foster
much-needed community spirit. The department could support the fledgling Humanities Student
Union by assembling an email list of the undergraduate majors. We were pleased to learn that a
newsletter is in the works and we encourage the Department to feature student successes and
events. We were also encouraged to learn that an Undergraduate Advisor has been hired,
especially when we heard that students rely on the SFU Facebook page or advisement report
when choosing courses.
One external reviewer is concerned that faculty research and numerous public events might
distract the Department from nurturing the students’ social as well as intellectual growth. Yet
perhaps those concerns are misplaced. It’s difficult to know, since the lack of student and alumni
surveys in the Self Study gave us an incomplete picture of student learning and we so are relying
on what we heard in our Zoom meetings with just a handful of students.
Staff Members
The committee was impressed with the cordial and collaborative relationship among staff
members, who all had a clear understanding of their responsibilities and the skills to keep many
moving parts running smoothly. Theirs is not an easy task. Although considered “small” by
administration, the Department of Humanities is many-faceted: its three degree programs and
three Institutes/Centres—with their community and global partnerships and year-round events—
require constant support. While a casual observer might question the large number of staff
members, they are performing many of the duties that at other universities fall under the purview
of Human Resources or a budget office.
A closer look also reveals that they have their hands full with the Department’s many publicfacing initiatives. Given the sheer number of events each year, an argument could be made for an
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additional hire to support the Communications Coordinator, as she has taken on website work
and is launching a department newsletter in addition to performing her many other
responsibilities. Alternatively, the anticipated addition of a Digital Learning Specialist (a gift
from the SNF), might take on some of the web-work currently done by the Communications
Coordinator.
The HUM and GLS Department Manager showed herself to be an indispensable leader. While
the name “manager” does indeed describe her position, it doesn’t capture the magnitude of her
oversight over such a complex system.
6. Issues of specific interest to the University and/or the Unit that the Review Committee
should consider.
6.1 What should be the strategic and hiring priorities for the unit in light of a significant
number of recent and anticipated retirements and the need to address teaching of core
religious studies courses, the current reliance on temporary instruction in some areas,
enrollment challenges, and what options for program contraction and/or expansion exist?
The need for a Lecturer in Religious Studies is rather dire and the committee supports the
department's prioritization of this critical area in order to maintain its delivery at a high level.
The Religious Studies courses are popular with students and, according to the Chair of the
Department, enrollment is not only healthy but considerable. In addition, there are required
courses that must be offered for the Certificate. The bulk of the teaching is being done, at the
moment, by a Limited Term Lecturer adjunct whose term is ending this year.
After this need is met, either the Department's choice 2 (East and South Asian Philosophy and
Religion) or 3 (Modern Art Historian) are essential for revitalization and, importantly, the
development of both the new global focus of the department and the concentrations (particularly
the Art and Material Culture stream, an area the undergraduate students also flagged as being of
great interest to them).
6.2 Integration of Centres
The possibility of integrating the resources of the three Centres attached to the Department
may be alluring from a managerial and administrative point of view. However, overall we do not
support this proposition, because we believe that any gains in terms of administration and human
resources will be offset by the loss of effectiveness in each unit to organize events, to fundraise,
and to take actions that appeal specifically to the demographic that each unit is meant to serve.
The distinctiveness of the three Centres attached to the Department of Humanities enriches the
Department in its entirety. Each one of these units serves a different purpose, addresses a
different demographic, and engages with the community in its own unique ways. We strongly
recommend that this distinctiveness is preserved. Financial and administrative integration could
eventually result in the loss of this distinctiveness, and ultimately weaken the Centres and their
engagement with the communities which they are meant to serve.
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The Institute for the Humanities brings together SFU students and faculty and members of the
wider community to discuss matters of common concern, social issues of the day, contemporary
cultural and intellectual anxieties, and many of the economic, political and environmental
problems which modern societies face. In this respect, the Institute is performing a very
important part of the mission of the Department of Humanities and SFU as a whole, in their
engagement with the communities. The committee praised the involvement of the Institute with
the wider public through a series of events, and anticipates that after the appointment of the JS
Woodsworth Chair in the Humanities, this engagement will only get stronger.
The SNF Centre for Hellenic Studies has an impressive record of community engagement,
fundraising, and building relationships with institutions of higher education around the world.
This Centre is more tightly focused on Hellenism, past and present, and in this respect it appeals
to a distinctly different demographic from the one of the Humanities Institute. The tireless efforts
of the faculty of the Centre over the years have resulted in a very strong network of connections
among cultures, on a West Coast axis as well as an East-West axis from British Columbia all the
way to Greece and beyond. The experience, background, and fervent enthusiasm of the faculty
and students attached to the Centre will be a major asset during the period of transition into the
Global Humanities, because the Centre in some meaningful and important ways has already
placed itself into the role of a global institution. The committee was delighted to see how
comfortably the SNF Centre for Hellenic Studies was integrated into the Department of
Humanities, bringing much of positive energy, enthusiasm and resources, and how the
Department of Humanities was reenergized by this merger. The Centre’s ability to retain its
focus and distinctiveness will be critical for the fulfillment of its mission in years to come, as it
has been in years past.
The David Lam Centre with its focus on Asian Studies will be even more pivotal in years to
come for the evolution of the Department into a Global Humanities program, and retaining its
distinctiveness and primary purpose will be of essence for its new role as the potential anchor for
Asia-related studies and community engagement. A closer collaboration of the Centre with the
Global-Asia program could infuse the new Department with a very energetic Asian studies
program.
For these reasons the committee has concluded that it would be much more advantageous for the
Department of Humanities if each of the three Centres retains its own structures, purpose, and
distinctiveness, even if this comes at a certain cost in terms of management and human
resources. Moreover, the practicalities of merging could be difficult to coordinate. The SNF
Centre for Hellenic Studies has considerably higher administrative needs, since it involves the
management of several endowments, and might end up dwarfing and eventually undermining the
needs of the other two Centres. This is why we believe that maintaining administrative autonomy
will allow each of the three Centres to safeguard its unique identity and role in the Department of
Global Humanities, and its successful and productive engagement with the community.
6.3 What options should we consider in addressing the administration and potential
expansion of Graduate Liberal Studies, as well as the exploring opportunities for crosslisting and other forms of collaborative course delivery between the GLS program, and the
Humanities MA, as well as other programs outside Humanities.
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While it may seem natural to merge the MA Humanities and GLS degree programs, in reality
they serve different student populations and have programmatic, budgetary, and structural
differences that pose significant obstacles. By all accounts the GLS program is thriving.
Enrollment is high and the students gave glowing reviews of their classes. The program is
course-based and designed for adults seeking self-enrichment. Students appreciate the flexibility
of the program and its study abroad opportunities. One student who is set to graduate in spring is
“already having separation anxiety.” The MA program, on the other hand, is described by the
Dean & Associate Provost of Graduate Studies as research-based, rather than course-based. The
program follows the Oxford tutorial model in which students are mentored one-on-one by their
professors. The students are purported to be younger and planning to continue on for a Ph.D.
Regarding budgets, the MA Humanities program has minimal university funding, while the GLS
is supported by a generous endowment. In short, we question what can be gained from a merger
that would make overcoming these differences worthwhile.
Regarding the idea of building a closer relationship with the MA Humanities program, we
learned that the programs briefly experimented with enrolling MA students in a GLS course or
two. Apparently, the two groups did not mesh well. However, this may have been a matter
peculiar to the students who happened to be in those courses. We suggest that you try again.
Doing so would help those MA students who are seeking a classroom environment and promote
what some GLS students mentioned appreciating was a healthy age-range in their cohort.
Graduate Liberal Studies Course Delivery
The GLS Director was pleasantly surprised to find that, during the pandemic, their shift to online
courses proved popular among students. As one student said, they “love what’s happening with
the online component.” Based on this positive response, the GLS program is considering
launching a second, online cohort, both to serve their current students and to reach students
across the provinces. We recognize the benefits of creating online courses but wonder why there
need be a separate cohort instead of simply offering both in person and online courses and letting
students decide which to take.
6.4 Suggest ways for the Department to pursue increased collaboration and contribution to
other cognate programs.
We were curious about the recent move of Global Asia to the History department, and wondered
if the Department’s new mission and name change to Global Humanities might reinvigorate their
former relationship with Global Asia as well as World Languages and Literature. We were
pleased to hear that one faculty member, who has historically taught in the Global Asia program,
plans to look at cross-listing additional courses. Closer ties to World Languages and Literature,
and to Linguistics as well, would also benefit the students, particularly with the study of Greek.
The Humanities Chair would like to collaborate more with the David Lam Centre. We imagine
that, as the global dimension of the Department continues to grow, they will find ways
coordinate their activities.
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6.5 A Ph.D. in Byzantine Studies?
The desire of the Department to expand its graduate program to include a Ph.D. in Byzantine
Studies is understandable and a laudable goal in itself. However, the committee feels that the
Department would benefit more if it focused its energies upon the transition to Global
Humanities and postpone the plans for a Ph.D. program until a future date when the conditions
are more favorable. We recommend postponement for the following reasons:
•
•

•

•

•

•

•

A Ph.D. program would strain even further the already stretched human and material
resources of the Department
The program would require a significant amount of additional courses, including targeted
instruction in Ancient and Byzantine Greek and also Latin, and some thorough
background courses in medieval history (covering at least Eastern and Western Europe,
Western Asia and North Africa), which would place intolerable demands on the single,
very hard-working specialist in the Department of Humanities.
A Ph.D. program would generate the need for more courses, more time for supervision,
more resources, more graduate committee work, and the question is whether the
University would be willing to back up this additional workload with course releases and
adequate funding. Without such back up, the already overstretched faculty of the
Department could not sustain the additional workload.
Since the dedicated specialist in Byzantine History in the Department of Humanities is a
shared appointment with History, it might make more sense if students wishing to work
on Byzantium could be placed into the existing Ph.D. program of History, but at the same
time benefit from the skills of faculty members in the Humanities with targeted language
courses in Ancient and Byzantine Greek and Latin, and ideally other languages (e.g.
Arabic) in other Departments.
In our meeting with graduate students the issue of continuing instruction in Byzantine
Greek was raised. We suggest an informal colloquium with weekly meetings, where a
rich variety of stimulating texts from Byzantine literature could be read not only in order
to address the needs of the students but also in order to encourage and stimulate further
interest in the Byzantine world. Faculty members with relevant skills could take turns
into running the colloquium for 1 hour every week, which would not be too taxing.
The committee has not been able to assess the readiness of the SFU libraries for research
in these fields, but adequate library resources should be another serious consideration to
be taken into account before the university is in the position to welcome Ph.D. students in
Byzantine Studies.
The final question to address is whether another Ph.D. program focused on Byzantium
would be necessary, when the graduates of long-established and highly respected
programs in the field are facing serious challenges and stiff competition for the small
number of available positions.

For these reasons we feel that it would be best if the new Department of Global Humanities were
to focus upon consolidation in the coming years, while worthy goals like a Ph.D. program could
be a desideratum for the future.
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EXTERNAL REVIEW – ACTION PLAN
Section 1 – To be completed by the Responsible Unit Person e.g. Chair or Director
Unit under review

Date of Review Site visit

Responsible Unit person

Faculty Dean

Global Humanities

2-4 March 2022

David Mirhady

Peter Hall

………………………………………………………

…………………………………………

……………………………………………………

…………………………………………….

Notes
1. It is not expected that every recommendation made by the External Review Committee be covered by this Action Plan. The major
thrusts of the Report should be identified and some consolidation of the recommendations may be possible while other
recommendations of lesser importance may be excluded.
2. Attach the required plan to assess the success of the Educational Goals as a separate document (Senate 2013).
3. Should any additional response be warranted, it should be attached as a separate document.

1. PROGRAMMING
1.1.
Action/s (description what is going to be done):
1.1.1 Undergraduate:
•

•

•

Request hire Lecturer in Religious Studies (to cover HUM130 and HUM330)
o Request included in FRP May 2022.
o In Summer 2021, Fall 2021, and Spring 2022 combined, HUM130 and its upper-division sequel, HUM330, enrolled 387
students in online and in-person courses in Burnaby and Surrey.
o Retirement of CFL in August 2024 implies HUM331 (Special Topics in Asian Religious Traditions) will also no longer have
a CFL attached to it, leaving HUM232 (The Religions of Ancient Greece and Rome) as the lone religious-content course
taught by a CFL.
Complete the roll-out of the merged curricular revision
o Continue to promote concentrations and new department name, with students, the SFU community, and beyond.
o Over the past year, the hire of the Communications Coordinator and the new Undergraduate Advisor have enabled new
ways to promote our programs, e.g., through social media, an overhaul of the dept web site, a department newsletter,
and large mailouts to prospective and undeclared students.
Continue to grow number of students enrolled in Global Humanities programs:
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•

•

•
•
•
•

o One of the department’s challenges is to balance the services we provide to SFU students taking our courses to fulfill BHUM and W requirements with our commitment to nurturing the comparatively smaller number of majors, minors, and
certificate students. We aim to grow especially the number of majors and joint majors.
o Since the hire of our new Undergraduate Advisor, we have used mailouts to prospective and undeclared students, as
well as letters to students who otherwise show an interest in taking more of our courses. These initiatives have already
resulted in a 20% increase in students declared in HUM programs since December 2021; we expect to see significant
further growth resulting from late-Spring 2022 campaigns, as well as the continuation of these efforts, and others, to
reach out to students.
o Create team-taught HUM101W: Introduction to Global Humanities (estimated completion: soft start in Fall 2022 with
one or more HUM faculty members visiting as guest speakers). Introducing students to a variety of instructors, themes,
and approaches in our gateway course (already used in HUM 110 Hellenic World) provides them with a better
understanding of what to expect if they want to continue their studies in the humanities.
o Similarly: explore team-taught HUM106: Art and the Humanities (estimated completion: tentative Fall 2024).
Ensure that the claim to “Global” Humanities is supported
o Organize communications campaign and/or event in Fall 2022 to mark the official name change to increase visibility and
use this opportunity to communicate clearly who we are to our stakeholders at SFU and beyond.
o JS Woodsworth Chair hire may contribute to this (depending on their area of expertise).
o Request another hire as the external review report suggests, e.g., Asian studies scholar to strengthen existing
connection with Global Asia Program and David Lam Centre, or an Africanist (estimated completion: tentative Fall 2025,
depending on results of FRP).
Add to Art History and Material Culture concentration
o Hire of Art Historian as Hellenic Congress Chair of BC (completed; starting March 2023)
o One CFL moved from HIST to HUM in May 2022. His courses will cover Humanities in Film topics, providing students with
new opportunities to immerse themselves in the arts.
o Further explore options for SCA postdoctoral fellows as well as our own Hellenisms Past and Present, Local and Global
Postdoctoral Fellows to teach art-focused electives. We had success with this in the past when we offered two very
popular courses taught by postdoctoral fellows, an Art History course on Venice and one on Chinese aesthetics.
Appoint a Faculty Liaison to the Undergraduate Student Union
o A member of the Undergraduate Curriculum Chair will take this on (starting Fall 2022).
Support new initiatives for blended courses and explore online version of HUM101W
o (with support of the digital learning specialist to be hired)
Revamp ancient language instruction: create one-term stand-alone courses for Latin and Ancient Greek, respectively, with
support of Digital Learning Specialist (estimated completion: Summer 2025)
WQB revision
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•

•

o Advocate for recertification of all of our current B-HUM courses.
o B-HUM is at the core of all courses we offer.
Organize Career Night & find other ways to communicate career options with a HUM degree
o We held a well-attended career night featuring HUM alumni in July 2021 and are planning another one for Fall 2022.
o Make this into a yearly event and use recordings in broader communications about career trajectories of HUM alumni.
o Build a webpage devoted to careers with a HUM degree (in progress)
o Strengthen HUM alumni network
§ Update mailing list
§ Update website profiles of UG alumni (with new website launched in July 2022 and update regularly)
Create additional opportunities for our research and outreach centers to benefit our academic programs
o Consider offering a 1-unit course for students to participate actively in Humanities Institute and SNF events
o Continue to embed attendance at Institute events in HUM101W (students report on event attendance in class or
through brief response paper)

1.1.2 Graduate:
•

•

•

•
•
•

1.2.

Create a common Graduate Course and/or more courses with other students
o One HUM faculty member teaches a course in GLS annually (at no cost to GLS) to increase collaboration between the
HUM MA and the GLS MA.
o Share course outlines of GLS electives with HUM MA students ahead of enrollment and work with GLS to find
opportunities for HUM MA students to enroll in some GLS electives
Update dedicated office space for graduate students
Career Advice
o Organize a session with HUM MA alumni similar to the Undergraduate HUM Career Night
o Continue to connect students with Research Commons programming
o Further integrate professionalization workshops in the HUM MA curriculum
Explore Participation in the Accelerated Masters Program
Explore the possibility of an Ancient/Byzantine Greek reading group if there is sufficient graduate student demand (estimated
completion: Fall 2023?)
GLS to adopt a hybrid model for cohort 2022/2023 with online courses and one in-person weekend each term in the first year.
Students then complete the MA through their choice of in-person and/or online electives.

Resource implications (if any):
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•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Website work for Communications Coordinator
o Shift tasks of Program Assistant to assist Communications Coordinator while websites for Department and Institute are
being overhauled.
Hired Art Historian as HCCBC Chair of Hellenic Studies (start date March 15, 2023)
Hire JS Woodsworth Chair (start date July 15, 2023)
Requesting additional Global Humanities CFL hires to compensate for impending retirements in August 2024 and 2025
respectively, and to continue to be able to offer courses focused on geographically diverse areas (2024). As the External Review
Report mentions: “we support the idea of replacing lost faculty positions with ones that have a global reach” (p. 8).
Lecturer in Religious Studies hire: to be completed for Summer 2023 teaching, when contract of current LTL runs out (April
2023) and cannot be renewed
We are growing and squeezed for space. Even after a consolidation of staff office space, we will have to continue to ask CFLs to
share offices with temporary instructional staff. One or two more offices in adjacent hallways would allow us to give everyone
(including SIs, TAs, and graduate students) the space they need to meet with students and work on their research. This would
still include several staff members, graduate students, and temporary instructors sharing office space.
Explore office space option in Surrey for instructors teaching there.
Update the box-top system used by HS to facilitate credit for team teaching.

1.3 Expected completion date/s:
We expect to have completed or made significant progress on most items by the mid-cycle review. Specific dates included above.
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2. RESEARCH
2.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
• Develop a West Coast Axis for Hellenic Studies with UCLA through new multi-year grant
• Continue the work of the Memory and Trauma Through History and Culture research cluster by hosting events (online and in
person), co-/sponsored by the Department, the Institute for the Humanities, and the SNF Centre for Hellenic Studies
• Plans to host Adorno Studies Journal at Institute
• Build on existing digital Humanities initiatives:
• Nomoi (bibliography on ancient Greek law)
• Radermacher (sources for early Greek rhetoric and rhetoricians)
• Cult of the Virgin
• Peopling the Past
• Digital mapping of graffiti at the Temple of Isis
• Continue to explore the possibilities for research collaborations on the basis of global humanities
• Disseminate faculty research news and updates
• New initiatives related to Communications Coordinator hire (July 2021): new website, enhanced social media presence,
regular newsletters for HUM, GLS, and Institute (regular newsletters, including the Agora print magazine, for SNF
Centre already exist.)
2.2 Resource implications (if any):
•
•

2.3

Direct additional Institute budget expenses to publications (two journals and special issues)
o RA hires for editing work; may require more support once we have assessed the workload of adding a second journal
Shift some of the Program Assistant’s tasks to assist Communications Coordinator while the latter is engaged in building
Department and Institute websites

Expected completion date/s:
• New websites will be completed by Spring 2023 (new departmental website is already live; Institute website to follow late fall
2022 or early spring 2023)
o Research news will be updated as it is reported
• Newsletters will have had a full year’s run (with 2 for HUM, 2 for GLS, and 3 for the Institute each year, and 2-3 for SNF) by the
end of Spring 2023
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3. ADMINISTRATION
3.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
•
Complete the shift to a new platform for the Department website and the Institute website
•
Digitize departmental filing system to facilitate staff office space consolidation, as well as further facilitate our commitment
to hybrid work, and make our files more easily searchable
•
Hire of Digital Learning Specialist to support, among many other things, blended courses and team-teaching initiatives
3.2

Resource implications (if any):
•

3.3

Reduce workloads for Communications Coordinator and Coordinator, Outreach and Community Engagement (SNF)
i. Make additional shifts to tasks of Program Assistant to assist Communications Coordinator while the latter is
engaged in building Department and Institute websites.
ii. Add two days to part-time Program Assistant job to assist Coordinator, Outreach and Community Engagement (SNF)
with increased workload due to new grant (salary paid for by new SNF grant).

Expected completion date/s:
• Hire of Digital Learning Specialist: by September 2022 (when library/office space in Department has been catalogued and set up)

4. WORKING ENVIRONMENT
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4.1

4.2

4.3

Action/s (what is going to be done):
•
Install sink in Department mail/photocopy room
•
Explicit communication of new continuing job postings with sessional instructors (new website)
•
Consolidate staff office space to free up two offices for faculty use
•
Create an undergraduate student designated space
i. While the HUMSU already has access to the lounge and can book the meeting room, there is a desire for a space just
for them.
ii. Explore options with study spaces around elevators on AQ6000-level. If no additional space is available, can we make
these spaces more inviting for (HUM) students?
Resource implications (if any):
•
What control do we have over the look of the elevator landing space in the AQ (at each end of dept)?

Expected completion date/s:
• Sink project: waiting for contractor to complete the renovations (Summer 2022)

5. …………………………………………. (OTHER)
5.1

Action/s:
•
•
•

5.2

More connections among students
Lounge/Seminar Room availability to undergraduate majors, as well as faculty and graduate students
……………….

Resource implications (if any):
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5.3

Expected completion date/s:

The above action plan has been considered by the Unit under review and has been discussed and agreed to by the Dean.
Unit Leader (signed)

Name ………………………………………………

Date

HUM Department Chair
Title…………………………………………………..

July 21, 2022
…………………………………………………………………….
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Section 2 - Dean’s comments and endorsement of the Action Plan:

On Thursday 7 July, 2022, I met with Dr. David Mirhady (Chair of the Department of Humanities), Dr. Glynn Nicholls (Director, Academic Planning &
Quality Assurance), and Bal Basi (Coordinator, Quality Assurance) to discuss the external review prepared by Professors Konstantinos Kapparis (Chair),
Joan Baranow, Elicia Clements and Janice Matsumura (internal).
The Department of Humanities is to be congratulated on a successful review, and for their thorough and ambitious action plan. The plans to roll-out the
merged ‘global humanities’ curriculum, with a focus on attracting and retaining majors, blended and online course delivery, on expanding the art
history and material culture concentration, and exploring health humanities, are welcomed. It may be important for the Department to consciously
sequence the roll-out of these various initiatives and to limit the addition of new courses, in order to ensure that aspirations do not exceed available
capacity. The Faculty will continue to support the Department through the provision, amongst other positions, of the communications coordinator and
the undergraduate advisor. The Department has approval to proceed with the hire of the joint (SNF-CHS / Department / Faculty) digital learning
specialist, and now enjoys a clear comparative advantage in digital instruction (and related research and engagement).
With respect to growing the number of majors, team-teaching may offer a useful way to expose students in lower division breadth courses to the
possibility of working with particular faculty to major in Humanities. A transparent box-top system is one way to ensure a fair and affordable allocation
of workload credit in team-taught courses; box-top credits should only be available for work that goes beyond collegial guest lectures, with clear limits
on the accumulation of credits, and an explicit understanding that the Department Chair and Dean remain responsible for workload assignment.
The proposals to focus graduate programming on building from the existing strengths in the Graduate Liberal Studies Program and via an accelerated
MA are welcomed, and are more realistic at this time than new graduate degree offerings. At the same time, reading groups, field schools and closer
coordination between the Department and the Centre for Hellenic Studies, the Institute for the Humanities and the David Lam Centre are ways to
enrich the graduate program by attracting and supporting additional students. The Faculty sees great potential for the proposed blended and online
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GLSP program and will support the Department in developing this idea; but we agree with the reviewers that there is no need to separate the in-person
and blended/online GLS cohorts. Likewise, greater coordination between GLSP and MA are likely to deliver benefits for students in both program.
Faculty renewal will be supported in 2023 through a continuing lecturer in religion, and the conclusion of the two Chair searches (Hellenic Congress and
Woodsworth) currently underway. Further faculty renewal contemplated by the external review report and action plan will be supported but is, of
course, dependent on the budget and enrolment situation. The research profile of the Department and its associated research units is strong.
The Faculty recognizes the space challenges confronting those units located in the AQ, but circumstances dictate that we have to look towards the
more intensified use of existing space, and making the existing space more attractive to users, rather than to expansion.

Faculty Dean

Date

…………………………………………………………………………

………………………………………………………………………..

28 July 2022
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Educational Goals Assessment Plan Template
Unit/Program: Department of Global Humanities (name change approved and officially in use starting in Fall 2022)
Contact name: Emily O’Brien, outgoing Undergraduate Chair; and Alessandra Capperdoni, incoming Undergraduate Chair
Date: 29 June 2022
This template is designed to help units implement assessment of Educational Goals after receiving feedback from their External Review. Units are not expected to assess every Educational Goal
every year. (Textboxes will expand as you type)
1) Who were the members of your Educational Goals Assessment team? Outline who has worked on the assessment.
Our Educational Goals assessment team consisted of David Mirhady, Department Chair; Emily O’Brien, outgoing Undergraduate Chair; Alessandra Capperdoni, incoming
Undergraduate Chair; Cristina Serverius, Department Manager.

2) Are your program’s Educational Goals current, or do any of them need to be revised?
In some cases, Educational Goals may need to be revised to keep apace with changes in the discipline or in the program’s course offerings, or to ensure they continue to align with a
unit’s mission and values. Feedback from the External Review may inform revision of Educational Goals.
Our undergraduate Educational Goals underwent a substantial revision in the fall semester of 2021 in preparation for our External Review in March 2022. Our Educational Goals cover
five broader areas (knowledge, writing, research, oral communication, and understanding of global humanities), each with 3-6 subgoals.

3) Is your program’s curriculum map up to date?
A curriculum map may need to be updated to reflect any major changes to the program’s course offerings (i.e. new or substantially revised courses, courses that have been removed).
Yes, it is. We developed our curriculum map in January 2022 as a reflection of our revised Educational Goals.

4) Assessment Plan
For each Educational Goal, outline what data you will use to assess student learning. Indicate what direct evidence you will draw on - which key courses you will sample from and, if possible,
the course-based assessments you plan to use. These can be described in general terms (e.g. research paper, final exam questions targeting a particular Educational Goal). Indicate also
whether or not you plan to gather indirect evidence (e.g. surveys, focus groups, interviews, etc.). The same indirect evidence method (e.g. a survey) can be used for multiple Educational
Goals. Describe what would indicate to you that students had met the Educational Goal. Add or delete rows as needed.

Members of the Educational Goals Assessment Team met with Alice Campbell (LEAP) in June 2022 to discuss our Assessment Plan. Because of the manageable size of our
department, and following the collaborative process we used to revise the educational goals prior to submission of the self-study document, we plan to include all faculty
members in the discussion about the education goals assessment. The goals listed on the template were compiled after a survey of all faculty members for their top 5
educational goals to assess. We will take this list into an open discussion during the Summer 2022 months to determine, as a group, which of the subgoals from the survey
we will prioritize, and which course(s) we will use to assess them. We aim to assess 2-3 subgoals in 2-3 (upper-division) courses predominantly through qualitative analysis
of instructor feedback on student work. We will most likely start with 1-2 subgoals in 1-2 courses in the first 2 years to allow us to test the process and enable a couple of
faculty members to familiarize themselves with the methods before we expand assessment to other courses and other subgoals. The courses selected for assessment will be
determined during the faculty consultation planned for summer 2022. An analysis of instructor feedback for upper-division seminars is feasible since they usually enroll 2030 students, and this type of feedback already forms a crucial part of individual student assessment. Since our faculty at their core are analysts of texts, this qualitative
approach aiming to reveal nuanced detail about student learning, is second nature to who we are. Aside from the educational goals assessment listed above, we also intend
to conduct a student survey to gauge students' experiences in the Global Humanities programs, with particular attention to the recently-added concentrations.
The Department of Global Humanities fulfills the dual role of providing a large number of students across SFU opportunities to fulfill Breadth-Humanities requirements,
while also offering a home to a smaller number of students enrolled in our programs. As we lower barriers for non-Humanities students to take our courses (eliminating
prerequisites where we can), we also focus on nurturing our Humanities students and ensuring they have a positive experience in the program. The latter requires us to
create a coherent pathway of courses for majors and minors, while keeping each course participation threshold low for non-Humanities students who are taking those same
courses.
Educational Goal 1: KNOWLEDGE, subgoal: Understand themes and questions of
central importance to the humanities

Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
Assessment of instructor’s written feedback on term papers

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
Instructor’s feedback indicates that the majority of students demonstrate
understanding of themes and questions of central importance to the humanities
in their essays (using rubric to be developed for this analysis).

Is this direct or
indirect?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
Instructor’s feedback indicates that the majority of students developed
sustained, persuasive, logical and well-structured arguments (using rubric to be
developed for this analysis).

Is this direct or
indirect?

Direct

Spring/Fall 2023

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
Instructor’s feedback indicates that the majority of students exhibit the ability to
communicate ideas and information clearly and confidently (using rubric to be
developed for this analysis).

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

Direct

Spring/Fall 2023

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
Qualitative analysis of survey responses using a rubric to be developed for this
purpose.

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Spring/Fall 2024

Educational Goal 2: WRITING, subgoal: Develop sustained, persuasive, logical and
well-structured arguments in academic essays and other formats
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
Assessment of instructor’s written feedback on term papers

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

Educational Goal 3: ORAL COMMUNICATION: Communicate information and ideas
clearly and confidently in group/individual presentations and other oral activities
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
Assessment of instructor’s written feedback on presentations and/or class discussion

Educational Goal 4: UNDERSTANDING OF GLOBAL HUMANITIES: Appreciate how the
humanities are deeply embedded in all human societies, how they speak and
respond to those societies and how they transform them
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
Targeted survey for 3rd and 4th year students enrolled in Humanities programs. Because these
are questions concerning the broader relevance and impact of the humanities, and the
learning most likely will result from taking more than the odd humanities course, we intend
to measure this goal through a survey for students who have taken several humanities
courses. This will be the same survey through which we will gauge students’ experiences in
the humanities programs with particular attention for the new concentrations (see paragraph
above).

Indirect

Spring/Fall 2024

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

Educational Goal 5:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Educational Goal 6:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?

Educational Goal 7:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

Educational Goal 8:
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)

5) How do you plan on sharing your findings within your unit?
Circulation of analytical reports and discussion at departmental meetings.

6) Assessment Timeline
Next Mid-cycle Review: 2026?
Next External Review: 2029?

Strand Hall 3034
8888 University Drive
Burnaby B.C. Canada V5A 1S6

TEL + 1 778 782 5433
avplt@sfu.ca
SFU.CA/vpacademic/learnteach

MEMORANDUM
AT T E N T I O N :

SCUP

FROM:

Elizabeth Elle, Vice-Provost, Learning & Teaching

RE:

External Review of Global Humanities, and Educational Goals

D AT E :

November 1, 2022

In 2022, Humanities underwent their external review. As part of this process, the unit has undergone a
substantial revision of their educational goals (EGs), and has developed a plan for their assessment.
Global Humanities has embarked on a collaborative process for the development and assessment of
their educational goals which is to be commended. They suggest a pilot study for examining some of
their EGs in a set of upper-division courses, and a manageable plan to roll out a larger examination of
EGs once methods have been refined and understood by the faculty in the unit. They are planning
qualitative analysis of student assessments in upper-division seminar courses, by the faculty who teach
those courses. What I find notable is how this assessment plan uses the normal forms of analysis of the
discipline, suggesting it will be sustainable and useful. It’s a model that could be considered by other
units as they design their own assessments.
The unit is also planning some indirect assessment through surveys, and are considering how to capture
the dual role of their unit, with a small number of majors and a large number of students enrolled in
breadth courses.
Overall, this plan is well thought out and appropriate for the unit. I’m pleased to see that they are
working with LEAP (Learning Experiences Assessment and Planning) and hope that collaboration will
continue to support them as they learn about their students and program through assessment of
educational goals.

S.23-7

8888 University Drive, Burnaby, BC
Strand Hall, Room 3000
Canada V5A 1S6

TEL: 778.782.5731
FAX: 778.782.5876

vpacad@sfu.ca
www.sfu.ca/vpacademic

Wade Parkhouse, Chair, SCUP
November 15, 2022
Kevin Oldknow, Senior Advisor, Academic
Planning
External Review of the Department of Political Science

Attached are the External Review Report and the Action Plan for the Department of Political Science. The Educational Goals
Assessment Plan is included, for information only, with the Action Plan.
Excerpt from the External Review Report:
“Our assessment is that the Department of Political Science delivers high-quality programs and conducts excellent, impact-oriented
research. It also faces challenges, the most important of which being a weak sense of collective purpose which inhibits significant
improvements. … Throughout our visit, we felt that faculty members, staff, and students were aware of the main challenge this
Department faces and ready to tackle it. … Overall, the Department of Political Science does a good job of providing an attractive
window into the discipline – one which distinguishes it from many other political science departments in Canada.”
Following the site visit, the Report of the External Review Committee* for the Department of Political Science was submitted in April
2022. The reviewers made a number of recommendations based on the Terms of Reference that were provided to them.
Subsequently, a meeting was held with the dean pro tem, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, the interim chair of the Department of
Political Science, and the director of Academic Planning and Quality Assurance (Provost’s Office) to consider the recommendations.
An Action Plan was prepared taking into consideration the discussion at the meeting and the contents of the External Review Report.
The Action Plan has been endorsed by the department and the dean.
Motion:
That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the Action Plan for the Department of Political Science that resulted from
its external review.
*External Review Committee:
Frédéric Mérand, University of Montreal (Chair of External Review Committee)
Elizabeth Goodyear-Grant, Queen’s University
Claire Turenne Sjolander, University of Ottawa
Maite Taboada (internal), Simon Fraser University
Attachments:
1.
2.
3.
4.
cc

External Review Report (April 2022)
Department of Political Science Action Plan
Department of Political Science Educational Goals Assessment Plan
Feedback on Educational Goals Assessment Plan

Lara Campbell, Dean pro tem, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
Anil Hira, Interim Chair, Department of Political Science

CANADA’S ENGAGED UNIVERSITY

Department of Political Science
Simon Fraser University
External Review Committee Report

Executive Summary
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Through excellent and creative undergraduate and graduate programs, the Department of
Political Science provides an attractive window into the discipline for students.
The Department has a strong research profile based on high-quality individual
achievements.
The Department faces challenges translating the promise of its impressive curriculum into
student recruitment and retention (at the undergraduate level) and maintaining a national
reputation commensurate with its research output (at the graduate level).
The Department could usefully highlight the full range of its research excellence.
The organizational structure of the Department has improved over the past years and
resources seem broadly adequate for its needs.
Governance would benefit from improved procedures that would support greater
inclusiveness, transparency, collegiality, and predictability, in the interest of faculty
members, students, and staff.
After years of constant turnover, attention to staff should be a high priority.

Background
At the invitation of the Vice-President (Academic), the undersigned agreed to provide an external
review report on the activities and future plans of the Department of Political Science at Simon
Fraser University. In order to do so, we consulted the 656-page self-study report drafted by the
Department as well as the Faculty of Arts and Social Science’s academic plan and other relevant
strategic documents. On March 16-18, 2022, we also spent two-and-a-half days, assisted by
Professor Maita Taboada as internal committee member, on a site visit organized by the Office of
the Vice-President, meeting with more than 40 professors, instructors, staff members, students,
and administrators. In the following report, we address the terms of reference provided to us by
the Vice-President. While we generally follow the subheadings suggested herein, the future plans
and issues of specific interest identified by the Department are addressed in a transversal manner.
This review comes at the right moment for an organization which is at a crossroads. Our
assessment is that the Department of Political Science delivers high-quality programs and conducts
excellent, impact-oriented research. It also faces challenges, the most important of which being a
weak sense of collective purpose which inhibits significant improvements. “We can’t seem to
make the whole more than the sum of its parts” is a sentence we often heard during our interviews.
Throughout our visit, we felt that faculty members, staff, and students were aware of the main
challenge this Department faces and ready to tackle it. Improving the Department is not just a
matter of resources, branding, or new initiatives. It requires designing institutions and seizing
opportunities that will help great individuals work together better, and more collegially. We hope
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that our report will assist them moving forward in the direction they seem to have chosen. For ease
of reading, our main recommendations are in bold characters.
Quality of the Department’s Programs
Curriculum and programs constitute a central pillar of any academic department. Attractive
programs encourage recruitment of students into the discipline, ensuring not only the viability of
the department’s activities, but perhaps more importantly for a research department, the training
and mentoring of future colleagues. Well-constructed programs allow a department to showcase
its research strengths, building upon not only the general, but also the specific, research interests
and outputs of a research-engaged faculty. For students, the curriculum is their window on the
discipline in general, and on the research questions that motivate the discipline as reflected in the
scholarship and teaching of professors at Simon Fraser University. Overall, the Department of
Political Science does a good job of providing an attractive window into the discipline – one which
distinguishes it from many other political science departments in Canada.
In its self-study, the Department asked external reviewers to offer advice on questions of
specific interest, three of which relate to programs:
•
•
•

How to boost undergraduate enrollment especially at the lower-division level.
How to construct an organizational structure and capacity in the Department that is capable
of managing the demands of undergraduate education and research administration
efficiently.
How to empower the Department to build out and expand its Experiential Teaching and
Applied Research programs and plans.

Undergraduate Program
Following a period of intense innovation and change, the Department’s undergraduate program is
organised around a series of five Learning Tracks (Diplomacy, Defence and Development;
Diversity and Migration; Justice and Law; Public Policy and Democratic Governance; Research
Methods and Analysis), structuring the curriculum into pathways enabling students to clearly
identify the courses in their area of interest, but also ensuring that students fulfill their program
requirements. In our conversation with representatives of the undergraduate students, they
emphasized that the learning tracks are popular with students. This is not surprising; the tracks are
mostly organized around areas of contemporary and disciplinary interest that are more descriptive
and compelling than the traditional ‘subfield’ labels that organize the discipline of political
science. Among some faculty members, there is a clear commitment to experiential learning and
to integrating such experiences into courses where possible. The student representatives we met
with appreciated this and were happy with their courses and the opportunities they presented,
thereby confirming the views presented in the Department’s self-study report.
The Department also contributes to distinct programs which can (and do) attract specific
(and important) student communities. Key here is its unique French cohort program in
International and Public Affairs, a rare and important gem in undergraduate education in Canada.
While we did not have an opportunity to meet with students in the program, it is clear to us that
the program’s committed faculty members and engaged administrative leadership contributes to
making this program one which is not only unique, but enriching for its students. The Department
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also offers a highly personalized honours stream, as well as minors in Social Data Analytics and
Public Policy, which can also be attractive to students. In addition, the Department has a deep
sensitivity and commitment to methodological issues (which are, it should be noted, sometimes
also the source of tension – see research section), but this sensitivity is translated into solid
methodological training, which is not the case in all departments of political science. The
Department is to be congratulated for the serious reflection and significant work that has led to a
creative and interesting undergraduate program. A lot of thought and effort has gone into
rationalizing the curriculum and to putting it together in such a way as to be attractive to entrylevel political science students. The foundations are solid.
Having said this, the Department faces several challenges translating the promise of its
impressive curriculum into student recruitment and retention. As mentioned, the students we met
were happy with the program and were very positive about the quality of the teaching and the
openness of faculty members in the Department. Despite this, they felt distant from the
Department; undergraduate students shared their belief that the Department did not take them
seriously, certainly not as compared to graduate students. Students felt that compared to other
programs, the Department’s outreach to undergraduate students was poor; they did not perceive
strategic efforts to communicate with students in first-year political science courses to attract them
to a political science major or minor.
While the impressions of student representatives do not necessarily reflect the views of the
much larger cohort, the Department’s self-study also reveals a concern with the recruitment of
students to its undergraduate programs. While the Department is right to point to its curricular
innovations, the pattern of enrollment suggests that there are some limits to a ‘build it and they
will come’ strategy. A better communication and outreach strategy based on the strengths
and career prospects of a political science degree might help to bridge the gap between the
Department’s programs and student awareness of and interest in them. It might also go some way
to refuting one mantra we heard from student representatives – “If you take political science at
SFU, you will be living in your parents’ basement forever.” The political science program at SFU
is in fact hugely attractive, but if students don’t know about it and its advantages or hear that the
Department does not care about them, the prospects of success in recruiting students is limited.
Continuous engagement with students is challenging for any Department, and it is certainly
the case that departmental cultures vary from institution to institution. The external review
committee was surprised that students do not appear to have regular representation on
Departmental bodies. Student representatives can be strong allies, and we encourage the
Department of Political Science to find ways to better integrate student input into
departmental deliberations. Sending a message that students are valued members of the
community can be critical in supporting recruitment efforts.
We were also struck by the monstrous challenges that appear to be related to the
organization of the allocation of teaching; course scheduling seems particularly complex and
course attribution appears to be opaque, contributing to observable tensions between colleagues in
the department. We strongly encourage the Department to establish clear and transparent
principles for the scheduling and attribution of courses. As is the case in most other political
science departments of which we are aware (including our own), these principles should be based
upon an expectation of equitable load sharing: for example, everyone teaches a first- or secondyear course, everyone teaches an upper-level undergraduate course, everyone has access to
teaching a graduate course (annually? Every other year or every third year?). Paradoxically, while
the Department has invested time and creativity in developing an attractive curriculum, the
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scheduling of courses appears to reflect individual faculty members’ individual preferences, rather
than a concern with assuring access to courses by students (ie., leading to the offering of courses
that should be taken by a cohort of students at overlapping or identical times). Without transparent
principles, the suspicion that the attribution of courses is not equitable will continue to undermine
departmental solidarity and compromise student recruitment and satisfaction.
The Department has devoted a lot of time and energy to the NATO Field School and the
Chair is rightfully proud of its success. In spite of the significant resources committed, however,
the Field School does not seem to engage the energies of other faculty members as much as it
might, with the program being managed by short-duration faculty or graduate students. While the
Field School is certainly popular with some students in the Department and more broadly at SFU,
the School recruits a significant number of students from other universities and institutions. In the
medium to longer term, decisions should probably be made as to where the Field School “fits”
into the range of offerings by the Department, the Faculty and the University.
Graduate Program
The graduate program in political science at SFU is a small program, particularly at the PhD level.
It is, however, a strong program, and despite concerns expressed in the self-study report, we were
first struck by the attractive funding program the Faculty and the Department offers to its graduate
students, which certainly makes its graduate programs interesting to prospective candidates.
Across Canada, these scholarships are competitive and SFU should be congratulated for the level
of its financial support.
The self-study report created some confusion about time-to-completion for the master’s
and the PhD. We were able to obtain additional data from SFU, and calculated that over the
previous decade, the average time to completion for master’s candidates was 6.79 semesters (a
little over 2 years) and for PhD candidates, was 18.71 semesters (a little over 6 years). While these
numbers correspond to the disciplinary average time-to-completion (noting that such data is not
comprehensively available), we were struck by a general lack of concern over time to completion.
Given the challenges for graduate students who continue in their program beyond the duration of
their funding, however, there is always an opportunity to think through the requirements of a
program and how its learning objectives or outcomes can be achieved more expeditiously.
While the challenges around time to completion are hardly limited to SFU (and are a rather chronic
condition of the humanities and social sciences in general, and of political science more
specifically), some thought should be given to encouraging students to complete more quickly,
thus reducing financial anxiety.
In particular, we noted that most MA students register for the project option, and yet that
the time to completion for this option was not significantly shorter than for the thesis option,
suggesting that the Department might want to think through the clear distinction between the two
pathways, as well as the clear objectives of each (we note that the completion time for projects in
other universities is often less than the thesis option). At the same time, very few students
registered for the course-based MA, an option which is proving very attractive at other institutions,
particularly for students who do not see their future career in research, or who are upskilling to
secure better career outcomes. The self-study report paints this option as a fall-back option (“This
program has allowed students that find that they are not in a position to complete a project or thesis
to still graduate with an MA degree”). While this is not an unusual perspective for a researchintensive department, perhaps some thinking could be done to make the course-based option
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more attractive, thus appealing to a broader base of graduate students. In this context (also
applicable to the undergraduate program), we wonder if the Department is taking full advantage
of the range of Co-op and MITACS opportunities available to it. Such opportunities could attract
a greater number of undergraduate students, as well as make the course-based master’s option
more attractive.
Our meeting with graduate student representatives reflected the broad conclusions of the
self-study report. In general, graduate students recognized and were appreciative of the fact that
they have access to good supervision. As was the case with their undergraduate colleagues,
graduate students did however express a desire for a common student lounge which belonged to
them. Such a common space might also encourage more students to be present on campus and
enhance their experience of community (this is particularly the case for PhD candidates).
The graduate program is strong – but not sufficiently known in Canada and internationally.
This, we believe, is a function of the challenges of community which are encountered by the
Department. The graduate program needs to think about how to ‘brand’ itself – about how to sell
its distinctiveness around methodological training, critical thought, and unique areas of
specialization such as democratic politics or International Relations. The inability to do so
seems to be a reflection of the challenges the Department faces in defining itself – yet, with such
strong and productive researchers, the graduate program could attract a greater number of talented
students. Even if the department does not want to grow, it could attract high quality students both
domestically and internationally if it could articulate a strong and coherent vision of its graduate
program.
Quality of Faculty Research
SFU’s Senate Guidelines state that the review process is intended to ensure the “quality of faculty
research is high and faculty collaboration and interaction provides a stimulating academic
environment,” and that the “unit’s environment is conducive to the attainment of the objectives of
the unit.” In its self-study, the Department asked external reviewers to offer advice on particular,
additional questions, two of which relate to research:
•
•

How to promote the Department’s research profile to broaden its national and international
reputation and to capitalize on that reputation through a larger and more vibrant graduate
program.
How to support the research of faculty through: shared resources, such as a research lab
and grant administration; the research mentorship of junior faculty; matching funds for
research assistantships; and supporting collaboration amongst faculty.

SFU Political Science is a strong research department. The quality of individual faculty
members’ research is high. This has led to success in external grants, resulting in approximately
$3.5 million from major Canadian and international funders over the past eight years or an average
of $50K per year per faculty member. Faculty publish often and in good outlets, producing a strong
“academic footprint” on the discipline (e.g., median H-index of 11, publishing in broad array of
outlets and many top outlets). On all the usual types of metrics the Department is performing well.
Faculty members seem well supported by the Department too – for example, through a new onecourse buyout policy, to be used once in a career, for successful PI winners of large external grants.
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This Department is also strong on knowledge mobilization and translation beyond the academy,
including through reports, government and NGO consultations, and media.
The Department’s self-study highlights cutting-edge research in distinct areas such as
behavioural politics and IR, and our meetings during the site visit focused often on these two areas.
However, the research strengths of the Department are much broader, including work on social
groups and identities (race and ethnicity, sex/gender, and language) using a variety of approaches.
This includes, for example, Weldon’s work on feminist movements, markets, and state responses;
Pickup and de Rooij’s work on social and political identities in political psychology; FujiJohnson’s research on sex work and sexualized violence, as well as whiteness in the academy;
Léger’s work on minority language rights; Beauvais’ work on gender and deliberative democracy,
as well as Indigenous-settler dynamics in political psychology, Fourot’s work on Francophone
minority communities and immigration, Jeram’s work on diversity and nationalism/nativism.
There are, in our view, missed opportunities in the Department to highlight or frame itself
in terms of the full range of its research excellence, particularly to capitalize on expertise in the
area of social groups and identities, consistent with the SFU Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences’
5-year academic plan. This plan is built around three guiding principles, two of which are
“Advancing Reconciliation” and “Equity, Diversity and Inclusion”. SFU’s Strategic Research Plan
identifies “Strengthening Civil Society by Advancing Justice, Equity and Social Responsibility”
as a core focus point for SFU researchers, “to understand the complexity of the social, economic
and political forces that challenge global communities.” While these Faculty and University plans
are not really mentioned in the self-study, this Department is doing important work on these
subjects, and it’s something that faculty members see too. Appreciation for the diversity of subjects
and approaches across faculty was reported widely in our interactions with Department members
(faculty and students). To speak to the focus question posed by the Department about building
research profile and recruiting graduate students, one clear option is to better frame and publicize
the full diversity of research expertise and researchers in the Department. This would have
the added benefit of ensuring that all researchers and students in the Department feel acknowledged
and valued, which may help with the second focus question, particularly around encouraging an
ethos of mentorship and collaboration.
The second focus question speaks to common issues in many departments around optimal
use of resources, research administrative burden, mentorship of early-career faculty, and so on. In
terms of research space, the Department is encouraged to re-apply for external funding for the
Behavioural Insights Lab, which is an interesting initiative that complements some of the
research and teaching strengths of the Department. On the issue of space, we want to mention
again that it would also be useful to have an inclusive research space for graduate students,
some of whom do not perceive there to be available spaces for doing work quietly and so avoid
coming to campus at all. In other words, while the Department is thinking about how it can harness
its space for research productivity, attention to a diverse range of Department stakeholders’ space
needs is recommended. This consideration is also relevant to the Department’s desire to bolster its
graduate applicant pool. Enhanced amenities such as an inclusive graduate student research space
could be part of this effort.
The mentorship of early-career faculty tends to be overlooked everywhere, and is not a
concern unique to this Department. It is particularly hard when there are so few early-career faculty
in a unit, such as in this one. Annual or twice-annual informal meetings between the Department
Chair and each pre-tenure faculty to check in and discuss research, teaching, and service could be
helpful, not only connecting with early-career researchers, but establishing a genuine path for
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communication. Pairing pre-tenure faculty with a tenured faculty member in another department
could also be helpful and provide an outlet for honest discussion for the pre-tenure faculty in a
“space” away from their home department. Mentorship is particularly important for earlycareer faculty from marginalized communities, an issue that requires particular care in a unit that
continues to work on under-representation of key groups in its ranks, particularly women,
Indigenous peoples, and so on, which is another common experience across some departments in
the country.
The final point to make about the research life of the Department concerns its Tier-1
Canada Research Chair (CRC). The research record of the CRC is clearly phenomenal but, to our
surprise, we did not have any communication with the Chairholder during or after our visit, and
were given no information about the graduate students trained or involved in the CRC. At the very
least, this suggests that there are unfulfilled opportunities for the CRC to contribute as a “centre of
research and training” that benefits the Department and/or its graduate students.
Departmental life and governance
Under this heading, we report on the Department of Political Science as a site of administrative
participation as well as a workplace environment. SFU’s Senate Guidelines state that the review
process is intended to ensure that “members participate in the administration of the unit and take
an active role in the dissemination of knowledge”, but also that “the environment is conducive to
the attainment of the objectives”. In its self-study, the Department asks external reviewers to offer
specific advice on the following focus question:
•

How to construct an organizational structure and capacity in the Department that is capable
of managing the demands of undergraduate education and research administration
efficiently.

In our assessment, the self-study correctly identifies the main strengths and weaknesses of
the Department, whose excellence in teaching and research, commitment to scientific pluralism,
and individual goodwill have not yet generated a strong sense of community or identity. It is, in
other words, a department of competent and engaged individuals (whether researchers, teachers,
or staff) that would benefit from developing a more widely shared sense of collective purpose
through social interaction and joint decision-making.
During our visit, vivid emotions were often expressed that had been left implicit in the selfstudy and cannot easily be conveyed in our own report. Some of the challenges the Department
faces seem to derive from past wounds which haven’t entirely healed yet; others may owe to the
growing pains of a mid-size department which is on the cusp of being a large one. Rather than
dwell on such, necessarily subjective, appreciations, we prefer to focus our review on concrete
recommendations for improving processes in a way that will, we hope, foster an improved
governance structure as well as a stronger social and professional culture.
Governance
In our meetings, there was general agreement that human relations had improved greatly under the
current chair, and that the Department had stabilized after years of turmoil. Such improvement
seems to have been based on a liberal governance, genuine respect for each other, and a widely
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shared willingness to find solutions. Recent faculty hires and faculty renewal plans are generally
seen in a positive light. But the upbeat attitude towards individuals and programs in the Department
is accompanied by frank expressions of concern about the perceived lack of collegiality. In
English, collegiality refers to a friendly relationship between people who work together. In French,
the same word also carries a sense of joint decision-making. Through multiple and converging
testimonies, we felt it was especially the latter that is lacking in the Department. The travails of
joint decision-making lead for several members to a lack of trust and what someone referred to as
a “zero-sum mindset”.
The executive committee, made up of the chair, the graduate chair and the undergraduate
chair, is a governance structure that seems to work. Given the challenge of inclusiveness
mentioned below, we welcome the proposal to add a fourth member to give the ExCom more
representation and inclusion, without turning it into an unwieldy body. In the past, it seems that
processes for program changes, course and space allocation, as well as chair renewal have been
governed by ad hoc measures. The organization of “open meetings” that allow members to
contribute to program committee proposals before they get to the departmental meeting level is, in
theory, a transparent and efficient way to streamline the decision-making process. However, course
allocation seems to remain an irritant: while some instructors complain that it is too liberal, with
no regards to scheduling constraints or student needs, others say they have been prevented from
teaching in their area of specialization. We thus support the idea of rationalizing the teaching
plans and schedules, through “track-and-field” meetings or any other means that would reconcile
the ability of instructors to express their preferences, the curricular obligations of program chairs,
and oversight on the part of the departmental chair.
In a key finding that emerged from our visit, the departmental meeting is reputed to be
acrimonious. While tense departmental meetings are not uncommon in universities throughout the
world, we had a hard time reconciling this widely shared perception with the goodwill expressed
by everyone we met. One member explained the situation as “a lot of people feel they’re in a
minority position” while another spoke of a “culture of obstructionism”. While we did not observe
such meetings, we were struck during our face-to-face meetings by the Department’s tendency to
think of itself as being structured around subfields or methodological schools, with assumed
internal coherence and autonomy vis-à-vis each other, possibly leading to the formation of
opposing “camps”. Leaving aside the fact that that the vast majority of the members we met did
not recognize themselves as belonging to a specific group, there was a widespread
acknowledgement that some may feel excluded by such an informal social structure, if it indeed
exists. To be frank, the authors of this report are not convinced that thinking in terms of subfields
or methodological schools is the right way to build a common, inclusive sense of purpose. So we
propose another strategy, which is to build a common set of rules that will be transparent,
predictable, fair, and modifiable through collective deliberation – in other words, a
constitution. The Department has begun to try to rectify the lack of regularized and transparent
procedures “in specific areas as the need arose’ but they still seem to be inadequate in the sense
that many people do not seem to know what the rules are and some people still say they feel
excluded. In fact, we were surprised that no one mentioned a departmental constitution, which was
also not included in the self-study or its appendices. Yet is there is a better way to shape joint
decision-making and reduce mistrust than a commonly agreed set of rules?
If such a constitution were either drafted, revised, or resurrected, it would probably need
to address one aspect that does not seem in line with standard practice at SFU or other Canadian
universities: the lack of an institutional voice for students at the departmental level. The self-
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study speaks of a graduate caucus whose remit would be limited to social events. That is probably
not enough to create a sense of inclusion and collective purpose. Although the small cohort of
graduate students seem generally well-integrated in the Department, mostly through informal
channels, undergraduate students say that they are not. That is, in our view, a problem that must
be tackled with some urgency.
In sum, we believe that the Department is on the right track of trying to establish more
regularized, predictable, transparent procedures for course and space allocation, chair nomination,
and changes to the curriculum. In addition, we would encourage it to give an institutional voice to
student representatives. Our recommendation is to engage in a reflexive and inclusive process to
either draft or update the Department’s constitution, with a view to adopting a clear set of by-laws
that will formalize the Department’s governance and make it more transparent and inclusive.
Work relations
Turning to work relations, most members talked of friendly and supportive relations on an
individual level. Socially, if not always professionally, people seem to get along well, as we
witnessed at a social event where people mingled in a friendly manner. Regarding careers, there is
widespread criticism of the merit pay determination system’s impact on interpersonal relations but
we do not feel this is something that can be addressed in the context of this report. Although a
departmental mentorship program could be expected for junior faculty at a department of this size
(it seems to exist at the University level), the promotion criteria listed in the appendix seem to be
well understood. At a minimum, we would however recommend that the chair hold a yearly
meeting with all faculty members and instructors, as noted above, and that mentors be
identified inside and outside the Department.
The self-study and face-to-face interviews report either a lack of administrative capacity or
administrative impediments to support research, teaching, and relations with students. Our
interviews confirm the self-study’s findings of high staff turnover leading to a lack of institutional
memory and a sense of disconnection between staff and faculty. Some staff members feel they are
asked to do things that are outside the scope of their job description, while some faculty say they
do not know who to turn to for assistance, for example in managing their research funds or
organizing scientific activities for the collective benefit. While some improvements have been
made, such as the designation of Student Adviser and Recruiter to assist the Administrative
Manager, it is clear that attention to staff should be a high priority, and that the Department
may need FASS and HR support to instill greater stability and clarify expectations for staff and for
faculty.
Professional and social culture
There is a very large consensus that the main challenge facing the Department is to develop a sense
of community in a university that is characterized, we were told, by its “commuter culture”. Even
more so after Covid-19. Although it could be expanded to target themes and speakers that would
attract a greater number of undergraduate students through keynote conferences and roundtables
(with the collateral benefit of promoting political science programs to undeclared majors), the
speakers’ series is a good way to foster the social interaction and scientific emulation that will
supportive of a social and professional culture. Breaking the “culture of isolation” would also
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benefit from other measures identified in the self-report, such as resuming in-person retreats and
organizing social events (for example after departmental meetings).
But another culture that must be broken is the perception, shared at least by some members,
that “if you want something done, you do not go through the department”. For that to happen, good
governance and good work relations are key. It is also critical that members use all the
opportunities available at Faculty or University level. The Department wants to see itself as a good
citizen that contributes to FASS undertakings and maintains good relations with other departments,
such as Economics and Criminology with which it develops collaborations on joint programs such
as the minors. The French Cohort program is a gem with few equivalents in Canada. This speaks
to a Department that is generally a positive force for the university.
In sum, the organizational structure of the Department is adequate but would benefit from
greater inclusiveness and formalization, which would require either drafting or updating a set of
by-laws through an open and transparent process. Along with the activities proposed in the selfstudy to stimulate social and professional life in the Department, we are confident that “formalized
collegiality” would help foster a greater sense of collective purpose. With regards to staff, the
capacity of the Department would be improved by more stability and clearer expectations.
The committee,
Frédéric Mérand (chair), Elizabeth Goodyear-Grant and Claire Turenne Sjolander
April 28, 2022
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EXTERNAL REVIEW – ACTION PLAN
Section 1 – To be completed by the Responsible Unit Person e.g. Chair or Director
Unit under review
Political science
………………………………………………………

Date of Review Site visit
March 16-18, 2022
…………………………………………

Responsible Unit person
Anil Hira
……………………………………………………

Faculty Dean
…………………………………………….

Notes
1. It is not expected that every recommendation made by the External Review Committee be covered by this Action Plan. The major
thrusts of the Report should be identified and some consolidation of the recommendations may be possible while other
recommendations of lesser importance may be excluded.
2. Attach the required plan to assess the success of the Educational Goals as a separate document (Senate 2013).
3. Should any additional response be warranted, it should be attached as a separate document.

1. PROGRAMMING
1.1 Action/s (description what is going to be done):
1.1.1 Undergraduate:
● Strengthen our outreach strategy to better communicate with undergraduate students and better promote our program options
(Honours, Major, Minor, French Cohort Program, NATO Field School, Social Data Analytics Minor, Co-op)
a. Use the visual (“Your POL Journey”) developed by the previous UG Chair that helps Major students to select courses and
develop similar visuals for other program options.
b. Hold annual events with alumni to showcase career prospects
c. In collaboration with the Communications Coordinator and the Undergraduate Advisor, set up events where UG students
can meet faculty outside of class.
d. With the support of the Communications Coordinator, expand our use of the website, social media and the Department
newsletter to better communicate with former, current and future students
e. Organize brief presentations on program options in all 100-level courses
f. Attend FASS and university-wide events destined at potential, incoming and current students, such as FASS Welcome Day
● Continue to develop our policies and procedures around scheduling and course allocation
a. Implement recently developed scheduling principles to reduce scheduling time conflicts
1

b. Better align course scheduling with the department’s learning tracks
● Renew the relationship with the PSSU
a. Invite the PSSU to attend our Department meetings
b. Schedule recurring meetings between the Undergraduate Program Chair and the PSSU
c. Organize events (alumni, research, etc.) in collaboration with the PSSU
1.1.2 Graduate:
● Better feature Dept. research strengths:
a. We will work with our communications coordinator to better highlight faculty strengths and opportunities to engage in
research.
● As part of our self-study for this review, we have identified specific goals for both the MA and PhD programs. We will continue to
examine ways to monitor students’ progress on these goals.
● Clarify the MA paths to completion. These currently include course-based (capped by an exam or essay), project/extended
essays, and thesis options.
a. We will work to clarify the definitions and requirements of our MA completion options.
b. We will assess whether to retain all the currently offered options.
● Improve MA and PhD completion times:
a. Formulate a plan to track progress on a more systematic basis and identify means for early intervention, such as the Graduate
Chair holding meetings with students and/or supervisors, to reduce the possibility of future students taking a long time to
complete.
b. Create a formal extension policy to be posted on the Department website to create better accountability and provide further
opportunities for intervention.
● Improving communications and relationships with graduate students
a. We do have a graduate student lounge, and will continue to promote knowledge about its availability to students. In addition,
the faculty lounge has been opened up to Graduate students to promote more social interaction.
b. We are shifting towards a model of ongoing engagement with the graduate students. Faculty and graduate students have met
at 2 happy hours in May 2022 and June 2022.
c. We have invited the PS graduate students to send a representative to Dept. meetings.
d. The graduate Chair is engaged in a series of meetings with graduate students to develop new events and ways to engage.
● Promoting graduate student research activity:
2

a. The Speakers Committee will invite graduate students to join panels with faculty commentary to present their ongoing
research, followed by social events. The students have expressed enthusiasm over this plan.
b. The Dept. will more vigorously promote and support professional conference participation by graduate students. Funds have
already been set aside for this.
1.2 Resource implications (if any): We will need to re-allocate some PS Dept. budget towards the activities noted above.
1.3 Expected completion date/s: Most of the above actions will take place over the coming year, and recur on an ongoing basis.
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2. RESEARCH
2.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
● The Department has a combination of unique offerings that combine research with student training and experiential opportunities.
These include:
a. The Clean Energy Research Group: http://www.sfu.ca/politics/CERG.html
b. Feminist Mobilization and Economic Empowerment Project: http://www.sfu.ca/politics/feministmovement.html
c. Canadian University Diversity Scan, http://www.sfu.ca/politics/canadian-university-diversity-scan.html
d. Digital Diplomacy, http://www.sfu.ca/politics/digital-diplomacy.html
e. Governance of Migration, http://www.sfu.ca/politics/governance-migration.html
f. The CRC Chair in Public Policy, Dr. Howlett, offers regular student RA and co-authorship opportunities, and has agreed
to participate with the Chair in designing public events around public policy
g. Our incoming Somjee Chair will help to provide student field research opportunities in India
h. In addition, we offer advanced student research training opportunities through our Honour’s Programme, the NATO
field school, the Social Data Analytics, the French Cohort Programme, and the Public Policy Minor, to be launched in
Fall 2023
● The Department is currently engaged in developing a policy research insights lab that will create new primary data on political attitudes
and behaviour. The lab is tentatively focused on social identities, equality, and diversity issues, which fits in with SFU’s strategic goals.
● The Department continues to celebrate the diversity and mixed methods approach of its faculty. We will promote a wide range of
approaches in our teaching and research. The Department will continue to support faculty to develop research projects and
collaborations.
a.
The Dept. set aside funds to host a reception at the Western PS Assn. conference that will help to enhance its reputation.
b. The Dept. has offered some funding to help support open access publications.
● The Department is hiring a new Somjee Chair in Indian Politics. We hope that the process will be completed by Sept. 2022. This will
bring attention and possibilities for comparative research and global collaboration.
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● The Department is working with our communications coordinator to reach out through social media and events to better publicize
research strengths. For example, the Chair is working with other SFU units around a public engagement event related to corporate
social responsibility in Fall 2022.
2.2 Resource implications (if any):
● We expect to continue raising funds for the lab over the next 5 years, subject to Dept. approval. Dr. Pickup is leading a CFI proposal to
complete the funding.
2.3

Expected completion date/s: 2028 for the lab.

3. ADMINISTRATION
3.1 Action/s (what is going to be done):
●
The Department will begin a long-term process of governance reform with the leadership of the Chair.
a. The Department will develop a new constitution, and new policies and procedures, including ones around agendasetting.
b. The Department will discuss programme priorities and faculty renewal.
●
The Department is rebuilding its staff and hopes to stabilize support personnel over the coming year.
a. We are undergoing an HR review led by the new Dept. manager to clarify staff roles and workloads. This has been
initiated in Summer 2022.
b. We have a new manager, advisor, communications person, grad and undergrad secretaries, all of whom are continuing
to improve their performance as they learn their duties.
●
The Department manager and the Chair will work over the next year to create a more transparent and rational budget and
course release policy.
●
The Department Chair will begin the process of creating a rational system around curriculum planning and course allocation.
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3.2

3.3

Resource implications (if any): none, there may be shifts in the budget as decision-making becomes more transparent and
participatory.

Expected completion date/s: The current Chair will begin the process of governance reform, but it may take several years to
complete it.

4. WORKING ENVIRONMENT
4.1

4.2
4.3

Action/s (what is going to be done):
●
Reinitiate annual meetings between the Chair and every faculty member
a. The Chair has already held one-hour meetings with every faculty member. Future chairs can continue this on an annual
basis, and/or in conjunction with biennial reviews.
●
The Department will help to reinvigorate collegiality through developing stronger personal relationships.
a. The Department will shift its meetings to Fridays, generally at Harbour Centre, in order to facilitate in person meeting
attendance. The meetings will be followed by a faculty-staff luncheon invitation.
b. As noted above, the Dept. has already and will continue to design social and professional in person meetings with students
on a regular basis.
● As noted above, the Dept. will examine its long-term curriculum development at both the G and UG levels and the way that
courses are allocated among instructors, including reliability, timing, WQB requirements, and workload.
i. The Department started to shift in this direction last Spring with adopting principles around course scheduling that help to
avoid courses at the same levels being scheduled at the same times.
j. The Chair will seek out and present different models for course planning in order to rationalize the system and consider
equity workload in teaching and service.
Resource implications (if any): The Dept. may need to re-allocate some funding to support social activities.
Expected completion date/s: will occur on an ongoing basis.
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5. …………………………………………. (OTHER)
5.1

Action/s:
●
Highlighting and building upon Dept. strengths.
a. The Chair will seek to develop a mission statement for the Dept. over the coming year that will help us to better define a
long-term strategy and way to differentiate it from other PS Depts. in Canada and elsewhere. If and when consensus is
achieved, it will help to bring the Dept. together and improve our ability to communicate what we are about to the students
and the wider audience of scholars. This would also help us to better define ourselves in terms of graduate student
recruitment efforts.
●
NATO field school
a. The Department will examine the long-term resource needs of the field school and have an open discussion about the level
of support it wishes to provide. This will take place in Spring 2023 and be linked to the next faculty resource plan.
●
The Department will initiate the process of selecting a new Chair in Spring 2023.

5.2

Resource implications (if any): unclear at this point, would likely require an ongoing administrative assistant position and a full time
lecturer position

5.3

Expected completion date/s: Spring/Summer 2023

The above action plan has been considered by the Unit under review and has been discussed and agreed to by the Dean.
Unit Leader (signed)

Name ……

Date
Aug. 3, 2022
…………………………………………………………………….
…………

Title Professor and Acting Chair………………………………………..
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Section 2 - Dean’s comments and endorsement of the Action Plan:
I met with Professor Andy Hira, Bal Basi, and Glynn Nicholls to discuss the external review action plan of the Political Science Department in September
2022. The department has responded to the external review with clear action items intending to improve communication and program completion
with undergraduate and graduate students, and to engage in an internal process of governance renewal and improvement of policies, processes, and
procedures.
In regard to undergraduate students (Section 1), the department plan to improve communication and to better promote a diverse range of program
options, as well as to implement a new process of course scheduling (in order to reduce course conflicts for students) will help to improve the student
experience in the department. The emphasis on renewed and active relationships with the Political Science Student Union (PSSU) and graduate
students and graduate student representatives (Section 1) is a welcome plan, especially the commitment to invite student representation at
departmental meetings. Additionally, support for and/or collaboration with undergraduate and graduate students on a range of student-centred events
will strengthen the collegial and supportive relationships between faculty and Political Science students. The Department plan to work with the
Graduate Chair/Committee (Section 1.1.2) to improve MA/PhD completion times, clarify program options (especially at the MA level), and introduce
systemic progress check-ins between graduate students and the Graduate Chair will in turn improve the graduate student experience and allow for
progress through the programs. The Faculty welcomes the plan to increase the diverse research profile of the Department (Section 2) and will continue
to work with the Chair to discuss support of projects identified by the Department as high priority in the plan.
The Department action plan to initiate a process of governance reform (Section 3) is a welcome commitment and responds clearly to the external
review. This process will be supported by the Faculty as needed and requested. In particular, the development of an updated constitution, a clear and
transparent set of policies and processes related to setting meeting agendas, budget allocation/spending, offers of course releases, setting faculty
renewal priorities, and undertaking course scheduling and course allocation will improve communication, equity, and transparency in the department
(Section 4.1). The Faculty will also support the HR review of staffing workload (Section 3.1) at the appropriate time. The clear actions outlined in Section
3 (administration and governance reform) will be an important way to strengthen the collegiality and the working environment as outlined in Section 4
of the Action Plan.

Faculty Dean
…………………………………………………………………………

Date
21 October 2022
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Educational Goals Assessment Plan Template
Unit/Program: Political Science
Contact name: Anil Hira
Date: Aug. 3, 2022
This template is designed to help units implement assessment of Educational Goals after receiving feedback from their External Review. Units are not expected to assess every Educational Goal
every year. (Textboxes will expand as you type)
1) Who were the members of your Educational Goals Assessment team? Outline who has worked on the assessment.
Aaron Hoffman, UG Chair; Mark Pickup, G Chair, Alex Moens, Chair
The goals were set up as part of the self study during Spring 2022.

2) Are your program’s Educational Goals current, or do any of them need to be revised?
In some cases, Educational Goals may need to be revised to keep apace with changes in the discipline or in the program’s course offerings, or to ensure they continue to align with a
unit’s mission and values. Feedback from the External Review may inform revision of Educational Goals.
The goals are current, but will be reviewed and updated before the next external review.

3) Is your program’s curriculum map up to date?
A curriculum map may need to be updated to reflect any major changes to the program’s course offerings (i.e. new or substantially revised courses, courses that have been removed).
Yes, Dr. Hoffman has created the curriculum map recently. It can be found at:
http://www.sfu.ca/politics/undergraduate/pol-journey.html

4) Assessment Plan
For each Educational Goal, outline what data you will use to assess student learning. Indicate what direct evidence you will draw on - which key courses you will sample from and, if possible,
the course-based assessments you plan to use. These can be described in general terms (e.g. research paper, final exam questions targeting a particular Educational Goal). Indicate also
whether or not you plan to gather indirect evidence (e.g. surveys, focus groups, interviews, etc.). The same indirect evidence method (e.g. a survey) can be used for multiple Educational
Goals. Describe what would indicate to you that students had met the Educational Goal. Add or delete rows as needed.
Educational Goal 1: UG goal #1: Knowledge and Cognitive skills- knowledge base &
methodological skills
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
Random sample of 4th year student papers from several courses
Or pre-test of sample questions at the beginning of a class followed by a post-class test (or
part of an exam) that includes the same question, to see the % of students who improved

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
The papers demonstrate knowledge of the concepts and the ability to use data in
a research paper.

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
This will be done as
part of the selfstudy process
before the next
external review.

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
This will be done as
part of the selfstudy process
before the next
external review.

Is this direct or
indirect?

Annually, e-mail
survey sent to all

We will leave the choice up to the instructor.

Educational Goal 2: UG goal # 2: Applied Skills- tackling real world problems
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
Random sample of 4th year student papers from several courses

The papers show the ability to apply concepts to real world problems and
the ability to develop and use primary data in appropriate ways.

Direct

Educational Goal 3: UG goal # 3: Experience and Perspective- tolerance, diversity,
and community
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
A survey of graduating students will be set up with staff assistance.

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

indirect

Survey questions would ask them about whether their education has
made them aware of community issues and indirect questions about their
views on handling diverse perspectives on issues.

POL majors and
minors.

Educational Goal 4: Grad Goal #1: Strong knowledge base of the range of analytical
and epistemological approaches and methods in political science
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
-Assessment of course syllabi of POL 800, 801, 802 and 803 and of MA and PhD project
papers/theses by Graduate Chair/Committee.
-Within-course assessment by instructors.
-Participation in Departmental methods workshops and attendance at methods summer
schools.

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data? This will be
done as part of the
self-study process
before the next
external review.

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data? This will be
done as part of the
self-study process
before the next
external review.

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
This will be done as
part of the selfstudy process
before the next
external review.

-Course syllabi reflect a range of analytical and epistemological
approaches and methods in political science, and the project
papers/theses show a mastery of research design, qualitative and
quantitative methods
-Within-course student improvement based on pre- and post-tests
-Participation levels in workshops and summer schools

Educational Goal 5: Grad Goal # 2: Familiarity with the literatures, and ability to
understand and conduct research in two of the major fields of study offered by the
Department
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
-Assessment of MA and PhD field exams/project papers/theses/comprehensive exams by
Graduate Chair/Committee.
-Within-course assessment by instructors.

-The field exams/project papers/theses/comprehensive exams
demonstrate knowledge of the key debates in at least one subfield
-Students have taken courses in at least two subfields
-PhD students have taken comprehensive exams in two different
subfields
-Within-course student improvement based on term papers

Direct

Educational Goal 6: Grad Goal #3: Professional and personal development
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
-Student participation in Dept. and professional panels and conferences, including Dept.
professional development workshops; student participation in co-ops;
-Exit survey of graduate students (self-assessment)

Educational Goal 7: Grad Goal # 4: Skills and attitudes for instructional success

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

-Participation levels in related events
-Discussion with alumni

Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
-Student instructional skills development through participation in SFU and Dept. instructional
skills workshops; experience as tutor marker, TA, and/or instructor
-Course instructor assessment of TAs

What would indicate that students had met the EG?

Experience verified

Is this direct or
indirect?
Direct

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
This will be done as
part of the selfstudy process
before the next
external review.

What would indicate that students had met the EG?
Number of conference presentations and publications by graduate students

Is this direct or
indirect?

When do you plan
to collect the
data?
Annually

Educational Goal 8: Success in early dissemination and publication of academic work
Description of Assessment Methods: (e.g. Term paper from Course X, will randomly sample
20% of student work; exit survey of graduating students)
-Systematic collection of data on students’ conference attendance and publications
-Exit survey of graduate students

5) How do you plan on sharing your findings within your unit?
The above actions will be done by instructors in cooperation with the Chair, UG and G chairs and staff before the next external review, other than the graduating student survey, which will be
done annually. The findings will then be shared with the Dept. for comments before completing the self-study. We will then examine our educational goals and revise them if necessary.

6) Assessment Timeline
Next Mid-cycle Review: 2026
Next External Review: 2028

Strand Hall 3034
8888 University Drive
Burnaby B.C. Canada V5A 1S6

TEL + 1 778 782 5433
avplt@sfu.ca
SFU.CA/vpacademic/learnteach

MEMORANDUM
AT T E N T I O N :

SCUP

FROM:

Elizabeth Elle, Vice-Provost, Learning & Teaching

RE:

External Review of Political Science, and Educational Goals

D AT E :

November 1, 2022

In 2022, the Department of Political Science underwent their external review. As part of this process,
the unit updated their educational goals (EGs), and provided an assessment plan.
Political Science has set up a great web page to help students understand now to navigate through a
degree, but would benefit from producing a curriculum map that would link their individual EGs to the
courses or experiences where the EG is taught or assessed at an introductory, intermediate, or advanced
level. Such a map can assist the unit in deciding which courses to focus on to meet the goals they have
for their program. Political Science has a small number of stated EGs articulated for each of their
undergraduate and graduate degrees (which is good!) but these goals are currently very broad and
could likely use either refinement or the articulation of sub-goals. The department has also started to
consider how to assess EGs; the ideas for direct assessment (considering sampling student papers, or
looking at text questions) and indirect assessments (surveys) are a good start, but will need refinement
and clearer definition to be actionable. Next steps for assessment normally follows naturally from welldefined EGs and a curriculum map. The timeline likewise needs adjustment to the mid-cycle report, at
which time we would normally expect some insight into the EGs and whether students are attaining
them.
SFU has staff who can assist with the setting and assessing of educational goals. In addition to visiting
our resource page, I encourage you to reach out to LEAP, the Learning Experiences Assessment and
Planning unit, who can assist you with this work.

S.23-8
I

SFU

vpacad@sfu.ca
www.sfu.ca/ vpacademic
TEL: 778.782.3925
FAX: 778.782.5876

OFFICE OF THE PROVOST
AND VICE-PRESIDENT ACADEMIC

8888 University Drive
Burnaby, BC
Canada V5A 1S6

MEMORANDUM
ATTENTION
FROM

RE:

Senate
Wade Parkhouse, Provost and Vice
President Academic, and Chair, SCUP

DATE

Revised Terms of Reference for the Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment
(SCUP 22-32)

At its meeting on December 7, 2022, SCUP reviewed and approved the revised Terms of
Reference for the Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment.
Motion: That Senate approve the revised Terms of Reference for the Centre for
Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment.

C: L. Campbell, S. Mongrain, T. Moustafa

SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

ENGAGING THE WORLD

MEMO
Office of the Dean
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
Simon Fraser University
8888 University Drive
Burnaby, BC V5A 1S6
778. 782. 4415
fassea@sfu.ca
www. sfu. ca

TO:

Wade Parkhouse, Vice- President, Academic

FROM:

Lara Campbell, Dean, pro tem, Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences

RE:

Approval of Revised Terms of Reference for the Centre for Comparative Muslim
Studies Endowment

CC:

Erin Morantz, Vice- President, Advancement & Alumni Engagement

DATE:

November 1, 2022

The Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment supporting the Centre for
Comparative Muslim Studies and the Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim
Societies and Culture was established in 2006 at Simon Fraser University by
multiple donors to support and encourage existing and new activities in the Centre. In
2016, the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences established the Professorship in the
Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures, which was supported by a portion
of the annual spending allocation from the Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies
Endowment. In 2022, at the request of the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, these
terms were revised and replace any previous iterations.
Purpose: The purpose of the Endowment is to (a) provide annual support to enhance
activities of the Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies that support its mission of
encouraging the academic discussion and public understanding of the cultures and
societies of Muslim peoples in their broad range of geographical and cultural diversity
at Simon Fraser University. A portion of the interest earned will be used each year to
support the activities of the Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies as determined by
the Director, Centre of Comparative Muslim Studies and the Steering Committee. (b) to
fund the Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures.
Rationale: The terms of reference have been amended to clarify their alignment with
current university and/or faculty-level policies and practices.
Request:
Terms of Reference Revision
I request that you submit the following motion to SCUP:
Motion: That SCUP approve and recommend to Senate the revised Terms of
Reference for the Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment.
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Sincerely,

Lara Campbell
Dean, pro tem, Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences

Attached:
• Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment Revised Terms of
Reference
• Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies Terms of Reference (2006)
• Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures
Terms of Reference (2016)
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Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies
Endowment supporting the Centre for
Comparative Muslim Studies and the
Professorship in the Comparative Study
of Muslim Societies and Culture
Endowment Terms of Reference
Revised: September 2022

Terms of Reference Summary
The Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment was established in 2006 at
Simon Fraser University by various donors to support and encourage existing and new
activities in the Centre. In 2016, the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences established the
Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures, which was
supported by a portion of the annual spending allocation from the Centre for
Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment. In 2022, at the request of the Faculty of Arts
and Social Sciences, these terms were revised and replace any previous iterations.
The purpose of the fund is to (a) financially support activities of the Centre for
Comparative Muslim Studies and to encourage existing and new activities across Simon
Fraser University and (b) to fund the Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim
Societies and Cultures.
The funds will be held by Simon Fraser University and administered by the Dean, Faculty
of Arts and Social Sciences or their designate.

About the Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies
The Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies (CCMS) fosters academic and public
discussion and understanding of Muslim societies and cultures. It shifts the analysis
from the notion of a single religious landscape defined by the religion of Islam to that of
Muslims of different experiences and interpretations as agents in the construction of
their societies and cultures. The Centre also examines the broader political, social,
cultural, economic, and environmental forces that shape the Middle East and North
Africa, South and Southeast Asia, and other Muslim communities globally.

About the Professorship in the Comparative Study of
Muslim Societies and Cultures
The Professorship will augment and continue the work of the Centre for Comparative
Muslim Studies, which has been to encourage the academic discussion and public
understanding of the cultures and societies of Muslim peoples in their broad range of
geographical and cultural diversity.

Centre for Comparative Muslim Studies Endowment
Purpose
The purpose of the Endowment is to
(a) provide annual support to enhance activities of the Centre for Comparative Muslim
Studies that support its mission of encouraging the academic discussion and public
understanding of the cultures and societies of Muslim peoples in their broad range
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of geographical and cultural diversity at Simon Fraser University. A portion of the
interest earned will be used each year to support the activities of the Centre for
Comparative Muslim Studies as determined by the Director, Centre of Comparative
Muslim Studies and the Steering Committee.
(b) to fund the Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and
Cultures.

Appointment of the Professorship in Comparative Study of
Muslim Societies and Cultures
The successful candidate will have an international reputation with a strong publication
record and extensive teaching experience. If the candidate is at an early career stage,
she or he should demonstrate exceptional promise. The geographic area of
specialization is open.
The appointee will hold an existing continuing tenure track position at any rank as
defined by the SFUFA-SFU Collective Agreement. The appointment of the
Professorship shall be for a five-year term with the possibility of renewal at the
discretion of the Steering Committee in compliance with SFUFA-SFU CA and any
relevant University policies.
The holder of the Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and
Cultures shall be recommended by the search committee with the support of the
steering committee. The search committee is to be comprised of members of the
Steering Committee and members of the academic department or departments to
which the prospective holder of the Professorship is attached. The appointment shall
be made and governed in compliance with University policy and the SFUFA/SFU CA as
they may be amended from time to time.

Fund Administration
The Endowment Fund will be held by Simon Fraser University. The administrator of the
Fund will be the Vice President, Academic.
The capital of the Endowment Fund will be held in perpetuity for the exclusive use of
the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences in support of the Centre for Comparative
Muslim Studies. The Endowment Fund will be managed in accordance with Endowment
Management Policy GP 20 (the “Policy”).
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Income from the fund may be used to pay a portion of the salary, benefits and research
expenses of a qualified scholar.
In the event that circumstances make the specified use of the Endowment Fund no
longer practicable or desirable, the Board of Governors of Simon Fraser University is
hereby authorized to make any changes it may deem necessary in the terms or use of
the Endowment Fund. Such changes, however, are to be in keeping as far as possible
with the original spirit and general intent of these terms of reference governing the
Endowment Fund.

Approved by:
________________________

_____________________
Date

________________________

_____________________
Date

________________________

_____________________
Date

________________________

_____________________
Date

Tamir Moustafa
Director, Centre for Comparative
Muslim Studies
Simon Fraser University

Lara Campbell
Dean (pro tem)
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences
Simon Fraser University

Wade Parkhouse
Provost and Vice-President Academic
Simon Fraser University

Erin Morantz
Vice-President, Advancement and
Alumni Engagement
Simon Fraser University
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Professorship in the Comparative Study of
Muslim Societies and Cultures
Terms of Reference
The Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and Cultures,
established in 2016 by the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, will be supported by a
portion of the annual spending allocation from the Endowment Fund (61 -432340)
established in 2006 to support the Centre for the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies
and Cultures (CCSMSC).

Professorship
The Professorship will augment and continue the work of the CCSMSC, which has been
to encourage the academic discussion and public understan~ ng of the cultures and
societies of Muslim peoples in their broad range of geographical and cultural diversity. In
addition to responsibilities as a faculty member in the Department of History, the
Professorship holder will serve as Director of the CCSMSC.
Appointment
The successful candidate will have an international reputation with a strong publication
record and extensive teaching experience. The geographic area of specialization is open.
Knowledge of Arabic and/or Persian or other regional research language(s) is preferred.
The appointee will hold an existing continuing tenure track position as defined in SFU
Academic Policies. The appointment of the Professorship shall be for a five year term
with the possibility of renewal at the discretion of the CCSMSC Steering Committee.
The holder of the Professorship in the Comparative Study of Muslim Societies and
Cultures shall be nominated by the CCSMSC Steering Committee and shall be selected on
the recommendation of a selection committee convened by the Dean of the Faculty of
Arts and Social Sciences. The selection committee shall consist of members of the
CCSMSC Steering Committee and members of the academic department to which the
prospective or existing holder of the Professorship is attached. The appointment shall be
made in accordance with faculty appointment policies Al0.06 and subject to the approval
of the Dean, Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences, and the Vice President, Academic.

Fund Administration
The Endowment Fund will be held by Simon Fraser University. The administrator of the
Fund will henceforth be the Vice President, Academic. The funds will be held by the
university for the continued exclusive use of the Centre for the Comparative Study of
Muslim Societies and Cultures for activities and outreach, including this Professorship.
The endowment fund will be managed in accordance with Endowment Management
Policy GP 20 (the "Policy" ).
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Professorship in the Comparative Study of
Muslim Societies and Cultures
Terms of Reference

In the event that circumstances make the specified use of the endowment fund no longer
practicable or desirable, the Board of Governors of Simon Fraser University is hereby
authorized to make any changes it may deem necessary in the terms or use of the
endowment fund. Such changes, however, are to be in keeping as far as possible with the
original spirit and general intent of these terms of reference governing the endowment
fund.

Accepted by:
Simon Fraser University

u

Jonathan Driver
r. ()ere< ~er
Vice-President, Academic and Provost

Date

Dean
Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences

Thomas Kuehn
Director, Centre for the Comparative Study of
Muslim Societies and Cultures

Date

r

I

Erin Geary
Director, Ad nc ent Services and
Donor Relations
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S.23-9
Strand Hall 3034
8888 University Drive
Burnaby B.C. Canada V5A 1S6

TEL + 1 778 782 5433
avplt@sfu.ca
SFU.CA/vpacademic/learnteach

MEMORANDUM
AT T E N T I O N :

S en ate

RE:

E lizab eth E ll e, Vi c e- Ch air, S en ate Co m mittee on Un d ergrad u ate S tu d i e s
Pro gra m Ch an ge s

D AT E :

Dec e mb er 2 , 20 22

FROM:

For information:
Acting under delegated authority at its meeting of December 1, 2022, SCUS approved the
following curriculum revisions effective Fall 2023.
a. Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences (SCUS 22-70)
1. School of Criminology
(i) Graduation requirement changes to the:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Criminology Major
Anthropology and Criminology Joint Major
Sociology and Criminology Joint Major
Criminology and Psychology Major
Criminology and Gender, Sexuality, and Women’s Studies Joint Major
Criminology Minor
Legal Studies Minor
Police Studies Minor
Criminology Extended Minor
Certificate in Correctional Studies
Certificate in Forensic Studies
Certificate in Legal Studies
Certificate in Police Studies
Certificate in Criminology General
Post Baccalaureate Diploma in Criminology
Post Baccalaureate Diploma in Legal Studies
Post Baccalaureate Diploma in Police Studies
Criminology Honours

2. School of International Studies
(i) Requirement changes to the:
•
•
•
•
•

International Studies Honours
International Studies Major
International Studies Minor
World Literature and International Studies Joint Major
Certificate in International Studies

b. Faculty of Communication, Art and Technology (SCUS 22-75)
1. School for the Contemporary Arts
(i) Admission and continuance requirement changes to the:
•
•
•

Art and Performance Studies Minor
Cinema Studies Minor
Contemporary Arts Minor

c. Faculty of Education (SCUS 22-76) (Summer 2023)
(i) Requirement changes to the Elementary Generalist Minor
d. Faculty of Science (SCUS 22-77)
1. Department of Biological Sciences
(i) Upper and lower division requirement changes for the:
•
•

Biological Sciences Major
Biological Sciences Honours

2. Department of Statistics and Actuarial Sciences
(i) Lower division requirement changes to the Statistics Minor

Senators wishing to consult a more detailed report of curriculum revisions may do so on the
Senate Docushare repository at https://docushare.sfu.ca/dsweb/View/Collection-12682.

S.23-10
Strand Hall 3034
8888 University Drive
Burnaby B.C. Canada V5A 1S6

TEL + 1 778 782 5433
avplt@sfu.ca
SFU.CA/vpacademic/learnteach

MEMORANDUM
AT T E N T I O N :

S en ate

RE:

E lizab eth E ll e, Vi c e- Ch air, S en ate Co m mittee on Un d ergrad u ate S tu d i e s
N e w Cou rs e Prop o sa l s

D AT E :

D ec e mb er 2, 20 22

FROM:

For information:
Acting under delegated authority at its meeting of December 1, 2022 SCUS approved the
following curriculum revisions effective Fall 2023.

a. Faculty of Communication, Art and Technology (SCUS 22-73)
1. School of Communication
(i) New Course Proposal: CMNS 215-3, Media and Identity
b. Faculty of Science (SCUS 22-74)
1. Department of Biological Sciences
(i) New Course Proposal: BISC 433-3, Environmental Microbiology

Senators wishing to consult a more detailed report of curriculum revisions may do so on the Senate
Docushare repository at https://docushare.sfu.ca/dsweb/View/Collection-12682.

S.23-11
Strand Hall 3034
8888 University Drive
Burnaby B.C. Canada V5A 1S6

TEL + 1 778 782 5433
avplt@sfu.ca
SFU.CA/vpacademic/learnteach

MEMORANDUM
AT T E N T I O N :

S en ate

RE:

E lizab eth E l le, Vi c e- Ch air, S en ate Co m mittee on Un d ergrad u ate Stu d ie s
Cou rs e Ch an ge s (S C US 2 2 -7 2)

D AT E :

D e ce m b e r 2 , 20 22

FROM:

For information:
Acting under delegated authority at its meeting of December 1, 2022 SCUS approved the following

curriculum revisions effective Fall 2023.
a. Beedie School of Business

(i) Prerequisite change for BUS 455 (Summer 2023)
(ii) Prerequisite change for BUS 413 and 465
(iii) Description change for BUS 424
b. Faculty of Communication, Art and Technology
1. School for the Contemporary Arts
(i) Title and description change for CA 312 and 312W
c. Faculty of Science
1. Department of Biological Sciences (SCUS 22-50c)
(i) Title change for BISC 204
(ii) Description changes for BISC 100, 101, 102, 113, 202, 204, 212, 300, 302W, 303, 305, 306,
313, 316, 317, 318, 327, 328, 333, 337, 357, 360W, 366, 410, 412, 414, 420, 421, 422,
425, 440W, 441 and 455
(iii) Prerequisite changes for BISC 100, 101, 102, 202, 204, 303, 305, 306, 313, 316, 317, 327,
328, 333, 337, 357, 366, 407, 410, 414, 422, 428, 430, 441, 445, 455 and 457
(iv) Equivalent statement changes for BISC 373

(v) Prerequisite and equivalent statement changes for BISC 113, 212, 300, 302W, 308, 309,
318, 360W, 403, 405, 412, 413, 420, 421, 423, 424, 425 and 440W
(vi) Description and prerequisite changes for BISC 205 (SCUS 22-72)

Senators wishing to consult a more detailed report of curriculum revisions may do so on the
Senate Docushare repository at https://docushare.sfu.ca/dsweb/View/Collection-12682.

S.23-12
Simon Fraser University
Maggie Benston Centre 1100
8888 University Drive
Burnaby, BC V5A 1S6

Senate

TEL 778.782.3042
FAX 778.782.3080

gradstudies@sfu.ca
www.sfu.ca/grad

July 4, 2022

Jeff Derksen,
Chair of Senate Graduate Studies
Committee (SGSC)
Course Change

For information:
Acting under delegated authority, the Chair of SGSC approved the following course change, effective
Spring 2023:
Faculty of Communication, Art & Technology
School for the Contemporary Arts
1) Course Change (description): CA 829 Extended Essay in Contemporary Arts

Senators wishing to consult a more detailed report of curriculum revisions may do so on the Senate
Docushare repository at https://docushare.sfu.ca/dsweb/View/Collection-12682

S.23-13
Senate & Academic Services
8888 University Drive,
Burnaby, BC
Canada V5A 156

TEL: 778.782.6930
FAX: 778. 782.5732

http://www.sfu.ca/senate/senate
committees/spcsab. html

MEMORANDUM

ATTENTION

FROM

RE:

Senate

DATE

November 21, 2022

Holly Hendrigan, Chair ��Es 1/12
Senate Policy Committee on
Scholarships, Awards and Bursaries
Annual Report 2021-2022

I am pleased to submit the Annual Report of the Senate Policy Committee on Scholarships, Awards and
Bursaries [SPCSAB] for the fiscal year 2021/2022.
Overview

SPCSAB is the committee charged by Senate with setting policy for the administration of student awards,
scholarships, bursaries and other forms of financial aid at SFU. This is primarily for university-administered
funding. Three other Senate committees, namely SUAAC [Senate Undergraduate Awards Adjudication
Committee], SGAAC [Senate Graduate Awards Adjudication Committee] and SCUH [Senate Committee on
University Honors] adjudicate financial awards to students, where adjudication is needed. Financial Aid and
Awards is a unit within Student Services, which processes and administers undergraduate scholarships and
awards [entrance, athletic, in-course]. government student loans [Canadian and US] and needs-based bursary
and work-study programs [for both undergraduate and graduate students]. The Graduate and Postdoctoral
Studies Office is responsible for the support and administration of major graduate entrance scholarships and
awards and other internal and donor funded awards for graduate students.
SPCSAB is not responsible for administering budgets for scholarships, awards, work-study or bursary
programs. We include for information, reports from both undergraduate [Appendix 1] and graduate studies
[Appendix 2) indicating how funds were distributed. Policy decisions by SPCSAB in the 2021-22 period are
detailed in Table 1.

Attachments
Table 1
Appendix 1 Undergraduate Studies - Fiscal Years 2021-2022 - SPCSAB 22-09
Appendix 2 Graduate Studies - Fiscal Years 2021/2022 - SPCSAB 22-10
SPCSAB Annual Report 2021/2022

Table 1: Actions of SPCSAB
April
Revision of CGPA
Eligibility Requirement
2021
for Bursary/Work-Study
July

Graduate Travel Awards

2021

SPCSAB approved the removal of the eligibility requirement of a
minimum CGPA 2.00 (good academic standing) for undergraduate
students or CGPA 3.00 for graduate students from the SFU bursary and
work-study programs, effective Summer 2023
SPCSAB approved the discontinuation of the Graduate
International Research Travel Award (GIRTA)
SPCSAB approved the revisions to the Terms of Reference for the
Travel and Minor Research Award (TMRA) to incorporate aspects
of GIRTA
SPCSAB approve the name change for the Travel and Minor
Research Award (TMRA) to Travel and Research Award

•
•

•

October

2021

January

2022

Ali Dastmalchian
Memorial International
Study Abroad Awards
Name Change of Funding
Opportunities Aboriginal to Indigenous
Indigenous Graduate
Entrance Scholarship
(IGES)
Graduate Deans
Entrance Scholarship
(GDES)
Equity, Diversity, and
Inclusion International
Mobility Award (EDI
IMA)

SPCSAB Annual Report 2021/2022

SPCSAB approved the Terms of Reference for the Ali Dastmalchian
Memorial International Study Abroad Awards, effective Summer 2022.
SPCSAB approved the change of name from Aboriginal to Indigenous in
the title for the three (3) university-funded opportunities, effective Fall

2021
SPCSAB approved the change in the nomination procedure for the
Terms of Reference for the Indigenous Graduate Entrance Scholarship
(IGES), effective Fall 2022
SPCSAB approved the revised value of the Graduate Dean's Entrance
Scholarship (GDES) from $21,000 per year to a flexible amount (within
the range of $18,000 - 24,000 per year), effective Fall 2022.
SPCSAB approved the revised Terms of Reference for the Equity,
Diversity, and Inclusion International Mobility Award (EDI IMA),
effective Fall 2022.
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Financial Aid and Awards - Student Services
Disbursement Summary of Funding Administered or Supported through Financial Aid and Awards
Comparative Report: Fiscal Year 2020/2021 vs. 2021/2022
Type of Financial Aid Support

FY 2020/2021
FY 2021/2022
# of Awards Disbursed Total Disbursements # of Awards Disbursed Total Disbursements

UNIVERSITY FUNDED - FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS
Entrance Scholarships and Awards
Undergraduate Open Scholarship
In-Course Awards
Bursary (Open - Undergraduate)a
Bursary (Open - Undergraduate - International)
Bursary (International Supplement - Undergraduate)b
Bursary (Open - Graduate - Domestic)
Bursary (Open - Graduate - International)
Bursary (Designated)c
Athletics Awards

e
g

Undergraduate Work-Study Program
g

Graduate Work-Study Program

SUBTOTAL INTERNALLY MANAGED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS (UNIVERSITY FUNDING)

811
2,156
181

$
$
$

3,228,841
1,806,690
375,200

873
2,075
188

$
$
$

3,603,182
2,058,390
218,590

1,198
2,613

$
$

1,400,892
4,460,236

1,113
3,387

$
$

1,464,949
6,633,382

36
255
615

$
$
$

36,700
511,922
1,156,297

2
136
484

$
$
$

1,530
202,267
649,122

65

$

126,562

121

$

316,316

390

$

811,619

377

$

760,566

174

$

367,950

233

$

445,667

14

$

27,456

39

$

78,924

8,508

$

14,310,365

9,028

$

16,432,885

104
318
439
83

$
$
$
$

547,000
541,522
643,891
98,442

119
316
483
61

$
$
$
$

585,750
646,722
728,549
117,783

5,175
50

$
$

1,978,680
113,893

5,670
209

$
$

1,916,264
339,138

391
6,560

$
$

840,995
4,764,423

402
7,260

$
$

839,328
5,173,534

15,068

$

19,074,788

16,288

$

21,606,419

34,255

$

40,350,212

34,401

$

31,184,218

incl. above
34,255

$
$

31,742,860
72,093,072

incl. above
34,401

$
$

29,079,781
60,263,999

1,482
233
1,715

$
$
$

4,593,344
1,010,090
5,603,434

1,518
222
1,740

$
$
$

4,873,069
1,140,240
6,013,309

446
446

$
$

838,995
838,995

478
478

$
$

997,020
997,020

28
28
36,444

$
$
$

48,205
48,205
78,583,706

26
26
36,645

$
$
$

46,494
46,494
67,320,822

PRIVATELY FUNDED - FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS
Entrance Scholarships and Awards (Annual/Endowed)
In-Course Awards (Annual/Endowed)
In-Course Scholarships (Annual/Endowed)
Bursary (Credit Based Graduate Programs)
Bursary (Annual/Endowed - Undergraduate)d
Bursary (Annual/Endowed - Graduate)
Athletics Awards (Annual/Endowed)f
SUBTOTAL INTERNALLY MANAGED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS (DONOR FUNDING)
TOTAL INTERNALLY MANAGED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS
EXTERNALLY MANAGED OR SUPPORTED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS
StudentAid BC - Federal and Provincial Loans (Full-time and Part-time)

h

StudentAid BC - Federal and Provincial Grants (Full-time and Part-time)
Subtotal

h

Out of Province Loans and Grants
U.S. Loan Awards
Subtotal
Non-SFU Administered External Scholarships, Awards, and Bursaries
Subtotal

i

Athletics Awards (B.C. Athletic Assistance Program)
Subtotal
TOTAL EXTERNALLY MANAGED OR SUPPORTED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS

Notes:
(a) Bursary - Open - includes funding for World University Services of Canada (WUSC) student and other university funded bursaries

(b) Bursary - International Student Supplement (introduced in 2015/16) - Recognizing that international tuition fees had increased significantly over a 3 year period, to help with these increased costs, undergraduate students admitted in the 2014/15 academic year or earlier
were provided a special bursary, the International Student Bursary Supplement. No further funding is available once it is all disbursed.
(c) Bursary - Designated - includes Field School, Exchange, International Co-op, Indigenous (Ugrad/Grad), former Youth in Care, SFU Intl Emergency Assistance
(d) Now includes # of awards disbursed for SFSS BuildSFU Bursary which was created in Spring 2014
(e) The University funding for athletic awards includes athletic entrance awards, recreation awards, international student-athlete awards, and female student athlete awards.

(f) Externally fund-raised Athletic Awards were combined with the Annual/Endowed Athletic Awards category from 2015/16 onwards.
(g) Work-Study hourly wage is currently $15.65 per hour.
(h) StudentAid BC funding for full-time and part-time BC students including any federal and provincial loan funding along with possible grant funding. # awarded includes same student receiving more than one loan in the year.
In 2020-21, additional loan funding available due to COVID-19 but was removed in 2021-22. Grants remain till June 2023.
(i) Non-SFU administered external financial aid and awards normally just requires proof of enrollment from institution. Funds are then disbursed to the student's SFU account.

Financial Aid and Awards - Student Services
Disbursement Summary of Funding Administered or Supported through Financial Aid and Awards
Comparative Report: Fiscal Year 2020/2021 vs. 2021/2022
FY 2020/2021
FY 2021/2022
# of Awards Disbursed Total Disbursements # of Awards Disbursed Total Disbursements
Type of Financial Aid Support
INTERNALLY MANAGED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS
Entrance Scholarships and Awards (University funded)
Entrance Scholarships and Awards (Annual/Endowed)
Subtotal

811
104
915

$
$
$

3,228,841
547,000
3,775,841

873
119
992

$
$
$

3,603,182
585,750
4,188,932

Undergraduate Open Scholarship (University funded)
In-Course Awards (University funded)
In-Course Awards (Annual/Endowed)
In-Course Scholarships (Annual/Endowed)
Subtotal

2,156
181
318
439
3,094

$
$
$
$
$

1,806,690
375,200
541,522
643,891
3,367,303

2,075
188
316
483
3,062

$
$
$
$
$

2,058,390
218,590
646,722
728,549
3,652,251

1,198
2,613

$
$

1,400,892
4,460,236

1,113
3,387

$
$

1,464,949
6,633,382

36
255
615

$
$
$

36,700
511,922
1,156,297

2
136
484

$
$
$

1,530
202,267
649,122

65
83

$
$

126,562
98,442

121
61

$
$

316,316
117,783

5,175
50
10,090

$
$
$

1,978,680
113,893
9,883,624

5,670
209
11,183

$
$
$

1,916,264
339,138
11,640,751

390

$

811,619

377

$

760,566

391
781

$
$

840,995
1,652,614

402
779

$
$

839,328
1,599,894

174

$

367,950

233

$

445,667

14
188

$
$

27,456
395,406

39
272

$
$

78,924
524,591

15,068

$

19,074,788

16,288

$

21,606,419

a

Bursary (Open - Undergraduate - Domestic - University funded)
Bursary (Open - Undergraduate - International - University funded)
Bursary (International Supplement - Undergraduate - University funded)
Bursary (Open - Graduate - Domestic - University funded)
Bursary (Open - Graduate - International - University funded)

b

c

Bursary (Designated - University funded)
Bursary (Credit Based Graduate Programs)
Bursary (Annual/Endowed - Undergraduate)
Bursary (Annual/Endowed - Graduate)
Subtotal
Athletics Awards (University funding)
Athletics Awards (Annual/Endowed)
Subtotal

d

e

f

Undergraduate Work-Study Program (University funded) g
Graduate Work-Study Program (University funded)
Subtotal

g

TOTAL INTERNALLY MANAGED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS
EXTERNALLY MANAGED OR SUPPORTED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS
StudentAid BC - Federal and Provincial Loans (Full-time and Part-time)

h

34,255

$

40,350,212

34,401

$

31,184,218

StudentAid BC - Federal and Provincial Grants (Full-time and Part-time)
Subtotal

h

incl. above

$
$

31,742,860
72,093,072

incl. above

$
$

29,079,781
60,263,999

1,482
233
1,715

$
$
$

4,593,344
1,010,090
5,603,434

1,518
222
1,740

$
$
$

4,873,069
1,140,240
6,013,309

446
446

$
$

838,995
838,995

478
478

$
$

997,020
997,020

28
28
36,444

$
$
$

48,205
48,205
78,583,706

26
26
36,645

$
$
$

46,494
46,494
67,320,822

Out of Province Loans and Grants
U.S. Loan Awards
Subtotal
Non-SFU Administered External Scholarships, Awards, and Bursaries
Subtotal

i

Athletics Awards (B.C. Athletic Assistance Program)
Subtotal
TOTAL EXTERNALLY MANAGED OR SUPPORTED FINANCIAL AID AND AWARDS
Notes:

(a) Bursary - Open - includes funding for World University Services of Canada (WUSC) student and other university funded bursaries
(b) Bursary - International Student Supplement (introduced in 2015/16) - Recognizing that international tuition fees had increased significantly over
a 3 year period, to help with these increased costs, undergraduate students admitted in the 2014/15 academic year or earlier were provided a
special bursary, the International Student Bursary Supplement. No further funding is available once it is all disbursed.
(c) Bursary - Designated - includes Field School, Exchange, International Co-op, Indigenous (Ugrad/Grad), former Youth in Care, SFU Intl Emergency Assistance
(d) Now includes # of awards disbursed for SFSS BuildSFU Bursary which was created in Spring 2014
(e) The University funding for athletic awards includes athletic entrance awards, recreation awards, international student-athlete awards, and female student athlete awards.
(f) Externally fund-raised Athletic Awards were combined with the Annual/Endowed Athletic Awards category from 2015/16 onwards.
(g) Work-Study hourly wage is currently $15.65 per hour.
(h) StudentAid BC funding for full-time and part-time BC students including any federal and provincial loan funding along with possible grant funding. # awarded includes same student receiving more than one loan in the year.
In 2020-21, additional loan funding available due to COVID-19 but was removed in 2021-22. Grants remain till June 2023.
(i) Non-SFU administered external financial aid and awards normally just requires proof of enrollment from institution. Funds are then disbursed to the student's SFU account.
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Attention: Senate Policy Committee on Scholarships, Awards and Bursaries (SPCSAB)
Date: November 23, 2022

Financial Summary of Graduate Scholarship, Bursaries and Awards (SBA) Budget
Scholarship and Awards Budget: Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies received $11,086,032, for the
FY2021/22 Graduate SBA Budget. We had a carryforward, from the FY2020/21 budget of $770,737. A
total of $11,911,690 was disbursed in FY2021/22. .
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THE

WORLD

GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY

Summary of Graduate Scholarships/Bursaries/Awards (SBA) Base Budget Allocations
Five-Year Overview: Fiscal Years 2018/2019 through 2022/2023

FY2018/19

+1,000,000

Base Budget - approved by BoG

8,922,580

Total FY2018/2019 Graduate SBA Budget

8,922,580

FY2018/2019 Graduate Students Unique headcount (based on IRP data)

4,462

FY2019/20

+1,000,000

Base Budget - approved by BoG
Adjustments for FY2019/2020:
Add: FIC transfer
Add: BCGS Top-up Funds

8,172,580

Total FY2019/2020 Graduate SBA Budget

9,922,580

750,000
1,000,000

FY2019/2020 Graduate Students Unique headcount (based on IRP data)

4,444

FY2020/21

+1,000,000

Base Budget - approved by BoG
Adjustments for FY2020/21:
Add: FIC transfer

8,172,580
2,750,000

Total FY2020/2021 Graduate SBA Budget

10,922,580

FY2020/2021 Graduate Students Unique headcount (based on IRP data)
FY2021/22

4,206
+163,452

Base Budget - approved by BoG
Adjustments for FY2021/22:
Add: FIC transfer

8,336,032
2,750,000

Total FY2021/2022 Graduate SBA Budget

11,086,032

FY2021/2022 Graduate Students Unique headcount (based on IRP data)
FY2022/23

4,309
+500,000

Base Budget - approved by BoG
Adjustments for FY2022/23:
Add: FIC transfer

8,836,032
2,750,000

Total FY2022/2023 Graduate SBA Budget

11,586,032
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GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
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Financial Summary of Graduate Scholarships/ Bursaries/ Awards (SBA) Budget
Fiscal Year 2021/2022
BUDGET
Budget Allocation for FY2021/2022
Scholarship funds carryforward surplus from FY2020/2021

11,086,032.00
770,737.00

Total SBA Budget for FY2021/2022

11,856,769.00

EXPENSES (by academic term)
Retroactive Awards
Name of Award (1)
Graduate Dean Entrance
Scholarships
Graduate Fellowships
Graduate Fellowships
(Supplements GUSR018)
Supervisory Support Award

Value of
Award
up to
$21,000
annually
$3,250 or
$6,500
$3,250 or
$6,500
$1000$6500

Number of
Award
Payments

(2)

Summer 2021

Number of
Expensed in
Award
Term ($)
Payments

Fall 2021

Expensed in
Term ($)

Number of
Award
Payments

Spring 2022

Expensed in
Term ($)

Number
of Award
Payments

Expensed in
Term ($)

1

7,000.00

124

740,004.00

147

911,171.00

140

889,328.00

32

126,000.00

348

1,921,500.00

605

3,300,500.00

300

1,662,500.00

1

7,000.00

14

93,500.00

19

135,000.00

16

98,000.00

0

-

0

2

7,000.00

0

-

-

Total for FY2021/2022
Total
number of Total Expensed
award
in FY20/21 ($)
payments
412

2,547,503.00

1,285

7,010,500.00

50

333,500.00

2

7,000.00

President's PhD Scholarship

$6,500

0

-

13

91,000.00

5

35,000.00

10

70,000.00

28

196,000.00

Special Graduate Entrance
Scholarships - General

$1,000$10,000

10

52,000.00

19

108,500.00

144

589,000.00

32

150,500.00

205

900,000.00

Travel & Research Awards

$5,000
annually
varies

Graduate International
Research Travel Awards

Provost Scholarships

Indigenous Graduate
Student Travel Award
Indigenous Graduate
Entrance Scholarship
Dean's Graduate Fellowship
(3)

Thesis Completion
Fellowship
Three Minute Thesis Prize
Totals

0

-

13

21,335.00

10

16,668.00

11

16,664.00

34

54,667.00

8

4,804.00

270

268,175.00

43

53,018.00

108

97,123.00

429

423,120.00

$1,000$6,500

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

0

-

-

0

-

2

2,300.00

varies

1

700.00

1

1,600.00

0

$15,000$18,000

0

-

9

58,000.00

11

72,000.00

11

72,000.00

31

202,000.00

varies

3

12,000.00

1

2,500.00

30

105,400.00

23

68,500.00

57

188,400.00

6

42,000.00

$6,500

0

-

6

42,000.00

$100-$1000

12
68

4,700.00
214,204.00

0

3,348,114.00

818

0
0
1016

Total Expenses in FY2021/2022

5,224,757.00

0
0
651

3,124,615.00

12
2553

4,700.00
11,911,690.00
11,911,690.00

BALANCE
Additions to Scholarship Account (e.g., GGSF funding, VPR office for Supplemental GF, ODSI, 3MT)
Net Balance at Fiscal Year End (March 31, 2022)
NOTES
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219,432.00
164,511.00

Expense Summary of Graduate Award Funds Administered by Dean of Graduate Studies
Three-Year Overview: Fiscal Years 2019/2020 through 2021/2022
GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
FY2019/2020
Name and Type of Award (1)

INTERNALLY-FUNDED GRADUATE AWARDS
Graduate scholarships/fellowships/awards funded by Graduate SBA budget
Graduate Dean's Entrance Scholarships
Graduate Fellowships
Graduate Fellowships Supplemental
Supervisory Support Award (formerly Dean's Leadership Travel Award)
President's PhD Scholarships
Special Graduate Entrance Scholarships
Provost Scholarships (PIF & PPD)
Travel & Research Awards
Graduate International Research Travel Awards (discontinued)
Indigenous Graduate Student Travel Award

Award
Duration/Value
($)

21,000 (2-4yrs)
3,250-6,500
3,250-6,500
1,000
6500
varies (avg 3,000)
5,000/yr (1-3yrs)
varies (avg 500)

1,000-6,500
varies (avg 700)
18,000/yr (2yrs)
Indigenous Graduate Entrance (formerly Graduate Aboriginal Entrance Scholarship 21,000/yr (4 yrs)
Dean's Graduate Scholarship
varies (avg 4,000)
Thesis Completion Fellowship
6,500
Three Minute Thesis Prize
100-1000
Total funded by Graduate SBA budget

Graduate scholarships/fellowships funded by Faculties/Schools
Faculty of Applied Sciences Graduate Fellowships
Faculty of Arts & Social Sciences
Beedie Graduate Scholarships
Faculty of Communication, Art & Technology Graduate Fellowships
Faculty of Education Graduate Scholarships
Faculty of Health Sciences Graduate Scholarships
School of Computing Science Graduate Fellowships/Scholarships
Global Communication Scholarship
SFU Research Partnership Scholarship (CERi)
Graduate Assistance Award in History
Research Grant Stipend (2)
School of Environmental Science Scholarship (established 2021)
Total funded by Faculties/Schools

3,250
varies
varies
3,250
3,250-6,500
varies
3,250-6,500
varies
26,340
1,500
Varies
7,000

Number of Award
Payments

316
1093
39
4
30
121
145
485
28
14
18
155
0
0
2448
42
18
0
8
2
75
56
20
4
0
0
225

FY2020/2021

Total Expenses
($)

1,974,502
5,639,466
249,800
22,750
195,000
561,011
207,424
462,955
121,380
11,820
112,000
442,484
0
0
10,000,592
136,500
22,872
0
26,000
6,500
156,000
291,500
51,000
31,654
0
0
722,026

Number of Award
Payments

369
1062
21
0
28
122
76
395
4
2
19
91
25
7
2221
10
7
188
7
3
93
77
8
17
12
106
528

FY2021/2022

Total Expenses
($)

2,211,331
5,755,500
130,500
0
191,000
517,850
120,668
351,998
11,724
1,700
116,667
224,094
175,000
2,950
9,810,982
32,500
6,600
173,200
23,750
21,000
152,500
188,500
19,585
42,000
18,000
490,919
1,168,554

Number of Award
Payments

412
1,285
50
2
28
205
34
429
0
2
31
57
6
12
2553
23
1
18
25
0
70
121
0
18
4
35
3
318

Total Expenses
($)

2,547,503
7,010,500
333,500
7,000
196,000
900,000
54,667
423,120
0
2,300
202,000
188,400
42,000
4,700
11,911,690
76,750
2,000
103,500
87,500
152,614
411,000
0
55,000
6,000
205,075
21,000
1,120,439

Expense Summary of Graduate Award Funds Administered by Dean of Graduate Studies
Three-Year Overview: Fiscal Years 2019/2020 through 2021/2022
GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
FY2019/2020
Name and Type of Award (1)

Award
Duration/Value
($)

Other internally-funded awards
Private Awards (supported by endowments & annual donations)
(3)
CTEF Graduate Fellowships (supported by Community Trust Endowment Fund)
Big Data Graduate Scholarship
Big Data USRA
VPR USRA Science
VPR USRA Social Science and Humanities
Other USRA's (4)
Total funded by Other internal sources

varies
6,500
6,500
2,250-4,500
4,500
2,250-4,500
varies

TOTAL INTERNALLY-FUNDED GRADUATE AWARDS

Number of Award
Payments

FY2020/2021

Total Expenses
($)

Number of Award
Payments

FY2021/2022

Total Expenses
($)

Number of Award
Payments

Total Expenses
($)

465
23
29
18
58
41
3
637

1,950,722
149,500
188,500
65,250
261,000
114,750
13,500
2,743,222

511
20
0
0
58
50
3
642

2,137,508
136,500
0
0
261,000
159,750
13,500
2,708,258

504
16
0
0
61
61
4
646

2,217,343
112,000
0
0
363,000
192,750
24,000
2,909,093

3,310

13,465,840

3,391

13,687,794

3,517

15,941,222.00

Expense Summary of Graduate Award Funds Administered by Dean of Graduate Studies
Three-Year Overview: Fiscal Years 2019/2020 through 2021/2022
GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
FY2019/2020
Name and Type of Award (1)

EXTERNALLY-FUNDED GRADUATE AWARDS
National scholarships funded by Federal funding agencies
NSERC Graduate Scholarships
SSHRC Graduate Scholarships
CIHR Graduate Scholarships
Canada Graduate Scholarships-M. Smith Foreign Study Supplements
NSERC Undergraduate Student Research Awards
Total National scholarships funded by Federal funding agencies

Award
Duration/Value
($)

17,500-50,000
(1-4yrs)
17,500-50,000
(1-4yrs)
17,500-50,000
(1-4yrs)
5,300-6,000
4,500 (6,000 in 2021)

Number of Award
Payments

FY2020/2021

Total Expenses
($)

Number of Award
Payments

FY2021/2022

Total Expenses
($)

Number of Award
Payments

Total Expenses
($)

221

1,838,944

232

1,955,334

199

1,716,997

369

3,035,829

394

3,235,830

393

3,350,828

59
14
73
736

495,181
80,611
328,500
5,779,065

68
2
77
773

595,833
12,000
346,500
6,145,497

69
3
88
752

597,499
18,000
538,500
6,221,824

Major scholarships funded by Provincial funding agencies
BC Graduate Scholarship (5)
Total Major scholarships funded by Provincial funding agencies

15,000

153
153

760,000
760,000

226
226

1,130,000
1,130,000

126
126

635,000
635,000

Other externally-funded awards and grants
External Awards (6)
Northern Scientific Training Program Grants
(7)
Centre for Digital Media Scholarships (MDM program)
(8)
NSERC and SSHRC GGSF Expenses
Total Other externally-funded awards

varies
varies
varies
varies

60
9
65
varies
134

249,799
30,103
315,500
0
595,402

40
3
83
varies
126

112,769
7,440
202,500
17,500
340,209

58
5
144
0
207

543,484
19,320
386,624
0
949,428

TOTAL EXTERNALLY-FUNDED GRADUATE AWARDS

1,023

7,134,467

1,125

7,615,706

1,085

7,806,252

TOTAL GRADUATE AWARD FUNDS EXPENSED BY FISCAL YEAR

4,333

20,600,307

4,516

21,303,500

4602

23,747,474

Expense Summary of Graduate Award Funds Administered by Dean of Graduate Studies
Three-Year Overview: Fiscal Years 2019/2020 through 2021/2022
GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY
FY2019/2020
Name and Type of Award (1)

Award
Duration/Value
($)

Number of Award
Payments

Total Expenses
($)

FY2020/2021
Number of Award
Payments

Total Expenses
($)

NOTES
(1) These scholarships are paid over multiple terms. The total expenses on this report reflects the number of payments made this fiscal year.
(2) Research Grant Stipends were implemented as a response to COVID-19 restrictions preventing graduate students from entering Canada, allowing Research Assistants to get paid while
studying from outside of Canada.
(3) CTEF - Includes Omics Data Science Initiative GF's (ODSI)
(4) Other USRA's include: BPK Fac Undergrad Res Award; BPK Len Brownlie USRA; Charles Allard USRA; Dr. Ivor Fleming USRA; Faculty of Science USRA; Grant Sheffer USRA in Physics
(5) BC government funding; recipients of the BCGS also received a $5,000 top-up from the Dean's Graduate Fellowship
(6) External awards include: SPOR GF's; Queen Elizabeth Scholarships (AUCC)
(7) MDM scholarships consist of MDM Venture Internship Awards and Centre for Digital Media Scholarships
(8) The NSERC & SSHRC GGSF expenses consist of reimbursement for grant-matching GF supplements.

FY2021/2022
Number of Award
Payments

Total Expenses
($)

S.23-14

To:

Senate

From:

Kris Nordgren, Secretary
Senate Nominating Committee

Date:

December 9, 2022

Subject: Senate Committee Elections

This is a summary of the nominations received and outstanding vacancies for Senate committees.
All nominations must be received by the Senate Office from the Nominating Committee in time to be included in
the documentation sent out for the next Senate meeting. Senators will be informed that further nominations may be
made by individual members of Senate. Any such nominations must reach the Committee Secretary the Friday
before the meeting of Senate, and no further nominations will be accepted after this time. The Committee Secretary
will provide members of Senate at the Senate meeting with such further nominations as may have been received.
Oral nominations during the meeting of Senate will not then be allowed.
If only one nomination is received for a position, the position will be elected by acclamation. If more than one
nomination is received for a position online voting will be held during the week following the Senate meeting on
Monday, January 9, 2023. An email will be sent to all Senators with information about the candidates and a link to
the online voting system. Voting will be permitted for 48 hours and election results will be released within three
days of the end of voting

COMMITTEE

SAB
SCAR
SCCS

SCIA*

SCUH

SCUP
SCUTL

POSITION

TERM
(from June 1, 2022)

Undergraduate Student (Alternate)
Graduate Student (Alternate)
Senator
Senator
Convocation Senator
Student
Student (Alternate)
Faculty Member (Health Sciences)
Faculty Member (Science)
Graduate Student (at-large)
Faculty Senator (Applied Sciences)
Faculty Senator (Education)
Convocation Senator
Graduate Student Senator
Graduate Student Senator
(Alternate)

1 year
2 years
2 years
2 years
1 year
2 years
2 years
2 years
2 years
1 year
2 years
3 years
1 year
1 year

Faculty Member (Education)

2 years

NOMINATIONS
RECEIVED
(after December
Senate Elections)

CANDIDATES
ELECTED
(from December
Senate Meeting)

Dan Laitsch
Thecla Schiphorst
Jessica Simpson

Arne Mooers

1 year
Suzanne Smythe

SGAAC
SGSC
SLC
SLC/LPAC
Dual Positions

SNC

SPCSAB
SPCSAB/
SGAAC
SPCSAB/
SUAAC
SUAAC

Graduate Student
Graduate Student (Alternate)
Graduate Student
Graduate Student (Alternate)
Graduate Student (Alternate)
Faculty Member (Education)
Faculty Member (Health Sciences)

1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
1 year
2 years
1 year

Graduate Student (Alternate)

2 years

Faculty Senator (Arts and Social
Sciences)
Faculty Senator (Business
Administration)
Faculty Senator (Communication,
Art and Technology)
Faculty Senator (Education)
Faculty Senator (Environment)
Faculty Senator (Health Sciences)
Student Senator
Graduate Student
Faculty Senator
Faculty Member
Graduate Student
Graduate Student (Alternate)

Reema Faris

2 years
1 year

Michael Parent

1 year
2 years
2 years
1 year
1 year
1 year
2 years
1 year
1 year
1 year

Connie Liu

Faculty Member

2 years

Michael Everton

Undergraduate Student (alternate)

1 year

Jessica Simpson

* SCIA Faculty members: In the event that the Faculty Member is unable to attend, the Faculty Dean is authorized to
appoint an alternate replacement.
CC
DQAC
ESC
REB
SAB
SCAR
SCCS
SCEMP
SCIA
SCODA
SCUH
SCUP
SCUS
SCUTL
SGAAC
SGSC
SLC/LPAC
SNC
SPCSAB
SUAAC

Calendar Committee
Diverse Qualifications Adjudication Committee
Electoral Standing Committee
Research Ethics Board
Senate Appeals Board
Senate Committee on Agenda and Rules
Senate Committee on Continuing Studies
Senate Committee on Enrolment Management and Planning
Senate Committee on International Activities
Senate Committee on Disciplinary Appeals
Senate Committee on University Honours
Senate Committee on University Priorities
Senate Committee on Undergraduate Studies
Senate Committee on University Teaching and Learning
Senate Graduate Awards Adjudication Committee
Senate Graduate Studies Committee
Senate Library Committee/Library Penalties Appeal Committee
Senate Nominating Committee
Senate Policy Committee on Scholarships, Awards & Bursaries
Senate Undergraduate Awards Adjudication Committee
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